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The Dig
Hexen
IndyCar Racing II

*

Rebel Assault II

Beavis & Butt-Head
...and more!

A hard-driving look at PC racing games:

the classics— and some that will be

imagine
a new way of publishing

Mindscape's Angel DeVoid is one of the new
games aiming to change the face of multimedia.



• THE MOST IMMERSIVE CONSUMER VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEM

• SUPPORTED BY MORE GAMES THAN ANY OTHER VR PRODUCT

|
« HANDHELD CYBERPUCK™ CONTROLLER

1 VIP™ CARD SUPPORTS UP TO 125 PERIPHERALS

• PATENTED QUICK-RESPONSE HEAD TRACKING

• FLIP-UP SMARTVISOR

™

H*E*A*D*G*E*A*R

For IBM PC compatibles.

phone (716) 427-8595
fax (716) 292-6353
America Online®: Keyword: FORTE or VFX1
CompuServe®: GO FORTE
Internet: SALES@FORTECH.COM

• HIGH-FIDELITY STEREO HEADPHONES

• COMFORTABLE ERGONOMIC DESIGN

• WINDOWS® 95 COMPATIBLE

• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• BUILT-IN MICROPHONE

S !??? ?rte Technologies Inc BATTLETECH®, MECHWARRIOR®, and 'ME.CH® are registered trademarks and NETMECH™ is a trademarkof FA5A Corporation, registered in the US Patents and Trademarks Office. Screen images © 1995 FASA Corporation. All rights reserved.



Virtual Realit

See for yourself why PC Magazine

called.JJhaiQil.e_VFn.d£ADfi£AR

"the coolest peripheral you can buy for your PC."

Try it out at any Incredible Universe store.

Or call for the retailer nearest you.

Product Information Number 120

It's easy to stay cool when you watch

computer games on a monitor.

But the Forte VFX1 HEADGEAR

puts you right in the middle of the action, making

games like MechWarrior®2 unnervingly realistic.

System
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Cover Story

Multimedia: The Next Generation

The words "Interactive Movie" can send experi-

enced gamers running in fear — but new tech-

nology and better game designs may signal a

brighter future for multimedia gaming.

Features

Life in the Fast Lane

If you're the kind of gamer who feels the need

for speed, you'll

want to dive

into this

look at PC

racing —
past, present,

and future.
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Dimension
PART TWO

3D Accelerators - Which One is Best for You?

Those long-awaited 3D accelerator cards are

finally hitting the shelves — and we've test-

driven four of the best.

Get the inside story on some ofPC gaming's

most exciting new titles.

36 Spycraft

The former heads of the CIA and the KGB

helped make sure this game of high-tech

espionage was right on the money.

42 Syndicate Wars

Syndicate was one of the most entertaining

and underrated action-strategy games ever-

and the sequel promises to be even better.

44 Destiny

It takes real confidence to

challenge one of PC

gaming's all-time

classics, but

Destiny may just be

the new Civilization.
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Multimedia

Gaming

Say the words "interactive movie" to

an experienced gamer and watch

what happens. If he's too polite to gri-

mace outwardly, his eyes will proba-

bly glaze over with disinterest.

That's because he knows what
the gaming industry is only just

learning: movies aren't interactive.

They're not supposed to be. And if

you can't interact with a game, it's

not a game at all. Last year was full

of examples that bore this out, pro-

grams that tried to be both cinematic

and interactive— and failed miser-

ably at both.

You don't watch Lawrence of

Arabia because you want to com-
mand a bedouin army in an attack

on Aqaba; you watch it because you

want to sit back and be told a great

story about a fascinating man. And
you don't play a computer game so

you can sit back and watch a movie.

They're two different animals, and

any attempt to cram one into the

other's mold cheapens both of them.

So where does that leave all this

nifty new technology? Full-motion

video is fun to look at, and games
like Wing Commander IV and

Command & Conquer prove it can

be an effective part of an entertain-

ing game — as long as it isn't used

as a substitute for good game
design. More and more designers

are coming to this conclusion — and

that's an exciting prospect. Check

out our cover feature on page 74 to

see how the face of multimedia

gaming is changing.

i
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X-31A GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS RAFALE GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS F-117A GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

iTECTEI

THREAT
4 AIM9M

l]

MAX T-O WEIGHT 376,000 LB

POWERPLANT (4) GE FI 18-GE-1 10 NON-AFTER-

BURNING TOURBOFANS

CREW TWO
ARMAMENT RLA/ 50,000 LB. PAYLOAD



n ' " . - u rsF-22A GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Be the first civilian to experience

AIR COMBAT IN THE ADVANCED TACTICAL

FIGHTERS OF THE EARLY 21ST CENTURY

IN THIS SEQUEL TO US NAVY FIGHTERS

(THE:STANDARD FOR SIMULATIONS IN

1995) . Fly aircraft that are just

starting Pentagon test programs,

This simulation is based on exclusive.

AUTHENTIC AND UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION FROM

Jane's Information Group (the world's largest

PUBLISHER OF MILITARY INFORMATION), IT INCLUDES

A FULLY INTERACTIVE JANE'S ALL THE WORLD'S

Aircraft Guide with blue prints, weapons
This is your opportunity to

EXPERIENCE U.S. TACTICAL AND

TECHNOLOGY TRENDS, LIKE THE

X-31'S POST STALL MANEUVERS

AND HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK, IN

SCALEABLE RESOLUTION MODES FOR

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE ON MULTIPLE

PROCESSOR SPEEDS (320 X 200

ALL THE WAY TO 1024 X 768) ,

INFORMATION, ENGINE DIAGRAMS., AND COCKPIT

LAYOUTS, YOU CAN EVEN PULL UP VIDEO FOOTAGE OF

THE ACTUAL FIGHTERS IN TEST PROGRAMS PULLING

THE SAME MANEUVERS YOU PULL IN THE GAME

3 all-new Air Power. Campaigns

of the Future with different and

UNIQUE THREAT ENVIRONMENTS, THE

KIND THAT REQUIRE THE- EXTREME

BOMBING ACCURACY OF THE F-117A

TO TAKE OUT' HARD TARGETS. JUST

BEWARE THE AIR DEFENSES OF THE

NEW ENEMY FORCES,

Modem and network play lets

UP TO 8 PLAYERS DOGFIGHT IN

authentically detailed F-22's.

Supercruise through fully texture

MAPPED TERRAIN RANGING FROM

DESERTS TO ISLANDS TO CITIES,.

COMBAT SIMULATIONS

From- Electronic Arts Studios'

http : //www . eo , com/ j rines.html
( for more information)

Product Information Number 110772 for information on game ratings. Actual screens ‘may vary



EPIC MEGAGAMES TAKES PC
PINBALL TO NEW EXTREMES

Epic MegaGames takes pinball to a new
level of realism with Extreme Pinball, the

follow-up to our award-winning Epic

Pinball (PC Format rated 91 %). What a fol-

low-up it is! We’ve doubled the resolution,

increased the sound & music capacity,

improved the playfield dimensions, ani-

mated the dotmation to arcade quality

and most importantly we’ve created the

most detailed, realistic and compelling

table layouts in PC pinball. All this and
super-smooth scrolling too!

- Four tables with unique 2D and 3D, SGI-

rendered dotmation animated sequences.

- Ultra realistic graphics, 5 ball multiple ball

play, multiple level playfields and table

rules that equal those you’ll find in real

arcade pinball machines.

- All the pinball features you’ve come to

expect from us plus these new ones:

diverter gates, animated playfield items, a

fully functional ball cannon and more.

- Music that changes with gameplay events

and tons of new sound and voice effects.

Call 1 -800-972-7434 to order for only

$35.00 plus $4 s&h. Extreme Pinball is also

available at your local software retailer

from ELECTRONIC ARTS.

mm

HERE’S HOW TO REACH US:

Epic MegaGames Inc. 3204 Tower Oaks Blvd.,

Suite 410, Rockville, Maryland 20852, USA..

Orders: 1-800-972-7434 Inquiries: (301) 983-

9771

Fax: (301)299-3841

Please add $4.00 shipping & handling. VISA & Mastercard accepted.

MD Residents add 5% sales tax. All games shown in this ad are for

PC CD-ROM. Pentium is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation

© 1995 Epic MegaGames Inc,

DOWNLOAD THE SHAREWARE
VERSIONS FROM THESE SITES:

Epic’s web site: http://www.epicgames.com

Epic’s official ftp site: ftp.uml.edu in

the msdos/games/epic directory

Exec-PC BBS (414) 789-4360

CompuServe: GO EPIC

A0L: keyword PCGAMES, in the libraries

BBS’s and major online services everywhere



rcW‘" THE ULTIMATE PC SHOOTER

/ .j K"' i 4A i Tyrian is sure to be considered the hottest— L scrolling action-shooter ever released for the PC.

While this is certainly a bold claim we think one play

will convince you. Check this out:

/ At ' - Three level super-smooth parallax scrolling plus additional

explosion and transparency effects for Pentium users.

- Over 30 levels, 300 weapon combinations and many secret levels and features. With up to 300

sprites on the screed at once and massive explosions all around, it’s no wonder PC Gamer said

Tyrian gives the newfest-€D-based console games a “run for their money” (rated 87%)

- TWO CAN PLAY bn one machine or using a modem or network connection. Go for the highest

individual scores or work cooperatively forming a giant dual-ship configuration.

Tyrian features 3 episodes of awesome action for only $35.00. Call 1-800-972-7434 to order.

SEE MORE SCREEN SHOTS AND DOWNLOAD THE SHAREWARE VERSION OF THIS

AWESOME ACTION GAME FROM OUR WEB SITE http://WWW.EPICGAMES.COM

The all-new JAZZ [ACKRABBIT

CHRISTMAS 1 995 EDITION is

available now. If you’re looking

for fast action the whole family

can enjoy DOWNLOAD IT RIGHT
NOW and then call 1-800-972-

7434 to order the huge 90 level

Jazz (ackrabbit CD-ROM for the

special holiday sale price of

only $39.00 - you save $10! Call

soon, sale ends )anuary 31.

W j4

RADIX: BEYOND THE VOID is an
intense 3D action game devel-

oped for the PC platform. You’ll

fly down alien infested tunnels

of the Theta-2 base as well as

inside the massive alien moth-

ership. You will also fly into the

Void, where unknown terrors

await you. It’ll take great persis-

tence and skill to navigate the

small assault fighter through

the winding tunnels and corri-

dors to successfully accomplish

your mission. (Un)fortunately,

heavy alien resistance will

attempt to hinder your objec-

tive. For more details visit our

web site, www.epicgames.com
Three huge episodes - S35.00

Product Information Number 1 15

888 8 0 ace; PjT

888
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e kept it under wraps for as

long as we could stand.

Now, we proudly introduce

the new, improved PC
Gamer CD-ROM.

You’ll find The CD is

still packed with all the hot

game demos, patches, and
add-on levels you've come
to expect from us. But, wait

— there's more!
For the first time ever, you'll actu-

ally enter the world of PC Gamer. You'll

meet Cheryl, our receptionist, and wan-
der unescorted through our cluttered,

but very tastefully decorated, offices.

Now's your chance to snoop around our

desks and rifle through our files — and
while you're at it, you might even help

us solve the mystery surrounding Rick-

ets, the official PC Gamer monkey.
(You'll find clues on The CD every
month; uncover the truth, and you could

win a prize so incredibly fabulous that

even we don’t know what it is yet!)

To visit the PC Gamer offices, click

on the door handle to open the elevator,

then click forward to step inside. Turn
around until you're facing the front of

the elevator and click on the elevator

button. (If you need more help in getting

the elevator to work, check out the hints

on page 9.)

Once you're in our offices, you can
move around using the mouse. To check
out the game demos, click on the juke-

box. When you're ready to leave, move
your mouse to the top of the screen, and
a menu will appear with an exit option.

Our new front end is Windows-based,
so setup couldn't be easier:

1 Insert the CD and load Windows.
2 From the RUN option (found under the

File menu in Windows 3.1 or under

Windows 95's Start menu) type

X:SETUP (where X is the letter of your

CD-ROM drive).

3 This will create the PC Gamer icon

group. Click on the icon, and The CD
will launch.

After you've visited the our

offices, this jukebox will

appear in the alley. It's a

shortcut that'll let you

bypass the elevator and go

directly to the game demos

in future sessions. .

Entering the

World of PC Gamer
You begin in the secluded
alley that leads to the hidden
PC Gamer elevator. Move
your mouse pointer around
the screen, and you'll notice

it turns into an arrow. Click,

and you'll move in the direc-

tion of the arrow.

This is —
the elevator. Click on

the handle to enter.



Click on the name

of the demo you're

interested in, and

you'll receiveWorms

Wipeout

Tempest 2000

Extreme Pinball

Mission Critical

System Requirements

486/33; 4MB RAM; 8MB
hard-drive space; Mouse
(Win 3,1 users will need to

be sure they've got the

SHARE.EXE utility loaded)

These requirements are

for loading our front end
program only. Each game
demo will have its own
additional requirements,

so be sure to read them
carefully.

The new PC Gamer
front end should work
fine with Windows 95,

To install and run some
DOS game demos, you
may need to reboot into

a DOS session. If the

videos appear as full-

screen sequences, you
should enter the Control

Panel's Multimedia
option and set it to

View in Window.

1 . You can download demos and check

out PC Gamer's new look at our World
Wide Web site at http://www.pcgamer.com

on the Internet. Our Web site also features

a special Strategy Pius section, links to

other hot Web pages, and gaming news.

2 . You can call our Customer Service

department at (415) 696-1661 (between

the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. PST) to

have the CD mailed to you for only $5.95

shipping and handling.

So, you've broken the PC Gamer elevator,

huh? Some guest you turned out to be.

If you can't figure out how to start

the elevator moving down to our offices,

think like a car thief. Have you ever hot-

wired an elevator? Click on the sparking

wires that were exposed when the eleva-

tor control panel fell apart, and you’ll be
on your way down to PC Gamer country.

Newsstand buyers now have the choice

of purchasing either the CD-ROM Edi-

tion of PC Gamer for $7.99, or PC Gamer
without a CD-ROM for $3.99. If you pur-

chase the edition without a disc, you
can still get free game demos because
all PC Gamer readers have the opportu-

nity to get demos and other goodies in

a couple of different ways:

In the event our front end doesn't load

or run properly on your machine, you
can still install each demo, bypassing

our front end altogether.

To manually install a demo, take a

look at the Command Box located to the

right. This box contains a list of demos
along with their directories and installa-

tion commands.
To get up and running using the

Command Box, first switch to your CD-

ROM drive and change to the appropriate

directory by typing CD\DIRECTORY,
where DIRECTORY is the one listed in the

Command Table next to the game you're

trying to install. Once in the appropriate

directory, type the Install Command, then

press Enter. For example, to install the

Command & Conquer demo:
Type CD\WESTWOOD\C&C DEMO
and press Enter

Type INSTALL.EXE and press Enter

The demo will then be installed on your PC.

* on chart at right = Must install

through Windows. The Hive, Thexder,

and Knight Moves require Windows 95;

Comix Zone comes in Windows 3.1 and
Win95 versions.

Command & Conquer \WESTWOOD\C&C_DEMO INSTALL.EXE
IndyCar Racing 2 MCR2 INSTALL.EXE
Worms \WORMS INSTALL.BAT
Wipeout \ WIPEOIfT.BAT
Fantasy General \FANTASY INSTALL.EXE
Knight Moves * \KMDEMO KNIGHT.EXE
Tempest 2000 \TEMPEST\SHARE INSTALL.EXE
Fighter Duel \FTRDUEL INSTALLBAT
M. Ashley Teaches Chess' \CHESS M2.EXE
Expect No Mercy * \NOMERCY INSTALLEXE
Extreme Pinball \EXTREME INSTALLEXE
Mission Critical VMCDEMO MISSION.EXE
NHL '96 \NHL96 NHLDEMO.EXE
The Hive * \HIVE THE HIVE.EXE
Thexder * \THEXDER SETUP.EXE
Darfcseed II

’ \DARKSEED SETUP.EXE
Into the Void WOIDMTVDEMO INSTALLEXE
Comix Zone for Win 3.1

* \CZONE31 SETUP.EXE
Comix Zone for Win '95 * \CZONE95 SETUP.EXE
America Online * \AOL AOLEXE
GNN * \GNN SETUP.EXE
Descent HOGs \DESCENT
Heretic WADs \HERETIC

Doom WADs \DOOM
Hexen WADs \HEXEN
Wareraft Levels \WARCRAFT
Bug Patches VPATCHES



CRUSADERS OF THE DARK SAVANT

changed role-playing games forever.

Rebuilt from the smoking ground up,

WIZARDRY GOLD brings you all the

tension and fury of CRUSADERS

with staggering effects for

Macintosh and Windows 95.

From the quiet agony of a mind-
v'

game to the fury of full-phased combat,

WIZARDRY GOLD serves up the toughest

puzzles and the nastiest foes ever built

into a role-playing adventure game.

• Superb Hi-res graphics

• Digitized speech

• Ear-blasting audio effects

• Unparalleled gameplay

WINDOWS 95 / 3.1 / NT & MACINTOSH The game that
changed the world
just went on steroids!
Adrenaline not included.

WINNER OF 5 ROLE-PLAYING

GAME OF THE YEAR AWARDS

PO Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669-0245

Tel: (315) 393-6633

Fax: (315)393-1525

E-Mail: 76711.33@COMPUSERVE.COM

To order, visit your retailer,

or call: (800) 447-1230. Ask for operator 75.

Wizardry is a registered trademark of Sirtech Software, Inc.; Reg'd in Canada.

Tan Number 151Product;



Command & Conquer
Company: Virgin

Tech Support: (714) 833-1999

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Action-Strategy

Required: 486DX/50; 8MB RAM; 20MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse
Install: \WESTWOOD\C&C_DEMO\INSTALLEXE

C

ommand & Conquer's blend of strat-

egy and non-stop action has been the

cause for a lot of lost time around the

PC Gamer offices. If you haven't seen
this terrific game, now's your chance to

check it out for yourself.

The story; A strange, crystalline

plant is growing all over the face of the

earth. Its appears to be from outer space,

and scientists are working on solving the

mystery of the plant, named tiberium, but

one thing is already clear; it's a valuable

energy source.

Meanwhile, a terrorist group that

calls itself the Brotherhood of Nod, led by
a mysterious figure known only as Kane, is

carrying out a campaign aimed at world

domination. Their only opposition is the

Global Defense Initiative (GDI) — an army
created by the United Nations to keep

peace on the planet. In

the full version of

Command & Conquer,

you can choose to

command either side

of the conflict. For this

demo, you're given

three missions as the

GDI commander,
fighting back the Nod
incursion.

Control of the

game is completely

mouse-driven; simply

select one of your

units and click on its

destination or on the

enemy unit you want
it to attack. You can

issue the same order

;*
* * , *

fs ^ * if

<,

The third mission introduces you to one of the most powerful units— the Commando. He carries explosives

that can destroy any facility, and he can take out enemy infantry with one shot.

In the second mission of the demo, you'll need to build a bunch of Orcas.

They're quite handy against enemy facilities, especially in groups.

to a group of units just as easily; simply

move the mouse while holding the button

down to "draw" a box around the units

you want to select.

Don't let the ease of the interface lull

you into complacency, though; you'll have

to stay busy to keep ahead of the Nod,
building structures, harvesting tiberium,

and deploying your army intelligently. The
three missions included in the demo aren't

HINT
In the second demo mission (which is

mission 10 in the full version of Com-
mand & Conquer), it's vital to have Orca

helicopters; once you construct a bar-

racks, you can build a helipad and start

making these attack choppers. Keep in

mind that once you've given them a des-

tination and they've taken to the air, you
can't select them with the mouse to

change their orders until they land. To
get around this, you can assign a group
of helicopters to a number key (0-9) by
pressing CTRL plus the number key.

Once you've done ( *

that, you'll be able

to access your chop-

pers instantly by tap-

ping the chosen num- m

ber key. This comes in handy when you
want to tell the Orcas to stop chasing a

fast-moving enemy unit that might lead

them back to its base, where SAM mis-

sile sites undoubtedly wait to shoot the

choppers down. Check the README.TXT
file for more shortcut keys that'll help

you overwhelm the Nod scum.

easy, so don't worry if it takes you a cou-

ple of tries to complete them.

The first thing you'll want to do is

set up your mobile construction yard.

That's the big awkward-looking unit

(resting the cursor on a friendly unit will

display its name after a few seconds).

Open it up by double-clicking on it

(you'll need to move it to pretty big

clearing first, since it unfolds into a

larger structure). You'll then be able to

construct a power plant — do this by
clicking on its picture in the sidebar on
the right side of the screen. Money will

be deducted from your stores as it is

built. When it's ready, click on the pic-

ture, and then place it next to your con-

struction yard; you can only place new
structures adjacent to existing structures

you own.
For more information on player

control and how to manipulate your
armies, consult the README.TXT file

installed in the C&C directory on your
hard drive. On slower computers, the

game may run faster if you turn off the

music at the Game Controls menu.

nl
This handsome fella is the commanding officer of GDI

troops. You'll get most of your mission briefings from him.



Wizbang!

AcIiyisioN

Developed by Wizbang !" 1 Software Productions, Inc.

Activision is a registered trademark and HyperBlade is a trademark of Activision, Inc. © 1995 Activision, Inc. All rights reserved.

A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF WlZBANG! SOFTWARE PRODUCTIONS, INC. MICROSOFT AND WINDOWS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF MICROSOFT CORPORATION.

Product Information Number 89



Company: Electronic Arts

Tech Support: (415)572-2787

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Sports

Required: 486DX2/66; 8MB RAM; Local-bus video

Install: \NHL96\NHLDEM0.EXE

S

harpen up your skates and hit the ice

— NHL ‘96 is one of the best hockey
sims for the PC, and now you can try

it out for yourself in this demo from
the creators of FIFA '96 Soccer.

In this demo, you've got two whole
minutes to experience the competitive

thrill of pro hockey. But you'll be able to

check, steal, and slap killer shots into the

goal in those two minutes to your
heart's delight.

Player control is simple. We recom-
mend a gamepad for the full effect, but

the mouse or keyboard works, too. The
guy with the star under his skates is the

player you're controlling (when you
have the puck the star is filled in, other-

wise it's hollow); you'll switch players as

appropriate, either to the guy with the

puck, or to the defender nearest to the

offense. When the opposition goes for

one of their fast break-aways, you can

switch defenders by hitting button one.

If you have control of the puck, button

one on the joystick (or the left mouse
button) will pass it one of your team-
mates — choose which one by presing

in his direction. Button two (or the right

mouse button) will fire a shot at the

goal. You put more power behind the

shot by holding the button down longer

before releasing it. A quick tap will pro-

duce a fast slapshot. On defense, use
button one to attempt a steal, and but-

ton two to check a nearby offensive

player. Directional control is accom-
plished with the joystick, gamepad, the

arrow keys on the keyboard, or by mov-
ing the mouse.

When you load up the demo and
choose your teams, you'll see a screen

with four sliders. To choose which side

you want to play on, click on either side

of the first slider. Clicking on the icon

that appears lets you set your controller

type. If you choose the joystick, you'll be
able to specify a digital device like a

gamepad, or an analog device like a tra-

ditional PC stick. A "1" in the corner of

the joystick icon tells the game to look

for a digital device, and a "2" tells it to

look for an analog controller. These set-

tings can be changed at any time during

the game by hitting the Escape key and
clicking on the Controllers button. You

Strong goal-keeping skills are the key to a

good defense. It s not easy, but if you're quick,

you'll stay ahead of the opposition.

Since NHL % is a licensed product from the NHL Players Association, you can expect to see all the names

and current stats from the National Hockey League.

RODEUR

SOUNDGARDEN MONSTER MAGNET
Alive In The Superunknown I Talk To Planets

CHALLENGE
If you think the two-minute limit doesn't give

you much time to score, think again — our

deputy editor Todd managed three goals

before time ran out. How many shots can you

slap past the goalie in 120 seconds?

your computer is the superunknown the ultimate trip into the psycho-sonic warp

...with CD+ and your computer
CD+ selections are compatible with: Macintosh® Windows’95 Windows 3.11

Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. QuickTime and the QuickTime
logo are trademarks under license. QuickTime is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

©1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. ©1995 AS.M Records, Inc. Multimedia

© 1995 AS.M Records, Inc. and all its licensors. All rights reserved.
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O Team racing with up to 16 player network. # f w f —/
'j '

head-to-head modem and built-in online j
' '

communications. Talk to your teammates W W
and plot strategy in the heat of battle.

w ¥ Adrenaline Pumping, Grauity Defying

O 16 insane tracks jammed with giant loops, multiple Stunt Racing Thrills!
corkscrews, cross-traffic jumps, blind drawbridges, and more.

O Hear engines roar, tires squeal and metal crunch as digitized

racing sounds and 5 virtual camera angles provide the most

hair-raising experience ever.

Licensed from and. developed by Gremlin interactive Ltd. G.1996 Gremlin Interact! /e Ltd. AH Rights Reserved

Whiplash is a trademark of Interplay Productions. AH Rights Reserved. Interplay is the sole publisher and distr b itor. Product Information Number 1 26

Crash the Interplay Web Site

at http://www.interplay.com

or call 1
-800 -lnterplay or visit

your local software retailer

Gremlin



HINT
Although Circuit Judges won't necessarily

approve of this method, you can improve your

chances of winning a race by taking out your

opposition. A carefully handled nudge to the

back tire of a car in front of you could result

in your opponent uncontrollably spinning into

a wall, disabling him for the rest of the race.

Be careful, though— you could end up

putting yourself out of contention.

Company: Papyrus

Tech Support: (617)868-3103

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Racing Sim

Required: 486/33; 8MB RAM; 15MB hard-drive

space; VGA
Install: \fCR2\INSTALL.EXE

Although the replay feature is limited in this

demo version, you can watch a particularly

cool maneuver over and over again.

button two. Pull the stick back to throw
your racer into reverse. You can cali-

brate your stick or select a different con-

trol layout at the Options menu. Pitting

is not enabled in this demo, so if your
car takes too much damage, you'll have
to start the race over.

M
elting tires and twisting tracks are

only the beginning in this sequel to

a Papyrus classic. IndyCar Racing II

once again puts you in control of

an open-wheel racer, pitting you against

computerized drivers and the clock in a

fierce and exciting contest of skill, con-

centration, and speed.

With its variable, realistic driving

model and tracks from all over the

world, IndyCar Racing II takes

the spectacular action and graph-

ics of IndyCar Racing to a whole
new level.

You'll take a spin around two
tracks in this demo: Laguna Seca
and Michigan. Laguna Seca puts

you in a winding road race, while

Michigan is a simple oval track.

You'll be able to warm up in the

practice session or try your hand
at a full race against as many as

32 opponents. Watch those cor-

ners, though; if you don't slow

down, you're liable to tear up your ride.

If you'd like, you can adjust the

resolution from VGA to SVGA by adding
"-H" on the command line to run the

program (for example, type "INDYCAR -

H"). From inside the program, you can
toggle the game's graphic detail options

on and off at the Options menu or by
pressing keys 0-9.

The full version of IndyCar II sports

15 different tracks a PaintShop utility

that lets you customize your car's

appearance, and modem support that

lets you take to the track

against a friend.

You steer your car with

the joystick, accelerating with

button one and braking with

If you

puSred

you'll

hen you play Simon the Sorcerer II,

puking in your shoes is just one of the many

twisted little moves you’ll make to survive

an adventure filled with over 100 bizarre

characters, like woodworms, wizards, gargoyles,

runts and washerwomen, to name a few.

©1995 Psygnosis, Ltd. http://www.sony.com

ve ever

in your shoes,

love this game.

And when you’re not worshipping the

old porcelain goddess, Simon’s killer

hand-drawn graphics, brain-scorching

riddles and ear-pummeling , CD quality

sound will be more than enough to keep

you gagging for more.

Simon the Sorcerer II

So much fun it’ll make you sick.

Product Information Number 154
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Company: Psygnosis

Tech Support: (415) 655-5683

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Racing Sim

Required: 486DX/33; 8MB RAM; VGA; Mouse
lnstall:\WIPEOUT\WIPEOUT.EXE

P

sygnosis brings us yet another great

game with WipeOut, a racing sim that'll

really gets your adrenaline flowing. In

the year 2052, anti-gravity racing is the

world's sport of choice. With machines that

never touch the ground, amazing speeds
can be reached. You are a participant in the

F3600 Anti-Gravity Racing League, racing

some of the fastest vehicles

on the planet, and the com-
petition is hot.

As you speed your
way to the finish line, you'll

come across flashing pan-

els on the track. Drive over

a panel, and it'll give you a

special weapon or ability,

which you can activate by
pressing the Alt key. The
color of the panel deter-

HINT
Controlling your craft

with the keyboard

can be a bit tricky.

Make sure to use

your airbrakes to

keep yourself on

track, or you might

find yourself hitting

the wall.

mines which item you gain. An icon for

the item will appear at the top of the

screen; check out the chart below for

descriptions of what the icons represent.

The controls are rather simple. The
right and left arrow keys steer your racer,

and the Control key speeds you up. To
deploy left and right air brakes, you press

Z or X, respectively. The Tab key will

change your view, and you can adjust the

graphic detail with functions keys one
through four. To leave the demo, press P

to pause the game, and you'll be given the

option to exit.

ICON IDENTITY
Here’s a list of special items and the icons that represent them. Use them well —
you only get one chance with each until the next flashing panel.

SHIELD

BOOST

& SHOCK

Worms
Company: Ocean of America

Tech Support: (408) 289-1200

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Puzzle-Strategy

Required: 486/33; 4MB RAM; 3MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse
Install: \WORMS\INSTALLBAT

f"l emember those old shareware titles

|Jf like Scorched Earth or Tank War,

§ where tanks faced off on a battle-

1 I field, and you tried to destroy the

enemy by calculating the velocity and

In the snowy wastes of the first level, you'll have to be careful not to slide

into any mines on the rather slippery bridge.

angle of your fire? Well, the battle

no longer belongs to tanks alone
— now worms are getting into the

fray.

These squiggly little critters

enter the battlefield armed to the

teeth with bazookas, homing mis-

siles, grenades — even air strikes.

Two worm armies will meet on
ice or fire, and the victor will be
the one who can successfully cal-

culate wind direction, power, and
the appropriate weapon needed
to kill off the opposition.

When you start the game,
Worms is set up for a battle

between two human players — if

you want a one-player challenge, you
can tell the computer to control one side

in the Options menu. You control the

worms with a combination
of the mouse and key-

board. A right click on the

mouse will bring up your
weapons selection. Choose
what you think will do the

most damage, but remem-
ber that if something
comes in a limited number,
it's not just limited for that

worm, but for the whole
army.

The up and down
arrows will determine the

angle of attack, if the

weapon needs one. If you
call in an air strike or use
the transporter, you will be
able to click on the target

with the mouse pointer. To

move or change a worm's direction, use
the left and right arrows. Pressing the

spacebar will fire your weapon, and the

amount of time you hold it down deter-

mines the power behind it. Bazookas are

especially effective and unlimited in

number, but it's difficult to get one to hit

exactly where you want it.

The full version of Worms will let

you play with up to sixteen people on a

network, and it'll give your worms
weapons and abilities not included in

this demo, like the bungee jump, bat-

rope, and banana bombs. Who knew a

bunch of slimy worms could be this

much fun?

CHALLENGE
If you play against the computer, you'll notice

that it has perfect aim when it comes to firing

at you. If you manage to beat it at its own
game, it’ll be one for the record books.



Comix Zone

Darkseed II

Expect No Mercy

Extreme Pinball

Fantasy General

Fighter Duel

Into the Void

Knight Moves

Maurice Ashley

Teaches Chess

Tempest 2000

The Hive

Thexder

WipeOut

ALSO...NEW LEVELS FOR DESCENT, DOOM, HEXEN, AND WARCRAFTl

EXPERIENCE THE NEW PC GAMER CD!

HOT DEMOS!
FEATURING

Command & Conquer
$jll

f

See for yourself why everyone's

talking about Virgin's hot

action-strategy game.

INDYCAR RACING II
j

INHL HOCKEY '96 MISSION CRITICAL

ROBEUR

If Jk

Papyrus comes through with the big

sequel racing fans everywhere have

been begging for.

Hockey fans, rejoice! Get a taste of

the best installment yet in Electronic

Arts' great PC sports series.

You co-star with Star Trek's Michael

Dorn in this spectacular science fic-

tion graphic adventure from Legend.
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F

ighter Duel is a painstakingly true-to-

life World War Two flight sim. With
its realistic flight models. Fighter

Duel is targeted at die-hard air com-
bat jocks; you'll truly feel as if you're

wrestling a WWII fighter through its

paces. The demo puts you in the cockpit

of the Spitfire Mark 1 in a preset sce-

nario called Flying Circus.

The full version will contain 13 clas-

sic WWII fighter planes and seven tacti-

cal missions. You'll be able to fly against

eight computerized opponents or hook
up with a friend via modem for some
head-to-head combat, which is Fighter

Duets greatest strength.

Depending on how much system
memory you have free, you can have as

many as eight enemies in the air at

once. In order to fly your ship, look at

the keyboard keys at the right, or use a

joystick.

You can adjust the realism and dif-

ficulty by clicking on Single Player from
the main menu. From there, you can set

the number of opponents, and such

options as Stalling and Pilot Blackouts.

However, the scenario, plane type, and
flight time can't be changed. In order to

fly with these options, click on Begin

Duel. If you want to go ahead and fly

with the default settings, click on Quick
Flight from the main menu, and you'll

enter directly into battle.

Control Keys

Instrument Panel On/Off

T
(16X Normal Time)

~Z-

'A

\N

Pause
V

Exit

You can also configure your joy-

stick from the menu; if you have one
with a hat switch, you can set it up to

control your viewpoints. Also, take a

look at the View Plane button — you'll

get a beautifully rendered model of the

Spitfire Mark 1 in all its glory, and you'll

be able to admire it from any direction

you choose.

CHALLENGE
Hitting enemy aircraft isn’t as easy as it

sounds, but we were able to take five of them

down before the three minutes were up. That

either means we re good joystick jockeys, or

we spent far too much time playing this one.

Company: Phillips

Tech Support: (800) 340-7888

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Flight Sim

Required: 486DX/33; 8MB RAM; 17MB hard-drive

space; SVGA; Mouse
Install: \FTRDUEL\1NSTALL.BAT

Company: Spectrum HoloByte

Tech Support: (510) 522-1164

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Action/Puzzle

Required: Windows 95; 486DX2/66; 8MB RAM;
SVGA

Install: \KMDEMO\KNIGHT.EXE

I

f you're one of the movers and
shakers who've upgraded to Windows
95, here's your chance to sam-
ple Tetris creator Alexey Pajit-

nov's newest brain teaser, Knight
Moves. In this arcade-puzzle

game, you've got to lead a gallant

knight on his errand to destroy

the Adversary, an evil magician

whose diabolical plan to rule the

world has plunged mankind into

the greatest dark age ever known.
In order to defeat the Adversary,

you must gather precious items

and overcome obstacles such as

resurrected monsters, living tree

stumps, and pump
kin-heads that

would give Wash-

If you gather the items and make it to the crown

square, you’ll be whisked away to the next level.

ington Irving's ghost of

Sleepy Hollow a scare.

In order to make
your way through the

various levels of the

game, you have to

gather all the coins,

swords, or other items

on the board. Your
knight moves in tradi-

tional chess fash-

ion — two
squares up, and
one square over
— but once you
set him in motion, he never stops.

It's up to you to make sure he
always has a safe place to land. If

he lands on a monster, he's dead
(he's not a terribly valiant knight).

Once you have gathered all the

essential items, work your way
toward landing on the square
with the crown, and you'll be

transported to the

next level.

Typical of Mr.

Pajitnov's work, Knight Moves is

extremely simple in execution, but

addictive in gameplay. It'll take a lot of

intuition and quite a bit of thought to get

the knight to the Adversary's lair. You
might want to remember that if you
don't choose a new location for the

knight to jump to, he'll go back to the

previously occupied spot. In the lower
levels, that helps to get the timing right

to move in and take an item before a

monster gets ya.

PC GAMER Februirq 1996
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Thexder

0KES

JET PRCK

Company: Sierra

Tech Support: (800) 757-7707

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Arcade

Required: 486DX2/66; 8MB RAM; 1MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Windows 95

Install: \THEXDER\SETUP.EXE

F

ar in the future, people are reproduc-

ing far too quickly for comfortable

evolution to be an option. With the

public blaming the galactic govern-

ment for massive amounts of unemploy-
ment, crime, and overcrowding, riots

and rebellion are the norm on most
planets. Since their present security sys-

These portals are the gateways to the next level. You can usually

reach one with relative ease, but if you haven't gathered everything

on the level, you might want to come back to it later.

tern was inadequate for the task

of keeping civilization intact, the

Interplanetary Security Force

(ISF) created the THX-DR112, a

multi-form robot that could

transform into several vehicles
— from a bulldozer-type

machine to a flying vehicle —
as well as its humanoid form.

Unfortunately, Thexder (as the

security robot was nicknamed)
could not live up to the needs
of the day, since it required a

human (who was prone to

error) to pilot it.

As a result, the PRM-TC169
was created — code-

named Primus Tech.

Using a sophisticated

computer brain, which
received its input from the scien-

tist who created him, Primus was
to be the savior of law. However,
during final testing, Primus Tech
overrode the security protocols

and sucked the scientist's mind
into his computerized one.

Escaping the laboratory, Primus
Tech set out to rule the galaxy,

reprogramming robots and bio-

logicals as he goes. The only

hope for the ISF, and mankind
itself, is Thexder.

Thexder can be controlled

using the keypad and a few other

keys. Look below for a list of key-

board commands. Not only do
you get to battle the minions of

Primus Tech in this demo, but

You'll need to use Thexders crawling form to get through

some of the narrower tunnels on the higher levels.

limited multi-player functions are

included. You can play with as many as

four opponents on the first level — in

the full version, you'll be able to play

with ten opponents on almost 36,000

randomly generated levels. Utilizing

Windows 95's multi-threading functions,

Thexder gives you an entertaining plat-

form shooter with a multitude of win-

dows for controlling your security robot.

TECHNICAL NOTE: Thexder
requires that you have at least a

486DX2/66 and Windows 95.

File Window Options Help

4 IE 311 It

V? Map of Planet Delta 6 - Level 3

Thexder has the ability to transform into a few different vehicles. Right now he's morphing into a jet plane.

Control Keys

Move Up Left / Jump Left

Move Up / Jump
\

Move Up Right/ Jump Right —
Move Left

Move Right

Move Down Left

Move Down
V.

Move Down Right

Transform Thexder to ...

Walking Form

Flying Form

•Yc

Crawling Form
-

Shoot Selected Weapon

Swap Primary & Secondary
Weapons

Select Next Weapon

Select Previous Weapon

PC GfiMEfi February 1386



T

he Ore King Dagga and his dark

forces are sweeping across the land.

Only you, the Archmage Krell,

backed by the political force of the

Council of Five, can stop the spread of

evil. Prepare yourself for a battle of wits,

magic, and cunning.

When you first start the battle, send a few

units to capture the altar and standing

stones, but send the majority of your army

to the northeast.

While hitting Dagga's army head-on, keep

rotating troops to the back and resting them

while you press forward with fresh

recruits.

Eventually, after you've worn the enemy

down, there’ll only be one unit left, and

you'll have the pleasure of accepting

Dagga's surrender.

SSI, known for their high

standard of quality strategy

gaming, has broken the barrier

between traditional war simula-

tions and fantasy. Instead of

panzers and machine gun
infantry, Fantasy General uses
sorcerers, unicorns, and
harpies to wage war against

ores, goblins, and serpent rid-

ers. Though the players are dif-

ferent, it's still a war of strategy

and planning, and the one who
thinks ahead the farthest wins.

The demo is controlled

solely by the mouse. Click on
the skull in the upper right cor-

ner of the map to start the war
campaign. Click the left mouse
button in the light-colored

hexes to place your units — one unit to

a hex. When you have placed the last of

the units, your first turn will begin.

Click on a unit you wish to move,
and the pattern of light-colored hexes
will change to indicate the possible des-

tinations available for it. To attack

another unit, move your unit next to the

enemy. The cursor will turn into a

sword, and by clicking on the enemy,
you’ll send your troops into battle. Each

unit starts with 15 members.
When that number reaches

zero, the unit is dead.

You have fifteen turns to

either conquer the enemy com-
pletely or have more surviving

units. For more information on
how to play the game, consult

the README.TXT file copied to

your hard drive.

When you are able to pur-

chase additional units for bat-

tle, the Army Management icon

will no longer be greyed out. If

you click on it, you will be pre-

sented with a screen that will

allow you to add more recruits

to your army. Since you won't
be able to move the new unit

until your next turn, we suggest

picking flying creatures, such as Balloon

Bombadiers, that can travel vast dis-

tances quickly. We've also noticed that

flying creatures do a great job of wear-
ing down stronger units in key ares such

as a city or town.

If you manage to defeat Dagga,
you'll have one more opportunity to

send him running. Make sure you add
more units to your army, though, or you
might take a beating.

HINT
If you move immedi-

ately to capture the

altar (at the bottom

right of the map) and

the standing stones

(top left of the map)

you will receive

more money that you

can use to buy more

units. Also, if a par-

ticular unit is almost

dead, you can

recharge it by letting

it rest for a turn. Dif-

ferent units recharge

at different rates,

however.

Company: SSI

Tech Support: (408) 737-6850

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Strategy

Required: 486/33: 8MB RAM; 28MB hard-drive

space; SVGA; Mouse
Install: NFANTASYVNSTALLEXE



Follow your expanding routes in real

time with multiple zooms.
Hollovision News reports give you a

jump on the competition.

Create designer starports on outlandish

planets.

Product Information Number 150

© 1995 Sierra On-line, inc. Ail Rights Reserved.

IBM PC screenshots may vary

Build a Galactic Transport Empire and become the first Shipping Magnate in space!

"A Mecca of futuristic delights.. .a rendezvous with the fun side of business"!

Strategy Plus

We love the way you can customize your ships.. .definitely the prettiest

of all the games in its lineage. We are excited about its potential"

!

Computer Gaming World
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Company: Playmates Interactive Entertainment

Tech Support: (714) 562-1720

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Strategy

Required: 486DX/33; 8MB RAM; 40MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse;

Install: WOIDMTVDEMOMNSTALLEXE

T

here's no such thing as too many
good space strategy games, and
Playmates Interactive's Into the Void

is the latest.

Using a unique interface based on
what Playmates calls "palette menus,"
you can manage your resources with ease

and simplicity. The menu descriptions

below should help

you get started; for

details on how to

use the interface

and a guide on
what to do first,

consult the

README.TXT file in

the /PLAYMATE/ITV
directory the demo
created on your
hard drive.

The goal of

the game is to

become Emperor
of your people

(you start off as an

Average Ruler and
work your way up).

Each of the differ-

ent races (there are

six to choose from)

has its own style and personality; some
races place more emphasis on aggres-

sion, while others believe diplomacy is

the best policy.

In order to gain popularity with

your subjects, you have to score points

based on what they believe is a good
decision. For example, the Mordean peo-
ple are very aggressive, so if you attack

other races, they'll think you're the

greatest thing since sliced bread, and
you'll rise to power quickly. However,
the Kimmer are a peaceful race, so con-

stant aggression will hurt your campaign
for supremacy. With each race requiring

different strategies, there's a lot of

replay value here.

c

HINT
In this demo, you'll

get 50 turns and only

two out of five possi-

ble tech levels to

research. Since the

time is so short, try to

expand beyond your

planet as soon as

possible. It helps to

put all your free pop-

ulation into your Agro

facility right at the

beginning and max
out your population.

You can then put

people to work in

your factories and

research labs to cre-

ate colony ships.

This screen is where you'll control your

colonies' growth to the stars.

;
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head-to-head
contbif than
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Avenger, L.A., CA
jggray@ix.netcom.com

FlightMaster™ Profile:

• Nationally ranked flight-

sim veteran

• More than 2,000

flight hours logged

• Placed 2nd in Intercept’s

National Head-to-Head

Falcon Tourney

Take On The Bert.
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Company: Sega

Tech Support: (800) 872-7342

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Action/Arcade

Required: 486/33; 8MB RAM; 3MB hard-drive

space; Windows 3.1 or 95

Install: \CZ0NE31\SETUP.EXE (For Windows 3.1

)

\CZ0NE95\SETUP.EXE (For Windows 95)

then the evil Mortus escapes the

I confines of his comic book world,
' he manages to put his creator,

artist Sketch Turner, in his place.

Now it's up to Sketch to survive battles

with Mortus' mutants and get out of the

comic book world that he himself cre-

ated. Luckily, when Sketch was trans-

ported to the comic world, he was given

super powers, so he can at least defend

himself appropriately. Also, his pet rat,

Roadkill, has morphed into a being of

awesome strength — the little rodent

now packs a powerful electrical punch!

With his help and some quick fingers on
your part. Sketch can give those Mortus
Mutants a shock they'll never forget!

If Sketch is killed inside his own
comic book, Mortus will become real,

and the results on the real world would
be devastating. You need to get Sketch

safely to the end of the book and put

Mortus out of commission for good. To
do this, you can either use a gamepad
(recommended) or the keyboard. In the

full version, there are three episodes,
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Control Keys

Move Left
<T-

Move Right
-=»

Down/Crouch/Pick Up Item \

Aim High

Perform Action _ V-

Jump _ “Z.

Use Left Inventory Item \

Use Middle Inventory Item ^

Use Right Inventory Item — %

each set on two pages of the comic
book. The demo will let you battle your

way to the end of the first page. But

watch that last jump — it'll take some
skillful timing to get past the final hur-

dle. Look above for the keyboard com-
mands you'll need to beat Mortus'

goons. If you're using a gamepad, the

directional pad will control movement,
button one will perform an action

(punch, pull a lever, etc.) and button two

Follow these steps to get

through the trap door covered

by the crate. Be careful how you

treat the giant box, though —
you might regret anything rash.

Game Mode Options

EoM

Even though you're warned about it,

you'll need to use this crate before you

can hit the switch on the far wall.

SJjMSKS
j - - is?

A quick tap on the action button, and

you'll continue on your merry way
fighting evil.

will jump. The inventory keys (1-3) will

work for both keyboard and gamepad.
This is one of many planned con-

versions from Sega Genesis to the PC.

Sega is demonstrating that quick game-
play and precise handling are now pos-

sible on the PC under Windows, and
even the most vehement videogamer
will have to agree that the PC is becom-
ing a viable source for action gaming.



Mission Critical, Legend Entertain-

ment's newest graphic adventure, stars

Star Trek: The Next Generation's

Michael Dorn (otherwise known as Worf)
and Patricia Charbonneau from Robo-
Cop II. Legend has meshed digitized

video, a 3D-rendered environment, and
an intriguing story line into an adventure
that works very well.

The game's story is told from a

Mission Critica

T

he fifteen-year war between the

United Nations and the Alliance of

Free States is heating up — and
things aren't looking good for the

Alliance.

You're a member of the crew of the

USS Lexington, making its way to an
unknown planet on an unknown mis-

sion. You're escorting a science vessel,

but only your captain knows what it's

carrying, or why it needs an escort.

When you're attacked by a UN ship, the

Lexington's only viable option seems to

be surrender — until the captain makes
a desperate move that destroys the

enemy vessel and every member of the

Lexington's crew ... except you.

Now it's up to you to figure out

what happened to the rest of the crew
and what the Lexington's secret mission

was, and to see that the mission is car-

ried out.

first-person perspective, and the

mouse is your controller; click the

left button when the cursor points

in the direction you wish to go, or

when it's over an item you want to

look at or pick up. Any items you
grab are stored in the inventory

bar at the bottom of the screen. To
use an item, simply click on it,

then choose the appropriate

action from the list of verbs that

appear in the upper left corner of

the screen. A right-click of the

mouse will cancel any selection.

You can access the menu bar

by moving the cursor to the top of the

screen. The Save and Load commands
are disabled in the demo, but you can

access the Options menu or exit the pro-

gram from here.

With its stunning rendered back-

grounds and evocative story line, we're

sure this taste of Mission Critical will

leave you yearning for more. In the full

version, you'll have to repair the crip-

pled Lexington, battle UN ships, and
explore the mysterious planet below.

TECHNICAL NOTE: Since the

game runs entirely from the CD-ROM,
you cannot save your progress. Don't

worry, though — you won't have to fear

death in this demo.

“It’S «U5r LLLULUcLm
muM ins I've

aprteiisd...

mWck somparat.”
—SurtDog, Hanalei, HI

surldog@aloha.net

FlightMaster™ Profile:

• 11 years of flight-sim

experience

• More than 3,500 total

flight hours logged on

25+ different sims

• Designer of cockpit

simulators

HINT
It's pretty obvious when you start the

game that there's a hull puncture on
Deck Two, the deck you're on, and the

Lexington is leaking precious air. But

before you can enter the room the

puncture is in, you'll need to get a

handy book from the captain's desk in

his quarters. To get into the captain's

quarters, read the note you're carry-

ing when the game starts.

Company: Legend Entertainment

Tech Support: (800) 658-8891

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Graphic Adventure

Required: 486DX2/66; 8MB RAM; SVGA
Install: \MCDEM0\MISSI0N.EXE
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are the Ancients, with a plot to

take over the planet Earth and
destroy the human race.

Using digitized video and
sound, Darkseed II is a beauti-

ful graphic adventure. Framed
for the murder of his high

school sweetheart, Mike is

searches for the true killer and
tries to hold onto his sanity.

You'll begin the adventure

safely in the real world, in your
childhood bed-

room. The demo
will let you explore the

house and speak to your
mother, but you won't be
able to leave the front porch.

You can, however, travel to

the Dark World through the

mirror hidden in your bed-

room.

The interface is all

mouse-driven. Right-clicking

will rotate between three

mouse actions — Examine,
Use, and Move. In Examine
mode, the cursor looks like a

question mark. When you
can look at something
closely, it will turn into a

exclamation point. While in

Use mode, the icon will

resemble a hand. When you
can perform an action, it'll

change to a pointing finger. The Move
icon will look like an arrow, and when
you can leave the screen through a door
or portal, it will become four inward-

pointing arrows.

To access your inventory, simply

move the cursor to the bottom of the

screen, and it will appear. To use an

object, just click to select it, then click

again where you want to use it. The
main menu can be reached by moving
the mouse to the top of the screen.

Like its predecessor, Darkseed II

features disturbing artwork by the

award-winning H.R. Giger, best known
for his creatures and set designs for the

hit movie Alien. The landscapes he cre-

ates are nightmarish, and his monsters
even more so. If you normally play

games late at night, this is one you
might want to keep the lights on for.

TECHNICAL NOTE: We've noticed

that although the game plays well in

256-color mode, you may not be able to

see your dialog options when you're

having a conversation. If you raise the

number of colors in Windows to 32,000

or 64,000 colors (the hi-color mode), you
can more readily read your choices.

llltr b'-LLU

I’ve ever seen,

It’s just like

— Diehard, Harrisburg, PA

ahfp@aol.com

FlightMaster™ Profile:

• 11 years real flight

experience
• Desert Storm
combat duty

• National director of

Falcon 3.0 head-to-head

network tournament

Me ©n The Best,

© 1 995 Ocean of America, Inc. Ocean is a registered trademark of Ocean Soltwfm

reserved. The GTE logo is a trademark of GTE Corporation. All other trademarks afflf

HINT
After you have a conversation with

the dying creature in the Dark World,

you may feel a little lost trying to fig-

ure out what to do next. All that's

needed to end the demo is to go
back into the cave and look at the

creature again — you'll see why
when you do so.

Darkseed II

Company: Cyberdreams

Tech Support: (818) 222-9348

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Graphic Adventure

Required: 486/33; 8MB RAM; 3MB hard-drive

space; SVGA; Windows 3.1 or higher

Install: \DARKSEED\SETUP.EXE

I

f you thought Darkseed hero Mike
Dawson's terrifying experiences with

the Ancients of the Dark World were
over, think again. Mike is back, and so
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Company: Epic Megagames
Tech Support: (301) 983-9771

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Pinball Sim

Required: 386/33; 4MB RAM; 7MB hard-drive

space; VGA
Install: \EXTREME\INSTALL.EXE

R

ock your heart out with Epic

Megagames newest pinball game.
Extreme Pinball.

The full version of Extreme Pinball

features three tables to challenge you, and
in this demo you get to try out the one
called Rock Fantasy. It's traditional pinball

with a rock and roll theme; bounce the sil-

ver ball off the right targets, and you'll be

signing record deals and staging that big

concert that'll make or break your career.

You shoot the ball with the Down
arrow key; the longer you hold it down,
the more power you put behind the ball.

To control your flippers, just tap the left

and right Shift keys. You can even

"nudge" the table; just hit the spacebar.

TECHNICAL NOTE: When you
install Extreme Pinball, the installation pro-

gram will prompt you for disk 2 and then

disk 3. Simply hit any key when you see

these messages, and the program will

continue on its merry way.

Teaches Chess

While playing the

challenges section,

you'll find there

are several possi-

ble solutions to

any one problem.

Instead of trying to

be efficient, see

just how inefficient

Company: Davidson/Simon 8t Schuster

Tech Support: (800) 457-8357

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Board Game
Required: 486/33; 8MB RAM; VGA; Windows 3.1 or

higher

Install: \CHESS\M2.EXE

you face in this demo. But

remember, it's geared
toward the beginner who
wants to pick up the

basics of chess. And if

you're just learning, remember: even

Bobby Fischer had to start somewhere.

you can be. Mak-
ing mistakes is a

learning experi-

ence, too!

D

o you lose at chess often? Are you
clueless about how to play, but afraid

to ask someone to teach you? Well,

Maurice Ashley, the "John Madden of

chess," has teamed up with Simon &
Schuster to help novice and intermediate

chess players with Maurice Ashley

Teaches Chess. In the demo, you'll sample
some of the features of a game guaran-

teed to improve your chess ability. You'll

learn a little about how the pieces move
and try your hand at some challenging

tests designed to make sure you know
how to use the pieces effectively.

The game runs under Windows, and
the voice-over and video effects make
playing easy. If you're an advanced player,

you may scoff at some of the challenges

With the help of Maurice Ashley, you can learn the sub-

tleties of playing the intricate game of chess.

—Psycho, Enid, OK

74367,251 8@canipuserve.coiii
FlightMaster™ Profile:

• Air force vet with 15 years

of real flight experience

• Combat flight-sim

credentials of 13 years

and more than 1,000 hours

• Degree in aerospace

engineering

Product Information Number 122
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THE CD

Company: Atari

Tech Support: (800) 462-8274

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Arcade

Required: 386/25; 4MB RAM; 1MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Mouse
Install: \TEMPEST\SHARE\INSTALLEXE

B

emember those arcade games that

used to suck up your quarters? There

wasn't anything like blowing away
abstract aliens shaped like triangles

and boxes when a pack of bubblegum cost

25 cents. Well, Atari is bringing us back to

those days with a remake of one of the

most popular of the arcade giants— Tem-
pest 2000. Tempest 2000 takes the more

1S02O

r* ry B ft rtn em nji ns n ffg

C
Things can get a bit rough. This weird-lookin’

head kinda crept up on us.

familiar game of Tempest and adds a few
things: particle beams, jumping abilities,

and even a 'droid counterpart to help you
battle the alien incursion. And, of course,

the trusty super-zapper is still available.

The shareware version of this game
gives you a sneak peek at some of the

other cool options Atari threw into the

works. If there's another Tempest fan

handy, try out Tempest Plus. For one
level, you can battle the aliens with the

help of a friend right next to you or con-

nected to you over a modem/serial

link— or you can recruit the help of a

computer-controlled 'droid. In Tem-
pest Duel, you'll be able to play

against another player, as you both

shoot down aliens while trying to nail

the other guy.

You control your shooter with

the keyboard or the joystick. On the

keyboard, simply use the left and right

arrow keys to move your shooter

around the screen. The / key fires your
weapon; the period key will activate

the deadly super-zapper, and the

comma key will launch you away from
the tunnel for a few seconds, letting

you get around those pesky intruders.

There are several options you
can change to speed things up if you

JUST FOR FUN
In Tempest Duel, you have the option to

practice solo. If you work at it, you can

get pretty skilled at taking out the

advancing aliens while avoiding your

own shots bouncing back at you. Just

remember that when you hold your fire,

you'll have a shield to protect you.

have a slow computer, although Tem-
pest 2000 runs well on modest
machines. If you don't like the texture-

mapped graphics and are yearning for

something closer to Tempests old-fash-

ioned vector graphics, try turning the

textures off in the Options menu.
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If you try out Tempest Duel, you can get a pretty exciting solo

game going by moving around in circles and continuously firing.

Eventually, if you’re not paying attention, you’ll get nailed.
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Company: Trimark Interactive

Tech Support: (310) 392-3243

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Action

Required: 486DX2/66; 8MB RAM; 1MB hard-drive

space: SVGA; Windows 95

Install: \HIVE\THE_HIVE.EXE

F

ar in the future, strange bee-like crea-

tures, known as hivasects, are created

through genetic mutation. It is found,

however, that their "honey" is incredi-

bly poisonous to mankind. An evil corpora-

tion, led by a man bent on complete domi-

The enemy will be coming in quick from all sides, so

keep your eyes peeled.

The graphics are pretty stunning in this game, especially if you're

running it on a powerful computer.

HINT
Once you man your gun

turret, the enemy will fly in

hard and fast. If any enemy

ships get by you, they'll

turn around and come in

for another run. If you're

not paying attention, you'll

end up getting attacked

from every direction, and

you won’t last long in that

kind of heat.

nation, is breeding the hiva-

sects to use their product as

a weapon against the gov-

ernments of the universe. Your job as a part

of the security council is to stop the madman
from completing his goal.

The Hive is basically a high-tech

shooting gallery, but it's one of the best

shooting galleries we've seen. And, unlike

other ride-the-rails games that move you
along a predetermined path while you
blaze away with your mouse. The Hive lets

you swivel your viewpoint through 360

degrees. In the demo, you man a gun turret

and fire at the oncoming enemy; in the full

version, you'll do battle from starships,

while walking along catwalks, and even
while infiltrating the hivasects' hive to do
battle against their queen.

When you first run the demo, you'll

be presented with a configuration menu.
The difficulty levels have been disabled—

you can only play at the Normal level. All

the other options are still available, though,

and the demo is incredibly simple to con-

trol — just use a mouse or a joystick to aim
and fire at the enemy. (The demo defaults

to the joystick if it detects one, so you'll

need to unplug your joystick if you'd rather

use the mouse.)

To begin playing, move the cursor

around the circular room you start in until

you find the screen that is colored in. Click

on it, and you'll see a short movie as you
get situated in the gun turret. Soon, you'll

be blasting away at the enemy. Keep an

eye on your life meter (displayed on the

right-hand side of the screen); when it runs

out, you're dead, but the demo will start

over immediately. To stop playing at any
time, just hit the Escape key.

Veiled in shadowy darkness
,
they awaityour return. Mechanical monstrosities. Shrieking invaders.

You thoughtyou had destroyed them. You thought the nightmare was over. You thought wrong.

Prepare yourself for the all new Descent II. Warped to a distant part of the galaxy, you ’ll V
battle all new enemies and all new terrors In a mind-twisting 3600 3-D environment that will challenge

you like nothing before. Travel through cascading waterfalls, sink into deadly molten lava
, and plunge

into total darkness as you descend into the very heart of the enemy. At your command is a deadly

ISI

arsenal of 10 new, configurable weapons and an all new Weapons Transfer system that

allows you to assist buddies during multiplayer assaults. You ’ll also find a helpful robotic

ally, all new power-ups, a rocking new soundtrack, explosive sound effects AND a

high-powered headlight beam to assist you when things seem their darkest.

Descend upon the Interplay web page at http://www.interplay.com or check with your

.
local computer software retailer for the latest release of the Descent II interactive demo.

A vailable for IBM and compatible. DEVELOPED BY

Watch for the full 30-level version coming this March.
5 1996 Parallax Software All rights reserved. All trademarks property of Interplay Productions.

By Gamers. For Gamers.

17922 Fitch Avenue

Irvine. CA 92714

(714) 553-6678

http://www. interplay,com



THE CD

Company: Microforum

Tech Support: (800) 465-2323

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Fighting

Required: 486DX/50; 8MB RAM; 10MB hard-drive

space; Windows 3.1 or higher

Install: \N0MERCY\1NSTALLEXE

Y

ou've never seen a fighting game like

this before. Using digitized actors

performing real martial arts moves,
Expect No Mercy is a fighting game

that will make you feel the hits as much
as you see them as you fight your way
to the heart of evil.

The plot is reminiscent of Bruce

Lee's Enter the Dragon, you play an

undercover agent infiltrating a martial

arts academy, where it is suspected that

the leader of a perverted gang is hand-

picking assassins for his own personal

army. Your job is to rise through the

ranks of fighters, proving your worth, and
bring down the unsuspecting gang lord.

The demo lets you fight one oppo-

nent — Khan. He's quick and he's mean,
so watch out! Take a look at the key-

board commands at the right that you'll

need to use to take him out; although

you'll probably want to use your

gamepad if you've got one. If the demo
runs a bit slowly on your machine, try

turning off the spurting blood under the

options menu (that's also a good idea if

you're squeamish). You can also adjust

other game elements, such as sound
and music.

If you want to play another human
opponent, select the Versus mode from

the main menu. You can configure

which player uses a joystick or keyboard

from the options menu.
The digitized video and spectacular

special effects make this one unique

among fighting games. If you've got a

fast enough machine to run it at full

speed, it's quite an experience.

Control Keys
PLAYER ONE
Punch Q

PLAYER TWO
Punch Insert

Kick A Kick Delete
Punch + Kick 7 Punch + Kick +

Up Y Up Up Arrow
Down N Down Down Arrow
Away G Away Riqht Arrow
Toward J Toward Left Arrow
Up/Away T Up/Away Page Up
Up/Toward u Up/Toward Home
Down/Away R Down/Away Page Down
Down/Toward M Down/Toward End
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THE CD

Online Grab Bag

H

ere's the deal: With your CD-ROM this

month, you randomly received a copy

of communications software for either

the America Online (AOL) or the

Global Network Navigator (GNN) online

services. With either program, you'll have

access to tons of online information, and

the world of the Internet will be yours for

the taking. Take a look below for informa-

tion on how to set up your online service,

and the abilities you'll have to scour the

'net. (If you've already tried the online ser-

vice you received with your magazine, and

you'd like to try the other, just call its toll-

free number and they'll send you an intro-

ductory package.)

Tech Support: (800) 819-6112

Required: 386/33; 8MB RAM; 4MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Windows 3.1 or higher; Modem
Install: \GNN\SETUP.EXE

T

he Global Network Navigator is one of

the easiest, largest, and most widely

used pure Internet services available.

With easy to use programs and methods
for access the huge amount of information

on the 'net, it's an ideal launching pad for

explorations into the wilds of the informa-

tion superhighway. GNNWorks will give

you access to thousands of newsgroups,

powerful web browsers, internet E-mail,

gopher, and file transfer protocol (FTP)

sites. If you're looking for a way to get

onto the Internet, look no more.

The Global Network Navigator is your ticket to

an easy glide along the avenues of the Internet.

Installing and setting up GNN is sim-

ple. After running the setup program,

you'll need to pull out the slip that was
packaged with The CD and use the

account number and password to register.

You'll be online in minutes, with the world

at your fingertips. For your first month,

you'll be able to spend as many hours as

you like exploring what GNN has to offer.

After that, the rates are a very reasonable

$14.95 a month for 20 hours of access

time (each additional hour costs $1.95).

Also offered through GNN is Vocal-

Tech's Internet Phone, which lets you use

the Internet to speak with people across

the world, without paying long distance

bills. For more information on the Internet

Phone, check out our story in this issue's

Eyewitness section.

America

Online

Tech Support: (800) 827-3338

Required: 386/33; 4MB RAM; 4MB hard-drive

space; VGA; Windows 3.1 or higher; Modem
Install: \AOL\SETUP.EXE

O

ne of the leaders of online services,

America Online offers a complete array

of utilities for speeding down the Infor-

mation Superhighway. You'll be able to

send E-mail all over the world; participate in

live conferences with celebrities and leaders

of the scientific community; and get access

to a world of files to download, people to

chat with, and information to enrich your

life, from the latest football scores to stock

market reports.
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With America Online you'll not only have

access to the Internet, but a host of features,

such as a conference with movie stars, that

only AOL can give you.

Packaged along with The CD, you'll

find an account number and password

that'll let you try out AOL By simply

installing the software and typing in the

account number and password, you'll get

ten hours and your first month of service

free. After that, your rates will be only $9.95

a month, which includes five free hours

(each additional hour costs $2.95). Check it

out— you'll be amazed at what you can

find with a simple click of your mouse.

e've got some new gaming plea-

sures for you this month; along

with our usual smorgasbord of

new Doom II, Descent, and Heretic

add-ons, we've pulled together some
of the first Hexen WADs to hit the

'net. Also, for you fans of Warcraft,

we've gathered a couple of modified

levels. They take the form of game
save files, so to use them you'll just

copy them to your Warcraft subdirec-

tory and rename them to a file called

SAVE#.SAV, where the # is a save-

game slot, from 1-9. (Be sure to back

up your original saves first.)

Of special note is the Doom II

WAD called EVILDOG.WAD. Techies

who build Doom WADs will notice

some things in this add-on that are

particularly difficult to pull off, such

as the gated door at the very begin-

ning, plus some really nifty uses of

the teleporter.
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These bars from the EVILD0G Doom II add-on

are rather special — in Doom II there are no

doors that will actually let you see and shoot

through them.

If you're not sure how to use

these levels, look at the README.TXT
file in the subdirectory for the game
you wish to add on to.

We've also got all the patches

mentioned in Tom McDonald's

Extended Play column. And we've

included the Beach Party Bingo sce-

nario Tom created for use with The

Perfect General II (called

PG2BEACH.ZIP). Follow the instruc-

tions in the README.TXT file to try it

out. All these files can be found in the

\PATCHES subdirectory on The CD.

If Nothing Works
We cannot provide technical support for problems you may

encounter with the demos on The CD. Should your copy fail to

run at all, with error messages that indicate your CD-ROM drive

cannot read the disc, return it to the following address for

replacement: PC Gamer, The CD #15 Replacement, 1350 Old

Bayshore Hwy., Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010. Please indi-

cate any error message you receive.



You finallyfigure out The 7th Guest" only to hear that its sequel, The llth Hour is going to be released.

2
Disbelief.

This can’t be true! You read the articles, memorize the reviews, Sc talk incessantly about The llth Hour. Friends shun you.

3 I
Resentment.

They said it would be out, Sc you believed them. Where is it?! Why would they lie to you?!!

4 ...

Acceptance.
1
It’s out!!! Finally! It’s everything they said it would be Sc more. Now, ifyou couldjust figure out what is behind the.

5
(H - ~ v Death.

Visit our web site at http://www.vie.com
The llth Hour: The sequel to The 7th Guest & The 7th Guest are trademarks of Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Inc. & Trilobyte, Inc. © 1995,©1992 Virgin Interactive Entertainment, Inc. & Trilobyte, Inc. All rights reserved. Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.



You can stop grieving now. The 11th Hour The sequel to The

r

The 3-D graphics will whiten

vour hair, not your teeth.
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Relax, and let us drawyou

a nice hot bloodbath.

'Gee Wallv, Mrs. Cleaver

isn’t so nice anymore."

Nineteen puzzles kill precious

time, as well as brain cells.

7th Guest™ hasfinally arrived. This PC CD-ROMgamefuses

incredible 3-D graphics and mind-numbing challenges with a

full-length psychological thriller. It’s also 12 times bigger and 2

CDs longer than its predecessor. So, is The 11th Hour really

worth the wait? Well, we think it’s totally killer.

It 'sfinally arrived.
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3DB1
The Ultimate 3D G

Rebel Moon
Defend your stole against attacks

from enemyforces. Rebel Moonfrom
Fenris Wolf delivers stunning sci-fi

game play with 3D effects that

come at you from all directions.

Exclusively on 3D Blaster.

Magic Carpet Plus
Fight to restore realms that have

been annihilated by catastrophic

events. With amazing 3D
graphics and arcade-like action,

your Magic Carpet, from Bullfrog,

awaits you.

Flight Unlimited
This incredibleflight simulatorfrom ,

Looking Glass Technologies, Inc.

features 3D, texture mapped scenery

and flying motion so real you'll want

to fasten your seat beltfor takeoff.

BLASTER I

0 1995 Creative Technology LT[ ). The Creative Labi logo is a registered trademark and 3D Blaster and the Sound Blaster compatibility logo are trademarks ol Creative Technology LTD. Inquiries: Lax Back

Weve Included these

Five Next Generation
3D games designed

specifically for 3D Blaster.

Tired of games that play in slow motion? Tired of pixels

the size of boulders? Tired of 8-bit cartoon colors?

Plus, its bundled with five killer 3D games designed for

3D Blaster. And that's not all. Watch the shelves for an

Get 3D Blaster . It will blast you with full color, hi-res, avalanche of certified Blaster compatible titles.

3D graphics that fly across your screen at light speed. 3D Blaster was born to run on Windows* 95. Windows



aster.
laming Experience

The
3DPC

Standard

Hi-Octane
Sick ofyour commute?

Take out yourfrustrations in

Bullfrog's combat racing game Hl-

OCTANEl In a heavily armed hov-

ercar, one wrong move decides who

is road king and who is road kill.

NASCAR Racing
This is no Sunday drive!

NASCAR racing, from Papyrus,

is the real thing. Strap yourself

into a stock car and experience

pure, head-pounding, bumper to

bumper racing.

CRUATIV
THE MAKERS Of SOUND BLASTER

Service: 408-428-2389 World Wide v^ebihttp://www.creaf.com. Creative Labs Customer Response Center 1-800-998-5227. All other trademarks arc the property of their respectay holders. All rights reserved.

3.1 and DOS systems. And it's Plug n Play compatible.

Tired of being left behind? Then upgrade your 486

VL-bus PC with 3D Blaster, the standard in 3D PC.

From Creative Labs, the makers of Sound Blaster.

Product Information Number 105



EXCLUSIVE! BEHIND-THE-SCENES OF THE HOTTEST GAMES

SpijcrafT: The Great
Espionage— from guys who know what they're talking about!

The Cold War is over,

but the New World

Order is just as danger-

ous. Spycraft plunges you

into a realm of bio-war

terrorism and ultra-high-

tech intelligence action.

—William R. Trotter

Game: Spycraft: The Great Game
Developer: Activision

Publisher: Activision, Inc., 11601 Wilshire Blvd., Suite

300, Los Angeles, CA, 90025 (310) 473-9200

Projected price: TBA
Percentage complete: 90%

I In a nutshell 1
Spycraft is the first espionage adventure based on

contemporary, post-Cold-War reality. It marks a dra-

matic break from the James-Bond-style shoot-em-ups.

I iafs sd special? I
It brings together the expertise of Major General Oleg

Kalugin, former chief of the KGB, William Colby, for-

mer head of the CIA, and author James Adams, one of

the most respected and experienced writers on the

subject of international terrorism and intelligence

activities. Talk about a power team!

I Whu should I care? I
Most previous spy-vs-spy games have been either

puerile Bondian comic-book fantasies or tedious

exercises in boredom. This game immerses the player

in the gritty, treacherous reality of modern espionage.

I find when's ir coming out?

February 1996

I rom the end of World
War Two to the incred-

ible weeks when the

Soviet Union imploded
I from its own internal

contradictions and inef-

ficiencies, the world of
the intelligence opera-
tive was one of curious

I
stability. To be sure,

governments were overthrown here and
there, assassinations were carried out,

treason committed, and numerous acts

of betrayal and skullduggery were plot-

ted, but there developed a bizarre com-
raderie between the KGB and the CIA.

Many of the operatives knew each
other, certain odd rules of decorum were
observed, and everybody followed basic

ground rules. The respective intelligence

agencies carried out their multi-

farious activities — however
nasty, underhanded, and occa-

sionally violent— within certain

known and respected limits.

Both sides in the Cold War did

their best to gain advantage
and damage one another, but
both observed an unspoken
principle, derived from the

shared horror of peering into

the nuclear abyss, of not going
too far.

But when the Berlin Wall
crumbled and the barricades

went up in Red Square, those
Cold War conventions were
shattered forever. Instead of

Although face-to-face violence is com-

paratively rare in real-world operations,

it is always a possibility, and a good agent is

always prepared.

two enormously powerful adversaries
waging a gigantic but basically stable

chess game, the world suddenly became
a more chaotic, unpredictable, and dan-
gerous place than it had ever been.

The fragmentation of the Soviet
Union spawned violent ethnic strife, ter-

rorists of every stripe suddenly had
access to nuclear technology. Third
World dictatorships began developing
biological warfare programs of apoca-
lyptic potential, and the international

drug trade — frequently allied to pow-
erful organized crime syndicates —
amassed such staggering wealth that it

could buy and sell governments almost
at will.

This array of new and deadly chal-

lenges profoundly changed the nature
of intelligence operations. And at some
point, Activision concluded that the

time was ripe for a roleplaying adven-
ture based on these new realities — one
that left behind the comforting but
utterly outdated Aston-Martin car
chases of the James Bond era and gave
the gameplayer an exciting and chal-

Since the CIA vehemently disapproves of

people hacking into its data-net,

Activision designed a world wide information

network that mirrors the real thing.
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A tense moment in Russian history, spectacularly transforming 150 extras, thanks to the wonders of digital technology, into a "cast of thousands"

assembled in Red Square to hear the new president.

lenging taste of today's high-

stakes, ultra-high-tech world
of international intrigue.

Activision's highest prior-

ity was authenticity, and to

that end they assembled an
incredible project team. To
produce Spycraft, they

engaged Andrew Goldman, an
avid and highly knowledgeable
fan of espionage literature,

who holds a degree in Political

Science and keeps tabs on
every new development in the

intelligence field.

And then, in what
amounted to an incredible

coup, they persuaded two of
the most powerful intelligence

officers of the Cold War era —
CIA chief William Casey and KGB chief

Oleg Kalugin — not only to serve as

technical advisors for the game, but to

portray themselves in the story! That,

fellow gamers, is "authenticity" of the

highest order.

To wrap up the whole concept in a

first-class script, Activision enlisted

author James Adams, Washington
bureau chief of the Sunday Times of
London and author of the current best-

seller Aldritch Ames and the Corruption

of the CIA. Among Adams' other cred-

its is the definitive account of the mys-
terious assassination of Gerald Bull, the

eccentric and slightly sinister genius
who invented the ominous Iraqi

"Supergun," Secret Armies (an equally

definitive account of the American,
Soviet and European Special Forces),

three highly-regarded novels, and other
books on international terrorism and
covert operations.

As for the game itself, the player
assumes the role of a rookie CIA opera-

tive and must first undergo true-to-life

training at the Agency's legendary
training facility, "The Farm." He or she
must learn to master numerous sophis-

ticated tools and techniques before
being sent into the field.

Out there in the real world, the
operative becomes involved in a com-
plex series of interlocking adventures
revolved around an upcoming Russian
presidential election. The action is

driven by player decisions and choices,

and covers every aspect of contempo-
rary intelligence activity. You may be
called upon to lead a S.E.A.L. team into

hostile territory, investigate suspicious

financial transactions by a fellow

Agency employee, rescue a missing
operative, or engage in nitty-gritty

police-work, such as tracking bullet-

trajectories.

"Once the player actively enters

the game," said Producer Goldman, "he
will face situations, issues, and moral
dilemmas that closely mirror those

which confront a real field operative."

There's a fascinating moral dimension
to Spycraft, in that yesterday's enemies
are today's collaborators, and the line

between friend and foe is often murky,
defined by situational context rather

than the old Black-Hats vs. White-Hats
verities. Do you sacrifice the life of a

friend in order to, possibly, save the

country you serve?

Concern for authenticity extends
to the settings and "look" of the game
(the graphics are a remarkable blend of
35mm. film, digitized video, still photos,

and actual CIA stock footage). Several

critical scenes take place in Moscow's
Red Square, and to recreate the setting

accurately, the design team needed
aerial photos.

Well, times have changed, but not
that much: aerial photos of central

Moscow are still a security no-no, so
Activision's team spent hundreds of
man-hours developing their own archi-

tectural renderings, based on still pho-
tos, news footage, and eyewitness
descriptions.
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Your first look at...

Using that data and footage of 150
Hollywood extras waving flags and
cheering, along with advanced digital

image-compositing and matte painting

techniques, Activision came up with an
astonishingly convincing sequence
showing the Russian President address-

ing a crowd of 200,000 in the middle of

Red Square. PC magic, indeed.

Not surprisingly, the CIA also does
not permit on-site filming of the facili-

ties at its Langley, Virginia, headquar-
ters, but with ex-director Colby's help,

more than 40 very authentic-looking

locations — offices, laboratories, image-
analysis rooms, etc. — were constructed

on a Hollywood lot.

And what would a spy drama be
without exotic foreign locales? Spycraft
takes you not only to Moscow, but to

London, Tunis, Heidelberg, and several

other Bondian destinations.

Ever since the Tsarist and British

empires plotted and counter-plotted

against each other in Central Asia in

the 19th Century, the concept of "The
Great Game" has exerted an irresistible

lure for armchair adventurers.

Now that deadly, cat-and-mouse
fascination will be available for desktop
adventurers, as well, in what promises to

be the most ambitious and riveting PC
game of its genre ever produced.

PRB

INSIGHTS FROM THE AUTHOR:
EXCERPTS FROM AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES ADAMS
PCG: Given your extraordinary credentials

as an author and journalist, what is it that

attracted you to this new genre of interactive

computer narrative?

ADAMS: Well, you know as a writer that

writing a book is an intensive process, and you

generate this opus and it lands with a thud in

the bookstores. If one writes 100,000 words, it

actually isn’t the most lucrative thing that one

can do— one does it for elusive personal rea-

sons. I’ve always felt that if you’re going to

write a book, you should strive to reach the

widest possible audience: doing a book, doing

a book on tape, selling the movie rights, doing

the screenplay, and so on. Now, part of that

becomes doing a CD-ROM.

Then there’s the psychological reason. As

you know, writing is a lonely business — you

produce the book after months of work, gazzil-

ion cups of coffee, beating the dog, shouting at

the wife and endless angst. And you have to go

back and forth with editors, which is a dreary

and depressing process.

Doing the CD-ROM was a totally different

experience: you work with people who have

tremendous enthusiasm, who re at the cutting

edge of technology, always pushing out into the

unknown. And they value knowledge, input and

creativity in a way that book publishers no

longer do. So it was tremendously exciting,

because you’d come up with ideas and there

would be exciting, sparky, interesting creative

discussions. I really, really enjoyed myself in a

way I haven't in writing umpteen books.

And then there’s the technology— even-

tually there’ll come a time when the CD-ROM
market drives the book market, rather than the

other way around. To get in on that market now,

was a real opportunity for me, and one I

embraced with real enthusiasm.

PCG: Was it a bizarre experience working

with both Kalugin and Colby at the same time?

ADAMS: Oh, indeed! There was this won-

derful moment when we were deep into the

script, and we were in Colby's Georgetown

home. Symbolically enough, Kalugin was sitting

on my left, Colby on my right. We were going

through the dialogue and Kalugin would say

(adopts as Boris-and-Natsahia accent): "Well,

Bill, I don't think we would have said that in

quite that way, do you?" And Colby would

respond (adopts an American accent): "No, Oleg,

I think we would have said it more like this..." It

was a fantastically surreal conversation.

PCG: It's ironic that, back when the Soviet

Union as we'd always known it simply fell

apart, people were saying: Well, what are the

intelligence people going to do now? Their

practically out of a job. And yet, the new situa-

tion is vastly more dangerous than the old.

ADAMS: Yes, you have entirely new
kinds of operatives dealing with a very complex

and dangerous situation. In the old days, there

was a kind of predictability. But no longer. Last

year, there was S400 billion of illegal drug

money laundered through the United States, and

the entire CIA budget is only three billion.

The game recreates this to a fantastic

degree. The designers have created this inter-

service communications system between all

the various intelligence agencies that must be a

very accurate replica of the real thing.

Obviously, we couldn't tap into the real systems

at Langley, but we've come up with something

that seems very authentic. This will set a new
standard for realism.

PCG: I understand that the game is filled

with very ambiguous moral decisions.

ADAMS: Yes. In the field, you do have

tough choices to make. The very idea of "loy-

alty" is very murky. You can t really be loyal to

a system anymore, because the whole argu-

ment about Communism versus Democracy is

out the window. Are you loyal to your country?

Well, what exactly does "your county" mean

these days? If you're loyal to a corporation

that's a major contributor to your country's

gross national product, how loyal should you

be? In the Cold War period, the lines between

loyalty and disloyalty, courage and cowardice,

were fairly absolute. But that's no longer the

case, so a field operative has to make some
damned difficult decisions. What are your prin-

ciples and how do you stand by them?

PCG: How you do view the right-wing

movement in the United States. I've interviewed

some of these people and they frankly scare the

hell out of me. How to you respond to someone

who seriously believes that there are 100,000

Chinese troops hidden in Canada, ready to

invade the country? Do you see the militia

movements as just a temporary nuisance, or a

major threat?

ADAMS: If you look at the history of rev-

olutionary or terrorist movements, you’ll find

that all such organizations have at their root

some kind of genuine justification. The right-

wing movements are driven by alienation. They

see themselves as victims of an oppressive

government that's interfering with their lives.

Well, if you were asked the question: Does the

government put undue burdens on your daily

existence, you'd probably say "yes '. So it's a

matter of degree— to deal with this phe-

nomenon, you have to seriously address the

root causes of its discontent, which are very

real indeed.

PCG: What do you perceive as the greatest

terrorist threat today? The proliferation of

nuclear technology?

ADAMS: No, because nuclear compo-

nents are well monitored, hard to transport, and

rather easy to track. What scares the hell out of

me is the biological threat. A car bomb that

kills a few people in Saudi Arabia is just rou-

tine stuff— it's headlines for a week, then it's

forgotten.

But if you have a canister of a virulent

biological agent— which is much harder to

detect— and you release it upwind of Atlanta

and it kills 50,000 people, then you've made a

real Statement. That's the kind of threat we
must deal with today, and it’s a fearsome one

indeed. To protect us from such a horror, we
need intelligence agents of the highest profes-

sionalism and dedication, and that's what I

hope the game will reflect.
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Featuring the music of Blue Oyster Cult

State of the art special effects provide unparalleled realism

6 CDs stuffed with ground-breaking gaming

4 different endings allow for extensive replayability

High resolution graphics and a beautifully-rendered 3D world bring the adventure to life

Over 35 interactive puzzles and combat sequences to challenge even the hardcore gamer

Also starring: Jimmie Walker, Tahnee Welch, David Patrick Kelly, and Ossie Davis

>

TAKE2 Ripper and the Take 2 logo are registered trademarks et Take-two Interactive Software, Inc. AH rights reserved.

Playstation' M and the Playstation logos are trademarks ot Sony Computer fntertammeot. Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks ot Apple Computer, Inc.
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SUBMERGE YOURSELF IllTO

A SURREAL VIRTUAL WORLD
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SERIAL KILLER OF ALL TIME.

Packed with MinD-BEnDinG

PUZZLES, GUT-WREnCHIUG ACTIOn,

ArXD A BOHE-CHILLinG TALE,

Ripper will forever charge the
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SCOOP!
Your first look at...

Syndicate II

It's murder and intimidation on a global scale. Bullfrog-style!

Get ready for another

round of bloody, innova-

tive fun. The follow-up to

the strategy/shoot-'em-

up. Syndicate, brings

intense action and stylish

graphics to the PC.

—Todd Vaughn

Game: Syndicate II: Corporate Uprising

Designer: Bullfrog

Publisher: Electronic Arts, 1450 Fashion Island Blvd.,

San Mateo, CA 94404-2064 (415) 571-7171

Projected Price: S59.95

Percentage Complete 75%

i In a nuMI I
As the sequel to Bullfrog's Syndicate. Syndicate II

puts you in command of ruthless cybernetic agents as

you attempt to maintain control of the world.

I What's so special? I
This is more than a rehash of an old game. Built from

the ground up using an entirely new graphics engine.

Syndicate //will offer players the chance to view the

action from any angle, play as either side, and chal-

lenge friends (or enemies) with multi-player options.

I in should I care? I
With its highly stylized backdrops and demanding,

action-oriented gameplay, Syndicate //should be a

decidedly different game from what you’re used to,

blending strategy, real-time action and multi-player

fun in a unique package.

iRnd when's it coming out? I
April 1996

While the graphics in these screens are still under construction, the impressive lighting

effects and texture-mapping are readily noticeable.

B
uilfrog released the origi-

nal Syndicate for the PC
nearly two years ago, but

it still ranks as one of the

most unusual and inven-

tive games we've seen in

quite a long time. Not
only was it a superb
action game providing

plenty of shoot-'em-up

fun, it brought elements of research and
strategic planning together in one brutal

and entertaining package.

Looking back, it's easy to see that

Syndicate was more than just a really fun

As your agents begin to explore the city,

you'll have full freedom to blast anyone

who gets in your way. The real-time lighting

effects provide plenty of eye-popping visuals.

game, but a brand new way to look at

games in general. Instead of the usual,

you-are-the-good-guy stance portrayed in

99% of the products out at the time.

Bullfrog and Co. decided to take a wel-
come detour down the road less traveled

to create this classic. Set in a future world
where corporations have evolved (or

devolved, if you prefer) into a belligerent

mixture of tyrannical governments and
armed security forces, Syndicate cast the

player as head of a fledgling corporation

out to control the world.

The rules of doing business in

Syndicate were pared down to just one
deadly ideal: destroy the opposition and
take their holdings by any means neces-

sary. To this end, you controlled four

cybernetically enhanced humans outfitted

with an ever-increasing amount of high-

tech firepower and attempted to kill off

rival squads of agents and add their terri-

tories to yours. Not only were you
encouraged to blow the hell out of every-

thing (rival agents, civilians, police offi-

cers— just to name a few), it was a neces-

sary element of winning the game.
Now Bullfrog is putting the final

touches on the sequel. Syndicate II:

Corporate Uprising, and it's obvious we
can expect more of the same unexpected
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treats this time around.

The story that unfolds in Corporate

Uprising takes place shortly after the end
of Syndicate and its add-on disk,

American Revolt. After successfully

defeating all of your rivals, you find your-

self the head of the biggest syndicate yet

and in complete control of the world's

resources. But since power is fleeting,

your ability to maintain order throughout
your territories is starting to fade. Radical

biker gangs and terrorists are beginning

to be a thorn in your side, creating

upheaval in some of your major territo-

ries. As if that weren't enough, rival syn-

dicates, seeing opportunity in your trou-

bles, are beginning to strike at the heart

of your financial centers.

As you progress through the game,
not only will you lose your place of power
and have to fight tooth-and-nail to win it

back, but you'll have to reclaim lost tech-

nology and funding you'11 desperately

need to survive.

This reversal of fortune gives

Syndicate II a lot more narrative punch
than the original, giving the player a taste

of success — as well as some of the more
impressive technologies that would other-

wise only be available later in the game—
before stripping it all away. Throughout
the game's missions (there will be around

50, but an exact number hasn't been
determined) you'll need to capture enemy
agents, scientists, and technologies before

you can rebuild your empire and exact

some revenge.

As in Syndicate, you'll control your
four team members using a series of sim-

ple point-and-click commands, and here's

where the game's sometimes subtle

strategies come into play. Since each

member can be controlled individually,

do you divide your team and spread them
throughout the city? Or do you concen-

research new technologies. As your fund-

ing and technology is stripped away, it

becomes more important to capture

enemy weaponry, scientists, and technol-

ogy just to maintain the status quo.

The demanding missions and
graphic eye-candy would seem to be
enough for just about any gamer, but
Bullfrog is going the extra mile to

ensure that Corporate Uprising will also

support multiple players over local area

networks or modem. Up to eight play-

ers can direct their agents in an all-out

battle for supremacy, using ready-made
scenarios designed specifically for mul-

tiple players. While I didn't have the

chance to try out any of these features,

if the single player mode is any indica-

tion, this could be the most addictive

multi-player game since Virgin's

Command & Conquer.
Even though the game is still a few

months away from release (it's about 75

percent complete, with some fairly

rough graphics in place). Syndicate II:

Corporate Uprising looks like it has all

the right ingredients to become one of

the year's strongest action titles.

PRfi

trate your firepower in hopes
of beating overwhelming odds?

There's no single right answer,

of course, and that's all part of

the challenge and charm of

Syndicate II.

The basic structure of

Syndicate II won't differ much
from the original, but it will

have an entirely new graphics

engine with impressive features

like real-time lighting effects

and variable "camera" angles

that let you choose the best

view of your agents or get a

broad overview of the city.

You'll be able zoom in to focus

the action on just one of your
operatives and tilt the view to

near eye-level, or zoom out to

direct all of your agents to dif-

ferent corners of the map.
The most impressive feature,

though, is how the reactive the game
world has become; buildings can now
be blown up in massive explosions,

spreading debris throughout the city.

And if you're a closet pyromaniac,
you'll be happy to know there's very lit-

tle you can't set on fire.

Some of the

weapons you'll use in

creating all this wanton
destruction are the ever-

popular Flamer (a

flamethrower, perfect for

setting fire to large

groups of people), the

Minigun (a heavy assault

weapon with a very long

range and unmatched
stopping power), and a

new weapon simply

known as the Nuke (an

explosive device with

enough power to bring

down several buildings).

But in order to have
those weapons at your
disposal, you'll need to

x
. 'wf

In case you weren't happy with the fixed three-quarter per

spective of Syndicate. Syndicate II lets you choose the perfect

"view to a kill," with features that allow you to zoom in and out of the

action or manipulate the angle of the screen.
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SCOOP!

Your first look at...

Destinu
The history of the world, take two!

It take's a mighty

ambitious game to go

head-to-head with one

of the best-selling mega-

hits of all time, but

Destiny might just have

what it takes.

— William R. Trotter

Game: Destiny

Developer: Dagger Interactive Technologies, Inc.

Publisher: Interactive Magic, P.0. Box 13491, Research

Triangle Park, North Carolina, 27709 (919) 461-0722

Projected price: TBA
Percentage complete: 60%

I In a nutshell: j
Build your empire from the Stone Age to the dawn of

the Space Age, in competition with as many as eight

other players. One of the biggest and most ambitious

games ever designed primarily for network play.

I Hhat's so special? I
The emphasis in Destiny is on social, diplomatic, and

technological interaction, rather than on conquest. It

features perhaps the most advanced "chat mode" ele-

ment yet devised, giving it a very personalized quality.

I Him should I cafe? I
Game-sessions tend to evolve into "virtual living

room" affairs, so that players can enjoy the socializ-

ing, back-and-forth quality of a classic pen-and-paper

get-together— an element that's often missing when
you play against the computer alone.

LHnduitien’s it coming
First quarter 1996

Meier's epic meditation on human his-

tory has enthralled tens of thousands. Its

elegant combination of sweeping drama
and intricate detail, its addictive replay

value, its sheer dynamism, all made it

tower head and
shoulders above
the mass of

mediocre strategy

games from
which it emerged.

Nobody is a

bigger fan of

Civilization than

Dagger
Interactive's vet-

eran game-
designer Adrian
Earle, and when
Interactive

Magic's founder,

"Wild Bill" Stealey,

approached him
with the idea of

creating a

Civilization -style

game, he was
somewhat taken

aback.

But Earle

loves a challenge, and Stealey's proposi-
tion offered him the biggest challenge of

his career. To start the process rolling,

he polled dozens of friends and col-

leagues, asking them what they liked

about Civ and what they might like to

see in a different game, based on the

same premise. He was deluged with
feedback, and by the time he had
digested all those suggestions and fil-

tered them through his own concepts
and perceptions, a clear vision of the
new game began to emerge:

• It was to be a Windows 95 game;
no DOS option

• It would feature state-of-the-art

graphics
• It would be in 3D and Real Time,

so that players could actually walk the
terrain and sail the seas

• It would be accompanied by a

soundtrack of such high musical quality

that game players could, and hopefully

would, play the music track of the CD on
its own

• It would be dedicated primarily to

multi-player gaming, via network and
modem (although the AI would be suffi-

ciently adroit to provide a good solo-play-

against-the-computer experience as well)

Once these goals had been set,

work began on the actual game design.

Destiny is an epic-scale strategy game
that traces the development from
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fight

mankind
from lowly

Stone Age tribes to the

end of the Twentieth Century—
i.e., the dawn of the Space Age.

Players assume the role of

the political/religious leaders of

their tribe, and must make all the

decisions affecting the well-being

and progress of the tribe. In effect,

you evolve from a hunter-gatherer who
dominates by having the biggest stone

axe in town to become the president (or

dictator, or High Priest) of a large, com-
plex, modern state.

There are two basic modes of play,

each very different in its ramifications:

Scientific or Military. In the former
mode, the objective is to achieve the

technological break-throughs that place

your nation in a position of dominance
by the game's end; in the Military mode,
the game ends with one tribe obliterat-

ing all the others.

Of course, conflicts will arise peri-

odically even in the Scientific Mode, and
when warfare breaks out, the game

player

has the

option to let the

computer decide

the outcome or to go
into a tactical mode and
: it out in typical wargame

style. The battle sequences, to

judge from the glimpses I saw, are

designed to be like those in Caesar II: rel-

atively short but quite satisfying in their

own right.

Although most players, I suspect,

will opt for the humongous "campaign"
game. Destiny also comes preloaded

with shorter scenarios covering a single

historical epoch: Iron Age, Bronze Age,

Age of Gunpowder, etc. These would
seem ideal for groups of players who
have only a single evening's worth of

free time.

Although the game is exclusively

designed for the Windows 95 platform.

This early rendering ol one of the ships

from the advanced stages of the game

displays the game's sumptious graphics.

Earle wanted the players to feel

immersed in a "game" environment,

rather than a "work" environment. To
that end, he created an interface using

dockable tool bars, windows-style icon

and bar layouts, and a whole range of

interesting and "tribal"-based wallpapers

and borders for the Windows desktop.

"There have been all too many 'mul-

timedia' hyped products," Adrian
remarked during my recent visit to

Interactive Magic's North Carolina head-

quarters. "Personally, I'm still not con-

vinced that digitized speech and full-

motion video with live actors have yet

provided any significant improvement to

most games. There are, however, two
areas where the CD has great potential:

data information/retrieval and audio."

So Destiny comes with a very

impressive 100,000-word online encyclo-

pedia that also functions as a help sys-

tem. If, for instance, you're debating

whether or not to devote research points

toward the invention of the "shaduf'

(those counterweighted water-

drawing gizmos you see in every

movie that involves travel on the

Nile river), you can access

"shaduf' in the encyclopedia and
learn not only when it was
invented and how it works, but

what practical effect it had on agri-

cultural development in a desert

environment.
In choosing to build the game

primarily for multi-player enjoy-

ment, the designers have added a

new and richly layered element to

the aspects of diplomacy and trade.

Due to the inherent limitations of

AI, these exchanges are usually

conducted on a fairly dumb level.

But with real players convers-

These are early renderings of some of the armor anol aircraft you'll need to deploy in the later stages of

the game. Gamers will have the option to let the computer decide the outcome of the battle.

The game randomly generates the eight

continents for gameplay.

pi: cam Fem»ain«|i
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Your first look at...

ing in the game's Chat Mode, the possi-

bilities really explode. You can wheel and
deal, shop around for the best offers,

gang up on other players, cut secret

deals and form shifting alliances, and
play verbal poker to your heart's con-
tent. This added dimension of realism in

the realms of diplomacy and trade also

serves to relegate military action into its

classic, Klauswitzian, role: war as an
extension of diplomacy.

"Spy networks" will also be avail-

able, on those occasions when "open
diplomacy" may not serve your objec-

tives. "If you've ever played the board

AMD NOW FOR THF

[• iHKl
No sense in beating around the bush; PCG sat down
with Adrian Earle, in one of the few corners of

Interactive Magic's offices not swarming with pro-

duction activity, and asked him point-blank:

Let s start with the obvious question: How
does your game differ from Civilization?

In two ways, really. I've tried to move my
game away from the militaristic aspect and more

toward the discovery and trade elements. The

emphasis on network and modem play allows up to

eight people to compete, and that naturally opens up

possibilities for trade negotiations and diplomacy

that far exceed those in the earlier game. This

doesn't mean, of course, that you won't have wars.

So your whole emphasis is on interaction

among real human beings, rather than solo play

against the computer?

Well, of course you can play solo, and I

hope we've made it enjoyable to do so, but the

inevitable trend in the industry is toward multi-player

games. The other major difference is our decision to

go with 3D modeling and 3D environments, which I

don’t think has yet been done in a strategy game of

this kind. I'm very curious to see how that format will

be received.

Is the game environment going to be histori-

cally and geographically accurate, or will the conti-

nents be randomly generated?

At the moment, we re not envisaging a real

Earth. Each planet will have eight continents, ran-

domly generated, although the player will be able to

set basic parameters: a lot of water, versus a lot of

land, etc. I know there are a lot of players who enjoy

playing on the real Earth, but there are plenty of

games out there for them to choose from.

PCG You mentioned the importance of audio in this

game...

Oh, yes! After all, that's one of the things

CDs are so good for! So often, when reviewers

bother to mention the music at all, it's usually to

comment on how awful it was. We commissioned a

full score by Donald S. Griffin, and it’s so good we
think people will play it on its own. It starts simple,

with primitive drum beats, then, as civilizations

advance, the same themes are elaborated on in vari-

ous historical styles: medieval, baroque, all the way
up to lush, full, Hollywood orchestration. It s really a

tour de force.

Rendered graphics for the game are in the early

stages of development, but they look promising.

game Diplomacy/'
Earle said, with a

wicked gleam in

his eye, "you know
the sort of thing that

can be done with a

quick stab in the back
at just the right time!"

Trading activity

also takes on a new
sense of realism, in that you
won't be limited to what the computer
thinks it needs. Players can decide
exactly what they consider is the value
of each resource, and can set up fairly

elaborate brokerage deals between sev-

eral opponents.
Access to 3D information is

granted based on the level of difficulty

chosen by the player. For example, at

the hardest level, access to the top-
down maps and directional compass
window will not be granted until your
tribe has actually discovered both sur-

veying and the compass. This limits the

player, in the early stages of the

game, to seeing only what his

forces see as they move around.
"It's surprising how difficult

long-range planning becomes
when your view of the world is lim-

ited to the next range of mountains
or the distance your ships can
safely sail away from land. On the

other hand, if the game is set on its

easy level, you can view the entire

globe in 3D and visually explore

areas without actually sending
members there," said Earle.

It's always dicey for a writer

to extrapolate on the quality of an

entire

game from brief

glimpses of bits and
pieces of work in progress,

but I can report that the graphics
are sumptuous, the interface is crisp and
easy to understand, the technological

"tree" is both exhaustive and full of exotic

possibilities, and the game looks like it's

going to be enormous fun to play.

Can Destiny dethrone Civilization?

I'm not sure that's really the point (since

everyone I talked to on the production
team has the deepest respect for that

classic). But it certainly will offer Civ fans

a new, different, stimulating take on the

same basic themes, and it may well

emerge as a classic in its own right.

PRR
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Electronic Entertainment

December '95

PCGamer

December '95

"Crusader: No Remorse plays great and looks even better.

It's our game of the month. Game play— 5 stars."

"Crusaders one of the best

action games out there ..."

"This is, without a doubt, one of the best

action-adventure titles of the year! — 93%
Strategy Plus

November '95

"I like to watch the skit, wit off

utiSusf’ectihjJ huMft Scuft after roasting

the* with the uV-f Ultra Violet ftfle.

I it's hasty, j know, but — it's fun!"

If you don't h^e a had attitude, you don’t h3^ a chance!

Available through Electronic Arts® Direct Sales

1 .800.245.4525

http://www.ea.com/origin.html

© 1 995, ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Crusader: No Remorse is a trademark of ORIGIN Systems, Inc.

Origin and We create worlds are registered trademarks of ORIGIN Systems, Inc.

Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts.
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Youmaynothave a choice

IN COLLABORATION WITH

WILLIAM COLBY OLEG KALUGIN

CIA KGB
FORMER DIRECTOR FORMER MAJOR GENERAL

As a CIA operative, you'll have many alternatives.

Those that save your country. Those that save your

ass... And those that do neither. You'd be ad alone

Unsurpassed film production enriches

hours of realistic spycraft in a chilling

world of intrigue. facing real-world dilemmas like those William Colby

Gather intelligence online by linking to

real websites and accessing up-to-the-

minute information.

Track the trajectory of an assassin's

bullet, surveil double agents and intercept

radio transmissions.

(former CIA Director) and Oleg Kalugin (former KGB

Major General) confronted in their high-profile

assignments. With decisions that threaten to destroy

your moral fiber.

Entangled global predicaments. Shocking

classified intelligence. And consequences that impact

the balance of world power. The stakes are high in the

great game of espionage. Now you make the choice.

COMING IN FROM THE COLD FEBRUARY 1996.

AVAILABLE ON DOS AND WINDOWS® 95 CD-ROM.

BEGIN YOUR SPYHUNT AT http://WWW.ACTIVISION.COM.

AdiVisioMActivision is a registered trademark and Spycraft: The Great Game is a

trademark of Activision. Inc. © 1995 Activision. Inc. All rights

reserved. Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft

Corporation.
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GUNS.
TYRANTS.

The evening news

or a new game?

The year is 2225 and the earth is a post-apocalyptic wasteland. Unfortunately

for you. the natives still communicate best with heavy artillery. So choose your

firepower from an arsenal of weapons and try your best to save the world and

your ass from an army of mutant androids. Blast through battle-scarred deserts

fighting ground and airborne enemies. Engage in tactical combat in the dark

corridors of power stations. Build a customized world from a database of maps

and floor plans or create your own from scratch. You're in control in this explosive

sci-fi action adventure guaranteed to ruffle even the stiffest news anchor hair.

WINDOWS 95 AND MS-DOS CD-ROM AND SEGA SATURN
jffjg

Web Site: http://www.digipix.com 1-800-332-0032 s-*
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SPY

THRILLER

Fill 16mm Full-motion uideo. it's got the IdoH and Feel, the characters and
plot, oF a Feature Film. Rnd it's got gou. Jack Fremont - TU trivia geeh mith an

empty Fridge. Iloui your days oF simply matching the screen are over. Yuu've

got to obserue. Think. Decide. Ret. Rnd match your back - every moment, every
move. You've got 24 hours to save the morld. get the girl, and return the tux.

Horn it ends — and there are ID possibilities — is entirely up to you.

So don't just sit there...
irs vnus mauE.

CapcDm Digital Studios B 3 Uision in association mith Evolutionary Publishing Inc. present FDH Hum
See it et http://uiuiu.cepcDinent.CDm

IjSSjfl

SEGA SATURN
This official seal is your assurance that this product meets the highest quality standard
of SEGRin. Buy games and accessories uiith this seal to be sure that the are compatible
Ulith the 5EGR SHTURnS SYSTEIH.

Soundtrack un

RHiNo

E CHPCDPI CO.. LTD. 1996. E CRPCDIH U.S.R.. me. RLL RIGHTS RESERUED. FDH HUflT is a trademark of CRPC0P1 CD.. LTD. CHPCDPI is a registered trademark of CRPC0P1 CD.. LTD. macintosh is a registered

trademark of Rpple Computer. Inc. PlayStation, the PlayStation logo, and the PS logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. Inc. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGR
EflTERPRISES. LTD. Rll rights reserued. For any information on the ESRB rating and legal disclaimer contact the Entertainment Software Rating Board at B0D-771-ESRB.
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EYEWITNESS
NEWS • PREVIEWS • BEHIND-THE-SCENES REPORTS

Behold the New Domark
An industry meeting of the minds means good news for gamers

Deathtrap Dungeon, loosely based on the old Fighting Fantasy

gamebooks, will take full advantage of new video compression

technology being developed at Eidos.

remember the Fight-

ing Fantasy game-

books, a popular

combat RPG game of

days past in which

you and your oppo-

nent each had a

book filled with dif-

ferent character

poses that repre-

sented all the possi-

ble "moves" your

fighter could make.

Well, PC com-

puter technology

has clearly made such cumber-

some and roundabout methods of

simulating a swordfight obsolete.

Domark's new Deathtrap

Dungeon is based loosely on this

series, but adds a three dimen-

sional dungeon for you to

explore. All the monsters you'll

encounter are fully modelled in

3D, allowing you to view them

from different angle even as you

strive to destroy them. Sounds

like some good old hack and

slash, dungeon-busting fun—
and an exciting time ahead for

Domark!

omark Software recently

m m merged with three other

|Mr companies— Eidos,

Simis, and Big Red— to create a

larger gaming company with

more depth and flexibility. The

new entity is to be collectively

known as Eidos,

and Domark will

act as a publisher

for this group.

Both Big

Red and Simis

have worked with

Domark previ-

ously, Domark

having published

Big Red's Tank

Commander and

Simis' Mig 29.

Eidos is a tech-

nology company

specializing in a

video compression technique,

known as the Eidos Software

Codec ('ESC'), which allows com-

puters to compress and play

back high-quality video

sequences without additional

compression hardware.

The ESC software should

help to positively position the

new group in the CD-ROM gam-

ing field, as more games are writ-

ten to take advantage of the

advanced video compression

techniques. Eidos will concen-

trate on two product lines: high-

end flight simulations, and 3D

action/adventure games.

Some of the titles in the

works are Terracide, a 3D flight

shooter, and Deathtrap Dungeon.

Terracide is designed to

take advantage of the new 3D

accelerator cards coming out

this year (See our story, "Gaming

in the 3rd Dimension" on page

100 of this issue for more on 3D

cards.). The starfaring flight com-

bat game pits you against enemy

starcraft as the last hope to save

earth from alien invasion. Be

warned though: the enemy fight-

ers boast a fancy Neural Net

Artificial Intelligence. This is the

opponent's Al, which means that

those alien ships will definitely

attack you intelligently.

If you're a fan of fantasy

roleplaying games, you may

Domark is back and stronger than ever with a new prod-

uct line, including Terracide, a 3D flight shooter in which

you must save the earth from an alien invasion.
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BECAUSE IT TAKES MORE THAN
DRIVING SKILLS TO WIN.

Windows 1 CD-ROM.

Compatible with

Windows' 95.

F
ormula One Grand Prix racing. It's one of the most

competitive sports in the world. To win,

you need more than a great driver.

It takes technology, tactics and money.

As a Grand Prix manager, you control

all aspects of team management. Design the

hottest car and test it. Negotiate for the best driver

and staff. Keep up with racing politics, rules and

rumors. On race day, you call the shots

down at the track in the fume-filled pits.

GRAND PRDC MANAGER.
Because what it really takes
to win is a great manager.

AN OFFICIAL

PRODUCT OF THE

f:j*
FORMULA 1

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours: 1-800-695-GAME (U.S. and Canada)

Licensed by FOCA to Fuji Television. ©1995 Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. All rights reserved. Spectrum HoloByte is a registered trademark

and Grand Prix Manager is a trademark of Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

ectrum
toloByte

http://www.holobyte.com
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Unplugged Plugs In

MTV's live acoustic concert show
moves to CD-ROM

M TV Unplugged," one of

MTV’s most popular

series, features con-

temporary artists performing their

biggest hits on (mainly) acoustic

instruments. "MTV Unplugged"

has released a successful line of

audio CDs and now, for the first

time, appears on CD-ROM.

'"MTV Unplugged’ is simply

about the artists and their music

— there are no amps, no

pyrotechnics, no clutter between

the performers and the audi-

ence," said Van Toffler, a senior

vice president with MTV. "We

created an 'MTV Unplugged'

CD-ROM to give music lovers an

even more intimate and involved

way to experience the show."

The CD features unreleased

tracks from previous "Unplugged"

performances, including selec-

tions by Paul McCartney, Lenny

Kravitz, and 10,000 Maniacs.

Users will also be able to

"visit" backstage with such per-

formers as Nirvana, the Cranber-

ries, and Melissa Etheridge,

watching exclusive interviews

and rare performance clips.

Another section of the CD

features a musical database on

the more than seventy

"Unplugged" shows that have

appeared over the last six years.

You will be able to look up old

shows and play audio and video

samples from them, as well as

examine an index of additional

interviews, performance notes,

and photos.

MTV Unplugged is produced

by Viacom New Media, who also

published the

MTV hit

"Beavis and

Butthead" on

CD-ROM.

With a sug-

gested retail

price of

$24.95, MTV
Unplugged

costs far less

than most CD-

ROMs, and is

competitively

priced with

audio CDs.

You navigate through the MTV Unplugged menus by clicking

on television screens.

r////iUNDER
CONSTRUCTION

I

t looks like 1996 is going to

be the big year for 3D gam-

ing, with 3D graphic accelera-

tor cards starting to appear

just before an onslaught of

games using advanced 3D

graphics technology, like

Blood, Prey, and — of course

— Quake. Here's a roundup of

some new titles of this kind,

coming your way.

Shadow Warrior

Apogee’s 3D Realms division

has certainly made its mark in

Reach out and touch somebody ...

or squeeze this bloody heart and

crush the life out of your foe.

the arena of first-person

shooter games. Titles like Rise

of the Triad and Duke Nukem

3D have won them a following,

and they're the engineers

behind the new Build engine,

Continued on page 57
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—

( radical game
( on the PC is about to ML ) Wt

kick your butt! It's /

Arcade America, the only

CD-ROM game that truly separates the tough
guys from the moitdo weenies. Get One! (n.w)

Satisfaction Guaranteed*

7th LEVEL

Visit your retailer for a free demo or download the Areade America promo from the Web (www.7fhlevel.com) in AOl, MSN,
CompuServe or Prodigy use SEVENTH. For more information or to place an order, call I -800-884-8863, ext. 1 74.

Babbages: COMP! software®

*60-day money back guarantee. ©1995 7th Level, Inc. 7th Level is a registered trademark and Arcade America is a trademark of 7th Level, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Long Distance—
Without the Charges
VocalTec's Internet Phone is now
available on GNN

r
he Global Network Navi-

gator service is making

VocalTec's Internet Phone

software available free to its

members. GNN is an online ser-

vice that offers an easy-to-use,

all-in-one Internet package,

including web access, E-mail, ftp,

news and gopher

service— and now,

thanks to Internet

Phone, the ability to

talk to people any-

where in the world

over the Internet.

"VocalTec is

the leader in voice com-

munications on the Internet,

which is why we chose to use its

Internet Phone with our service,"

said Lyn Chitow, vice president

of GNN. "Bundling Internet

Phone with GNN underscores

our goal of integrating the best of

the breed in technology into our

service."

Other major internet

providers have incorporated

Internet Phone into their services,

including PSINet and Netcom.

The productworks by con-

necting you to the phone server,

which maintains a list of people

actively using Internet Phone.

You then select a person to talk

to. If you wanted to talk to some-

one you know, you would need to

E-mail them to let them know you

want to call them.

Internet Phone employs a

unique voice compression algo-

rithm that squeezes voice data

down to a bandwidth of only 7.7

kilobytes. Although

the sound quality

may not compare to

true phones, it's cer-

tainly a cheaper

way to make long

distance phone

calls.

Internet Phone lets people

make voice calls over the Inter-

net. It requires a minimum of a

486/25 Mhz with 8MB of RAM,

Windows 3.1 or better, audio

hardware including a sound card

and microphone, a 14.4k modem,

and an Internet Winsock 1.1-

compatible TCP/IP connection.

You can try out a sixty sec-

ond version of the Internet Phone

software for yourself. It's avail-

able on the VocalTec website, at

http://www.vocaltec.com

;

the full

version carries an SRP of $99.

To find out more about

GNN, visit their website at

http://gnn.com— or use the Key-

word "GNN" on AOL

.

/////////
Continued from page 55

used in several new 3D games,

including Witchaven, TekWar,

and Powerslave.

Coming later this year is a

brand new title using the same

revamped Build engine used in

Duke Nukem 3D. Called

Shadow Warrior, it will be a

first-person Ninja combat game.

"It's basically a Ninja

fantasy game," said George

Broussard, the president of 3D

Realms. "You just run around

and kill everything." The game

promises to be filled with

blood and gore, and there will

be plenty of weapons to

choose from: shurikens, Uzis,

and explosive-tipped cross-

bows. And if that's not enough

to warm your heart, how about

using real hearts on your foes?

"You get to use your ene-

my's body parts back against

him," Broussard said. "We

want you to be offended and

disgusted."

But beneath all the gore

• Continued on page 59
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THE CREATORS OF UNDER! KILLING MOON

PRESENT: THE PANDORA DIRECTIVE. •

A CD CINEMATIC EPIC Compatible With

DOS & Win 95 • Virtual World Engine With Full

Freedom Of Movement-No Rendered Paths • Two

Levels Of Play-Choose Complex Hint System Or

Bonus Points, Puzzles & Locations • Three Routes

^ if;
Lead To Seven Different Endings For Maximum

tLmm Replffliify • Hollywood Acting, Editing, Stunt

& xEwaTj
* *1

Work, Screen Writing, Music and Direction.

’toil 1-800-800-4880 •http://www.accesssoftwate.com

y SOFTWARE INCORPORATED
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Fifty years ago, air combat decided the Spitfires, Mustangs, Corsairs and Zeros,

fate of the world. Now it’s your turn. With There’s even a rookie mode for beginners.

Fighter Duel for PC CD- \ .*v
,

. * Can you survive seven
" — '

jrri
’

- h f, .'-l/V,

ROM. The most realistic '
v tactical scenarios? Over-

dogfight simulator in his- ,, .• • ;
••

• o '
'

. come eight bandits at

tory. Through amazing ’>r~ l
' once? Or outgun that

high-resolution graphics, ...

'
' second modem pilot?

you’ll experience real-world physics and flight Without losing your lunch... Or your life?

modeling as you pilot Messerschmitts, Fighter Duel.The way it is, is the way it was.

»k. ST,

Photo-realistic, fully functional

instrument panel.

©1995 Philips Media, Inc.

For more information call 1-800-340-7888.

Visit our Web Site at http://www.philipsmedia.com/media/games PHILIPS

Dogfight the deadly Zero or 12 Scan the skies with multiple

other classic WWII war birds. cockpit views.

Product Information Number 142

Take on human opponents in

two-player modem duels.



EYEWITNESS

S
anctuary Woods, the peo-

ple who brought us The

Riddle of Master Lu and

Buried in Time, are hard at work

on another graphic adventure,

due out in February. Titled Orion

Burger, it's a fully-animated car-

toon adventure, with tons of eye-

popping visuals.

The story is sort of a whim-

sical take on the usual alien inva-

sion plot, as the gluttonous Zlarg

and his sidekick Flumix arrive on

Earth to harvest protein for their

intergalactic fast-food chain,

Orion Burger. The catch is

they're not allowed to harvest

intelligent life, so before they can

begin, they select one human to

take some intelligence tests. Nat-

urally, that’s you.

The most interesting fea-

ture of the story is the time-warp

effect. One of the biggest prob-

lems with other graphic adven-

ture games is that every time

you die, or start over, you have to

go through the same scenes

again and again. Any suspension

of disbelief goes out the

window.

To get around this

problem, the Orion team

has come up with a plot

device borrowed from

the movie Groundhog Day.

The main char-

acter (Wilbur)

is caught in a

time warp

where he relives

each day with

his memories

intact, and is

free to choose a

new course of

action. The pro-

gram remem-

bers where

you've been and

what you've done, so you won't

be forced to backtrack. This

premise works ideally with the

gameplay of a graphic

adventure.

Much of the

action takes

place in a

small

Zlarg is a green, greedy junk

food mogul from the stars.

town on Earth,

where Wilbur has to

solve certain puzzles

in order to get ready

for his abduction.

There are a variety of characters

in the town, from redneck cops

to a rock band, with whom
you must interact in order

to advance the plot. You

have a limited

amount of time to

explore and

prepare

yourself

before

being

abducted by

the aliens for

another test.

The

project is being

put together much

like traditional anima-

tion. Up to thirty people

a time have been

working on Orion Burger,

doing everything from

You play Wilbur, captured by aliens. It's up to you to stop

humanity from being ground into hamburger.

voice-acting and programming to

sound effects and animation.

Working out of Victoria,

British Columbia, much of the team

has its roots in Hollywood, and the

staff's many credits include anima-

tion on "Ghostbusters" and The

Wall, voice acting from "Animani-

acs" and story consultanting on

the "Newhart" show.

"A lot of the people in Victo-

ria have been working in Los

Angeles a long time, and it's a

rough place to live," says Robert

Aitken, product manager for Orion

Burger. "They just sort of come

up here for the relative serenity

and pleasantness of Victoria. So

in terms of writers and animators,

we have a lot of local talent."

For more info on Orion

Burger, call Sanctuary Woods at

(415) 286-6000.

///////////////////.
Continued from page B7--‘ •••••••

is solid gameplay, and like

Duke 3D, the game features

underwater action, moving

sectors, ducking, crawling, fly-

ing, swimming, mirrors, slopes

and spiral stairs.

Blood

What appears to be 3D Realms'

final release for the Build

engine will be a truly terrifying

trip into the realms of the

Undead. Blood takes place in a

ghoulishly gothic mansion, and

Gargoyles, zombies, dynamite ami more await in Blood, a new first-person

shooter from 3D Realms.

features battles against zom-

bies and other shambling,

shuffling horrors.

One of the weapons you

can use is the voodoo doll.

Stick a pin into it, and any

enemy on the screen will take

damage, without knowing

who's causing it. "It's so much

fun in deathmatch," Broussard

said. "You just follow a guy

around, jabbing him."

Like the entire line of 3D

Realms first-person games,

Continued on page 61

Invasion ofthe Burger Snatchers
Sanctuary Woods unveils a new game cartoon creation
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3-0 TABLE SPORTS"

WE'VE INCLUDED EVERYTHING...

EXCEPT THIS.

If you're looking for classic

table game action with a

digital twist, 3-D Table Sports

is it! You get Foosball,

SlamHockey and Power

Hoops, all on one CD-ROM.
Each game features fully-

rendered 3-D tables, lots of

play options, 10 difficulty

r
mass- media

levels, and network and modem
support for tournament and

league play. In fact, 3-D Table

Sports gives you everything

you could ever expect in a

table game .. .except a place to

put your quarters!

TIME WARNER

|

INTERACTIVE^

BBS: 1 -81 8-295-6730 • e-mail: TWIinfo@aol.com • America Online: Keyword: TWI • World Wide Web: http://www.pathfinder.com/twi

©1995 Time Warner Interactive. Produced by Moss Media, Inc. Distributed by WEA. • Published by Time Warner Interactive, 221 0 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, CA 91 506, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

3-D Table Sports and the Table Sports logo, 5/orrrHockey and Power Hoops are trademarks of Time Warner Interactive.

See your local software retailer or call 1-800-482-3766 to order direct.
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Interplay and Lasersoft reach settlement

ast December, we reported that Interplay

Productions, the makers of Descent,

Cyberia, and other popular titles, filed a

lawsuit against Lasersoft, a budget CD-ROM

distributor, because of a dispute over Laser-

soft's Dimensions for Descent package.

The Lasersoft product featured a collec-

tion of HOG files, which are new game levels

for Descent (like WAD files are new levels for

Doom). Many companies have packaged and

sold collections of Doom add-ons, due to that

game's immense popularity. With the success

of Descent, Interplay saw the same thing hap-

pening to its game.

Interplay's lawsuit against Lasersoft

complained that the packaging of the product

too closely resembled the packaging on their

original Descent game, and they subsequently

won an injunction. Lasersoft was forced by

the court to remove the D/mens/ons title from

store shelves.

Now the two companies have reached

an agreement. Lasersoft has acknowledged

that their Dimensions product infringed on

Interplay's copyright, and agreed not to mar-

ket any more products that are designed to

work with Descent or any of Interplay's

other games.

In return, Lasersoft has been given the

co-exclusive rights to distribute the preview

of Descent II, the sequel to Descent. "This

settlement provides new opportunities for

both companies," said Scott Addyman, presi-

dent of Lasersoft. "We are a leading pub-

lisher of budget CD-ROMs and Interplay's

interactive previews are a perfect fit for our

product line."

Although the Descent controversy

seems to have been settled, and may have set

a precedent for other gamemakers, there are

still many questions left about level add-ons in

general. With the flood of big-name 3D games

with level editors coming out, more legal bat-

tles are likely.

////////////;
Continued from page 59 *

Blood will support modem play and net-

work games with as many as eight players.

Xenophage
Apogee enters the fighting-game arena

with Xenophage, which should be out in

the first quarter of 1996. Featuring eleven

different monsters rendered in 3D and

more than 1,500 frames of character ani-

mation, Xenophage will be as much a

visual feast as a melee. Special features

include fatalities, humiliations, and resur-

rections. With humiliations, you will be

able to beat on your opponent's body long

The characters in Xenophage have artificial

intelligence that should challenge the most

devoted fighting-game fan.

after he’s deceased — but keep it up, and

lie might just be resurrected, to enter the

fray again and pay you back. The dynamic

backgrounds feature zooming and

Continued on page 63
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AFTER FOUR YEARS IN THE MAKING,
A BUDGET OF OVER FIVE MILLION

AND THE TALENTS OF MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED INDIVIDUALS...

THE ADVENTURE. THE FANTASY AND
THE MAGIC IS AT HAND.

Step into the mystery and the

S ) magic of Stonekeep". As you

traverse dark corridors, treacherous

subterranean sewers and enter the

realms of fairies, magic and the

living dead, you’ll be drawn into a

quest more powerful, more realistic

and more consuming than anything

you've ever imagined. <§> The

detailed storyline unfolds at your

command as you find yourself

wielding weapons of metal and

magic, battling disembodied foes,

rescuing your allies and liberating

a massive dragon from bondage.

At stake is nothing less than your

mortal soul. <3> Stonekeep lives up

to the Interplay slogan — “By

Gamers, For Gamers." It’s the kind

of game we’ve always wanted to

produce and the kind of game
we’ve always wanted play. It looks

fantastic, sounds incredible and it

tells a great story. It’s also a heck

of a lot of fun... and after all,

isn’t that what games

are all about?

SEE YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE RETAILER OR
CALL 1-800 INTERPLAY

to the mystery and magic on the Interplay UIEB site (http://wmw.interplay.com).

Hollywood special effects,

heart-pounding music and

3-D effects will draw von into

this epic adventure.

An intelligent journal keeps track of characters

encountered and clues you've heard and automatically

maps your travels.

V
Full-screen graphics let

you feel the full intensity

ofyour quest.

I p *x

i 7922 Fitch Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714 ®/ 995 Interplay Productions. Stonekeep is a trademark of Interplay Productions. All Rights Reserved. SSP2
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EYEWITNESS

The Quake-kilter?
3D Realms' Prey may be the next big thing

M M ith as much as we've been

ummw hearing about Quake, it might

W W be a little reassuring to know

that others are working just as hard to

bring gaming to the next plateau.

Prey is being developed by 3D

Realms, and is based on a totally new 3D

graphic engine (also named Prey) that's

much more advanced than the already

impressive Build engine used in Duke

Nukem 3D. "This really goes a long way

past Duke Nukem's ability,” explains

George Broussard, the president of 3D

Realms. "We don't think we're very far

behind Qua/ceatthis point."

The Prey engine will allow true 3D with

no restrictions, letting designers place rooms

over rooms, bridges going across bridges, and

bring roofs and cellars and any structure imag-

inable into the gameworld. The ray-traced

lighting effects will create a realistic atmos-

phere, and all the characters in the game will

cast shadows as they move around the game

environment.

The new engine will also feature a

process called "MIP-mapping," which elimi-

nates that shining pixel effect you often see in

Doom as you move towards a texture. MIP-

mapping works by storing up to six different

textures for each surface, then displaying

them depending on your distance.

Similar effects will be used on the fully

rendered characters and objects in the game

world, meaning there will be no two-dimen-

sional sprites in the game. For example in

Doom, as you walk around a dead body, the

body always looks the same because it's just a

flat picture drawn on the screen. In Preyyou'll

view objects from any possible angle, because

they'll exist as fully rendered 3D pieces.

The shadow on the left wall reading 'Prey' is cast by a 3D

sign in the center of the room.

The storyline is one of the last things this

team worries about, but a rough sketch has a

master alien race kidnapping different crea-

tures and pitting them against one another in

combat for their own amusement. Every level

will be different, designed around an alien

homeworld, thus allowing the level designers

to go wild with the new engine.

"The idea here is to be innovative in

every way possible," said Scott Miller, the

president of Apogee, which will publish Prey.

"There's going to be tons of stuff in here that's

never even been seen before."

Network gaming is built in, with support

for maybe twenty or thirty people on a local

network. The Internet gaming feature will be

limited by the capabilities of the server itself,

not the game.

Apogee and 3D Realms hope that this

new engine will mark a new plateau in game

design. "With this kind of technology," says 3D

Realms' Broussard, "we're at the point that

whatever you want to do, you can do. The

computers are fast enough, the engine is fast

enough, and it does everything."

Look for Prey late in summer of 1996.

////////////,
Continued from page 61

scrolling, and the soundtrack is being put

together by Bobby Prince, the composer

for Doom and Doom II.

Assault Rigs

Coming this Spring from Psygnosis is

Assault Rigs, a port of a popular tank

combat game for the Sony PlayStation.

Set in a rich, futuristic 3D world that

looks like a high-tech nightmare, Rigs

lets you choose one of three Assault Rigs,

each a different design balancing speed,

armor and firepower.

Gameplay should be riveting and

* 3/XT <33-

l, \

A high-tech tank explores the cyberspace com-

bat arena of Assault Rigs.

fast-paced, as you race against the clock

and pound enemy steel. The game also

Continued on page 65
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state-of-lhe art 3[

across towering I

plunge headli

Includes i

with your razor-sharp sword, flesh-qpping throwing

stars, a aossbdw with explosive-timfeil bolts, a fully

outomati^m^ncussionarenodes. and a wide assort-

ment of evBMeadhermagtt sp^fls and special effects.

iffls. Pursue your oppc

up sloping ramparts,

- and fight for your life as you

|g 5 players via modem or up to 8

llso, start your own ninja clan and

matches ifoninst the ancient gods.

V®U5«nemies

tie tines'“^“ jiblespeci"
1

•tT.***'*
1^

al,d °

pluyeaSyueteiirk..

pluyij(£ooperufe

No Fear. No Mercv- No Return.

Gen
INCORPORATED

Coming Soon
For more details, ask your local software retailer.

Developed by 3D Realms Entertainment. All rights reserved. Distributed by FormGen. All other trademarks ore the property of their respective owners.

WWW Site (http://www.3drealms.com) CIS (Keyword REALMS) Software Creations BBS (508) 368-7036
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EYEWITNESS

Gaming on the Go
Addonics offers portable CD-ROM drive

Jt ooking for a one-step gaming

M solution for that old notebook com

Km puter? Hook up the new Addonics

PCDS portable CD-ROM drive to

your notebook computer, and

you'll have 16-bit sound

and quad-speed CD-ROM

access immediately. Since the CD-

ROM drive and sound-card combo

bypasses the installation hassles that are so

common on notebook computers, you simply

connect the drive to the parallel or

enhanced parallel port on your computer,

and install the PCDS software. If you need

to print, you just run the printer into the

CD-ROM drive.

Another advantage of this system is its

flexibility, since the drive can be switched

from computer to computer quite easily. You

The PCDS from

Addonics: a portable

quad-speed CD-ROM drive

can use it on your desktop

PC, and then bring it with you as

you travel. And if you've ever been stuck in

an airport, you can see the potential...

In addition, the PCDS drive is equipped

with both a microphone input and a MIDI

instrument port. The sound level can be

adjusted manually or with the software,

and it uses a front-loading motorized tray for

disk insertion.

The PCDS is available now, with a sug-

gested retail price of $499. For more informa-

tion, including pricing and availability, con-

tact Addonics at (800) 787-8580.

Big Semens, Small Price
Orchestra's monitor music to gamers' ears

JB nice big monitor is a great gaming

upgrade— and also an expensive

#' ® one. If you're planning to do some

monitor shopping, be prepared for sticker

shock. With high-end 17" monitors costing

upwards of $750, the big-screen experience

may be out of reach. But help is on the way.

Orchestra Multimedia Systems has

announced a 17" monitor that’s as easy on

your wallet as on your eyes. With a street

price of around $400, the new Tympani costs

less than many 15" monitors. Orchestra is

targeting the Tympani at the home user, who

might not need the high-end technology of

more expensive monitors.

The Tympani is so affordable because

it has a ,42mm dot pitch, as opposed to the

more typical ,28mm dot pitch. This might

make a noticeable difference in high-end

graphics programs, but shouldn't really

effect your standard PC game.

The Tympani is currently available for

$429 retail, and comes with a one-year man-

ufacturer's warranty. For more information,

including local availability, contact Orches-

tra Multimedia Systems at (800) 237-9988.

///////////A
Continued from page 63

features five different camera angles from

which to watch the mayhem, and it can

he played by one or two gamers.

Savage
Clawing its way into the gaming market

later this April is Savage, a first-person

twist on games like Wolf and Lion.

Savage puts you in the paws of a

lion, fighting for survival in the wilds of a

realistic Serengeti environment. The

game is one of the first releases of the

new Discovery Multimedia label, which

publishes computer games and CD-ROMs

based on tie-ins to shows from cable

television's Discovery Channel.

Connections

Discovery Multimedia is also gearing up

to release a game based on James

Burke's popular series on the BBC and

The Learning Channel.

Burke's show is based on the often

unexpected connections that lead from

early innovations to today's technology,

and the Connections game challenges

players to explore a new world where

these connections are the only logic.

• Continued on page 67
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EYEWITNESS

QQP's future on hold

£
ast March we told you that American

Laser Games had acquired Quantum

(Quality Productions, developers of popu-

lar wargames like The Perfect General.

At the time we were told that QQP

would remain a separate entity, and continue

to develop its wargames undisturbed. Ameri-

can Laser Games would in turn give QQP bet-

ter marketing clout, making it easier for buy-

ers to find their products on the shelves.

The Perfect General and its sequel. The

Perfect General II, were two of our favorite

wargames. They were remarkable for their

overriding sense of fun, their accessibility,

and the fact that they were neither tediously

complex nor boringly simple.

Well, the latest word is that American

Laser Games, the parent company of Quantum

Quality Productions, has shut down QQP's

New Jersey location.

ALG says it has retained the outside

developers used by QQP, and will continue to

publish QQP games from its New Mexico

headquarters. But QQP founder Bruce

Williams and the rest of the old crew are

effectively out of work— and not yet ready to

comment. As we learn what's ahead for all

involved, you can bet we'll get you more facts.

The PC Gamer Playlist

e have to admit — we
were surprised that Santa

remembered us this holiday

season. After all, we did move
all the way across the country

from the lovely mountains and

shores of North Carolina to the

even lovlier mountains and

shores of California. But lucky

for us, we were still on Santa's

list. Our stockings were filled

with these great games that

we've been playing non-stop.

1 . Beavis & Butt-Head in Virtual

Stupidity/Viacom New Media
— Everybody

2. The Dig/LucasArts— Todd,

Dan, Lisa

3. Crusader: No RemorselOrigin

— Todd, Dan

4 . Command & Conquer/M irgin —
Mike, Jason, Dean

5. IndyCar Racing IIIPapyrus—
Dean, Jason

6. Wing Commander /l//0rigin —
Everybody

7 . NHL '96/Electronic Arts—
Todd, Jason

8. Heroes of Might and Magid
New World Computing — Joe,

Matt, Beth

9 . Descent 2/Parallax Software

— Dan, Mike

1 0. Hexedid Software — Jason,

Dean,

Lisa
:

|

IndyCar Racing II

////////////,
cV-'T- irvrr

On the drawing board, ,.

Some late Items we learned about just

before press time:

• Fox Interactive is coming out with

a game based on Bruce Willis Die Bard

movies. Ocean Software is working on a

still-untitled tank combat game.

• The Sanctuary Woods team

responsible for the excellent graphic

adventure, The Riddle of Master Lu, is

developing a new game called Scare-

crow, although they wouldn't tell us much

more than that.

• Electronic Arts is working on a

Sherlock Holme* is so the case in EA's new
graphic adventure.

new mystery adventure starring Sherlock

Holmes and Dr. Watson.

PCG
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It’s a SimWorld

Got lost in it.
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Collection puts you
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Want in your face, Mach-speed, pulse-pounding realism,

that'll leave you shaking in your space boots? Then brace

yourself, as Diamond takes gaming to the edge with a new 3D

multimedia accelerator designed for Windows“95. The Diamond

Edge 3D makes

game play fully

immersive and

totally interactive.

With real-time,

jaw-dropping 3D

and 2D photo-

realistic graphics,

a thundering

wavetable audio engine, vicious full-motion digital video, and

an advanced digital game port, that will leave you running for

cover. Plus, two Sega Saturn controller ports for multiplayer

24-Hour Fax-On-Demand: 1-800-380-0030 1-800-4-MULTIMEDIA

• Designed for Windows* 95

• Real-time 3D graphics with quadratic curved surfaces

• Rendering performance up to 12 million texels/second

• Fast 2D graphics and Windows acceleration

• Digital gameport and 2 Sega Saturn compatible game pad ports

• Full-motion digital video, with software MPEG-1

• Hardware wavetable audio, 32 voices

• Up to 2MB DRAM, up to 4MB VRAM

• Resolutions up to 1600 x 1200

• Supports up to 1 billion colors

• Vertical refresh rates up to 120Hz

• PCI-bus

DIAMOND EDGE 3D MULTIMEDIA ACCELERATOR

action. The Diamond

Edge 3D comes bundled

with killer games and

software including Virtua

Fighter Remix, Interplay's Descent™: Destination Saturn, and

NASCAR® Racing. The Diamond Edge 3D gives you perspective

corrected texture-mapped 3D images with the highest frame

rates around. Plus a multitude of special effects for a gaming

experience so real you'll smell the detonation. With true

Plug-and-Play, a 5-year warranty, 24-hour fax-on-demand,

and online support services, you'll have a few less things

to fear. So, if you're ready for the ultimate

challenge contact Diamond at

http://www.diamondmm.com

today. We'll take you as far as
(SegaSi1K

yOU re Willing to go. purchased separately.}

®1995 Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc., 2880 Junction Avenue, San Jose, CA 95134-1922. Sega is a registered trademark and Virtua Fighter Remix is a trademark of Sega. ®1995. NASCAR Racing

is officially licensed by NASCAR®. Edge is a registered trademark of Edge Interactive Multimedia, used under license. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective

holders. Diamond reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

COMPi [COMPUTER ,

mioocEncE^ buy FUTURE SHOP ZGGmvSOPrWSE* thegoodguys!.



Virtua Fighter Remix

NASCAR Racing

Interplay's Descent™: Destination Saturn

DIAMOND
MULTIMEDIA

A passion for performance.
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64 NCAA DIVISION I TEAMS AND ARENAS.

Home court floor graphics, team colors and fans-

in-thfrstands signage give you the whole flavor of

the NCAA college hoops experience.

ADVANCED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.

Wild student sections bring built-in home court

advantage to life. Players improve over four years.

Performance varies with game pressure, age and

skill ratings.

4,500 FRAMES OF PLAYER ANIMATION.

Over 100 player moves include alley-oops, slam

dunks and behind-the-back dribbling. All with real-

time SGI motion-capture graphics. If it were any

more realistic, you’d see it on the 11 o’clock news.
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# New Season

Conference Tourney

N< AA Tourney

I .o;nl Season

Load-Tourney

Elions

Gf© Entertainment V V

OPTIONS MAKE THE GAME MORE REALISTIC.

You can choose between exhibitions, regular sea-

son games, or tournament play—from 2-min. to 20-

min. halves. And control tempo, pick the rules, and

decide who’s a walk-on and who’s an All-American.

EVEN THE BENCH GETS INTO THE ACTION.

Coaches pace the sidelines when the score’s tight,

and keep you pumped up when you’re on a run. By

analyzing stats, developing game strategies, and

recruiting prospects, you get into the action, too.

BETTER PERFECT YOUR
MOVES, ’CAUSE THERE ARE

63 NCAA CHALLENGERS

WHO WANNA GO, TOO.

It’s a college dream come true.

It’s about adrenaline. Bragging

rights. And wall-to-wall basketball.

Welcome to the nirvana of college

hoops. The Big Dance.

The NCAA Basketball

Tournament.

It’s 64 of the top

Division I teams in the country. Playing

in their own colors. In their own arenas.

With all the excitement of the college

crowds and rivalries built-in.

And artificial intelligence so

advanced, your players’ skills actually

improve as they go from true freshmen

to savvy seniors.

Consider this your official invitation.

An “at-large” bid to the celebration they

call March Madness”.

Lace up your high-tops, Cinderella.

’Cause you’re going to the dance.

Id 13 Entertainment

DOWNLOAD A FREE DEMO OFF OUR

WEB SITE AT http://WWW.IM.GTE.COM

©1995 GTE Vantage Incorporated. All Rights Reserved. The GTE logo is a registered trade-

mark of GTE Corporation. The NCAA and the NCAA logo are registered trademarks of the

National Collegiate Athletic Association and used under license by GTE Interactive Media.
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WITH REVIEWS

LIKE THIS IT'S

HARD TO CALL

THESE PEOPlI

del.
Delphine Software International, its logo, and Fade To Black are trademarks of Delphine Software International. The Need For Speed and the Electronic Arts Studios logo are trademarks of Electronic Arts. Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. ROAD & TRACK is a registered trademark of
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adrenaline rush tor

Electronic Entertainment

Dimension 3

\mer

See for yourself at http://www.ea.coWeastudios.html

Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc., used under license by Electronic Arts. All rights reserved.

is a richly endowed game

of action and adventure.

Tasos, Computer Game Review

he resu you ve seen betore.

Dan Bennett, PC Gamer

Game of the month.
Electron ic En tertainment

ers sumptuous cinematics, breathtaking scenery,

l thrill-a-minute story line in a real-time 3D world

i which you are free to explore at your own pace.”
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THE NEXT
Most games that wear the label "Interactive
Movie" are neither. But new technologies —
and a new concern for play value — are poised
to change the way you look at multimedia. ' - -

Y

ou can't have a trend without

buzzwords. Take the most
ubiquitous: multimedia, infor-

mation superhighway,
CD-ROM, interactive movie,

interactive entertainment.

Now that we have those

words out of the way, let's discuss

what it's really all about: games.
That is, after all, what we're here

to talk about. But people don't seem
to like that word anymore. It smacks
of kids on skateboards and sticky

video arcades. It's trivial, something
adults don't do. So we dress it up and
call it "interactive" or "multimedia"

something.
Folks, they're games.
An example of what I mean: A

couple of years back, the head of a

game development company, in

defending the slim game content of

his title, said "I’m not sure what
you're talking about. I don't make
games, 1 make entertainment."

Frank Sinatra, rollercoasters,

and strippers make entertainment.

Whether he admits it or not, this gen-

tleman makes games.
That's not to say the industry

isn't changing. The technology is

changing rapidly, allowing new ways
for designers to create their games.

More people are buying home PCs,

and more people are getting online.

There's a drift towards the main-

stream and away from the hard-core

"hobby" gamers, so titles are, by and
large, becoming simpler. This is to

make them more accessible to people

who — we are led to believe— won't

understand such weighty concepts as
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removing the mayonnaise from
inventory and using it on the totem
pole to get Indy into the cave.

And then there's one of the

worst— yet one of the most
promising — things to happen to

games in 1995: live-action video.

Now every programmer who grabs
a Betacam and stands a couple of

people in front of a chroma-green
screen thinks he's a new Spielberg or

Hitchcock (and we thought they were
insufferable before...).

We first saw video in games with
the Sherlock Holmes: Consulting

Detective titles from iCom. At the time,

these games were criticized for their

short playing times and low interactivity,

but compared to many recent click-the-

mouse-watch-the-video-clip games, SHCD
was practically Civilization.

There really is no set definition of

multimedia gaming, as we'll see. Let's say

it predominately includes games with live-

action video, and possibly some titles

with extensive voice acting. A look

back at 1995 shows a pretty bleak

landscape littered with a few titles

that could be consid-

(Wing Commander
III) or even good
(Phantasmagoria),

some that are pass-

able (Buried in

Time, Silent Steel),

and countless

abysmal titles that

seem to exist only

because somebody
had video footage

(Bloodwings:

Pumpkinhead's
Revenge, Man
Enough, The Last

Dynasty— the list

goes on).

The bad news
is, with so few
good titles, it's

obvious we have
some work to do. The good news is that

things seems to be looking up, with

recent titles like Gabriel Knight II: The
Beast Within, Mission Critical, and
Ripper.

There are a number of issues that

will drive the next year or two in multi-

media gaming: 3D accelerator boards;

Windows 95; hardware-independent full-

motion, full-screen video; and, of course,

those always-prickly design issues.

Hardware and technology drive this

industry, often to its detriment. Content
gets swept away as people rush to

exploit the latest gee-whiz technology.

The simple truth is, you can't have multi-

media without the medium, and moni-
tors, sounds cards, video boards, and
CPUs are the medium.

In the following story, we're going
to discuss some of these issues as we
preview three upcoming, and very, very
different, multimedia games: Angel
Devoid: Face of the Enemy
(Mindscape/Electric Dreams), Noir

(CyberDreams), and Titanic (Cyberflix).

Let's start by examining the biggest—
and most challenging— element in

multimedia: video.

Walk Like a Duck

Video, video, video....

' Where does one begin? It all

started with CD-ROMs and their ability

to store massive amounts of data. At
first, that extra space meant dialog could

be spoken instead of printed on the

screen. Games got were labeled multi-

media because they had the program-
mer's secretary, assistant, and Uncle Moe
doing voice-overs of all the dialog. Need-
less to say, few were impressed. Then
clever developers realized they could

shoot a game like a low-budget TV show
and digitize the video.

Zots! What a breakthrough! Games
would be ultra-realistic, not cartoonish! It

would be like an interactive TV show !

Why, we'd have a whole new industry!

We'll call it .... interactive movies ! It'll be
all the rage!

Well, it's about two years later, and
I defy you to find a major developer

who willingly calls their new title an
"interactive movie."

"We've dropped the term 'interac-

tive movies' because it's been ruined,"

comments Bill Appleton of Cyberflix.

"With interactive movies," says

Mindscape's Milton Bland, Associate

Producer of Angel Devoid, "it's mostly

'watch the movie, have very little interac-

tivity,' and that's what we want to stay

away from."

David Mullich of Cyberdreams: "I'm

not sure what an interactive movie is. By
its nature, a movie is not interactive."

And so on.

So what happened?
Well, The Psychotron, Who Killed

Brett Penance?, Voyeur, and about a hun-
dred other atrocious interactive movies
happened. There is, obviously, a central

problem: video ain't interactive. You can't

possibly film a human doing all the

potential actions a gamer might require

of a character that was truly interactive.

Well— you could, but it would take

gigabytes of space, and the end-point of

one action would be almost impossible to

match up with the starting point of the
next. You can see this difficulty in Sier-

ra's Phantasmagoria, where your charac-

ter comes to a stock-still standing posi-

tion, arms at her side, chest shoved out,

every time she finishes an action.

There's another problem: acting.

Unless actors are professionals, the illu-

sion is lost. We don't expect pixels to be
Olivier, or even Stallone. But we expect
people to act at least as well as charac-

ters in an episode of television's "Xeena:
Warrior Princess." (Well, better than
that, hopefully.) Until recently, this has
been missing, with game performances
turned in by amateurs or, more recently,

known actors whose careers are, let us
say, in a lull.

And then there's the final problem:

video quality. It's been mostly pretty

poor, although it is definitely getting bet-

ter. Full-screen, full-motion video is hard
to pull off on a PC. For the past year,

we've been told there's only one solution:

a special piece of hardware called an
MPEG board. MPEG (which stands for

Motion Picture Experts Group) is a hard-

ware standard that software developers
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i can follow in order to have TV-quality

;
video. And it does work. The best recent

:
example is the professional-quality video

: in the MPEG version of Silent Steel.

But the installed base of MPEG
;

boards is wafer-thin, so few big publish-

ers bother to create exclusively for it

:
("exclusively" is the key word). Without a

: "killer app" (like Rebel Assault, The 7th

:
Guest, and Myst were for CD-ROM), PC

:
owners aren't going to bother investing

:
$400 in a new board.Qjiere has simply

been no compelling reason to buy an

:

MPEG board,, and now there's likely to

:
be no reason!

The simple fact is, hardware-depen-
: dent standards like MPEG face two pos-

;
sible paths: they'll either be included

:
directly into standard video boards, or

: even the next generation of CPU, or they

;

will go the way of the woolly mammoth.
Frankly, I vote for the latter. The reason?

;
Well, there's something new out there—

: it's cheaper, and it quacks.

The name of the company is The
;
Duck Corporation, and the name of their

technology is TrueMotion "S". The "S' is

: for "software’" and what TrueMotion
does is create 30 frames-per-second, full-

;
screen video without extra hardware.
MPEG works like this: images are trans-

; ferred quickly by determining the less

;

"significant" bits of data in an image and

;
removing them. MPEG takes individual

:
frames of a moving image about four

: seconds apart, and then "predicts" the

i motion that took place in this gap by
common elements in the two frames.

:
This reduces data transfer and allows it

: to flow smoothly, but also makes strenu-

l ous calculation demands, requiring an

;
extra processor (the MPEG board). The
missing frames also mean that you can't

• edit into any point, resulting in occasion- -

ally rough transitions.

The Duck's TrueMotion not only

:
provides the needed 30 fps using only

: their proprietary (and, apparently, very
I closely guarded) software technology,

;
but also allows this same data to be used
in Video for Windows, DOS, Quick Time,

: Windows AVIs, UNIX, 3DO, and Sega

;

Saturn formats. The result is about 35

:

minutes of video per CD-ROM. Better

i
yet, their Comprending technology (for

: "compression" and "rendering") allows

;

frames and matted video to be controlled

:

by a mouse in real-time. This is one step

:
closer to live action, video-based sprites.

; It also means that video can become
: drastically more interactive.

"TrueMotion will hopefully bring

:
television quality to people that work

: with video," comments Duck president

;

Stanley Marder. "The biggest problem

;

the consumer has had with the use of

:
video on either PCs or game platforms

: is that their expectation is television,

: and they haven't been able to see that

:

until some of these titles have started to

i
come out."

The earliest use of TrueMotion in a

:
game was seen in The Horde, but it's

:
the latest game that pushes the technol-

: ogy to its limits. It's called Angel

Devoid, and you've never seen video

used quite like this.

Ihe Face of the Enemy
Angel Devoid: Face of the Enemy, starts

with an interesting, albeit improbable,

premise. You are on the trail of master
criminal Angel Devoid when there's an
accident. You wake up in a hospital, only

to find that, somehow, you have Angel's

face. You must go into Angel's world, the

dark side of Neo-City, to solve the mys-
tery and put and end to Angel.

What makes Angel Devoid so differ-

ent? Well, it's a first-person, real-time

game done completely with live-action

video. You have a mouse and inventory,

and you steer your character through the

environment, encountering real people

and having to make real-time decisions.

It's an adventure game— except, as pro-

ducer Milt Bland points out, "instead of

using a ten-year old paint program,
we're using video. It's not just video for

video's sake: the video is

the game. It's there to tell

the story, it's the media
that we're using."

This is the first game
created by Electric

Dreams, and it shows the

high level of polish you
might expect from a com-
pany that's worked in the

business field for some
time. They worked with a

lot of the usual tools used
for any new graphic

adventure: SGI machines,

3D graphics rendered with

Alias, and so on. But for

the most important part of

the game, the video, they

turned to Duck's TrueMo-
tion rather than MPEG. As
Harvey Lee, ED's VP of

product development, observes, "It gave
us the best quality at the lowest cost per

transfer rate, and we maintained compat-
ibility with as many machines as possible.

However, we had to work very exten-

sively with Duck, because we're at a

stage with TrueMotion that no other

company is at."

Adds Bland, "TrueMotion renders
better and faster. It gives us high qual-

ity without people having to buy spe-

cific hardware. Up until, say, Johnny
Mnemonic, every other video was
really bad-looking in the playback, and
the Duck tools are just steps ahead of all

the others."

But they also knew the traps almost

all other video-based games fall into: low
interactivity. "If you took The Daedalus
Encounter," Lee points out, "and yanked
out all that nice Tia Carrere video, then

what you were left with was a string of

simple logic puzzles that you could have
gotten as shareware. The video means
nothing. We've taken video to the next

step. It affects the gameplay. You learn

Mindscape's Angel Devoid will place human actors (like the guy

on our cover) on spectacular computer-generated sets.

Like the full-motion video in Angel Devoid, the game s beautiful, 3D-rendered animations are used in

service of the game's story, not just as eye-candy.
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GRAB A BOARD AND CATCH THE WAVE!

See that big, powerful thing heading right at you? It's multimedia.

And you can either get on and ride it for all its worth, or just get

pounded. The Paradise Pipeline 64 is a true 64-bit graphics

and motion video accelerator that gives you unparalleled power

and performance in multimedia, business, education and

entertainment apps. So you can experience smooth MPEG full-

motion video in a window scalable all the way to full screen.

Pipeline 64 was designed and developed for Windows® 95. So your

Windows 95 programs will flat-out scream-even at resolutions

to 1600 by 1200. And with up to 16.8 million colors, realistic

images will practically jump off your monitor. Of course, Pipeline

64 is backed by the same 5-year warranty covering all Paradise

performance products. Call 1-800-978-3079 ext. 1238 fora

complete list of retailers.

Pipeline 64 gives you nearly twice
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Mystery
saasS—

Noir is a hard-boiled detective story that challenges you to inves

tigate several connected mysteries.

an inventory with objects you can
use, just like in a traditional

graphic adventure. There are also

about two dozen characters to talk

to, but there are no dialog trees.

This is because, as Lee sees it,

"Dialog became inconsequential in

dialog trees. You just select every

piece of dialog until you're done."

Instead, Electric Dreams has you
enter encounters with an "atti-

tude," such as aggressive or

friendly. How you approach char-

acters when you talk to them gives

you different results, and you can
replay with different attitudes and
have quite different encounters alto-

gether. This fits with Angel's branching
story lines, with three distinctly different

ways to win— and thirty ways to die.

Angel Devoid is certainly unusual,

not only as a showcase for the TrueMo-
tion technology, but also in its fundamen-
tal design. Electric Dreams seems to have
worked hard to create a truly unique,

truly interactive multimedia experience.

The video is not used just because it's de
rigeur, but it's been seamlessly integrated

into actual gameplay. In short, they've

done what a lot of game designers who
use video forget:

they've made a

game. Lee makes
this clear: "We have
no plans of becom-
ing a 'Hollywood'

company. We make
games, not movies."

n Old LA.

One thing we've
learned in the years

since video first

appeared in computer games is that the

first title, Sherlock Holmes Consulting

Detective, was actually pretty darn good.
Play was certainly abbreviated, but the

simplified interface and use of video

pointed to where this sub-category of

gaming was going to wind up.

One title that returns to the SHCD
mold of investigation is Cyberdreams'
Noir, due this fall. Noir is Consulting

Detective meets Chandler and Hammett:
a classic Maltese Falcon-style hard-boiled

mystery set in 1940s Los Angeles, done
entirely in black and white and featuring

tough guys, dangerous dames, and
plenty of mysteries.

In Noir, the player portrays a detec-

tive investigating the disappearance of

another detective named Jack Slayton.

The game begins in Jack's office, and the

player must go through Jack's files,

which contain six open cases he was
investigating before he disappeared.

These cases include "The Death of Pega-
sus," involving a murdered race horse; a

gangster case called "The Missing
Heiress;" "The China Connection," which
manages to involve Nazi war production
and opium dens; and three others. As
you investigate these cases, you start to

pick up leads and eventually discover that

they are all, somehow, connected. The
more cases you solve, the closer you get

to piecing together a larger mystery,

which, of course, involves the disappear-

ance of Jack Slayton.

The project was brought to Cyber-
dreams by filmmaker Jeff Blyth, director

the Disney feature Cheetah, as well as the

Disney theme parks' CircleVision films,

like American Journeys, Wonders of
China, and From Time to Time. A com-
puter enthusiast, Blyth created a Hyper-
Card demo for a game based on film-

noir: the atmospheric, shadowed crime
films of the 1940s, such as The Postman
Always Rings Twice, Double Indemnity,

and, of course. The Maltese Falcon.

Blyth is designing and shooting all

the video elements himself, using a com-
bination of locations, sets, and green-
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The creators of Cyberdreams' Noir used old photographs to create their moody version of 1940s Los Angeles.

from it. You actually discover things that

are necessary later on in the video. Video
is part of the gameplay.

"We've tried to remain very flexible

with the video in order to increase the

interactivity," Lee continues. "So instead

of doing very long sequences, what
we've done is seamlessly merged large

groupings of smaller pieces of video. This

gives us points and places within the

game in order to affect change. It allows

the user to make decisions at multiple

locations as to what he wants to do,

without first having to weed through a

minute of video where he can't do any-

thing. We've done a lot more of what is

done in traditional graphic animation. In

graphic animation, there are lots of

points where you can interrupt the

action, and the user can decide what he
wants to do. We tried to do that on the

video side by going to the extreme of

creating lots of smaller segments and
seamlessly putting them together."

This means that the world of Angel
Devoid is always alive and the clock is

always ticking. From the second you
wake up in the hospital, you have to start

making decisions, or you're dead. In a

few seconds, you have to choose to go
left or right. Right, and you're dead; left,

and you have to make another decision.

And so on, with more opportunities to

die in the first few seconds than you ever

find in most games.
This was meant as a "wake-up call"

to gamers. Bland says: "You're not out-

side, trying to think about the game; you
are in the game. You have to think fast,

because you can't sit there and try to out-

think the computer."
As Lee says, "It's also an issue of

wanting the player to immediately expe-

rience that the game functions in real-

time, which means that you need to react

to it and work with the game in real-time

mode. In a lot of graphic adventures, you
hit a point where you need to make a

decision, and you could technically just

sit there and think about it for the next

hour. We didn't want that kind of a

game. This game functions partially like

an adventure, and partially like an action

game, which means you need to respond;

you need to react."

Okay, so you react, but do you inter-

act in Angel Devoid? There certainly

seems to be a lot of interactivity. There's
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screen footage to recreate LA in the

1940s. The game is being done entirely in

black and white to capture the atmo-
sphere of film-noir. There are about 120

locations altogether, completely com-
prised of photographic backgrounds
(more than 600 of them). These photos
are being enhanced and woven into an

entire game world, with small animations

to bring them to life.

The interface is the ultimate in sim-

plicity: one pointer, which changes to

indicate "hot spots," or things you can
interact with. You can open drawers, pick

up items, and travel throughout the city.

Once you get an important clue, you're

immediately brought to a new location

where video clips play as suspects spill

their guts. Winning is a matter of visiting

the right locations and picking up the

proper clues. For example, you find a

photo of a mansion in Slayton's drawer,

and a taxi or trolley whisks you to that

mansion, where you see a clip of a rich

old man being grilled. As you visit these

locations, they appear on a map in the

office, and you can travel back to them at

any time.

David Mullich, Director of Develop-

ment for Cyberdreams, describes it as

"Unveiling a story that already exists. It's

a much simpler interface than a lot of our

other projects. We want to eliminate the

barrier between the player and the com-
puter as much as possible, and make the

player feel as if they really are in this

1940s detective story. We want to create

as realistic a feeling as possible, because
in film-noir, the atmosphere, the black-

and-white, the shadows, the feeling that

you're swept up in events that are

beyond your control ... these are as much
a character as the flesh-and-blood peo-

ple. All of the visual texture has to be
there to create the same experiences.

There is always a challenge, when you
have prerecorded sequences, to make
them interactive, and the way we've done
that here is for the cases to overlap and
be solved in any order. There are many
different paths to travel to discover all the

secrets in the game."
Noir is a perfect distillation of the

trend to simplify games for a mass audi-

ence, and to also provide a more "movie-

like" experience. The result is something
much closer to television than a game,
but it's a form of self-directed television,

in which you are given the illusion of

control over how the action and story

unfolds. It will, undoubtedly, turn off reg-

ular gamers as being too passive, but it

|
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t was the best of years, it was the worst of years. Actually, it was more worst than
best, though there were some notable exceptions. It seemed like every publisher

was rushing out a title with video in it, not bothering to determine if a) that video

was good, or b) the video was necessary. Here a few highlights from 1995:
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Phantasmagoria

The Daedalus Encounter

Tia Carrere of Wayne's World and

True Lies gave this game some star

appeal, but couldn't do much for the

thin gameplay.

Bloodwings: Pumpkinhead s Revenge

Based on the movie of the same name
(whaddaya mean you've never heard

of it?), this mess shoved some of the

film's footage onto a CD and strung it

together with an appalling Doom-clone

sorta-shooting game. The nadir of mul-

timedia gaming.

Vortex: Quantum Gate II

Pretentious beyond words. The hand-

some visuals of QGII couldn't make up

for its bad plot and grade-school writing.

Wing Commander III& IV

To date, the benchmark for multime-

dia gaming: space combat linked by

slightly interactive movie sequences

to give it immediacy. Good acting,

good technology.

Phantasmagoria

Lightweight but well done, and not

without a few creepy moments. Phan-

tasmagoria was the first true graphic

adventure to make extensive use of

full-motion video.

The Last

Bounty Hunter

The Last Dynasty The Last Dynasty

This convoluted space-adventure game
slapped astonishingly bad video into

an even worse arcade game.

The Psychotron

About as linear and boring as an "inter-

active movie" could be.

The Last Bounty Hunter

The latest from American Laser Games:

the video is there for shootin' Tex. If

you want a story, go buy a novel. Once

again, ALG provides some modestly

entertaining, mindless fun.

In the First Degree
In the First Degree

Command

& Conquer

This is a good concept pretty well exe-

cuted, but the designers forget one

thing: hours of talking heads are boring.

Command & Conquer

A strategy game, this didn't need a

multimedia element at all. But West-

wood Studios wrapped up the game's

real-time battles in a pretty handsome

package to provide a sense of drama

and continuity. Quite effective.
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The epic sequel to the best selling

interactive movie ever!

• Shot just like a movie —
on film, not video

• A cast of favorites,

including Mark Hamill,

Malcolm McDowell,

John Rhys-Davies and

Tom Wilson

• Unsurpassed production quality

• Detailed Hollywood studio sets

• 1 6-bit color

• 1 6-bit Dolby surround" sound

• Full digital music throughout

the game

• New ships, HUDs, weapons

and targeting system
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A civil war threatens

the Confederation.

Only you can stop it.
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Uke, make

YOUR COMPUTER

AS SMART
AS OS.

IF YOU'RE UKE, "DAMMiT, MY
COMPUTER’S NOT KiCKiNG

ENOUGH BUTT AGAiN!" PLAY OUR
GAME. IT’S SPOSED TO BE

“A CD-ROM ADVENTURE GAME"
OR SOMETHING. BUT iT’S REALLY

JUST ME AND BEAViS BEiNG COOL.
And, LiKE, iT'S NOT iN SPACE OR
WHATEVER. IT’S JUST A NORMAL
DAY—YOU KNOW, LiKE DRiViNG A

TANK AND BUSTiNS OUT OF JAiL AND
STUFF. THOUGH I GUESS THERE is

SPACE, iF YOU COUNT BEAViS’S BRAiN,

HUH HUH HUH.

Cool mini-games
AND MUSIC VIDEOS
INCLUDING GWAR,
5AUSAGE AND
Primus.

CO-STARRiNG
Todd, Buzzcut,
VAN DRiESSEN,

McViCKER
AND MORE!

Voices by

Mike Judge,
THE VOICE OF
Beavis and
Butt-head.

All new
ANIMATION FROM
MTV ANIMATION
STUDiOS.

Original
DIALOGUE BY

SHOW WRITERS
5am Johnson a

Chris Marcil.

No WUSSY RACE-CARS FOR US.

Only cool vehicles.
Thank you.

WE'RE KiCKiN' IT WiTH OUR GOOD
FRiENDS. Then WE'LL BE THEiR
SLAVES.

We, LiKE, SHOW OFF OUR NATURAL
ACTING TALENT. HUH HUH. TALENT.

Uke they say iN that Ozzy movie,
’There's no place like home.'
Unless iT sucks.

For more information, call 1-800-467-2S37

5 1995 Viacom International Inc. "MTV: Music Television," "Beavis and Butt-head" and allrelated characters are trademarks of Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved
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may also be just what newbies are look-

ing for to ease them into the concepts of

interactive entertainment.

The Dream Factory

At the other end of the design spectrum

are the projects from CyberFlix, the

folks responsible for Jump Raven, Luni-

cus. Dust, and the forthcoming Titanic.

CyberFlix poses some interesting ques-

tions about multimedia: how much
character interaction can you expect? Is

video really necessary? What makes a

virtual world live?

To help provide some of those

answers, CyberFlix president Bill

Appleton created a fascinating game-

CyberFlix used their Dream Factory tools to create

an adventure set on the Titanic.

The designers of Titanic went to great lengths to make sure their reproduc-

tion of the ill-fated cruise liner was as accurate as possible.

authoring tool called DreamFactory.

Appleton, the man who created Super-

Card for the Mac, wanted to create an

integrated set of tools, based on the

model of a film studio, that would let

non-programmers put together games.

These tool include HeadShot for ani-

mating talking characters, SoundTrack

for audio, CentralCasting for creating

characters, PropDepartment to make
objects, FlatPaint for backgrounds, Set-

Construction for 3D digital sets,

MovieEditor to edit real-time anima-

tions and mini-movies, and BlueScreen

to crunch high-res images down to 8-

bit data. What DreamFactory provides

is an open-ended, flexible system in

which dialog, for instance, can be

added or changed easily and at any

stage in the prouduction cycle.

CyberFlix has been working hard

to make DreamFactory more advanced,

and they are close to being able to

incorporate live-action video into their

titles. It's quite an advanced system, as

Appleton observes: "There's a big

scripting language behind all this, and
the characters have their own handler.

So every frame, the character wakes up,

says I'm here. I'm walking over to the

stables. I'm going to feed the horse, and
whatever their directions are. Those
characters are actually independent

entities. That's what we're working on
and trying to perfect, and we're doing it

to try to get real character interaction

and better gameplay."

At this stage, two late 1996 pro-

jects are pushing DreamFactory to its

limits: the animated pirate musical Red
Jack's Revenge (which is still under

wraps) and Titanic. CyberFlix co-

founder and lead writer Andrew Nelson

is at the helm of Titanic, which begins

in London about forty years after the

famous ocean liner sank, as your char-

acter looks back on his life. Nelson

wants to raise some questions with this

game: "What would happen if I could

go back in time and alter some event

that was critical in my life? What
would happen if you were placed on

the Titanic as a secret agent, and you
either failed or succeeded in perform-

ing a mission, and that mission could

have prevented World War One from
happening, or could have prevented

some other historical turning point?

One of the things that we wanted to

do was the ability to go back and alter

history."

In the game,
the player is an
agent who has to

retrieve a series of

items while on the

Titanic. Nelson and
his team knew
from the start they

wanted to create a

very realistic vir-

tual Titanic, and so

they got hold of

copies of the origi-

nal plans for the

great vessel. The
goal was to give

the player a rich

environment to

explore and provide some sense of what
it was like to be aboard the ship. You
can take a captain's tour of the ship, or

just hang back and listen to the society

ladies' gossip, or start trying to unravel

the many tricky puzzles to get closer to

your goal.

Games like Titanic lie in some tran-

sitional space between conventional

graphic adventures and "multimedia

games." But they are, unquestionably,

multimedia, even though CyberFlix has

strenuously resisted any attempts to go

"Sillywood." To Nelson, it's a matter of

methods: "Hollywood wants to take its

methods and apply them to another."

Appleton concurs: "A company
with a lot of money can basically buy
Hollywood-level talent and put it on a

CD, and it all starts to make a kind of

weird sense to them. But not to us,

because we know there will never really

be anything that interactive with those

methods."

New Frontiers?

Three upcoming titles, three completely

different approaches to multimedia gam-
ing design. Each game is trying to do
something fundamentally different with

the same technology, just like everyone

else is. We'll have to wait for the finished

products before we can tell if they've sue- :

ceeded; if this business has proved one

thing, it's that a game that looks good
doesn't necessarily play well, or even

play at all.

Craig Alexander, division general

manager of Sierra, elaborates on the

problem of many games: "The player

must be in control at all times and have

the ability to interrupt or interact with

any video. While much of the same
video equipment and technology is

used, PC games are not movies. They

are diametrically opposite forms of

entertainment. Movies are passive: sit

back and let the writer and director tell

you a story. Computer games are inter-

active. They require you to think and

participate in an environment that the

game designer has created."

To ensure games remain interactive,
:

Sierra head Ken Williams instituted a

seven-second policy: no video segment

can go longer than seven seconds with-

out interactivity.

Video will still be used, but develop- :

ers will have to work harder on the

design end and spend more money.

Wing Commander III and Phantasmago-

ria proved that the big-budget, big-name

title wins. As Activision VP Eric Johnson

points out: "There are 3,000 CD-ROMs a

year. The top ten titles get the vast major- :

ity of the dollars. The only way you're

going to get a top ten title is by having

production values that are higher than

the rest and gameplay that is better than

the rest. Unfortunately, the ante is going

up. We're in a position where we can

afford to do these kinds of projects and

do them well, because we've been in

business 16 years and we know what
good gameplay is. We think that will

position us pretty well going forward."

Activision also went Hollywood:

they moved to L.A. to have better access

to studios and talent for their video.

One thing is certain about all this

technology: it's here; it will continue to be :

an increasing part of games; and it will,

ultimately, make games better. If there is

a potentially damaging trend we've seen

in the past year, it's this homogenization

of games: stripped-down, only-slightly-

interactive games meant for mass con-

sumption. There's nothing wrong with

titles like these: we just have to hope that

major publishers don't abandon more
sophisticated interactivity in favor of

movies-on-CD. A category of entertain-

ment that once challenged you to build a

civilization to stand to test of time, or ere- ;

ate and run your very own city, could

instead leave us all like the laboratory

mouse that hits a lever to get a food pel-

let: click a button, see a movie. Stimulus

and response.

After all, they don't call that thing

on your desk a mouse for nothing.
pr.n
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“A first rate strategy title”
Computer Game Review

«
e

d

i t o n s'

Heroes is one of those games
that DEMANDS to be played

CHOICE pc Gamer

yy

“5 out of 5”
Computer Gaming World

Available at your local software retailer or order direct from New World Computing at 1-800-251-9582
(818-591-4136 outside the U.S.), or by mail: P.O. Box 4302 Hollywood, CA 90078-4302



WHEN THE SMOKE CLEARS

ONLY HEROES REMAIN
“This game is excellent, possibly the

best strategy game my wife and I

ever played together.”

Arthur Asin, aol.com

“One word: Addicting!!”

Roctor, aol.com

“The graphics and sound are

fantastic, but most importantly

it is just plain FUN ”

Anthony Granada, aol.com
ists

© 1995 New World Computing, Inc. Heroes of Might and Magic is a trademark of New World Computing, Inc.

New World Computing and its distinctive logo and Might and Magic are registered trademarks of New World

Computing, Inc. New World Computing, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NTN Communications, Inc.

All rights reserved. IBM screens shown, Actual screens may vary.

Check out our hot new Web Site at

http://www.nwcomputing.com
Product Information Number 137
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From the creators of the award winning game "Iron Helix'

YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS
AVAILABLE NOW!• Inside a strange and desolate

building - a place where souls are

lost or found, you have the perfect

plan for escape. But there is no such

thing as a perfect plan....

Bad Mojo'
1

sends you into a world

of eerie darkness... as a cockroach!

What you discover may shock you.

What you don’t may kill you. Either

way you won’t come out the same.

You may not even come out as a

person at all....

Stunning 3D-rendered environments,

beautiful photo-realistic imagery, an

original score soundtrack, and over

thirty-five minutes of live-action

video pull you into the mysterious

and gritty atmosphere of Bad Mojo.

Call Pulse at 310.264.5579
http://www.badmojo.com

A CD-ROM
interactive adventure

for Windows®
and Macintosh?

Distributed by

Developed by

4«laim

pulse
* EN1EI31VINWENX

©1995 Pulse Entertainment, Inc. Bad Mojo is a trademark of Pulse Entertainment. Acclaim is a registered trademark of Acclaim

Entertainment, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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These are fast times for PC racers, with a

full field of driving games ready to test

your skills behind the wheel.

M hatever your taste

j

in digital driving,
;

you'll find some-
thing to satisfy your
need for speed. You
can work for weeks

setting up your IndyCar racer for 500
miles at Michigan, or you can spend a

few minutes smashing the competi-
tion in a Demolition Derby.

From NASCAB to IndyCar, from
go-karts to demolition derbies, from
Mad Max death-races to pure arcade
fun, there's something for everyone
who loves fun on four wheels. But the

computer racing scene hasn't always
been so hot. While computer gaming
has roared over the past few years,

racing games were left in the dust.

wmm

Lee BuchananBy



WHAT’S THE R
FLYING

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
263 South Boyshore Drive, Coos Boy, OR 97420

Ph: (541) 269-0775 Fox: (541 ) 267-2575

WWW.FAlCOH.COM

“What’s even better than the outright speed is

the thoughtfulness of the design. This is

probably the perfect PC for games.”
- Computer Games Strategy Plus

The Falcon MACH V 1 33 MHz
Pentium™ - $2,995

Standard Features as of 1 /I /96:

Intel Pentium ' 133 MHz Processor
1 00% Compatible with all PC Software

I

Falcon Dual Voltage PCI Bus Motherboard -

Accepts 75-200 MHz CPU's!

256K of 8 Nanosecond Synchronous Burst Cache - NEW!
64 Bit PCI Graphics Accelerator with 1 Megabyte

1080 megabyte MODE 4 10 ms Enhanced IDE Hard Drive - NEW!
8 megabytes of 60 ns EDO RAM expandable to 128 - NEW!
140 ms 8 Speed Caddyless CD-ROM Drive - NEW!
Creative Labs Soundblaster 1

6™ & Shielded Multimedia Speakers

CH Products Flightstick PRO 11

8 High-Speed

Dual Gameports

14" SVGA Non-Interlaced Monitor, ,28dp, Full-Screen

101 Key Ergonomic Keyboard with Wrist Rest

3 Button Serial Mouse with Mousepad

Windows 95™ on CD

Microsoft DIRECT X drivers for Serious Windows 95™
Gaming Included!

One Year Parts & Labor Warranty Including One Year On-Site

Service

1 6550 UARTS, Customized BIOS’, Temperature Sensitive Fans

and many other unique Features!

“Perfection!

This system is well worth the money...”

- Computer Game Review, 100% Rating

if you want to go all out for games, the

Falcon is the best bet for your money.”
- Computer Gaming World

To Order Call:

Product Information Number 116
1 -800-258-6778
VISA, MasterCard & Discover Accepted.

Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Optional equipment pictured.
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Flight sims, space shoot-'em-ups, strat-

egy games, sports sims — just about
every category except racing — domi-
nated game releases. You could use a
computer to pilot a 727 from Pittsburgh

to Newark or to plant rutabagas on your
farm, but if you wanted to go racing,

you were out of luck.

IN THE REAR-VIEW
There was a time, back in computer
gaming's dim, distant past, when racing

was a mainstay. They were crude, of

course, but racing games were an
important part of the early video and
computer games market. The early rac-

ing games for the Commodore and
Atari systems used flat, bit-mapped
graphics and had all the strategy of
Pong. There were no first-person

games; developers apparently didn't

notice that Pole Position had gamers lin-

ing up at the arcade for years.

But racing games faded away just

as computer gaming really took off—
with a notable exception or two. World
Circuit by MicroProse was an instant

classic. It was a bit arcade-ish to please

the hard-core realism crowd — Formula
One racing can't be that easy— but it

sure was fun. Most importantly. World
Circuit gave you a chance to race for the

series championship, running all over
the world, from Australia to Detroit,

from Monaco to Japan.

World Circuit may have been a lit-

tle too easy, but it had all the elements
real race fans demand in a computer
simulation: real tracks, the ability to edit

information on drivers and teams, a

dash of garage-setup stuff, some pit-

stop strategy, and — most importantly
— a convincing sensation of speed.

About the same time that World
Circuit was revving the engines of com-
puter racers, a few developers in Mas-
sachusetts were putting their love of
racing into a simulation that would put
the emphasis on realism. Papyrus
released Indianapolis 500, a PC conver-
sion of a popular Amiga game, with lit-

tle fanfare, but the product was just

what serious racers were waiting for.

There was just one track— Indianapolis'

Brickyard itself— but an variety of
tracks was about all the game lacked. It

had real Indy drivers, real car color

schemes, and realistic car performance.
And you had to work to win, just like the

real race teams do. You had to do your
time in the garage if you wanted to run
up front. You'd adjust tire pressures,

camber, tire compounds, shocks, and
gearing to shave a few tenths of a sec-

ond off your lap times. And when you
went out on the track, the action was
fast and furious, and it just felt right.

Indy 500 sold pretty well, and I

crossed my fingers and hoped other
quality racing sims would quickly fol-

low. No such luck. Another ten or 15

flight sims crowded the software
store shelves, but the racing scene

LEADERS OF THE PACK
Say "racing" to a PC gamer, and he'll think Papyrus. The creators of IndyCar Racing, NASCAR
Racing, and IndyCar Racing II have led the new wave of computer racing sims.

X M 44

NASCAR Racing puts you as close to the real thing as

your mama would allow. Racing at Bristol is defi-

nitely not just fun and games; and the high-res. Super

VGA graphics really put you trackside.

remained pretty much in neutral.

There were a couple of ugly disap-

pointments: Mario Andretti's name was
on the box of an ambitious sim that tried

to track his career in several racing

series, from sprint cars to stocks to Indy
racers. A great idea, but they couldn't

pull it off. The frame rate was choppy,
the graphics were unimpressive, and the

cars were damned near impossible to

control. And Bill Elliott's name was
attached to a NASCAR game that thor-

oughly shamed the sport. I snapped that

one up as soon as it appeared in the

store, and man, how I tried to love it. It

had several tracks and looked like a rea-

sonable attempt to simulate stock car

racing, but hours of dedicated gaming
could not save this dog. Speaking of

dogs, I almost managed to forget Days
of Thunder, a stock car game that was
nearly as ridiculous as the movie that

inspired it.

In 1993, racing games shifted gears

with the release of IndyCar Racing from
Papyrus. Flere, finally, was a racing sim I

0:01:33.11

s on demanding road

could live with — literally. I did lit-

tle else during the first couple of

months after this game came out.

Bigger, better, and badder than
Indy 500, this sim was enough to

keep me happy for a while.

There was only one thing

wrong with IndyCar Racing: it

wasn't NASCAR. See, I'm a South-
ern boy, and though I've seen the

world— shoot. I've been to Florida

twice — I'm still hooked on beat-

'em-up, down-and-dirty stock car

racing. NASCAR racing and Harry
Gant were on a par with football

(Green Bay Packers), college bas-

ketball (UNC), and baseball

(Atlanta Braves) — and that's say-

ing something. I remember talking

to the Papyrus folks about IndyCar:

"Sure, 1 love the game. I'm giving it a

great rating. But promise me one thing:

Do NASCAR next."

I reasoned that a NASCAR sim as

good as IndyCar Racing was a natural.

NASCAR is easily the fastest-growing
motor sport in the world. And unlike

Indy— where contact between cars

means instant disaster— stock car rac-

ing is a full-contact sport. Rubbing fend-

ers is a natural part of racing in the big,

heavy stock cars, and that sort of action

would make for a kick-ass computer sim.

In 1994, Papyrus answered my
prayers and delivered NASCAR Racing.

From the moment I took my Chevy onto
the 36-degree banking at Bristol, I knew
this was no simple game; as Ned Jarrett

says in the opening credits, "This is

NASCAR Racing."

Lots of gamers agreed. Last I

heard, NASCAR Racing had sold about
400,000 copies worldwide. Sure,

NASCAR's exploding popularity with
the masses had something to do with
the game's success. But it also gave
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THRILL RIDES
PC racers can't live by hard-core simulations alone; sometimes, you just want to get behind

the wheel and take it to the limit. That's where the more action-oriented games come in.

You might be a little sore the next day after the barely-controlled mayhem of Destruction Derby, one of

the best of the new generation of arcade driving games.

ggjoa.-4.«.a jjjgtjQ 1:09.3 Q3g4.y ^j a/2
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Electronic Arts' Need for Speed combines beautiful

high-res graphics with some arcade-style racing in

some of the world's greatest muscle cars.

gamers something they wanted.
I know of race fans who saw

NASCAR Racing on somebody's com-
puter, then went right out and bought a

PC just so they could suit up and go
racing. Like flying an F-16, racing is

something lots of non-gamers have
always dreamed about doing. Give

them a chance to simulate that experi-

ence in a realistic way, and you've got a

new gamer.

THE ROAD AHEAD
Nobody could ignore NASCAR Racing's

success, so this year software publishers

have fallen in line, cranking out driving-

oriented games like nobody's business.

Except for the Papyrus sims, I can't

think of a single racing game that

crossed my desk for review in the past

couple of years. But in the last few
months of 1995, 1 loaded up six or eight

new driving games. Most are arcade

games, and some feature cars equipped
with lasers and guided missiles, but they

all point to the revival of racing as a

computer sport.

Not surprisingly, there are only a

few winners in this new generation of

racing games. Electronic Arts' Road &
Track magazine license. Need For Speed,

is a real beauty, letting you wheel hot

cars like Ferraris and 'Vettes through
town and country scenery that's painted

in gorgeous, texture-mapped 3D.

Racing doesn't have to be all busi-

ness, and the new generation of racing

games is nothing but pure fun, including

Need for Speed, Screamer, Destruction

Derby, SuperKarts, Virtual Karts, Fatal

Racing, and Al Unser Jr. Arcade Racing.

The best of these — Need for Speed and
Destruction Derby— are just plain thrills

on wheels. If you're tired of deadly seri-

ous racing on the NASCAR or IndyCar
circuits, try smashing cars on purpose in

the Derby. It's a blast, with crashes and
wreckage so realistic it'll have you div-

ing for the floorboard.

SuperKarts takes the go-kart com-
petition by a mile

over the newer Vir-

tual Karts; the oth-

ers, including

Screamer and Fatal

Racing, are your
typical arcade-style

driving games, and
they don't fare too

well against this

level of competition.

Another class of

driving games,
including High
Octane and Zone
Raiders, puts you at

the wheel of futuris-

tic cars to fight it

out with various

bad guys. It's the

stuff of science fic-

tion, but it's still racing.

On the sim side, the sequel to Indy-

Car brings all the advances Papyrus
made with NASCAR Racing into the

Indy arena, making IndyCar Racing II an

instant classic, and a must-have for PC
racing fans. Meanwhile, MicroProse
developers in the United Kingdom have
put the finishing touches on Gran Prix,

the follow-up to the pioneering World
Circuit, published by Spectrum
HoloByte. With the glamour of Formula
One racing done up in SVGA graphics,

desktop drivers everywhere are anx-

iously awaiting this one. Aside from the

Spectrum sim, nobody's anxious to take

on Papyrus in the racing simulation cat-

egory, but you can bet somebody will,

sooner or later.

BEHIND THE WHEEL
Of course, the latest sims aren't the only

new toys to tempt PC racing fans; the

increased popularity of these games has

driven several companies to make new
controllers designed specifically for

computerized driving.

Racing champions come in all

speeds and sizes, but all of them - from
Unser to Earnhardt — would agree on
one aspect of high-speed sports: You
can't win if you don't have the right

equipment. No matter which game
you're playing or which joystick you're

using, it's better with the real thing— a

steering wheel and pedals. You may
have gotten pretty fast with a joystick,

but switching to the real thing can make
an incredible difference. Suddenly,

you're no longer playing a game — man,
you're racing.

I've done extensive testing on four

of the best wheel-and-pedals sets avail-

able. They all work fundamentally the

same way; the steering portion is a rac-

ing-style wheel that acts as the X-axis of

a standard PC joystick. The pedal units,

though different in each product, all use

springs and potentiometers to simulate

the real thing. All these units can use a

single joystick port.

Spectrum HoloByte's Gran Prix began life as World Circuit II, the sequel to

MicroProse UK’s critically acclaimed Formula One racing sim.

Fedruam 199B
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Ayou ve
never seen

music
like this

before

Introducing a

new and exciting

interactive release

from Angel Records

with the great sounds

and music that you

know us for.

LucasArts Entertainment Company
& Angel Records presents

THE DIG
SOUNDTRACK

LucasArts Entertainment Company & Anc.el Records presents

wits

Ansel Music By

THE DIG, an epic CD-ROM
that’s as close to hard-

core sci-fi as adventure

gamers have seen in a

long time. To coincide

with the launch of THE
DIG gaming package,

Angel Records is releas-

ing the soundtrack CD
and CD-ROM demo
of this highly-anticipated

LucasArts venture.

With its rich Wagnerian-

inspired score, this

musical companion piece

perfectly’ captures all

the fantastic elements

of the game. -

Product Information Number 93
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Formula T2
ThrustMaster

(503) 639-3200

Price: $130

The

T2 from

ThrustMaster

is an afford-

able wheel-

and-pedals set.

F

The T2, the

VP generation of

ThrustMaster's wheel and
pedals, is the only wheel/

pedals set youli find in

retail stores. The T2 is fun-

damentally identical

the

subtle changes hav e

^k improved the prod-

uct significantly.

The slick wheel of

the T1 has been covered
for a better grip. Gone
are the much-criticized

roller pedals, replaced by
more conventional pedals.

The brake pedal is now a

bit stiffer than the accel-

erator, enhancing the realistic feel. Most
importantly, clamps have been added to

the steering wheel's suction cups, mak-
ing for a much more stable connection

to your computer desk; you won't have

to experience the unwanted thrill of the

steering wheel breaking loose from the

dash while you're whistling around Tal-

ladega at 200 mph.
The T2 is constructed mainly of

plastic, but that doesn't mean it's not a

well-built product. It's a solid unit,

although you can't expect the T2 to be

as durable as the more expensive wheel-

pedal sets.

Steering control isn't as precise as

the more expensive sets', either, but the

T2 performs acceptably well. And since

it's the only mass-produced wheel-ped-

als set available, the T2 enjoys wide sup-

port from game producers.

TSW
The TSW Company

(319) 365-9993

Price: $285 (includes shipping in continental U.S.)

TSW (that stands for The Steering

Wheel, in case you were wondering) is

a big step up from the T2, both in qual-

ity and in price. The TSW wheel and
pedal units are built mainly of steel on a

wooden base. The unit is backed by a

lifetime mechanical warranty.

The wheel clamps securely to a

desk, and the wheel itself is textured to

provide a firm grip. The pedal unit sits

flat on the floor, so you'll need to brace

it from behind when you start jamming
on the brakes. The TSW also boasts a

gear-shift lever built into the base of the

wheel unit.

The TSW offers more precise con-

trol, from both the wheel and the pedals,

than the T2. 1 tested it with every driving

game I could put my
hands on, and the

TSW calibrated

cleanly and ran

flawlessly with everything in sight. Of
the four products, the TSW alone ran

with both wheel and pedals in every

game, including the wheel-unfriendly

Need for Speed.

PC Steering Wheel
Interactive Digital Devices

(602) 899-0499

Price: $400

The wheel-and-pedals set from
Interactive Digital Devices is a heavy-

duty unit for serious racers only. Actu-

ally, it's for pilots, too; the IDD pedals

also act as flight pedals. Turn a knob on
the floor unit, and the gas and brake

pedals become rudder pedals.

The IDD unit is actually made up of

three separate products that work
together or independently. The large

base unit has three pedals — that's

right, there's a clutch — and includes

ports for the steering wheel, a stick

shift, and two conventional joysticks.

The shifter is optional, but it's the only

shifter that approximates the way the

real thing works.

The unit is built to last, and boasts

the precise control of a quality product.

The base unit that holds the pedals

seems too large and cumbersome at

first, but I enjoyed having the pedals

raised to within comfortable reach. The
IDD set comes with software that lets

you customize its many functions. If you

spend as much time in the air as you do

on the track, you should take a look at

this one.

Competition
Driving System
Extreme Competition Controls

(612) 824-6733

Price: $495 for wheel and pedals

Extreme Competition Controls makes
the Cadillac — better yet, the Ferrari—
of driving controllers. How heavy is

the steering wheel? Let's just say it has

no clamping system to hold it station-

ary on your desk — and it doesn't need

ECCs
Competition

Driving System is the

cream of the crop, but you pay for what you get.

one. The ECC set provides the most
accurate control of any driving system

I've seen, and that's going up against

some stiff competition. The movement of

the wheel is fluid, yet solid. Everything

about this product feels just right, down
to the suede wrap on the steering wheel.

There is no shifter, per se. You con-

figure two of the four buttons on the

wheel for shifting up and down. Button

shifting may disappoint some purists,

but that's the way the Formula One cir-

cuit does it. And for control and concen-

tration, it may be the best method for us

computer racers, too. There's no fum-

bling for a button or lever; your thumbs
naturally find the buttons as your grip

the wheel.

The pedals are built into a heavy,

stable triangular box that provides a

comfortable platform for braking and
accelerating. Precise, comfortable, and
solid as a rock, the ECC set is easily the

best of the lot. That quality has a price,

of course; this beauty sells for $495.

WINNER'S CIRCLE

My recommendation? If you're serious

about your driving sims and games, your

owe it to yourself to get a wheel-and-

pedals set. Now which one of these prod-

ucts should you buy? That depends

almost entirely on how much money you
can spend. None of these sets really com-
petes with the others, because they're all

at significantly different prices. The ECC
wheel is roughly three times the cost of

the Thrustmaster. Is it three times better?

At least. Can you afford it? That's none of

my business.

Durability should be factor in your

decision. Intense racing means a lot of

wear and tear on the wheel and pedals,

and price is a pretty good indication of

how much abuse these controllers can

take. Don't expect the Thrustmaster T2 to

last as long as the ECC or the IDD units.

If you can afford the best, go with

the ECC — you won't be disappointed. It

was the one that went back up on my
desk when I'd finished testing the others.

If you absolutely cannot justify

spending more than $130 or $140, don't

be at all afraid to buy the Thrustmaster

T2. It's not quite as precise or solid-feel-

ing as the other products, but the T2 is

still a giant leap ahead of a joystick when
it comes to driving sims and games.

The TSW might be your best bet

for a compromise between quality and

price. It doesn't have the mass-produc-

tion sheen of the T2 or the money-is-no-

object craftsmanship of the ECC, but

it's an affordable alternative that is

solid, durable, and precise. TSW also

was voted the Wheel Most Likely to

Work in Any Game, surprisingly edging

out the T2.
Pfifi
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In 1996 that number
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a near-death experience.

dramatically.

Coming Feb’ 96 on CD-ROM for Mac & PC.
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Columbia House CD-ROM Direct. A Whole New Way to Get

Myst
Interact. Game 5004304

Nascar Racing
Driving Sim. 5001300

7th Guest
Interact. Game 5004700

DOS 1386/33 FT^TEm
MAC1LCIII

Doom II

Arcade Style 5021506

FX Fighter

Arcade Style 5045109

Take any 2 CD-ROMs
Jumpstart
Kindergarten
Children’s Ed. 5027701

fWINa'lj 386 I i mb I Ml 1
s MAC I LCIII I 4mb | |

Cool Crafts

Children’s Ed. 5025309

1 § 386/251 , u I*mT1
: I Lem 1

4mb l~

M

The Incredible

.

Machine 3
Strategy Game 5043302

iwiNai ft 386 riTiMT"larnm 4mb |—1~

Jammit
PC Propad included

Sports Game 5034301

Daedalus Encounter
Interact. Game 5034707

wiNai
MAC

Rock And Roll

Your Own
Music 5031406

The Complete
Bartender Guide
Gen. Interest 5034103

ul 386 fc E
: iclassI

2mb r

Plus 1 more at

Mac Pak: Beginning

System 7 & 7.5, Intro to Claris

Works, and Audio Guide to

Quicken

Computer Tutor. 5032404

How Multimedia

Computers Work
General Ref. 5044300Sports Game 5034301 iwiNiitawamt Ymh

'

i
'

Ml'''l General Ref. 5044300

iMMsi I

Nile: Passage To Egypt
Historical 5041405

MAC

WIN3/1

MACJaMlH
Leonardo
Historical 5020003

World Wide
Web Directory
Internet Guide 5049002

WIN3.1

Wings Over Europe
Historical 5029301

I 4mb I M i

I 5mb 1 J

Sports Illustrated

Multimedia Almanac
Sports 5036504

iWINai|386/25l 1 Ml I

[
MAC I MACII I

4mb
I—I—

I

And More Calendars
Home/Personal 5049507

WIN 3.1

MAC

808 Great Letters
Gen. Reference 5041702

Instant Internet

Access
Internet Guide 5031000

The Bible
Bible 5031703

Casper
Brainy Book
Children's Ed. 5048905

;wiki[ 386

|
4mb pjZ

fwiKai*

WIN3.1 I

486 I 4mh~n
LCIII I 8mb |

AAA Trip Planner
Travel 5011606

Dragon Lore
Adventure 5027206

DOS ”48TT, mh'TM
1

41,111

1

Golf Digest's Best

Places To Play
Sports !

~

;

P«H 4mb {-

a|jq 4mb |-M|e_|

5045208

Zig Zag
Strategy Game 5050109

wiNai
? MAC

-
: v -

How To Select CD-ROMs For Your System.wra A m U 1 M j
jIT-TH IWIII

4mb
J Km

SYSTEM CPU RAM PERIPH.

SYSTEM Button indicates the available operating environment(s) for a given selection:

DOS (for PC), WIN 3.1 (for PC), MAC for Macintosh.

CPU Button indicates the minimum processor required. If a title is available in PC and Macintosh
formats, the top half of this button represents PC system requirements and the bottom half rep-

resents Macintosh system requirements. Note: Ser.=Series, Class.=Classic, Pent.=Pentium. For
Mac - LC series includes LC 475, Performa 475, Quadra, Centris, Powerbook 180C, IIFX or better.

RAM Button indicates the minimum amount of RAM required.

PERIPHERALS Button indicates required peripherals. M=mouse, J=joystick, K=keyboard, P=printer.

For all titles, the minimum system requirements recommended (unless otherwise indicated) are:

Hardware: SVGA monitor (256 colors), sound card, 40MB hard drive, double speed CD-ROM drive.

Operating System: DOS 5.0, Windows 3.1, Macintosh System 7.0.

Infopedia
Encyclopedia 5034004

WIN3.1 486/25
1

.

h |
M

Campaigns, Candidates

And The Presidency
Historical 5042700

WIN3.1

1

MAC I

| 1 M

The Lost Mind Of

Dr. Brain
Children’s Ed. 5037502

iWIH3.i

MAC

The Civil War
Strategy Game 5042601

pOS[MM3|4mb'pP

Mavis Beacon
Teaches Typing
Typing Tutor 5015102

[W
INSlj 386

|
4mb jSjT

Thunderscape
Role Play. Game 5047600

3.^486S0| 8mb |jq_

Mixed Up Mother
Goose Deluxe
Children’s Ed. 5042304

WINdl I 386 I j_M
~

Aces Collector's Edition

Flight Sim. 5037908

rppwiNai 1 486

PTS Official

Windows ‘95 Tutorial

Computer Tutor. 5043807

;WiNai|386m'p^pp

Mindscape Complete
Reference Library
Home/Personal 5037106

Dr. Ruth's

Encyclopedia Of Sex
Home/Personal 5027602

Berlitz Live Spanish
Language Tutor 5043401

Bodyworks CD 4.0

Medical Ref. 5036702

WiNai I 386)35

MAC | LCII

Martial Artsy«iPV
Explorer
Historical 5049804

WIN 3.1 1 386/33

: MAC I LCIII
4mb ffl

Renegade: Battle For

Jacob's Star
Adventure 5040605

Compton's Encyclopedia

Of American History
Children's Ed. 5033006

wiNai

Mayo Clinic Family

Health Book
Medical Ref. 5036900

WIN 3.1 1 386/33 1 8mb 1 M
MAC | LCIII | 5mb |

Superkarts
Arcade Style 5040704nipaup oiyic JiAtu/ut^ ^OS|386/33

|
4mb

The Random House
Kid's Encyclopedia
Children's Ed. 5027909

WiNai

Adventures With Oslo

Children's Ed. 5049309

The Pagemaster
Adventure 5027008

WIN3.1 1 486 I ,„t LM
' MAC f LCIII

For faster service, use your credit card and call us toll-free 24 hours a day.

1-800-792-1000
Dept. 2PQ
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the Most Exciting CD-ROMs...with this Great Deal!
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(See details below.)

Compton's

Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia 5046008
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Shanghai Great

Moments
Strategy Game 5031802
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1 MAC f LCII 1
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The Greatest

Paper Airplane^
General Interest 5044003

20th Century

Video Almanac
Historical 5044102

King's Quest VII:
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MAC I LCII! |
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Mechwarrior2
Arcade Style 5043609
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great savings!

Police Quest:

Open Season
Adventure 5002803

fDOS
MAC

Arts and l
Letters Draw
Home/Personal 5048301

IWIHsil 386
4mbEB

Illustrative Talking

Encyclopedia For

Children

Children’s Ed. 5045802

Shoot Video Like

A Pro
Home/Personal 5043104
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MAC

Cannon Fodder
Strategy Game 5035506
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CD-ROM DIRECT

Jumpstart First Grade
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Command &
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A whole new way to get the most exciting CD-ROMs -

games, reference, edutainment and more - all at great prices! Just write

in the numbers of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $9.95 each, plus shipping

and handling. In exchange, you agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in the next

2 years, at our regular prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping

and handling) - and you may cancel membership at any time after doing

so. What’s more, you can get one more CD-ROM right now for the low price

of $19.95 and have less to buy later (see complete details in coupon).

Free CD-ROM magazine -

Sent approximately every 4-6 weeks (up to 13 times a year) reviewing our

Featured Selection - plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower

priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive Special Selection mailings up

to four times a year. (That’s up to 17 buying opportunities a year!)

Buy only what you want!
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing - it will be sent automatically.

If you’d prefer an alternative selection, or none at all, just mail the response

card always provided by the date specified. You’ll always have 14 days to

decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense.

/-ii / • xx /-'tv TiAiu tv . Dept. 2PQ, 3109 Canterbury Court,

Columbia House blJ-KUM Direct Bloomington, in 47404-1498

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy just

4 more CD-ROMs at your regular prices within the next 2 years.

Send my CD-ROM selections for: (check one only) D PC ( 1 ) D Macintosh (3)

Write in the selection #’s below

Send me these 2 CD-ROMs for just $9.95 each

plus $1.75 each shipping/handling (total $23.40)
#

Buy your first selection now and have less to b

Also send my first selection for $19.95 plus $1.75 shipping/

handling which I'm adding to my $23.40 payment (total $45.10).

1 then need buy only 3 more (instead of 4) in 2 years.

uy later!

#

Please check how paying: D My check is enclosed. (BYM/BYQ)

EH Charge my introductory CD-ROMs and future CD-ROM Direct purchases to: (BYN/BYR)

I I MasterCard EH Diners Club EH AMEX EH VISA EH Discover

Account Number Exp. Date Signature

My main CD-ROM interest is: (check one) (Note: You are always free to choose from any category.)

EH Entertainment EH Education EH Edutainment EH Productivity

(includes children's titles)

Money-Saving Bonus Plan.

If you continue your membership after fulfilling your obligation, you’ll be

eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy great savings on

the CD-ROMs you want - for as long as you decide to remain a member!

10-Day Risk-Free Trial.

We’ll send details of how Columbia House CD-ROM Direct works along with

your introductory package. If you’re not satisfied, return everything within 10

days at our expense for a full refund and no further obligation.

Name Phone ( )

Address_ Apt.

—

City state Zip

Important! Did you remember to choose PC or Mac? Will your selections run on your system?

Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, to limit membership or reject any

application, or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer.

Applicable sales tax added to all orders. S96-CDR/4GM 1 80

1

©1996 The Columbia House Company



3D VIDEO

Gaming in tl

Last month, Charles told us
what 3D video is all abo
and how it'll change gaming.
Now, in Part Two, he'll help
you decide which 3D acceler-
ator card is right for

by Charle

ne of

Brajihon
s

I hope you read Par
this series in the ^(fnaary

issue, which explained How
3D works and introduced

you to the terminology of 3D
graphics for gaming.

1

Because this month I'm

going to tell you as much as I can about
the 3D cards available today— or at

least as much as anyone can tell this

early in the game.
See, one big, important ingredient

in the 3D recipe still isn't in place:

Microsoft's Direct3D, an operating sys-
tem-level standard that, it's hoped, will

allow game designers to write 3D game
features that will work with any video
card that supports Direct3D. And until

that happens, the performance of any
given 3D game on any card will depend
on whether or not the game was writ-

ten for that card. In other words, there's

no standard yet— and no meaningful
Benchmark.

So what I've done here is to give

you as much info as possible on each of
the four cards discussed. The charts in

this feature will let you readily compare
just about every feature relevant to

video performance, so you can see how
the cards stack up.

I've also included hands-on, kind
of gut reactions to each card — the

installation process, the software that

ships with them, and how the games
looked. Until Microsoft finishes the
Games SDK and Direct3D, these may be
the only useful comparison stats.

One thing's for sure, though:
Direct3D is on the way, and this cate-

gory is going to take off. Already, cards
from leading video companies like ATI
and Number Nine are on the horizon,

and the end is nowhere in sight. 3D

3D Graphics Cards — Before and After

Without 3D acceleration, NASCAR Racing takes some real processing muscle, unless you've got a fast Pentium, you'll have to run it at 320x200

resolution with minimal texture mapping (left) to get really smooth animation. But a good 3D accelerator will let you have 640x480 resolution

and detailed texture maps without a processor upgrade.

video is coming — not as fast as we'd
hoped, but still coming.

Creative Labs

3D Blaster
The 3D Blaster is a full size VESA local

bus card using a special games version

of the 3Dlabs GLint chip, which was
originally designed for high-end graph-
ics workstations. It is an upgrade board,
meaning that you keep your existing

VGA graphics card. A special loop-back
(or pass-through) cable connects
between your VGA card and the 3D
Blaster, and your monitor is connected
to the 3D Blaster. When booting your
machine or running standard DOS
games, your VGA card is in control. The
3D Blaster takes over when running
DOS games designed for the 3D Blaster,

and it can take over
from your VGA card
for Windows graph-
ics acceleration.

Installing the

board is easy, as long

as you have a free

VESA local bus slot.

Open up your case

and double-check

before you buy; one
system I tried had
two VL-bus slots, but

one was occupied by
the existing VGA
card (which must be
retained) and the

other by a local-bus

hard disk controller. I

could have replaced

the VL-bus VGA card

with an standard 16-

bit ISA card, but

that's hardly a cost-
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3D VIDEO

effective fix. Another thing to be aware
of is that some motherboards also use

on-board video controllers that don't

take up a slot.

As I said, actually installing the

board is easy— although not quite fool-

proof. When connecting the pass-

through cable from the VGA card, I was
uncertain which socket to use on the 3D
Blaster, since the ports were not marked
on the card. Turning to the manual
helped, naturally, and after closing the

case, the machine booted right up.

But after the fact, I spotted a line

that instructed me to install the

Windows 95 driver (a Windows 3.1 dri-

ver is also provided) before inserting the

card. This updates the Windows 95 plug

and play system to detect and configure

the 3D Blaster— so off came the case, I

yanked the 3D Blaster out, then installed

the driver. When 1 reinstalled the card,

Windows 95 did indeed automatically

detect the 3D Blaster, and it prompted
me for the driver diskette, which
installed without a hitch.

The first thing I noticed is that the

3D Blaster is a pretty zippy 2D graphics

card for Windows. But when I compared
its graphics benchmark to the existing

video card, a Diamond Stealth 64
DRAM, it turned out to be about 30%
slower than the Stealth. I chose to rein-

stall the Stealth's S32 video driver to

regain my original speed, although

Creative Labs informed me that the next

version of their dri-

ver would be about
20% faster.

The games
included with the 3D
Blaster— and
designed to take

advantage of its fea-

tures — are gor-

geous (see the

screen shot at right),

and give you an idea

of what's possible

when game design-

ers directly support

the card's features.

The non-accelerated

versions of these

games run well on a

486 at 320x200 reso-

lution and with less

texture mapped
detail. But adding
the graphics acceler-

ator lets you boost

the resolution to 640x480 and crank up
the detail with more texture maps on the

same 486 without taking a hit in the per-

formance arena.

Even a Pentium machine can't

update its screen as fast as a 486DX2 can

with a 3D Blaster installed, so the $350
seems well spent. True, the same money
could buy you another four megabytes of

RAM, or a bigger and faster hard drive,

or a CPU upgrade, but none of these

things will make as big a difference for 3D
gaming as the 3D Blaster.

Only the VL-bus version of the 3D
Blaster was available at the time of this

writing, although Creative Labs expects

to ship the PCI version sometime this

Spring. The PCI version of the 3D
Blaster is based on an entirely different

(and much better) chip made by
Rendition, Inc. It's also planned as an
upgrade board that attaches via a loop-

3D GRAPHICS CARDS Creative Labs 3D Blaster Diamond Edge 3D Matrox MGA Millenium Philips Tasmania 3D

Minimum end-user
computer configuration?

486 DX2-66 VLB
(4 MB RAM)

Pentium or DX4 PCI running

Windows 95 (8 MB RAM)
486DX PCI (8MB RAM) 486 DX (PCI)

Pentium recommended

Video card configurations 2 MB
(1 MB DRAM/1 MB VRAM)

2120XL: 1MB DRAM
2200XL: 2MB DRAM
3240XL: 2MB DRAM
+2MB VRAM
3400XL: 4MB VRAM

2MB WRAM
and 4MB WRAM

2MB DRAM

Estimated pricing for
each configuration

$349 $299 (2120XL); $359 (2200XL);

$479 (3240XL); $649 (3400XL)

$329 (2MB) ; $489 (4MB) $250

Upgradable to how
much video RAM?

4MB 4MB 2MB board upgradable to

4MB or 8MB; 4 MB board
upgradable to 8 MB

N/A (Not upgradable)

Cost of upgrade? To be determined $80 (1MB DRAM)
$199 (2MB VRAM)

$219 (2MB); $399 (4MB);

$569 (6MB)
N/A

Accessories (daughterboards,
joysticks) available
and at what price?

Digital Game Pad
(Pricing TBD)

Sega Saturn Control Pads
($39 for two)

Live video/capture daughter
card (MediaXL $249); Live

video and MPEG
(Medial XL-MPEG $349);

TV Tuner (Media TV) $179

N/A

3D games included DOS Games: Rebel Moon,
Flight Unlimited, Magic
Carpet Plus, Nascar Racing,

High Octane

Windows 95 Games: Virtua

Fighter Remix, NASCAR
Racing, Descent, Destination

Saturn

DOS: NASCAR Racing DOS: FX Fighter,

Tank Commander

3D Applications included None None Asymetrix 3D F/X None

3D titles available by the end
of first quarter 1996

25 to 30 titles 35 3D specific titles None planned 10 to 15 titles

Commitment for support
from how many game developers?

More than 200 More than 40 Unknown TBD

Windows 3.1 / Windows 95 driver? Yes/ Yes No /Yes Yes/ Yes N/A

Supported by which industry
APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces)?

RenderWare, Brender,

Reality Lab, 3DR, Direct3D

All Microsoft DirectX APIs

and Reality Lab; others TBD
RenderWare, Brender,

Reality Lab, 3DR, Direct3D

RenderWare, Brender,

Reality Lab, 3DR, Direct3D

Stand-alone display card
or video pass-through?

Pass-through Stand-alone Stand-alone Pass-through

Sound support None 16 bit, 48 KHz stereo; 32 voice

wavetable and General MIDI

None None
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3D VIDEO

Creative Labs 3D Blaster Diamond Edge 3D Matrox MGA Millenium Philips Tasmania 3D

3D chipset and
bus technology (VLB/PCI)

3Dlabs Games GLint (VLB) Nvidia ST62000 and NV1 (PCI) MGA-2064W (PCI) Yamaha RPAZ (PCI)

3D technology used Polygon Tenderer Polygon rendering and
quadratic texture mapping

Polygon Tenderer Polygon Tenderer

Onboard geometry processing? No No No No

Antialiased output? Yes No No No

Texture mapping?
Forward or inverse?

Inverse Forward Inverse (via software) Inverse

Video texture mapping? Yes Yes No No

MIP mapping: bilinear filtering? No No No No

MIP mapping: trilinear filtering? No No No No

Alpha blending (transparency)? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hardware z-buffering? Yes (16-bit) No Yes Yes

Fogging? Yes Yes Yes No

Perspective correction? Method? Yes (Per Pixel Divide) Yes (Texture warping) No No

Other special/competitive
3D features

Reflection mapping/
lighting effects

Hardware Gouraud shading

back cable.

Creative Labs has long enjoyed its

status as the standard for PC sound, and
is determined to extend its hegemony
into the 3D arena. To this end. Creative

has signed up over 200 game developers

to produce titles for the 3D Blaster,

which should ensure a healthy supply of

new titles supporting their card. This is

crucial right now, since there is as yet no
true standard for 3D — at least until

Microsoft releases the Direct3D software

development kit (SDK) later this year,

When that happens, it won't matter

quite as much whose board you buy, as

long as it's supported by Direct3D.

Philips Tasmania 3D
The Tasmania 3D is a PCI card that, like

the 3D Blaster, attaches tcyyour existing

VGA card with a pass-through cable.

Rather than replacing thl video display,

the Tasmania is designed to overlay its

3D graphics on top of the 2D graphics

drawn by your existing VGA card. The
advantage is that you don't have to ,,

'

remove and discard (or try to sell) your
current VGA card) This is particularly

important for Pf#itium PCI systems,

which typically ship with a fast acceler-

ated graphics card.
*

Unlike the 3D Blast©?, the Tasmania
does not include any Windows drivers.

This lets you continue to use your pre-

sumably reliable drivers for Windows
rather than struggling with the initial,

often buggy, release of a new video card

driver. However, if you're not thrilled

/ 1 \
with the performance of

your currept graphics c ard,

the Tasmania won't do
anything at all to improve
your system except when
running 3D games
designed specifically for

the Tasmania card.

On the bther hand, it

won't degrade the quality

of your display, since it can

pass through^unchanged
video resolutions as high

as 1600 x 1200 at frequen-

cies as high as-85 hertz. I

did notice a bajely percep-

tible shadow on some
high-contrast (Black on
white) regions of the

screen, however.

The otljer advantage
of the Tasmania 3D is its

low cogt, which is $50 to

S100 less than any of its

current competitors.

Although the Tasmania
card is bundled with two
excellent (even stunning)

3D titles, its usefulness

seems less clear.

Again, the success of

the Tasmania will initially

depend on Philips' ability

to convince DOS game
developers to write,speciBc

versions of their games for

the'dSrS. When Direct3D

becomes the standard

within a year, this won't be
nearly as important.

FX Fighter, an outstanding 3D fighting game, is being bundled with the

Philips Tasmania 3D graphics card.

ffl— a
OBoiraBfol&ao »

The graphics in FX Fighter show a marked improvement when the Philips

Tasmania 3D graphics card is being used.

3D PERFORMANCE Creative Labs 3D Blaster Diamond Edge 3D Matrox MGA Millenium Philips Tasmania 3D

Number of 50-pixel, perspective-
correct (if applicable), textured
polygons per second at 640x480,
16bpp (HiColor)

200,000 (On DX4) 300,000 (depends on
processor speed)

190,000 150,000 (Pentium 100)

Pixel /Texel fill rate?
(640x480 16-bit)

25 million pixels/second;

12 million texels/second

100 million pixels/second;

10 million texels/second

2.4 billion pixels/second;

estimated 5 million

texels/second (Pentium 100)

7.5 million texels/second

Estimated frames per second 15 to 25 fps 30 fps 20 to 25 fps 20 to 30 fps
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Quick. Access

The Matrox Millenium is one of the costlier boards in this review, but it's the only

one that includes a powerful 3D graphics editor.

Matrox MGA Millenium
Unlike the 3D Blaster or the Tasmania
3D, the Matrox Millenium was designed
to be a high-end replacement for your
current graphics card. Matrox claims

that the Millenium is the king of the hill

when it comes to Windows graphics
acceleration, and my testing confirms
that it's between 15% to 33%' faster than
the previous champion, the Diamond
Stealth 64 VRAM. One reason is the use
ofWRAM (Windowed RAM), which is

superior to even VRAM,' which is in turn
faster than DRAM. Both WRAM and
VRAM are dual-ported memory, mean-
ing that the memory can be accessed by
both the CPU and the video card at the^*

same time, but
WRAM edges out

VRAM due to a

more efficient

design with lower
latency and shorter

circuit paths.

Ironically, the

Millenium was
never intended as a

game graphics

board. When I

spoke with

Caroline DeBie of

Matrox, she told

me, "The Millennium was the first main-
stream product to really answer all the

PC user's needs: video, 2D, 3D, and
DOS, all in on&board. And that's why
it's been so popular on the gaming side,

because its DOS performance is really

high, as well as its Windows and video

performance. For today's gamers, for

those who use today's applications, it's a

very good solution, and it's been doing
very well, even with OEMs who cater to

the gaming industry."

Why is the board's DOS perfor-

mance so good, when many other accel-

erated boards have such lackluster speed
when running DOS games? Says DeBie,

"In our previous products we had very
slow DOS performance. We'd incorpo-

rated an 8-bit data chan-
nel in our [VGA] core,

meaning that the path for

the DOS or VESA appli-

cations was very small.

So in order to get rid of

that weakness, we incor-

porated a 32-bit VGA
core in our new chip.

The Millenium includes PowerDesk drivers I
which means the data

that let you switch between Windows screen Path for the DOS applica-

resolutions and zoom in on the fly.
tl0n 1S *ar9er than most
oilier chips on the market.

J3 j
1

1

1 2
r

K. 4

Most chips usually have a 16-bit VGA
core. We were also one of the first boards
to have VESA 2.0 support— the new
standards for DOS applications, which
allows better performance and higher

resolution under DOS."
While the 3D features of the chip

are compelling (for example, it supports
hardware-accelerated Gouraud shading,

a feature not included with the other

cards), the Millenium doesn't have true

hardware-accelerated texture-mapping.

And Matrox ships only one game with
the card — NASCAR Racing, which has
been programmed to take advantage of

the card's features. And although
Matrox supports all industry APIs, it's

not Clear which game developers will

support Matrox.
So is the Millenium a good choice

for gamers, or only for those who want
fast Windows graphics first, and fast

games secondarily? Says DeBie, "The
Millennium was not designed to do fast

perspective-correct texture mapping, but
we don't know whether the games com-
ing out will take full advantage of what
other hardware might support. So we
don't know if we'll be at a disadvantage
— but we want our users to know they'll

have to keep that in mind.**
One of the strengths of the IVIatrox

Millenium is excellent motion-video play-

DISPLAY CARD FEATURES Creative Labs 3D Blaster Diamond Edge 3D Matrox MGA Millenium Philips Tasmania 3D

Highest 2D resolution
supported with 2MB video
card RAM /4MB RAM

1024 x 768/ 1280 x 1024 1280 x 1024 (DRAM);
1600 x 1200 (VRAM)

1600 x 1200 N/A (No 2D support)

Highest 3D graphics resolution
supported with 2 MB RAM / 4MB
RAM (16 bit color)

640 x 480 Same as 2D (but typically

640 x 400 or 640 x 480)

640 x 480 (2 MB); 800 x 600
(4 MB); 1280x1024 (8 MB)

800x600 (16-bit),

but typically 640 x 480

Highest refresh rate supported?
(MHz)

72 Hz 120 Hz 200 Hz Passes through up to 85 Hz

2D Windows acceleration? Yes Yes, including 32-bit

TrueColor (1 billion colors)

Yes No (Supports existing

video card)

DCI / DirectDraw support? Yes/ Yes Available first quarter ‘96 Yes Available first quarter '96

Super VGA compatible core
(in hardware) for DOS games?

No Yes Yes No

MOTION VIDEO FEATURES; Creative Labs 3D Blaster Diamond Edge 3D Matrox MGA Millenium Philips Tasmania 3D

YUV->RGB colorspace conversion? No No Yes No

Scaling? Yes Yes Yes No

Interpolation? No Yes Yes No

Antialiasing/smoothing? Yes Yes No No

MPEG playback (DX2-66 or better) Software Software Software; Hardware option No
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3D VIDEO

Who Needs a Saturn?

Virtua Fighter is an example of a game that wouldn’t be nearly as impressive without graphics acceleration.

Nvidia claims this game couldn't be supported on the PC with anything less than the concurrent acceleration

provided by their NV1 chip.

4t

back. The hardware features are a per-

fect match forjoftware-assisted MPEG
playback, and you can add true hard-

ware MPEG "support via a relatively f
inexpensive daughterboard. The MPEfiK
board alsp features live video overlay

and t apture, which is also availablfe in a

cheaper add-on without hardware
MPEG playback. (Software MPEG play-

back is also supported with the Diamond
Edge and 3D Blaster, but due to their

lack of YUV-RGB translation, results will

vary depending on CPU speed.)

Matrox was also the first graphics

company to release its own optimized

DirectDraw drivers, an essential require-

ment fpr fast Windows 95 2D games. With
games that use 2D graphics more than 3D,

the very high speed of the Matrox card

will work in its favor. Another reason we
included the Millenium in our comparison

is .thatfls price compares favorably to

those of the the other boards, despite its

professional capabilities.

Diamond Edge 3D
The Diamond Edge series is available in

a variety of configurations, some using

standard DRAM, some using VRAM,
and some with a mix of both types. The
VRAM versions use the Nvidia NV1 chip,

and the DRAM versions use the SGS-
Thompson ST6000 (which is equivalent).

The Edge board replaces your cur-

rent video card, and as a Windows
accelerator, the Edge 3400XL performs
almost as well as its cousin, the Stealth

64 VRAM — at least according to my
benchmarks. The card also sports a digi-

tal/analog joystick port, microphone,
audio-in and audio-out jacks.

. — asaigj

^ou will, howeve^ need qn avail-

able slot on the back of your machine^
~#mount the accessory bracket that con-

tains the two Sega Saturn-compatible
gamepad ports. These gamepads (avail-

able separately) are essential if you want
to make the most of the games that Sega
is busy porting from the Saturn to the

Nvidia chip. (The Jazz 3D Magic is

another vendor of NVl-based graphics

cards, featuring an optional TV-output
card for big-screen gameplay.)

The Edge also includes a built-in

sound card supporting high-quality 16-

bit sound effects, plus MPU-401 compati-
ble wavetable MIDI. Diamond recom-
meftdai^gffuse it in a system with an

*fxisting sound card, because the Edge
audio is not accessible from DOS games,
and there's no Sound Blaster-compatible

interface (not surprising, given the

rivalry developing between Creative and
Diamond). Hookup is easy: just run the

included cable between the line-out jack

of the Edge to the line-in jack of your
other sound card.

But you don't need another sound
card if you're only interested in applica-

tions and games for Windows 95; all the

Edge games require that operating sys-

tem, and the Windows 95 audio driver

works well. (Diamond has no plans to

support the Edge with DOS, Windows
3.1, or OS/2.) I can report that running
these games was a pleasure, thanks to

Windows 95's AutoPlay feature; you
simply insert a CD, the game starts up,

and you're ready to play. The games
automatically switch to 640x400 mode
for fast graphics, then restore your pre-

vious video mode settings when the

game ends.
PCG

TER M I
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Alpha blending — The use of a special

transparent color to reveal the underly-

ing objects. Useful for depicting win-

dows, holes, etc.

Antialiasing — Also referred to as

smoothing; a method that averages

surrounding pixels in order to minimize

jagged diagonal edges in a scene.

Bilinear filtering— When painting each

pixel of a polygon, the pixel is projected

onto the underlying texture map, then

averaged with adjacent pixels to provide

a consistent, stable color.

Interpolation — Video can be enlarged

by doubling or quadrupling the pixels

of the original image, resulting in a

coarse, blocky image. Interpolation fills

in the gap between two video lines

with an average of the line above and
below, smoothing the enlargement.

MIP mapping — A small polygon
should use a smaller, lower resolution

texture map. Larger polygons require

larger, higher resolution texture maps.
MIP mapping automatically switches

between these sizes as the polygon is

zoomed in or out.

Texels— Texture-mapped pixel. A texel

is used to paint a pixel on a polygon.

Trilinear filtering — When a polygon

falls between small and large sizes,

each pixel in the polygon is projected

onto both the high resolution and the
low resolution texture map using an

average of the two maps, which pre-

vents abrupt jumps in texture coarseness.

YUV->RGB colorspace conversion
— YUV is a way to compress Red,

Green, Blue color data using only

chroma and luminance. Hardware sup-

port for YUV to RGB conversion

removes the burden of complex calcula-

tions from your CPU, resulting in faster

video playback.

Z-buffering — Rather than simply

overlaying the background objects

with foreground objects, in Z-order

(from back to front), which is the
"Painter's method," a hardware Z-

buffer automatically sorts the pixels

and prevents unnecessary painting in

the first place.

IH PC GAMER February 1996
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CONTACTS Creative Labs 3D Blaster Diamond Edge 3D Matrox MGA Millenium Philips Tasmania 3D

Address Creative Labs, Inc.

1901 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpitas, CA 95035

Diamond Multimedia
Systems, Inc.

2880 Junction Ave.
San Jose, CA 95134-1922

Matrox Graphics, Inc.

1055 Saint-Regis

Dorval (Quebec), Canada
HP9P 2T4

Philips Electronics

North America Corp.

81 1 E Arques Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Telephone (408) 428-2329 (800) 468-5846 (514) 685-2630 (800) 978-3079

Info on World Wide Web
http://www.creaf.com/www/
products/3d/3dblast.html

http://www.diamondmm.
com/products/multi-accel/

edge3d-2000s/

http://www.matrox.com/

mgaweb/products.htm

http://www.philips.com
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REVIEWS
YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NEW GAME RELEASES

PC Gamer Goes Online
(and we mean it this time)

f you're one of the many
web navigatin', cyberspace

surfin', online browsin',

game lovin', PC Gamer read-

ers who've been dialing into

our web site, you've proba-

bly been a little puzzled as to why it never,

well, changes. Let's just say our troubles

began when the PC Gamer team took a

trip to find ourselves a new staffer...

First, we traveled to the smaller

islands of the Pacific Rim in hopes of lur-

ing the happy natives (who, by the way,
are well-versed in HTML) to our foggy

little offices in Burlingame, California.

Unfortunately, things got a little out

of hand when Dan unknowingly insulted

one of the elders by touching his fore-

head with his left hand. Apparently, this

simple gesture has great and insulting

connotations in their land, and it was
later revealed to us that Dan had actually

signed "You're really big and smelly, and
I think you walk like a girl."

Reeling from our first failure to find

a webfooter, we decided we might have
better luck "down under"— in Australia.

How could we go wrong? After all, this

is a land known for giant beers, nude
beaches, cute little koalas, and a love of

the Internet. And since shark attacks are

common there, we knew that our new
staffer wouldn't fear our own Great
White-infested waters.

But boy, had we goofed. The Aussies

are friendly enough, but unfortunately,

they still think Yahoo Serious and Jacko

are really funny. After a few days of "Oi,

that Energizer'll surprise ya!" jokes, we
crossed them off the list— and haven't

returned to visit this twisted land since.

By this time we'd nearly used up
our travel allowances and, dehydrated to

the point of madness, we set out on one
last desperate sojourn to find ourselves a

webfooter. Our destination: Las Vegas.

We're not sure if it was the bright

lights that distracted us or the promise of

seeing Sigfreid and Roy's desert bunga-
low, but once we stepped off the plane, it

was obvious to everyone that we weren't

going to get any work done. In a three-

day frenzy of gambling and partying, we
ended up blowing all of the money we'd
been given on slot machines and matinee

performances of Andrew Lloyd Weber's
Starlight Express. Chooo, chooo!

When we returned home, our spirits

couldn't have been lower. We hadn't

found our webfooter, and time was of the

essence. But as luck would have, the

answer was staring us in the face. Tucked
away in a month's worth of unopened
mail we found the resume of our newest
addition— Jason Bates.

If there's a moral to this story, we
haven't turned it up yet. We're just happy
to welcome the new guy onboard, and to

admire our new web page (check it out at

http://www.pcgamer.com).

Hardware Requirements
With each PC Gamer review, you'll find two very important pieces of information: the game's

minimum hardware requirements and the hardware configurations we recommend as the

least you'll need to really enjoy the game. While a game will run on the minimum system the

manufacturer specifies, it might not run all that well. Because of this, we test each game on
several systems so we can bring you a more realistic assessment of what you'll really need.

THE PC GAMER RATINGS SYSTEM

100%-90% CLASSIC
Not many games can earn a rating over 90%,

and even fewer can approach the magic 100.

Anything that we rate over 90% is an instant

classic — a game that's truly significant in both

content and design, and one that we'd

recommend without reservation to anyone

interested in PC gaming.

89%-80% EXCELLENT
These are excellent games. Anything that

scores in this range is well worth your atten-

tion, though it may not make any significant

advances over its rivals. Also, some genuine

benchmark games of decidedly specialist taste

will fall into this area — it may be the best 7th

Cavalry simulation on the market, but not all of

us want to relive Little Bighorn.

79%-70% VERY GOOD
These are pretty good games, which we would

recommend to fans of the particular genre—

although it's a safe bet that there are probably

better games out there.

69%-60% GOOD
A reasonable, above-average game. It may be

worth buying, but probably has a few significant

flaws that keep it from earning a higher rating.

59%-50% FAIR

Very ordinary games. Not completely worthless,

but not a very good way to spend your gaming

dollar, either.

49%-40% BELOW AVERAGE
Poor quality. Only a few, slightly redeeming

features keep them from falling into the abyss

of the next category...

39%-0% DON'T BOTHER
Just terrible games — and the lower you go,

the worse they get. Avoid these titles like the

Plague — and don't say we didn't warn you!

PC Gameifei
Editors' F'W
Choice

flwards^
1^

Each and every month, we honor the best

games we see — those earning 88% or

above — with our coveted Editors'

Choice award. It's not easy to earn the

Editors' Choice, and there are a lot of

excellent games that fall just short of the

honor. So when you see the PC Gamer

Editors' Choice logo on a game at your

local software shop, you can bet it's

among the best of the best.

BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD

PC GAMER February 1995
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Required We Recommend

Double-speed Quad-speed
CD-ROM drive; CD-ROM drive;

486DX2/66; 8MB Sound Blaster or

RAM; MS-DOS 6.0 supported sound
or higher; Mouse card

E

ver since LucasArts scored
their first big hit with
Maniac Mansion, gamers
have known that whenever
a new adventure game
bears the LucasArts name,
it's probably gonna be good.
While the competition has
been busy playing with 3D-
rendered graphics, full-

motion video, and off-the-

wall plots in their own
adventures, LucasArts has
steadfastly held the top spot

in the hearts of adventure gamers
simply because they know how to make
fun games.

The Dig is certainly one of those
games. Does it live up to the hype?
Well ... not really, but there's been a lot

of hype.
LucasArts did the smart thing and

decided not to break the tried-and-true

mold of previous LucasArts successes
like Sam & Max Hit the Road or Day of
the Tentacle for the sake of a new philos-

Exploring the inner reaches of the alien complex leads you to this unusual airlock and

the site of one of The Dig's more difficult puzzles.

The familiar LucasArts interface has been refined to a precision

instrument in The Dig. Bring up your inventory using the right mouse

button, and simply point and click to look at objects, use items, or

talk to other characters.

Bj The team encounters the first signs of an alien intelligence when they enter a derelict spacecraft.

ophy. Instead, The Dig presents all the

elements you've come to expect—
strong story line, intriguing character

interaction, and lots of cleverly designed
puzzles — in one cohesive and very

playable package. All of this comes, of
course, with a generous helping of

sophisticated graphics and an elaborate

musical score.

The plot of The Dig originated as an
idea conceived by Steven Spielberg, and
it receives an appropriately powerful
setup during the intro animations. It

seems a massive asteroid, code-named
"Attila," is

hurtling

toward Earth.

In an attempt

to save the

The panels found in the alien museum offer

subtle clues about how to use certain items

you may find lying around.

world, a select group of astronauts,

accompanied by an archeologist and a

reporter, are sent on a mission to nudge
the asteroid off of its collision course

using nuclear explosives.

Category: Graphic Adventure

Developer: LucasArts

Publisher: LucasArts, P.0. Box 10307,

San Rafael CA 94912

(8001 782-7927

This adventure may not be a

high-tech spectacle, but it's

hard to beat for good, old-fashioned fun.
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As the game begins, the

shuttle carrying those astronauts

reaches the asteroid. After some
minor puzzling, you successfully

divert Attila, and you're ordered
to investigate the interior of the

rock. You discover— too late—
that Attila's really an alien space-

craft in disguise, and three crew
members trapped inside the hol-

low asteroid are whisked across

the galaxy to another world.

Aside from the first few
puzzles found on the asteroid.

The Dig takes place on this

strange alien world. As the game
unfolds, you'll have to deal with
the death of a crew member, try

to get a grasp on bizarre alien

technologies, and search for a
way home.

While The Dig suffers from
a somewhat sluggish start (the

first few challenges you encounter on the

alien world are a little frustrating), the

bulk of puzzles are classic LucasArts.

Each of the items you find has a logical, if

not always obvious, purpose in the game,
and once you begin successfully putting

the pieces together and exploring the

environment, you'll be rewarded with an
increasing understanding of the reasons

for your unwilling visit to the alien world
(I won't spoil the fun by revealing too

much of the story here, but the plot takes

some genuinely surprising turns). And,
fortunately, you can expect to get a lot

more gameplay out of The Dig than the

all-too-brief Full Throttle offered.

Getting around in The Dig is a sim-
ple affair because, like most recent
LucasArts games, the interface uses an
effective design that's a point-and-click

pleasure. A left-click of the mouse is all

you need to talk, look, walk, or pick up
and use the items you find. The inven-

tory system is just as easy to use; simply

THE

^ In a last-ditch attempt to ensure survival, astronaut commander Boston Low decides to resurrect archeologist Brink by

using some ominous-looking alien crystals.

right-click your mouse to

bring up all available items.

The production quality

of The Dig may not equal the

in-your-face flash of Full

Throttle, but it is first-rate

throughout, with elaborate

cutscenes depicting major
events in the game and lots

of smaller animations hold-

ing your interest in between.
All of the game's dialog takes

the form of effective voice-

overs that bring the charac-

ters to life. Actor Robert
Patrick (the chillingly low-key
villain from Terminator 2:

Judgment Day) provides a
solid and thoughtful voice

for the game's main charac-

ter, astronaut commander
Boston Low— and all of the other char-
acters in the game, including Maggie the

reporter and Brink the archeologist, are

i Brink's sanity starts to fade after his resurrection, leading Boston to

wonder if he's not a threat to both him and Maggie.

hile many of The Dig's puzzles can be

solved by simply exploring every location

as well portrayed as the star.

Some gamers are bound to com-
plain that the low-resolution graphics in

The Dig are beginning to look dated
when compared to titles like The Riddle

ofMaster Lu or Mission Critical, but the
animations have a certain charm that

few games have equaled.

The Dig isn't the best game we've
seen from LucasArts, but it is a solid and
rewarding adventure that's a lot of fun
to play. And that's more than sufficient

reason to check it out.
and testing the objects you find, you'll run into

a few problems early in the game that can be a

bit trying. Here's help for one of the toughest.

In the nexus (the large central hub of the

underground alien complex), you'll find a ramp

that leads to what is apparently an alien

power source. When you look over the edge,

though, you can see that a fallen lens is keep-

ing the device from working properly. Boston

can't climb down to grab the crystal and put it

in its proper place, so you'll have to find other

This combination of ...and here's the

colors will pick up color combination

the lens... that will set the lens

in its proper place.

—Todd Vaughn

S3 GAIVIER FINAL VERDICT
1 ' Good

story line, challeng-

ing puzzles and sat-

isfying gameplay.

It's a slow

starter; Some puzzles are too vague at the begin-

ning.

means to get it working.

Use the control panel located near the

middle of the screen. There are seven odd-

looking buttons on it, each of which serves to

issue commands to an alien device that is the

answer to your problem.

v The Dig is yet another fun arid

rewarding adventure game from the masters of

the genre.
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HERD-TO-HERO PLRY

EXPLORE, EXPLOIT
AND CONQUER:
Research, economics,
espionage and diplomacy

UNLIMITED UNIVERSE
GENERATOR:

TOTAL DESIGN FREEDOM
Develop everything from alien

species to entire star systems

THE GALACTIC EMPIRE SIMULATOR

YOU NEVER KNOLU UJHRT YOU'LL FIND

1996 Blizzard Entertainment. Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved.



Game of the Year
MacULIorld's 1993 Game Hall of Fame

Issue orders to your Rdmirals and
receive reports as massive battles

unfold in three-dimensional detail.

Design, construct
-and launch ships

on missions of

trade, espionage or cuar.
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Beave and Bun-Head in v r

Required We Recommend

Category: Graphic Adventure

Developer: Viacom New Media

Publisher: Viacom New Media, 1515

Broadway, New York,

NY 10036 (800)469-2539

It's rude, crude, absolutely faithful to the

hilarious MTV show — and it's a good, solid

adventure game, too.

Win95; Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 8 MB RAM;
Local-bus video

card; Sound Blaster

or compatible sound

card; Mouse

Quad-speed
CD-ROM drive;

Pentium; 16MB
RAM

'11 admit one thing right up front: I

used to despise Beavis and Butt-

Head. 1 thought their MTV cartoon

was the dumbest thing in television

history: a crude, insulting celebra-

tion of ignorance and apathy— in

other words, I thought all the

things that everybody who hates

the show thinks. Turns out, I just

didn't get it.

Things changed a little over a

year ago, when I started working
for PC Gamer. The PCG staff is the

funniest group of folks I've ever

worked with — and they loved Beavis

and Butt-Head. I figured I must've

missed something, so I gave the show
another look. You can guess the rest;

it's enough to say that when a copy of

Viacom's Beavis and Butt-Head in

Virtual Stupidity arrived at the office, I

was ready to arm-wrestle all takers for

the right to review it. And I wasn't dis-

appointed.

Virtual Stupidity revolves around a

typical Beavis and Butt-Head plot: The
boys want desperately to join Todd's
gang (Todd's a strung-out, no-account

^ "Hey, baby." Butt-Head tries out his technique on the wrong woman.

hood, so naturally Beavis and Butt-

Head think he's God). They decide

to prove how cool they are by
recovering Todd's car from the

rival gang that stole it.

Before the game's over, the

boys will crash a Save-the-Whales
meeting; steal a Sherman tank;

play with electricity; escape from
jail; learn all the laws of physics in

countless painful ways; and make
1,001 jokes about human anatomy
and bodily functions. It's great.

One of the best things about
Virtual Stupidity is that it isn't just

a series of video clips linked

together by rare moments of inter-

action. Heaven knows Viacom
could've gotten away with a much
less impressive game; it still would've
sold well with the popularity of Beavis

No Beavis and Butt-Head experience would be com-

plete without a music video from the boys' favorite

band, GWAR.

honest-to-goodness graphic adventure

with an actual plot (twisted as it may
be), lots of choices to make, and lots ofand Butt-Head to carry it. But this is an

The boys think they ve finally got a set of wheels

that'll help them get some girls ...

... but, as usual, they crash and burn in more ways

than one. It's off to the jailhouse now.
Beavis and Butt-Head find a Sherman tank at the

Veterans' Hall. Now, there's a recipe for disaster.

i
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Beavis and Butt-Head get funky in front of the TV. Must be a George Clinton video.

elaborate (but not too diffi-

cult) puzzles to solve. At its

heart. Virtual Stupidity is a

solid game that would've
been worth playing even
without the well-known
characters.

But it's not just a good
graphic adventure that

happens to star Beavis and
Butt-Head, either. Virtual

Stupidity really looks,

sounds, and feels like an
extra-long episode of the
TV series. That's because a

whole bunch of people
responsible for the show were also

involved in the game. Writers Sam
Johnson and Chris Marcil provided the
dialog; the people at MTV Animation
created the game's transitional scenes
and background art; and — most
important of all — series creator Mike
Judge provided the voice acting, just as

he does for the show. Beavis and Butt-

Head sound exactly the way they should
— and so do all the other familiar char-
acters who appear in the game, from

The game has online help, thanks to Win95. You won't find any

clues, but you will get definitions of words like "dill-hole."

All the show's regular characters appear in Virtual

Stupidity, here's Buzz-Cut doing his drill sergeant act.

Buzz-Cut, to Mr. Anderson, to Principal

McVicar, to Todd himself.

Even the music videos are here;

click on the TV set in Butt-Head's living

room, and you'll see a generous clip

from Primus, Sausage, or GWAR ("They
rule!"), complete with the boys' usual,

incisive commentary.
The result is a very funny game.

Virtual Stupidity doesn't evoke a chuckle
or two; it makes you laugh out loud.

Repeatedly. This is easily the funniest

PC game since LucasArts pub-
lished Sam & Max Hit the Road.

That's assuming you like

Beavis and Butt-Head, of course. If

you think, as I once did, that

they're the most irretrievably stu-

pid characters on TV, the game
won't do a single thing to change
your mind. That's probably for the

best; if you don't understand the

appeal of the show, you'll never
make the connection between a

condom and a gas station air hose
— and you'll never finish the game.

—Dan Bennett

THE
Every third

adventure game
you run across

challenges you

to break out of some kind of prison —
but only Beavis and Butt-Head would
try to get back into jail. You'll have to

do just that in order to finish Virtual

Stupidity, and it's one of the game’s

most convoluted puzzles. Before you

can break back into prison, you’ll

have to get past an angry guard dog,

but how do you do that? Here are a

few hints:

The guard dog inhaled the

juicy steak you gave him without tast-

ing it, but how would he react to

another dog?

Your ticket into the hoosegow
is in the coffee house restroom, but

it’ll cost you.

The high school janitor sure

seems like a lonely guy— the kind of

guy who might think making balloon

animals was the height of entertain-

ment. If only you had a balloon...

That item you found in the

restroom might pass as a balloon, if

you could find some way to inflate it.

US GAMER FINAL VERDICT
A real, no-

foolin' graphic

adventure with all

the funny elements

of the MTV show.

You'll want a fairly fast machine, and

gamers who don't have Win 95 are out of luck.

Fans of MTV's delinquent duo

will adore it, but people who miss the point of the

show won't understand the game, either.
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‘HEXEN’ While

you were battling

the evil forces of

D’Saril, the other

Serpent Riders

were busy sowing

the seeds of

destruction in

other dimensions.

Hexen is a world

littered with the

mangled corpses

of nonbelievers

and inhabited by

the undead follow-

ers that executed

them. CD $49

‘THE LAST
BLITZKRIEG’
will put you in

the heat of

Hitler’s last

chance at vic-

tory in the

West. Detailed

battles, new
land combat
system, oper-

ational artifi-

cial intelli-

gence, six sce-

narios, network

and modem
play! CD $41

‘WING COM-
MANDER IV’

continues the

adventure, when

men of ambition

try to use the

aftermath of a

galaxy spanning

war to promote

their greed for

power. This story

is a masterpiece

of motivation and

corruption, with

characterization

richer than ever

before. CD $54

‘GABRIEL
KNIGHT 2: THE
BEAST WITHIN’

Play as both

Gabriel and Grace

as they are dis-

patched to Munich

to solve a series of

mutilation mur-

ders thought to be

the work of were-

wolves. Gabriel

confronts his own

demons while

Grace traces a

historical mys-

tery. CD $55

FOOTBALL
PRO 96’ It’s

come down to this

one game. Win it

and you go to the

show. Lose and

you go home.

Between the roar

of the crowd and

the trash from the

defense, you can

hardly think. Wel-

come to Football

Pro 96! Unlimited

camera angles,

instant replays &

close ups. CD $48

IBM HARDWARE

American Laser Gun $43
CH F-16 Combatstick $58
CH F-16 Fighterstick $75
CH F-16 Flightstick $36
CH Pro Throttle $75
CH Throttle $60
CH Virtual Pilot Pro $69
Digital Edge 3x Int CD $699
Dolphin Virtual Helm $139
GameWave 32 Plus ISA$139
Gravis Firebird $58
Gravis Gr-IP Controller $29
Gravis Phoenix /Descent $83
Joyswitch $38
Logitech WingMan Ext $45
MSoft Sidewinder 3D $29
Mitsumi Quad CD Drive $21

5

PC Virtual Golf Club $119
Plextor 6x Int CD Drive $479
SBIaster 32 IDE $179
SBIaster Value CD 4x $229
Spaceball Avenger $99
SpeedStar Pro SE VLB $179
Suncom FI 5 Eagle $118
Suncom SFX/Shareware $25
Tmaster DCSystem T2 $108
Tmaster TQS Throttle $1 08
Tmaster FLC Limited $499
Tmaster Golf System $559
Tmaster XLC Bundle $44
VFX 1 VR Headgear $995

INTERACTIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
Receive an episode of

Interactive Entertain-

ment CD ROM magazine

FREE with any in stock

software order. Offer sub-

ject to change or cancel-

lation without notice.

Valid from 1/1/96 to

2/29/96 or while supplies

last. Quantities limited.

IBM ACTION

1001 Nights of Doom $19
4x Frenzy $48
Crusader: No Remorse $48
Doom 2: Hell on Earth $43
Duke Nukem 3D $35
Hexen (Heretic 2) $49
HyperBlade $45
Magic Carpet 2 $44
Maximum Roadkill $34
Quake Shareware $12
Road Warrior $32
Ruins $44
Skull Cracker $41
Space Hulk 2 $40
Star Trek Generations $41

Tek War $46
Terra Nova $41

Twisted Metal $40
Ultimate Doom $31
Under Pressure $28
Warhammer 40K $39
Witchaven $39
XS $37

IBM ARCADE

3D Ultra Pinball $40
BC Racer $25
Battle Beast: Dead On $44
Corpse Killer $35
Dragons Lair 2 $39
EndorFun $25
FX Fighter $44
Hive $44
Lode Runner Network $40
Looney Labyrinth Pinball $29
Monster Island $44
Mortal Kombat 3 $46
Pinball Illusions $29
Pinball Mania $29
Pinball World $35
Primal Rage $47
Rebel Assault 2 $47
Shell Shock $34
Space Runner $42
Supreme Warrior $44
The Last Bounty Hunter $37
Thexder 2 $40
Tri-Tryst $24
WWF Arcade $45

IBM ADVENTURE

10th Planet $44
7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $53
Alien Alliance $48
Alien Trilogy $46
Aliens $43
Beavis & Butthead $33
Bioforge $33
BrainDead 13 $38
Buccaneers $48
Burn Cycle $34
Cadillacs & Dinosaurs $28
Calia 2095 $47
Chronicles of the Sword $40
Chronomaster $47
Creation $52
Cyberia 2 $48
Cybermage $44
Dark Eye $39
Dark Forces $47
Darker $31

Darkseed 2 $45
Druid $40
Dust $40
Entombed $29
Fade to Black $47
Flight of Amazon Queen $19
Frankenstein $46
Freelancer 2120 $41

Full Throttle $45
G-Nome $43
Gabriel Knight 2 $55
Gender Wars $38
Harvester $46
Heart of Darkness $55
Hellraiser $52
I Have No Mouth $45
Ice & Fire $47
In the First Degree $46
Indestructibles $44
Journeyman Project 2 $46
King’s Ransom $32
Kingdom O’ Magic $38
Lion $39
Lost Files of Sherlock 2 $44
Mission Critical $39
Mortimer $42
Nibelrung Ring Cycle $39
Night Trap $25
Pandora Device $54
Phantasmagoria $53

IBM ADVENTURE

Police Quest 5 $50
Prisoner of Ice $42
Riddle of Master Lu $49
Ripper $48
Scroll $38
Shannara $39
Shivers $37
Simon the Sorcerer 2 $35
Space Quest 6 $45
Spawn $37
Spycraft $47
Star Trek: Judge Rites $15
Star Trek: Academy $46
Star Trek: Voyager $48
Starship Troopers $39
Synnergist $40
Terminator: Future Shock $44
Terror of the Deep $36
The Dig $47
Torin’s Passage $50
Urban Decay $39
Wetlands $29
Z $48

IBM HINT BOOKS

7th Guest 2: 11th Hour $16
AH64-Longbow $18
Across the Rhine $16
Aliens $16
Ascendancy $16
Command & Conquer $16
Crusader: No Remorse $18
Cybermage $18
Dark Forces $16
Discworld $16
Dungeon Master 2 $16
Fade to Black $18
Frankenstein $16
Full Throttle $16
Jagged Alliance $18
Lunar 2 $13
Phantasmagoria $16
Ravenloft $12
Space Quest 6 $16
StarTrek TNG:Final Unity$16

Stonekeep $16
Thunderscape $16
Wing Commander 4 $18
X-Com: Terror of t’ Deep$16

IBM ROLEPLAYING

Anvil of Dawn $34
Arena: Elder Scrolls Dlx $47
Betrayal at Antara $48
Cyber Space $38
CyberJudas $32
Death Keep $39
Disciples of Steel $22
Dungeon Mstr 2 w/Guide $37
Elder Scrolls 2 $48
Hunters of Ralk $48
Kingdoms: Far Reaches $40
Lands of Lore 2 $46
Lords of Midnight $47
Realms of Arkania 3 $46
Rings of Medusa Gold $23
Star Trek Deep Space 9 $41

Star Trek TNG:Final Unity$46

Stonekeep $50
Terracide $42
Thunderscape $44
Ultima 9: Ascension $52
Vampire the Masquerade $48
Wizardry Gold $35

IBM SPORTS

3-Decathlon $42
3D Table Sports $26
ESPN 2 Extreme Games $34
FIFA Intrnt’l Soccer '96 $40
F Page Sports Bsball '96 $48
Front Page: FB Pro '96 $48
Hardball 5 $40
Hooves of Thunder $35
Internation’l Tennis Open $44
Links Pentium $49
Madden Football 96 $40
NBA Airborne '95 $40
NBA Jam Tournament Ed $44
NBA Live 96 $40
NCAA Football $44
NFL Quarterbck Club '96 $45
NHL Hockey 96 $44
Old Time Baseball $48
PBA Bowling $32
Title Fight Pro Boxing $33
Troy Aikman Football $42
Unnecessary Rough '96 $42
VR Sports Soccer $42
Winter Sports $28

IBM SIMULATION

1943: European Air War $49
A.T.F. (Adv Tactic Fghter)$48

A10 2: Silent Hunter $48
AH 64D Longbow $48
Aces of the Deep 2 $48
Across The Desert 1941 $48
Across the Rhine $45
Air Warrior 2 $34
Airpower $35
Apache $45
Army Air Corps: 1942 $48
Battlecruiser 3000 $45
Confirmed Kill $42
Dawn Patrol 2 $42
Descent 2.0 $46
Destruction Derby $40
EarthSiege 2: Skyforce $48
F-16 Fighting Falcon $44
FA 18 Hornet $54
Fast Attack $44
Fighter Duel Pro 2 $34
Flying Nightmares 2 $42
Flying Tigers $42
H.A.W.C. $35
Hi-Octane $44
Indy Car Racing 2.0 $48

Jet Fighter 3 $41

Ml Tank Platoon 2 $48
Mechwarrior 2 $46
Mechwarrior 2 Add-On $26
Metal Lords $34
MS Fight Sim Fight Shop $38
Red Ghost $42
Renegade 2 $26

SU-27 Flanker $46
Screamer $41

Silent Hunter $46
Star Rangers $44
TFX EF2000 $44
The Darkening $54
The Need for Speed $47
Tie Fighter Collectors $47
Top Gun: Fire At Will! $45
Tower $42
Trophy Bass $48
Virtual Karts $41

Werewolf Vs. Comanche $48
Wing Commander 4 $54
Wrld Circuit Gran Prix 2 $41

X-Car Experimental Race $44
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‘ADVANCED
CIVILIZATION’

You start at the

dawn of history

and lead your

society through

the mists of time

to the age of the

civilized state.

The object is to

gain an overall

advancement
in which cultur-

al, economic,

and political fac-

tors are para-

mount. CD $39

CH PRODUCTS
PRO THROT-
TLE' You can

easily master the

skies with this

authentic left-

handed throttle,

modeled after the

throttle found in

the F-16 jet.

Featuring 20 pro-

grammable func-

tions, Pro Throttle

has 4 four-way switches and 4 push buttons, to give you

access to a full range of combat features. In addition the

throttles forward and backward slide motion provides

accurate engine control. Three year warranty! $75

^ —

BflBYl F, SATES”

POLICE QUEST

POLICE QUEST
5: SWAT AS-

SAULT’ Sen/e as

a cop in the elite

Los Angeles

Police Depart-

ment’s famous D
Platoon. Learn

about the tactics,

weapons and

equipment actual-

ly used by SWAT
officers. Test your

knowledge and

skill as you deal

with real life crisis

situations. CD $50

‘VIRTUAL VALERIE 2’ The queen of cybersex is back!

Virtual Valerie 2 is the ultimate in cyberotica and the embod-

iment of every red-blooded technophile’s deepest desires!

Sophisticated 3-D modeling, tantalizing animation, erotic

sound effects, and a sizzling music score combine to

create a mind blowing sextravaganza! CD $36

‘CYBERIA 2’ After

spending five years

in cryogenic hiber-

nation, it’s time for

you to get some

answers. What

happened to you

after merging with

the Cyberia entity,

destroying FWA
CEO William Devlin

and then crashing

back to Earth? And

who is the mysteri-

ous Dr. Corbin, the

man who found

you? CD $48

WIZARDRY
GOLD’ The

upgraded and

enhanced ver-

sion of the best

role playing

game of all time,

Crusaders of

the Dark

Savant. Now
available for

WIN 95. New
screen savers

etc. Yes! you

can import your

existing par-

ties. CD $35

IBM STRATEGY

Advanced Civilization $39
Alexander $43
Ascendancy $44
Awful Green Things $35
Battles in Time $35
Breach 3 $40
C.E.O. $43
Caesar 2 $47
Capitalism $42
Civilization 2000 $42
Civilization Network $47
Colonization Gold $48
Command & Conquer $47
Command & Conquer 2 $50
Conquered Kingdoms 2 $38
Conquerer A.D. 1086 $44
Conquest of New World $46
Corporate Colonies $35
Deadline $38
Detroit $15
Dungeon Keeper $48
Empire 2: Art Of War $34
Empire Builder $39
Escalation $32
Exploration $40
Fantasy Fiefdom $48
HercForce $48
Heroes of Might & Magic $34
Konquest $35
Lemmings 3D $40
Lost Admiral 2 $39
Master of Antares $41
Millenia:Altered Destinies $42
Operation Crusader $39
Outpost 2 $45
Outpost Planet Add On $33
PTO 2 $34
Pax Imperia 2 $46
Romance 3 Kingdoms 4 $39
Sim Ant $40
Sim Earth $19
SimCity 2000 $53
Space Bucks $40
Space Miner $36
Star Control 3 $46
Warcraft 2 $46
Warhammer: Horned Rat $43
Warlords 2 Dlx $41
Warlords 3 $42
X-Com: Tactical $41

IBM TRADITIONAL

Assault Poker $26
Bridge Dlx 2 w/O. Sharif $29
Caesar's World Gamblng$37
Card Players Paradise $31

Casino Deluxe $24
Chessmaster 5000 $44
Dealer's Choice Collectn $18
Dragon Dice $44
Hoyle's Classic Cards $40
Hyper 3D Pinball $34
Icebreaker $29
Magic the Gathering $41
Mega Maze $28
Monopoly $40
Ms. Metaverse $32
Power Poker $15
Shanghai:Great Moment $26
Solitaires Journey 2 $35
Tang Chi $25
USCF Chess $40
Ultimate Backgammon $19
Virtual Pool $40
Virtual Vegas 2 $24

IBM WAR GAMES

Allied General $43
Battle of Chickamauga $42
Battle of the Bulge $42
Battleground Gettysburg $42
Battleground: Ardennes $42
Beyond Squad Leader $45
D-Day: America Invades $39
Fantasy General $42
Fifth Fleet $39
Gene Wars $44
Great Naval Battles 4 $44
Harpoon 3 $39
Iron Cross 2 $39
Last Blitzkrieg $41

Perfect General 2 $36
Sid Meir's Civil War $58
Steel Panthers $39
This Means War $24
USS Ticonderoga $33
Victory at Sea $42
WW 2: 1939-1945 $40
War College $36
Wargame Cnstrctn Set 3 $39
When Two Worlds War $1

5

IBM ADULT INTERACTIVE

Buster Cherry $45
Casting Couch $44
Cyber Strip Black Jack $36
Cyber Strip Poker $36
Cyberpeep 2 ea $34
Designer Bodies $36
Desktop Mistress $49
Director's Cut $39
Dirty Debutantes 2 $39
Diva X $38
Dream Machine 2 $49
Fantasy After Dark $35
Fun House $39
Girlfriend Tracy $39
Hump Towers $44
IA Advntrs of Seymore 2 $49
Intimate Possibilities $36
Latex $44
Love S-aves $39
Maid to Order $44
Max the Naughty Dog $49
Net Erotique $39
Neuropak $54
Night Owl 18 $29
Nightwatch Interactive 3 $49
Penetration $24
Penthouse Interactive 5 $59
Por-o Poker $44
Se- the Game $29
Space Sirens 2 $35
Strip Black Jack $44
Surfin' Sam $39
Virtual Se- Shoot $52
Virtual Strip Tease $26
Virtual Valerie 2 $36
Wheel of Fantasy $26
Where are Dick & Jane $34

IBM MOTION

Babe Patrol $24
Bustin’ Through $24
College Girls 2 $24
Crystal Fantasy $39
Exchange Student $24
Femme Fatale $33
Hot Dog Girls of Florida $24
La Blue Girl 2 $22
Rom Soft Six Pack $39
Seymore Six Pack $39

IBM STILLS

Art of Olivia

Asian Palate 2

Asian Pleasures 4
Danish Fantasies

Erotic Giant

Hard Core GIF’s

La Femme Venus
Ona Zee
Oral Fixation

Se- Planet

Tokyo Glamour Girls

$30
$36
$39
$39
$34
$29
$29
$34
$32
$12
$29

3DO ADULT SOFTWARE

Channel Blonde $29
Death Mask $49
Digital Dreamware $29
Endlessly $29
Hot Roxx $29
Intimate Journey $29
Love Bites $29
Mind Teazzer 2 $29
Pleasure Zones $29
The Coven $29
Voices in My Bed $29
Winner Takes All $29

CDI ADULT SOFTWARE

Affairs of the Heart $26
American Blond $26
Bad Girls 2:Strip Search $26
Battle of the Superstars $26
Channel Blonde $26
Dirty Looks $26
Ice Woman $26
If Looks Could Thrill $26
Intimate Journey $26
Mask $26
Naked Reunion $26
Parlor Games $26
Passion Files $20
Poison $26
Racquel Released $26
Shame $26
Suite 18 $26
Super Model $26
Tempted $26
The Coven $26
Vagablonde $26

3DO

3DO System $299
BrainDead 13 $52
Carrier $52
Cyberia $44
Foes of Ali $52
NHL Hockey 96 $52
Quarterback Attack $54
Star Fighter $52
Top Gun $54

SATURN

Saturn System $309
3D Baseball 95 $56
Blackfire $52
FIFA Intarnation’l Soccer $52
High Velocity $52
Mysteria $62
NBA Action $52
NBA Jam Tournament $47
NFL Full Contact Football $44
Prime Time NFL Ftbll 96 $59
Rally $52
Virtua Racing $52

PLAYSTATION

Playstation System $319
Destruction Derby $52
Doom $54
FIFA Internat’l Soccer ‘96 $52
Jumping Flash $52
Madden NFL ‘96 $54
NFL Game Day $52
Transport Tycoon $52
Twisted Metal $52
VR Baseball $56
Warhammer Fantasy $52
WarHawk: Red Mercury $52
Wipeout $52

CDI

7th Guest $52
Axis & Allies $44
Kingdom: Far Reach $39
Jeopardy $32
Myst $44
Star Trek Generations $26
Voyeur 2 $52

Product Information Number 104

GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on

any in stock software and

choose a free IBM game from

the corTesponding list below.

Requestlhust be made at time

of order.

SPEND $60
Battles of Destiny 3.5, ESPN

Sports Shorts CD, Precision

Approach 3.5, Airborne Ranger

5.25, Gunship 5.25, F15 Strike

Eagle 2 3.5, Silent Service 2

3.5, Rules of Engagement 5.25,

Conquered Kingdoms Seen.

Disk 3.5, Origamo 3.5, Bridge

Olympiad 3.5.

SPEND $100
Flight Sim Toolkit 3.5, Return of

the Phantom 3.5, Conquered

Kingdoms 3.5, MacArthurs War

3.5, Dr. Floyd’s Desktop Toys

3.5, Megatraveller Zhodani

5.25, Storm Across Europe 5.25,

Spellcasting 101 5.25, Railroad

Tycoon 3.5

SPEND $160
Star Trek Judgment Rites 3.5,

Warlords 2 3.5, Ultima

Underworld 2 3.5, Air Combat

Pacific 1942 3.5, Alone in the

Dark 3.5, Sail Simulator 3.5,

Simon the Sorceror 3.5, Total

Control Virtual Controller,

Blood Bowl CD, Walls of Rome

3.5, Royal Flush Pinball CD

SPEND $200
Links Pro 386 CD, Under a Killing

Moon CD, Falcon 3.0 3.5, Maxx

Cobra Flight Stick, Harpoon

Classic CD or Win, Complete

UMS, Harpoon 2 3.5, Jutland CD,

Universal Neverlock, Casino

Gambler Kit 3.5

©1995 CHIPS & BITS. INC. PCGR296P2



Available for PC and Macintosh® on CD-ROM

A Mysterious Murder.

A Doomed Planet.

An Angry Alien,

f Welcome to

A powerful plasma

storm has rocked

Space Station

Deep Space Nine™.

As a Tirrion

envoy for the

Federation, you

join forces with

Sisko, Quark and

\ the Deep Space

\ Nine crew in a

\ fierce struggle to

\ save the Deep

\ Space Nine Space

^ Station. From a

Jg } startling first-person

perspective, you engage

in B-D battles with

deadly drones, and solve a

Deep Space Nine Space
• Station murder fo prevent an

alien race from destroying a

Federation-Allied planet.

May the prophets wajk with you

Deep spac€ nine
HARBING6R

VIACOM
neuumeDiB..

r nearest retailer or call 1-800-469-2539. Ill

http://www.viacomnewmcdia.com
Call 800-771-3772 for information on game rating.

STAR TREK: DG6P SPACE NIN6 Harbinger TM &© 1995 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. STAR TR6K and Related Marks are Trademarks of Paramount Pictures.

Game Design and Software Code © 1995 Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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REVIEWS

Nani Strike
Category: Air-combat Simulation

Developer: Rowan Software

Publisher: Empire Interactive, #4 Professional

Dr,, Ste. 123, Gaithersburg,

MD 20879 (301)216-9707

The latest Jet-combat sim to hit the PC may
not have the realism and gloss of the compe-
tition, but there's still some fun to be had.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

386SX/25; 8MB
RAM; 10MB hard-

disk space; Mouse

486DX/66; SVGA;
Joystick; Sound
Blaster or sup-

ported sound card

H

little over a year ago. Empire
published Rowan Software's

Dawn Patrol, a handsome,
entertaining sim with some-
what mushy and unrealistic

flight models. While these

problems kept Dawn Patrol

from reaching its intended

audience of hard-core sim
fans, novices found the

attractive graphics and chal-

lenging gamepiay a fun

diversion from the demands
of more realistic sims like

Falcon 3.0 and Fleet Defender.

While Rowan's latest offering.

Navy Strike, exhibits many of the same
flaws that nearly grounded Dawn Patrol,

it might just find a second lease on life

through those same casual gamers.
Navy Strike is often a fun— if unde-
manding — sim that has a certain awk-
ward charm. And since it doesn't bother
with the technical worries you might
encounter in Falcon or Su-27, Navy

Strike is easily accessible to players

of nearly every skill level.

Of course, much of the game's
appeal is the attractive SVGA mode,
with plane graphics that are every bit

as good as you'd expect from any
high-end sim. The planes look ter-

rific, and the game runs extremely

smoothly— much smoother than

U.S. Navy Fighters— even on modest
machines. While the terrain graphics

and the tracers of your machine gun are

not quite up to par, they are still pretty

effective when compared to most sims.

Once you're in the cockpit, you'll find

three distinctive and attractive planes to

choose from: the F-22N, the F-18E, and
the hypothetical AX, which bears a strong

resemblance to the F-117 stealth fighter.

All of these nifty planes handle respon-

sively, and are perfect for the mix of air-

superiority and ground attack missions

you'll encounter throughout the game.
The AX is especially fun, since it's just

a big, agile death-dealer over land, sea or

in the air. The only problem? The flight

models for each of these planes is far too

forgiving, and AI of the enemies leaves a

lot to be desired. Serious sim fans will defi-

nitely be turned offby these two factors,

but more casual gamers should find this

gentler approach appealing.

A word of warning, though. As in

Dawn Patrol, you'll still have to contend

with a keyboard reference chart thafs one
of the most confusing I've seen since, well.

Dawn Patrol. Once you get the commands
figured out, however, you can watch your

The in-flight graphics of Navy Strike benefit from a silky smooth frame rate and detailed plane ani-

mations. You'll still need a Pentium to get the most out of them, though.

VThe Commander Module allows you to utilize all the

assests at your disposal in a wide range of missions.

missions unfold or check for bandits from
a wide variety of vantage points.

While much of the game looks and
feels like little more than Dawn Patrol

adapted to modern jets. Navy Strike does
have one feature that sets it apart from
most flight sims — the Commander
Module. With the Commander Module,
you actually command the air assets for

a naval task force in either the China
Sea, the Persian Gulf, or Libya. You are

ordered to perform broad tasks (such as

neutralize airstrips, or enforce a no-fly

zone) and given a certain number of

assets with which to do this. You set

paths, designate targets, and even watch
the missions performed on a small video

screen. If you want, you can even jump
in and fly the missions yourself.

If this Commander section of Navy
Strike wasn't burdened with a confusing,

cluttered interface, it might be reason
enough to recommend the game. But this

is not a title without its problems. If

you're not interested in the Commander
section, or don't care for unrealistic flight

models, then U.S. Navy Fighters is the

better bet. But if you want to call the

shots for an entire theater of war and
don't care if the roll-rates and weapon
loadouts aren't up to combat specs, then

Navy Strike may be right up your alley.

—T. Liam McDonald

S! GAMER FINAL VERDICT

H!6H§s Good

graphics; campaign | I I W
mode adds new

I

dimension. Hill
J

L5'J£: Bewild-

ering keystrokes, menus; unrealistic flight models.

rjn j With its emphasis on fun air

combat and the intriguing Command Module,

Navy Strike is a good introductory sim.
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Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486DX2/66; 8MB
RAM; 20MB hard-

drive space; SVGA;
Mouse

Quad-speed
CD-ROM drive;

Pentium; 16MB
RAM; Supported

sound card;

SmartDrive

T

here's no denying that we
were pretty excited when we
got our first look at Aliens: A
Comic Book Adventure nearly

a year ago. This dark and sin-

ister adventure game seemed
to have all of the right ingre-

dients for a sure-fire hit.

Aliens combines the talents of

the Dragon Lore and Lost

Eden creators at Cryo, the art

and characters of the Dark
Horse Comics Aliens

series, and those despi-

cable xenomorphs from three (ok ...

two) of the most popular science

fiction films in recent history. But
after just a few minutes of playing
through this adventure game, it's

painfully obvious that the end
product didn't come together
nearly as well as it should have.

And it's a shame, too, because
the problems in Aliens seem to be
the result of careless oversights

and a lack of consideration for the

gamer. Shoddy dialog, poor char-

acter interaction, lousy voice-overs

and crummy sound effects are just

a few of the things that keep this

title from being a winner.

The game does present an
immediate appeal, boasting some
of the most impressive 3D-ren-
dered graphics you'll see in a PC adven-
ture. The otherworldly environments of

spaceships and isolated outposts are

appropriately menacing, and deliver

just the right mood for a creepy sci-fi

tale. But once you get past the graphics

and start puzzling through the game,
the flawed elements start creeping to

the surface, leaving the adventure flat

and unappealing.

The story starts with you in com-
mand of a small expeditionary force sent

to investigate a distress call on Outpost

54-C. Your mission is to determine
whether aliens are involved, and — if

you find them — take appropriate action

The game does deliver some much-needed intensity once you've landed on

Outpost 54-C, but the timed puzzles and vague information about mission

goals prove far too frustrating.

N The character interaction in Aliens leaves a lot to be

desired, with question-and-answer sessions that will

leave you scratching your head.

to wipe them out. Three other characters

are under your command, and from here

it's supposed to be adventure gaming as

usual. You'll need to talk to your crew,

gather information about the mission,

and deal with puzzles both great and
small. But as you try to uncover impor-
tant clues, the often baffling and obscure
information you get from your team
members makes even the simplest of

puzzles a chore.

For example, when your character

needs a green passcard from another

team member, you won't be able to sim-

ply ask her, "Do you know where I can
find the green passcard?" Instead, you'll

need to start your
conversation

with "You're a

good person,

Lora." Then you'll

listen to an abu-
sive tirade, trad-

ing incoherent

remarks that

have nothing to

do with the pass-

card until finally,

(and quite unex-

pectedly) she

gives it to you.

While few
adventure games
are known for

their memorable
dialog, this one
features some of

the worst I've

ever seen. That
could be dis-

missed if it

weren't a key ele-

ment of the game, but it is. And as you
progress through the game, the dialog

seems to get even more bizarre.

As for the puzzles themselves, most
present a good challenge for experi-

enced gamers. But here, too, you'll find

they're made unnecessarily frustrating

by the inclusion of time limits. While
these could add an extra level of tension

to the proceedings, you're never given

enough information about what you're

supposed to do or where you're sup-

posed to go, so you're left playing a

given section over and over, trying every

possible solution ad nauseum.
Despite the efforts taken to bring

the dark and twisted visions of the Dark
Horse comics to life as a computer
game, the flaws and frustrations in actu-

ally playing Aliens are simply too severe

to recommend it to all but the most dedi-

cated adventurer.

—Todd Vaughn

OS GAMER
Great

graphics and cut-

FIIXIAL VERDICT

Extremely

weak voice acting

and dialog; timed puzzles make most of the game

unnecessarily frustrating.

A troubled and disappointing

adventure for only the most patient gamer.

Graphic Adventure

Developer: Cryo

Publisher: Mindscape, 88 Rowland Way,
Novato, CA 94945

(415)897-9900

Despite its wonderfully dreary graphics and
intense subject matter. Aliens is brought to a

halt by bad dialog and frustrating puzzles.
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Capitalism is the ultimate

business sim — combining all

the excitement and intrigue

of building a fast paced
international business. If you
like real-time strategy games,
you’ll love the constantly

changing, dynamic challenges
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Capitalism... “is good enough to make a

convert out of Karl Marx himself.”
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Trophu Boss
Category: Fishing Simulation

Developer: Sierra

Publisher: Sierra, 3380 146th S.E., Suite

300, Bellevue, WA 98007

(800) 757-7707

Fishing at home is better than

the real thing — because, as we
all know, boats and beer don't mix.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486DX 66MHz; 8MB
RAM; Mouse

Quad-speed
CD-ROM drive;

Pentium 90MHz;
Supported sound
cards

C

ompared to the pulse-pound-

ing excitement of a good
flight-combat sim or 3D
shooter, a fishing simulation

may leave a few gamers cold.

But before you dismiss the

idea entirely, you really

should check out Sierra's

Trophy Bass; I'll bet you'll be
surprised.

Even if you're not a

fisherman. Trophy Bass will

reel you in because it can be
played on so many different

levels. You can compete in a full-fledged

B.A.S.S. Masters tournament (yes, the

game is fully endorsed by the Bass

Anglers Sportsman Society), going up
against an entire field of pros; you can

start a career, gunning for the B.A.S.S.

Masters Championship; or you can just

spend a leisurely afternoon fishing the

lake of your choice, with no competitive
pressure whatsoever. Variable difficulty

settings let you further tailor the action.

The game boasts a pretty complete
multimedia how-to section, too, featuring

video clips and advice from some of pro-

fessional fishing's biggest names. So
even if you wouldn't know a bass from a

carp, you'll be able to access advice on

USB

You'll pick the best fishing spot on this map display.

bass habitats, feeding

habits, and even how
the light conditions

and water tempera-
ture will affect your
fishing.

All this info will

be invaluable if you
hope to win tourna-

ments, because there

are a lot of variables

under your control. You'll

have to take weather and
seasonal data into account

as you decide which rod

and reel combo to use, the

type and even color of

lure you'll try, how you'll

cast, and most importantly

where you'll wet your line.

Should you try around
shallow water and vege-

tation, near piers, or out

in the deep? These deci-

sions are vital— and for-

tunately, Trophy Bass gives you the facts

you'll need to make the right choices.

Once you've weighed your options

and are ready to hit the water. Trophy
Bass treats you to some very nice SVGA
graphics. You view the lake from a top-

down perspective, and the detail of the

water, fish, and especially shoreline

structure is damn near photographic.

You always see yourself, sitting in

your boat, at the bottom of the screen—
as well as everything within casting dis-

tance— at the same time. In the game's
one slightly jarring design decision, the

view of the water ahead of your boat

scrolls so that you always have the same
perfect, top-down view of the water. It's

not very realistic, certainly, since this

scrolling view gives you the ability to

spot fish in the water, no matter

where they are, as if you were float-

ing just above them. But you do get

used to it, and the omniscient per-

spective has the advantage of keep-

ing the gameplay lively.

You can cast either by clicking

and holding your mouse button

and "manually" throwing out your
lure, or use the casting crosshairs

to scan the water ahead, then click

on just the spot you want to hit and
click on the cast button. Either way,
you'll have to work the lure toward
the fish, trying to make it behave as

enticingly as possible, as you reel it

back in. The programmed fish A1 is

Now this is the kind of monster that’ll make you the B.A.S.S. Masters

champeen! You won't find 'em often, so don't blow it when you hook one.

pretty good, so you've got to be
Just make sure you make it to weigh-in on time! *; t>,„ rinht i„™1

_ sure you re using the right lure and

I These how-to segments are very useful -

especially if you're new to bassmania.

presenting it properly.

And when you get it all right, when
you haul in your first 14-pound bass (they

exist, really!). Trophy Bass proves to be as

exhilarating as any shoot-'em-up. It's just

an all-around good game, and one you'll

spend hours at a stretch playing.

—Ned Gaskins

US GAMER FINAL VERDICT

90
HIGHS; Great

graphics, plenty of

options, and good

fish Al.

LOWS; The odd,

"omnipotent fisherman" perspective isn't very

realistic...

BOTTOM LIN!! : A great simulation, and a hell

of a lot of fun.

PC GRMER February T99G El
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Alien Odyssey
Category: Action-adventure

Developer: Argonaut Software Limited

Publisher: Philips Media Inc., 10960

Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,

CA 90024 (800) 340-7888

Part adventure game, part arcade shoot-'em-

up, this game suffers from a slight identity

crisis, but it delivers a modest amount of fun.

Required

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486DX2/66; 8MB
RAM; VGA; 16MB
hard-drive space

We Recommend

Pentium; Supported
sound card; Mouse

n this action-adventure game from
Philips, you're cast as a humanoid
from the planet Taola, on a routine

planetary survey mission. As you
begin scans of a new planet, your
ship's sensors detect a lifeform. You
ease your craft into the planet's

atmosphere for a closer look, and
almost immediately an electromag-

netic storm engulfs your ship, send-
ing you reeling out of control

toward this strange new world.

Stranded on the planet's sur-

face with your now-demolished
ship, you're looking at a bleak future

until a friendly alien, Gaan Ta'Tukinae,

comes to your rescue and says he'll help

you find your way home. But there'll be
a price to pay— you must help his peo-
ple fight an oppressive occupying army
known as the Dak.

That's the setup for Alien Odyssey,
an odd combination of arcade sequences
and 3D graphic adventure that tries to

be all things to all people, but ends up
being a moderately entertaining, some-
what confusing game.

The game is divided into four main

sections, two of which are arcade
sequences that certainly aren't any-
thing to write home about—
although they do provide a minimum
of shoot-'em-up fun. Don't worry
about control in this section of the
game, as there is none. Like the

arcade sequences in Cyberia or Rebel
Assault, your path is controlled by
the computer, and all you have to do
is bring the crosshairs of the cannon
to bear on enemy soldiers and rip

them apart with a burst of gunfire.

While these sequences are the

same sort of thing we've seen many
times before— enemies popping up
from behind trees, targets flying by
at unbelievable speeds— the artwork is

nice to look at and the action is fairly

challenging. Control is clean during
these sections, allowing you to maneuver
with your choice of the keyboard, a joy-

stick, or the mouse.
But if that's all there was to it.

Alien Odyssey would quickly run out of
steam. So to add a little more bite. Alien

^ '
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Gameplay isn't the greatest, but eye-candy like this

goes a long way in making the game palatable.

I

Yeesh! The ever-changing camera angles

can leave you dizzy and a little disoriented.

• You'll need quick reflexes to keep the crosshairs of your cycle's cannons on the Daks.

Odyssey takes a strange and far more
interesting turn. Wedged in between
the arcade shoot-'em-ups are 3D adven-
ture sequences similar in style to

Bioforge, with ever-changing, third-per-

son camera angles that can leave your
head spinning. Although the character
graphics are less detailed than those in

Bioforge, there are some stunning back-
drops for the action.

The puzzles in these sections are

modest, so even the beginning adven-
turer has a good chance at solving them
all. Well, almost all — unfortunately, one
puzzle that deals with turning on three
computer terminals within a 13-second
time limit that seems arbitrary and
unfair. But despite that, these sections

work well— and frankly, you'll end up
wishing there were more puzzles and
less of the arcade sequences.

Alien Odyssey does some things

well, but it breaks no new ground. That's

forgivable if the gameplay throughout is

engaging and entertaining, but the sim-

plistic arcade stuff really drags the rest

of the experience down. This game has
all the basic tools of a winner, especially

in the 3D adventure section. Too bad
there's not more of it.

—Brett Jones

13 GAMER
Nice

graphics and envi-

ronments; good

sound effects.

FINAL VERDICT

70
Enemies

are weak anduninspired. The gameplay is con-

fusing, and only moderately challenging.

This game would be a

winner if it stuck with one style.

EJ PC GAMER February 1996
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The Ultimate Underwater
Experience!

Technical Advisor l
William “Bud” Gruner Im#
commanded the

submarine USS
Skate during WWII,

'

«]M5
and was awarded w . * # 3
the Navy Cross and the Silver Star.

Commander Gruner provides narra-

tion of technical and tactical matters

as well as personal anecdotes of his

vast WWII experience.

On PC-DOS
CD-ROM

for IBM and
Compatibles

A
feature-packed

World War II submarine simulator,

SILENT HUNTER ’
is without equal.

As commander of a U.S. submarine in the Pacific,

your task is simple— sink as much enemy tonnage as possible!

Choose from a variety ofAmerican submarines— and let the

hunt begin! Prowl the shipping lanes. Steal into enemy harbors.

Embark on Special Operations missions. Authentic WWII film

footage, cinematics and narration throughout provide a historical

feel for the submarine combat experience.

Play individual missions or an entire campaign. And prepare to

be blown away by magnificent SuperVGA graphics, an original

sound track and action so real you’ll want a life jacket!

TO ORDER: Visit your retailer ores 1-800-SOI -PLAY with Visa/'MC

(North America on!) ). ©1995 Strategic Simulations. Inc. a Mtndscape Company

All rights reserved.

Call 1-000-771-3772

for Game Rating

information.

Product Information Number 160



(Nintendo)
j

X Seal ot Quality

Also available for the

Its all here ..

Hammer the puck,

and burn the net...

with the world’s best!

si. I Kk '\i\Ti:\i)n'

Battle for the puck with the game’s full-

screen digital face-offs, then compete
just like “The Great One” with lightening

quick blades, awesome slap shots and
unstoppable one-timers. Play hard-hitting

exhibition games, complete 84 games
seasons, or a grueling besl-of-seven

playoff series. Tear up the ice with ^
over 600 real NHLP\ players on either

26 North American teams or six

Atari
5u Jaguar™ s

These official seals are your assurance that these products meet

the highest quality standards of SEGA™ and Super Nintendo.™
*

international All-Star teams. Trade your

favorite NHLPA players and create your own
dream team with Gretzky leading the way.

Two gameplay modes... Simulation mode
is serious hockey... with real pro rules and

penalties. Arcade mode is faster, rougher

“in-your-face” hockey game with relaxed

= officiating! It's different... it’s fast-action

lH hockey... it’s board slammin’ fun!

Check your local retailer and score!

WAYNE GRETZKY AND THE NHLPA ALL-STARS™ AND COPYRIGHT NHLPA 1995. TM ANff®DESIGNATE TRADEMARKS OF LICENSER AND ARE USED UNDER
LICENSE BY TIME WARNER INTERACTIVE. OFFICIAL LICENSED PRODUCT OF THE NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION.
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InduCar Racing II

Category: Sports Simulation

Developer: Papyrus

Publisher: Papyrus, 1 Arsenal

Marketplace, Watertown,
MA 02172 (617) 926-7575

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 8MB RAM;
VGA

Pentium; 16MB RAM;
SVGA; Supported

sound card; Joystick

or driving wheel and

pedals; 9600 baud

modem or better for

modem play

IndyCar II roars out of the pits

and takes the checkered flag in the

race for the ultimate driving simulation,

S

ure things are a rare occur-

rence in computer gaming,
but IndyCar Racing II from
Papyrus had the inside track

to become a champ before it

rolled out of the garage. In

their short history. Papyrus
has seen nothing but win-
ners, with Indianapolis 500,

IndyCar Racing, and
NASCAR Racing putting this

small but dedicated team of

designers at the forefront of

racing simulations.

And the good news is IndyCar II

easily lives up to its pre-race hype. Now
for the bad news: well, there is none. If

you're a long-time race fan — or if

you've become one thanks to Papyrus'

games — then you should rush out

and get a copy of IndyCar II. Even
for a dedicated NASCAR guy like

me, this sim is flat-out thrilling.

IndyCar II is basically an Indy

version of last year's NASCAR
Racing, with a few key enhance-
ments thrown into that winning
mix. It's a major leap over the origi-

nal IndyCar Racing, and it goes a

long way towards creating a totally

immersive racing experience. If you
have the muscle to run the game in its

640x480 graphics mode — and that

means a fast Pentium — the graphics

are nothing short of spectacular.

IfelEs& N/|ir^
i[

“*i

66 TO POIMT SUIT 1 S6UE 1 OUIT

Design the look of your ride with the included

Paintshop. You can bet that there’ll be plenty of

wild-looking car sets available on the online

services by the time you read this.

Dll I /% c
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I You're running down the leaders at Loudon, New Hampshire. After wrestling stock cars in

NASCAR Racing, these IndyCars handle like a dream.

But there's more here than just a

new look for the original IndyCar; the

Papyrus wizards have also managed to

crank up the frame rate in their latest

racing sim. If you're having trouble get-

ting smooth animation in NASCAR
Racing— and everybody is — you'll be
in for a pleasant surprise with IndyCar

II. This baby just screams, even with

every bit of graphic detail turned on.

Developers claim a 70 percent frame-

rate improvement over NASCAR
Racing, and after just a few laps around
the track, I believe it.

You get 15 tracks: Long Beach,

Phoenix, Michigan, Milwaukee,
Toronto, Portland, Detroit, New
Hampshire, Vancouver, Mid-Ohio, Road
America, Nazareth, Laguna Seca, and
Surfer's Paradise in Australia. If you
prefer the easier ovals, then you'd bet-

ter get ready to go back to driving

school, because ten of these circuits are

demanding road courses. Purists will be
disappointed that there's still no Indy in

IndyCar II, but the folks who operate

the Brickyard wouldn't allow it to be
included in the game.

Despite the missed opportunity to

race the legendary 500, everything else

about IndyCar II is a joy to behold. If

you felt that the previous version of

IndyCar was a little forgiving with its

racing dynamics, get ready for a sur-

prise. Everything has been tweaked
since the original version, including the

physics model of the cars. Try to negoti-

ate a turn too fast under braking, and
your car's front wheels might lock up,

sending you sliding helplessly off the

track and into the concrete. The artifi-

cial intelligence of your computer

After you learn your way around the tracks, you’ll have to

get your hands dirty in the garage to find more speed.

Weather plays a critical role in determining how these

cars perform.

PC GAMER February 1336 B3
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And you
thought
IndyCar Racing
was realistic...

I
f you've taken your first few laps in

IndyCar II, you've probably already

discovered that the tire-churning

power and hazards of Papyrus' latest

masterpiece make the original IndyCar

Racing seem like a glorified arcade game.
Basically, IndyCar II is a lot harder than

before, thanks to changes that make each

car's physics model remarkably realistic. So
realistic, in fact, that you're likely to spend a

lot of time bouncing off the concrete.

If you're having a real problem get-

ting comfortable in your new IndyCar,

stick to the easier ovals — Loudon,

Michigan, Milwaukee, and Nazareth —
until you get the hang of the more

A much-improved frame rate will let you turn on all those pretty graphics without dragging the demanding handling characteristics in

gameplay down. But you’ll still need a Pentium for SVGA. IndyCar II. The road courses are much
more demanding, on both car set-up and

HQ GAMER
Stunning

graphics and sound;

Very detailed car

physics. The replay

mode is really

excellent.

You’ll still need a last Pentium to enjoy

the SVGA graphics mode.

Racing simulations don't get

any better than this.

FINAL VERDICT

c V

your driving skills.

One feature you'll be grateful for is

the improved Al. As you make your way
through the pack, other cars will try to

avoid you, even when you're weaving all

over the place. Not only are the computer
drivers smarter, their behavior is more
realistic. The computer cars start out on
cold tires, just like your car does, and
they'll turn slower laps until the tires get

warm. They're also capable of adjusting

their cars during pit stops to correct han-

dling problems, and sometimes they're

even forced to the pits for

unscheduled stops.

arcade damage setting

that lets your car absorb
an unrealistic amount of

punishment. For realism

freaks, there's a new
option for random break-

downs that can give you
the same race-day frustra-

tions as the real-life

IndyCar drivers.

And like the previous

IndyCar game, most ofthe

real drivers on the IndyCar
circuit are in the box, ready
to test your driving skills.

They're programmed to

reflect their strength .

during the 1995 sea- ’

son. So if i

you want to

The excellent replay mode lets you watch your best crashes from sev-

eral angles. Wrecks are spectacular, with metal, sparks and tires fly-

ing off the car.

opponents has also been significantly

improved, giving the AI drivers a much
more realistic edge. They're more
aggressive when trying to pass, and
they're better at evading wrecks, includ-

ing the player's mishaps.

The graphics are the most obvious
improvement, and they are delicious. The
tracks come to life, with buildings, bill-

boards, and the surrounding landscape
all beautifully rendered. The cars them-
selves are sharp and brilliantly colored

and textured.

The same dedication to realism

found in Papyrus' previous sims is obvi-

ous in IndyCar Racing II. If you're accus-

tomed to brushing the wall in your
NASCAR racer, get ready for a rude sur-

prise in these sleek IndyCars. Touch any-
thing in these cars, and you're in trouble.

You can turn damage off, of course, if

you're a real weenie, and there's an

run up front,
|

get ready to

take on Al

Unser Jr.,

Emerson
Fittipaldi, and Bobby Rahal.

As usual. Papyrus has deliv-

ered one of the most user-friendly
j

sims imaginable. You can edit your
j

opponents' names, determine the
|

strength of your computer opponents,

and design your own car in PaintShop.

And if you've got a racing buddy in town,
the modem play option lets you hook up
for some outstanding two-player racing.

I've struggled to come up with
something to criticize about IndyCar
Racing n. I'm sure there's a bug or two
lurking somewhere, but I haven't found
them yet. The graphics are gorgeous, the

realism is right on target, the frame rate

is faster, the manual is excellent, and the

modem play works beautifully.

This is another top-notch sim from
Papyrus, and a definite must-have for

any race fan.

—Lee Buchanan

Em PCGW Februafij 1996



INTERACTIVE MAGIC PRESENTS

You've Got Just Enough Time To Save The Galaxy . .

.

If You Play Smart!

<§>

<§>

<§>

Your elite ranger force is on a critical mission: patrolling

the outer reaches of the galaxy. Like rangers of the old

west, your primary responsibilities are upholding law and

order, and protecting the galactic citizens. You're armed

with the latest weaponry and flying the finest 23rd century

starships. But time is not on your side!

You're thrust into one life or death mission after another

and you've got quick decisions to make. You can hyper-

space across the galaxy to protect a distant base . . . but

willyou have enough fuel to return to protect the closer

ones ? And how many enemy ships are attacking your

other bases? Can you get there in time

?

A detailedgalactic map helps you ID enemy strength and

positions, as well as navigate through the galaxy to engage

the enemy in one heart-pounding battle after another. But in

Star Rangers, you've got to shoot straight and think smart.

The citizens are looking for a hero . . .could it be you?

PC CD-ROM

To reach us:

E-mail - 75162.1202@CompuServe.Com

On Line - On CompuServe, GO GAMBPUB (Library 17)

INTERACTIVE

MAGC
INTERACTIVE MAGIC -PO Box 13491 • Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 - Phone (919) 461-0948 ©1995 Interactive Magic
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The Russians are

coining! And they’ve

got the most amazing

flight simulator you’ve ever seen:

the first flight sim to fly under state-

of-the-art Windows® 95 technology!

Modeled after the awesome Su-27

Flanker by a team of Russian aerospace

professionals, Su-27 FLANKER” is being hailed

as the most realistic flight sim ever for the PC.

A powerful, multi-tiered Mission Editor involves

you in everything from single training missions to the

planning and execution of full-scale campaigns

— all in exquisite detail. Take the role

of Pilot, Squadron Commander or

Theater General in this hypothetical

Russia vs. the Ukraine shoot-out!

Whichever role you choose, stay

alert! Your enemy, in the air and on

the ground, is very, very technically

accurate, deadly and tenacious!

Fly Russia’s most powerful fighter

and see how it feels to own the sky!

Anatoly Kvotchur, Russia’s top test

pilot, knows the real Su-27 better

than anyone in the world. His role as

technical advisor ensures a simula-

tion of the ultimate in accuracy.

To order: Visit your local software retailer or call

1-800-601-PLAY with VISA/MC (North America only).

SU-27 FLANKER is a trademark of The Fighter Collection. J llMh
©1995 Strategic Simulations, Inc., a Mindscape £ •

Company. All rights reserved. Windows is a registered £
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Falcon 3.0 is a ^
registered trademark of Spectrum Holobyte.

FLYING LEGENDS™

A MINDSCAPE® COMPANY
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REVIEWS

Rebel Assault II

Category: Arcade

Developer: LucasArts

Publisher: LucasArts, P.0. Box 10307,

San Rafael, CA 94912

(800) 782-7927

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/50; 8MB RAM;
VGA; MS-DOS 6.0

or higher; Mouse

Quad-speed
CD-ROM drive;

Pentium; 16MB
RAM; Supported

sound card;

Joystick

The latest Star Wars game delivers all the

punch and power of the film trilogy — and

lasts about half as long.

W

hen Rebel Assault came
out a few years ago,

there was a great deal of

excitement about its full-

motion video graphics,

strong sound effects, and
of course its connection

to the popular Star Wars
universe. But your
motion through the game
was restricted, as though
you were a train on rails,

and gameplay was lim-

ited to little more than
pointing your mouse-cursor at the bad
guys and clicking. Despite its good
looks. Rebel Assault was about as inter-

active as watching a movie and throw-
ing popcorn at the screen.

Fortunately, LucasArts went on to

produce X-Wing and TIE Fighter, two
games that combined beautiful graphic

images of the Star Wars universe with
free-flight missions and plenty of new
weaponry. But now, the company seems
to have decided to take a major step

backwards, and has returned to the FMV
rail-chase format in their newest release.

Rebel Assault II: The Hidden Empire.

There's a lot to like about Rebel

Assault II from an aesthetic perspective.

As you would expect from LucasArts, the

You'll have no more control over your vehicle than you did in

Rebel Assault, but you do get prettier graphics...

game looks and
sounds phenome-
nal. All of the visu-

als look like they're

straight from the

next Star Wars
movie release, and
since they were
generated specifi-

cally for this title,

the pictures fit the

plotline rather than hav-

ing to make the game fit

the edited film-clips.

A suitable voice

has been chosen for

Darth Vader's speaking

parts, which should

definitely be a relief for

those of you who were
annoyed by the dark

lord's whining chirps

in the original Rebel Assault.

The game also features an enter-

taining (if not overly creative) plot, in

which the Empire designs a new
weapon capable of eliminating the

Rebels once and for all (where have we
heard that before?).

Despite all of the flash of the video

portions in Rebel Assault U, once you
begin to look past the visuals and play

the game, you'll find it still suffers from a

serious lack of interactivity. In the end,

the game is little more than a Star Wars
shooting gallery.

Although each level has a few slight

variations on the theme, from piloting

speeder bikes on a forest moon to trad-

ing laser blasts with stormtroopers, play-

ers will almost certainly find the gaming
tiresome after only a couple of hours of

play. And just like the first Rebel Assault,

once you've seen and done it all, there's

no reason to go back. The only real rea-

son to continue through the

levels is the promise of yet

another cutscene, some of

which seem longer than the

actual gameplay sections. This

means that for every hour
you spend in front of your
monitor with the game,
nearly half of it will be spent

sitting back and watching a

recording. To make matters

worse, the game is ridicu-

lously easy; It took me no
more than three hours to

reach the final level.

Even though it's nice to

see the Star Wars universe

002498
1

Though the game screens are very attractive, the simplistic gameplay means

you won't need much skill to blow past these stormtroopers.

back in motion again, it

During one of the many video sequences, you trade quips

with your companion as you try on stormtrooper outfits.

would have been much nicer to have
gameplay more involving than that in

the first Rebel Assault. For the same $50-

60 you're likely to pay for this game, I

figure you'll get more long-term pleasure

buying the Star Wars trilogy on video-

tape— and getting yourself a big bag of

popcorn to throw at the screen.

—Trent C. Ward

EQj GAMER FINAL VERDICT

65
Great

cutscenes, sound-

track, effects;

entertaining story.

Almost no

interactive fun; ridiculously short gameplay.

If you want Star Wars, get

X-Wing or TIE Fighter. If you want a challenging

arcade game, look elsewhere.

PC GAMER February 199EH3L



REVIEWS

Lords of Midnight
Category: Roleplaying Game

Developer: Domark/Maelstrom

Publisher: Domark, 1900 South Norfolk

St., Ste. 110, San Mateo,
CA 94403 (415) 513-8929

B

ack in the old Commodore
64 days there were a couple
of games called Lords of
Midnight and Doomdark's
Revenge. Both of them
would now be forgotten if

designer Mike Singleton

hadn't decided to complete
his trilogy with what is,

essentially. Lords of
Midnight III: The Citadel. But
since no one would pick up
the third installment in a

series they've never heard
of, Domark wisely opted to publish it as

Lords of Midnight— although if they'd

been really smart, they wouldn't have
published it at all...

In his foreword to the documenta-
tion, Singleton describes his creation as

a dream combination of a strategy

game, adventure game, and roleplaying

game. "Despairing of an appropriate
label," he decides to "suggest a new cat-

egory of game" just to describe Lords of
Midnight. "Epic" is what he decided to

call it.

LOM begins with the gamer in con-
trol of good Prince Morkin, whose father

has disappeared while trying to destroy

the villain Boroth Wolfheart. Morkin has
several allies working with him, and
these allies travel across the land cont-

using the map, you can send your allies on mini-quests

in different parts of the realm.

Despite claims of being an "epic," Lords of

Midnight holds the distinction of being among
the worst roleplaying games in recent memory.

Prince Morkin

It is seven c'cfocf, in Ute
nwtning.

Exploring the Lords of Midnight kingdom is none too inviting. The dodgy character controls make
moving through the game world nearly impossible.

pleting quests linked to the central quest.

These allies often come with their own
armies, and you must gain more allies to

raise a large enough force to defeat
Boroth and rescue Luxor.

The world ofLOM is pretty large,

and you use a map to range across it and
direct your allies. This leads to one of

LOM'

s

more interesting ideas — letting

you actually play as a number of individ-

ual characters, in different areas of the
land. See, rather than exploring with a

party in first-person, you explore alone
in the first-person 3D mode, and send
your allies on quests by giving them
traveling orders and tasks to perform.
You can then jump in at any time, taking

over and playing as any of the charac-

ters. You'll even have different modes of
transportation at your disposal, such as

flying on the backs of dragons and using

boats to travel via water.

The big ideas don't stop there,

either. LOM seeks to incorporate intri-

cate character interaction, first-person

exploration, map-based strategic control

of armies, control of multiple characters

on different quests, and even a detailed

log to record all the goings on. If it had
all come together, the game may well

have deserved the "epic" name; but
instead, each component is poorly exe-

cuted — and none mesh well.

Even the basics ofLOM get in the

way. The graphics and sound are so out-

dated as to be instantly ready for the

bargain bin. The interface is cumber-
some in the extreme, myriad functions

and controls that are unclear or so slop-

pily implemented that you'll find the sim-
plest task a chore. A larger problem,
however, is the terrible character con-
trol. Just moving through the game
world is almost impossible, thanks to

controls that send you spinning in circles

and moving in exactly the direction you
don't want to go. Just figuring out how
to get around in the damn game
becomes more challenging that solving

the quest.

This is a classic example of aim
exceeding grasp, and in the end, even
the game's most commendable ambi-
tions wind up buried in one of the most
incompetent executions in recent gam-
ing history.

—T. Liam McDonald

SB GAMER
UIGHSs Lords of

Midnight does have

an interesting idea

or two.

LOWS? Bad

sound, bad graphics,

gameplay.

An absolute mess.

Ijj PCEM February 139G
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FANTASTIC 3D REALMS, with stunning graph-

ics supported in opptional SVGA modes, await

you as you thrash sinister aliens thru the

streets of LA., out to an orbiting station,

and onto the surface of the moon itself!

' DYNAMIC COMM-BAT™ features let

you dujffe it out one^n-one via modem,

and enables uj*^3player battiefests

over ydufhetvM™^®|£end prerecorded

taunts to yflrh|^HStoponents via

UDuke’s unique RerS^ffltee™ system.

WITH "BUILD" TECHNOLOGY you will

explore an interactive, fully immersive

world of towering skyscrapers, deep

canyons, and murky bodies of water—TV.
complete with sloping surfaces, realistic

earthquakes, functional subwap^pd
}

.

many never-before-seen special efjfefl.

R
* Dp
ealmIj

Reality is our game.

“It makes pretty much every PC game we’ve ever seen

- DOOM included - look slightly dull. Honestly.”
— PC Gamer

“Duke truly looks like a 30 supermodel of a game:

sleek, sexy and gory with lead-thrashing action.”
— Strategy Plus

Prepare Yourself for Total meltdown!

INCORPORATED

IS
Recommended for Mature Players: Violence - Adult Themes

Developed by 3D Realms Entertainment.

All rights reserved. Distributed by FormGen. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
WWW Site (http://www.3drealms.com) CIS (Keyword REALMS) Software Creations BBS (508) 368-7036
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FULL MOVEMENT CONTROL lets you run,

lump, crawl, swim, and jetpack your way

thru hostile environments as you look up

and down from any vantage point to

survey the situation around you.
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REVIEWS

Title Fight Pro Boxing For Windoms
Category: Sports Simulation

Developer: Comp-U-Sports

Publisher: Comp-U-Sports, 317 Stewart

St., Saltsburg, PA 15681

(412) 845-7843

Required We Recommend

386; Windows 3.1 or

later

Mouse; Printer

S

ince there are no other historical

boxing simulations, I hereby
declare Title Fight Pro Boxing the

undisputed champion of the

world. And fortunately, it's a

pretty good sim, too.

This text-based sim does

just about everything you could

possibly want in a boxing sim;

you get every weight classification and
every fighter you've ever heard of, along

with plenty of bums that faded into

history long ago. The game ranks

them based on their record and the

strength of their opponents.

You choose some basic strate-

gies, such as fighting inside, fighting

outside, going for the knockout, and
covering up. You also pick the venue,

your corner men, and your fight

doctor. When the bell sounds, the

fight is played out in blow-by-blow
text descriptions.

Don't expect to witness your
fight with graphic detail, though.

The generic graphics that pop up,

and the lame commentary (like

"Louis has some underrated skills")

don't add much to the game at all.

But the fighting itself, as described in

the text, feels just right.

The boxers are rated in dozens

of categories, including their tendency to

be cut, punching power, punching accu-

racy, defense, and the ability to take pun-
ishment. So when Ali squares off against

Rocky Marciano, you can look for Ali to

dance and jab, probably cutting

Marciano pretty badly. One crushing

blow from Marciano, though, can turn

the fight around in a hurry.

If you're a fight fan, you'll love this

opportunity to settle some of the great

debates of boxing history. Who's really

the greatest— Ali or Joe Louis? How

about Sam
Langford, the

early black boxer
that no white

fighter would
face? Would
Sugar Ray
Leonard have
beaten Roberto
Duran in his

prime?
It'd be nice

to see a tourna-

ment-style option

in this game, along with an auto-sched-

uler that sets the matches for you. And
the developers definitely need to work
on the commentary. Still, Title Fight is a

very satisfying simulation of the sweet

science of boxing.

—Lee Buchanan

Muhammad Ali is pummeling

Mike Tyson early in this bout.

Don’t let the pretty picture fool

you; this is definitely a text-

based game.

|ji§GAMER FINAL VERDICT

79
Lots of

boxers; historically

accurate; runs on

just about any PC.

Canned com-

mentary seems random and often inappropriate.

Title Fight is a realistic and com-

prehensive simulation for boxing fans who can

live without flashy graphics.

WWF Urestlemania
Category: Arcade Fighting

Developer: Acclaim

Publisher: Acclaim, 1 Acclaim Plaza,

Glen Cove, NY 11542-2777

(516)656-5000

Required We Recommend

Double-speed
CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 8MB RAM;
DOS 6.0 or higher

486/gg; 16MB RAM;
supported sound
card; gamepad

T

he latest in wrestling is Acclaim's

WWF Wrestiemania, a very good
PC conversion of the popular

arcade game. The wrestlers are

all big, meaty characters, making
it easy to perform moves — and a

lot of fun to see their results.

When a 300-pound guy half as

tall as your screen hits the mat,

you can almost feel the impact.

The moves themselves are

another of the game's strong fea-

tures. Each of the characters (there

are eight in all) can perform a few
common moves, but the way they

perform them varies, so while one
guy's super-punch may be a kind of

smashing forearm to his opponent's

head, another's will be a powerful
round-house. And to further add to

the individual feel of each wrestler,

there are scores of trade-mark spe-

cial moves available. These can be
pretty spectacular things to see, with

flame-like visuals and bone-rattling

sound effects.

The difficulty involved in per-

forming moves seems just about

right— assuming you're using a

four-button joypad, that is; anything

less can be trying. With four-buttons,

there's enough challenge involved in

learning and performing the moves to

keep the game interesting, but not so

much as to be frustrating.

As good as it is, though. Wrestle-

mania does have a couple of problems.

For one, there's the fact that you view

the ring from the same boring, straight-

on angle throughout the game. This

gives the proceedings a two-dimensional

feel, and limits the action to moving left

and right for the most part. Also, the

A swift kick to the groin, and old Doink ain't

smiling anymore...

tournament mode has you facing off

against the same eight wrestlers you can

choose from in the beginning, some-
times even pitting your character against

himself! Some fresh faces, perhaps a few
"mystery" grapplers you get to face as

you advance, would have been nice.

Still, these gripes don't take away
from the fact that Wrestiemania is a

good-looking, smooth-playing game —
and most importantly, a lot of fun.

—Ned Gaskins

FINAL VERDICT
charac-

lots of moves, I I H WJH
and nice control. A H

Two-dimen- I

and no

new characters to face in tournament mode.

whole family.

Plenty of mat-slamming fun for the

Februam 1996 El



REVIEWS

Frankenstein
Category: Adventure Game

Developer: Amazing Media, Inc.

Publisher: Interplay, 17922 Fitch Ave.,

Irvine, CA 92714

(800) 969-4263

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive; 486/33;

8MB RAM; 8MB
free hard-drive

space; Mouse;
Windows 3.1 or

later

Pentium

T

here's something to be said

for taking an age-old story

and updating it for a mod-
ern, 1990s kind of audience.

The results can be exciting as

a well-known fable is

brought to life for new gen-
erations to enjoy. Sadly, this

is not the case with
Frankenstein: Through the

Eyes of the Monster.
Interplay's updated ver-

sion of Mary Shelley's

Frankenstein is only so-so as

a game; it's been updated with a clever

1990s style, but it doesn't cling tightly

enough to its literary roots or present
anything new to

the adventure
game genre.

The basic

story does bear
some resem-
blance to the

classic work, but
it's far from per-

fect. You wake up
on Dr.

Frankenstein's

lab table and
realize that you're

his creation,

trapped in the

mad doctor's

world of danger-
ous scientific

experimentation.

Frankenstein is

overjoyed

because you're

alive — and
because he can't

wait to do more
experiments on
you. The first

thing you need to

do is get the heck
out of there. You
soon discover

that

Dr. Frankenstein sure is an

unfriendly fella! He doesn't

like all your snooping around.

When the doctor threatens

you, just go quietly. You'll get

some much needed help from

a mysterious friend in the

prison cell. j

I PC GAMER February 1996

Interplay's new graphic adventure takes

you into the dark mind of Dr. Frankenstein

and the cursed life of his monster.

That beetle you picked up is the perfect food for this hungry plant. Just put the beetle in the little

mouth, and — presto! — the big mouth opens to reveal the clipping shears you’ll need to cut away
the hedge from a secret door.

Frankenstein's castle is a huge house of

horrors — decapitated body parts, dead
cats, and strange-looking medical
instruments are all over the place.

As you wander, you talk to your-
self in a voice that sounds like some-
thing straight out of a grade-B sci-fi

flick. Your voice sometimes provides
hints that point you in the right direc-

tion, but most of the time, it just says

things like, "I must escape this place

thick with evil!" You have to explore
every nook and cranny of this crazy

castle to figure out what's going on.

You'll slowly put together the
pieces of the puzzle: In your previous
life, you were hanged for killing your
daughter (a crime you didn't commit, of

course), and Frankenstein brought you
back to life. The doctor has obviously

been doing experiments for quite some
time, and you've got to stop him by
doing some experimenting of your own
while planning your escape.

The puzzles and experiments range
from the simple (plugging a wire into a

switch to complete an electrical circuit)

to the very complex (find the mines,

gather some ore, crush it, refine it,

transport it ... you get the idea). The
easier puzzles are a welcome break
after all the aimless wandering you have
to do, but the tough ones will stump
even the most experienced gamers.

Another frustrating part of the

game is the lack of interaction with
other characters. Like Myst,

Frankenstein is a lonely game, but
somehow the solitude that seemed mag-
ical in Myst doesn't work as well here.

There's very little interaction with the
doctor — which is a shame, because
Tim Curry does an outstanding job
playing Dr. Frankenstein. Curry plays

Frankenstein as a brilliant scientist

whose obsession has driven him over
the edge— and who better to portray
the mad doctor than The Rocky Horror
Picture Show's Frank N. Furter?

Frankenstein is simply an average
adventure that novice gamers might
enjoy for a few hours, thanks to its

novel approach to Shelley's work. But
without a better sense of purpose and a

stronger connection to the Frankenstein
legend, it holds little appeal for the

experienced gamer.
—Lisa M. Howie

US GAMER
Looks

great; the sinister

mood is well done.

Exploration

is unnecessarily

frustrating; game's solitary nature can get boring.

i i'
1

) iM Folks who loved Myst might

find it appealing, but if you demand more depth,

you'd probably be better off reading Shelley's book.



Sure, there are cheaper PC, Mac. and 3D0 game con-

trollers. BuMf you're ready to get serious, you need the tiigh-

quality, built-to-play-rough peripherals from CH Products.

you **^2^y To S^f'iou^ ou S'*.

'WWWWWW-WWWWWWW'*

joystichs, throttles, flight yohes. rudder pedals,

and other controllers are horn in the USB, and made to

tahe the heat of any battle, race or game you throio

their may. So put on your game face, get dornn to your

computer dealer and grab the game '$*

controllers made for serious players.

FlightStich Pro [PC Mac fr 3D0]
,

PlightStich ^
CD Pedals [PC & Mac*]

Pro Pedals

’

'< *a

F-1G FighterStich [PC & Mac*]

F-1G ComhatStich V
^

F-B FlightStick

^ri Throttle [PC & Mac*]
-

CH Throttle
*

lirtual Pilot Pro [PC & Mac*]

'Virtual Pilot

Trarhhall Prn fPC & Marl
^

JetsFicFi [PC & Mac]

Gamecard 3 Automatic

‘Corning soon. Firsf Quarter 1996. *

CH PRODUCTS 970 Park Center Drive Vista, CA 92083 • Phone 619 598 2518 • Fax 619 598 2524
http://www.chproducts.com • America OnLine: CHProducts@aol.com • CompuServe: Go GAMEDPUB
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Grand Prix II

is the latest, \
greatest break- \
through in racing j
simulators. \

It's as real ^
*

as it gets. Real \
Formula One cars. |
Real teams. Real

tracks. Even real

sponsors. Take a good

look at the incredible

graphics. Now add

wicked smooth motion

and roaring Doppler

0R4^ sound effects

and digital

SllM. music.

Throw in full

camera views

from practically

any angle any-

time, and you're

there - smack in

the middle of a

real Formula One

race! Test drive

Grand Prix II

today. And you'll

see why it kicks

asphalt over

everything else.

Spectrum
HoloByte

Visit your

local retailer or

call 24 hours:

1 -800-695-GAME

(U.S. and Canada).

vrHoping

ACTUAL GAME SCREENS: Experience real race cars around real tracks against real drivers!

Licensed by FOCA to Fuji Television. 1^1995 Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. All rights reserved.

Spectrum HoloByte is a registered trademark of Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.

Call 1-800-771 -3772 for

information on Game Ratings.

Product Information Number 158
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REVIEWS

Old Time Baseball
Category: Sports Simulation

Developer: Stormfront Studios

Publisher: Stormfront Studios, P.0. Box

11686, San Rafael, CA 94912

(800) 245-4525

Return to the glory days of America's favorite

pastime with the greatest players the game
has ever known in Old Time Baseball.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 8MB RAM;
Mouse; SVGA

Pentium; Sound
Blaster or sup-

ported sound card

S

tormfront Studios, the cre-

ators of the Tony La Russa
series of baseball simula-

tions, have returned to the

diamond, this time to relive

the days when heavy hitters

like Mickey Mantle and Babe
Ruth towered over the sport.

The premise of OTB is

irresistible to baseball fans:

You get 110 years of the

game, with every team from
1871 to 1981. That's more
than 12,000 players, and it

sets up some intriguing possibilities.

How would Ruth or Cobb fare in today's

game? Or how about the great early

black players. Satchel Paige and Josh
Gibson? Would they dominate the mod-

ern game? Of course, it's

impossible to judge how well

Old Time Baseball answers
these "what-if' questions, but

the game comes up with gen-

erally credible results.

Matching up teams from
different eras is a bit of a chal-

lenge, since batting averages,

home runs, and pitching num-
bers have varied dramatically

during the history of the game.
OTB uses the Time Machine to

level the playing field among the

different eras; if you want to see

how the 1980 Kansas City Royals

would stack up against the 1927

Yankees, here's your chance.

Old Time Baseball is also a

gorgeous baseball game to

behold. Stormfront pulled the

graphics from Tony La Russa III,

then dressed them up even more, and
the results are impressive. The on-field

action, while still a bit jerky on anything

but the fastest machines, is faster and
smoother than Tony La Russa III.

You get a full plate of season

options to play with, including an all-star

game, playoffs, a draft, injuries, and 40-

man rosters with active and reserve lists.

Of course. I've judged these

You can hand-pick your team of immortals through the draft. You

can sort players by position and team, or ask the computer's advice.

Stormfront games by their looks before,

falling in love with the handsome
graphics only to find plenty of problems
once I got inside. And the annoying
glitches you'll find in Old Time Baseball

are the same ones that have plagued the

La Russa series from the beginning: A
speedy batter is held to a single after a

line drive that bounces off the outfield

wall; on another play, an outfielder is

charged with an error, even though the

runner doesn't advance on the bobble;

Mantle bats right against a right-

handed pitcher. These may seem like

trivial bugs, but they're just maddening
to baseball fanatics.

If these seemingly minor statistical

glitches don't bother you, then you'll be
happy with Old Time Baseball. Trouble

is, the gamers most likely to go for this

sim are the real nuts for stats and real-

ism. If watching Mantle bat from the

right side against right-handed pitching

will keep you awake at night, you might

want to wait until Stormfront irons out

some of these inconsistencies.

—Lee Buchanan

That's the Bambino himself getting ready to take a hack at old Yankee Stadium. Looks like Ruth's

lost a few pounds during his time travel.

El GAMER FINAL VERDICT

Beautiful

graphics, espe-

cially the stadiums.

A few

bugs and some

questionable statistical results.

A couple of errors keep this

from being a perfect game.

PC GAMER February 199G
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Category: Adventure Game

Developer Pulse Entertainment

Publisher: Pulse Entertainment, 246 First

Street, #402, San Francisco,

CA 94105 (310) 264-5579

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 8MB RAM;
20MB hard-drive

space; SVGA; Win-
dows 3.1; Supported

sound card

Pentium; Quad-
speed CD-ROM
drive

Franz Kafka's "Metamorphosis" meets
David Lynch in the undisputed weirdest

graphic adventure of the year.

H

s much as I hate resorting to

Myst comparisons, that's

really the only way to

describe this game. The
world of Bad Mojo is a Myst
island seen through the

deranged eyes of mondo
bizarro movie director David
Lynch.

Remember that scene in

Blue Velvet, right after the

title sequence ("Lumberton
— a beautiful and normal
place to live"), where Kyle

MacLachlan's dad has a heart attack and
collapses on the front lawn? The camera
pans past his prostrate form and zooms
into the grass, deeper and deeper,
revealing the squirming mass of insec-

toid society living in the alien substrata
below the world's otherwise sunny
veneer. That's Bad Mojo.

With a tip of the hat to Franz Kafka's

"Metamorphosis," you're cast in the part

of Dr. Roger Samms, the 32 year-old head
of California University at Barbary
Coast's prestigious entomology depart-

ment, who has been
magically ("mojo" means
powerful magic) trans-

formed into one of the

most lowly, despicable

forms of life on earth.

No, you haven't

become a presidential

candidate, but you're

close. In what could

unquestionably be called

the world's first

Cockroach Simulator,

you guide the chitinous

form of Cucaracha/
Roger under, over and
through some of the

most photorealistically

disgusting scenery ever

committed to CD-ROM.
Disturbing images of filth and decay,

dead and dying creatures, evil nuns and
pregnant women are all rendered with
crystal clarity and immaculate attention to

detail, with a throbbing John Carpenter-
style score and ambient sound.

As the game begins, a miserable
and slightly nutzoid Roger is packing his

bags and preparing to skip town with
the $1 million he's been granted to

develop a new pesticide that will finally

put cockroaches on the endangered
species list. After a brief and unpleasant
encounter with his landlord, Roger
lapses into an inconvenient coma, and
his soul enters the body of a lowly roach.

The entire game world is a run-
down two-story apartment building.

Although the action takes place in only
six rooms, each of those rooms contains

dozens — some-
times hundreds —
of individual

screens.

Like Myst,

Bad Mojo is essen-

tially a game of

exploration and
discovery. As you
navigate through
its dismal domain
using only the

four cursor keys,

you'll find your
movement
blocked by bound-
aries both benign
(water, wet paint,

assorted slime)

and lethal (glue

traps, rats, a cat

named Franz).

Some of these

At the end of each of Bad Mojo's six stages, the mysterious Oracle

appears with more enigmatic advice.

boundaries seem a bit arbitrary; in one
scene you can walk (or scurry, actually)

right over freshly chopped chunks of

meat, while in another you get hope-
lessly mired in a TV dinner. There are no
real dead ends, though, and often you'll

be able to push some innocuous object

into a helpful bridge-like position. The
puzzles are fairly logical, although some
do require tedious backtracking.

And even though Bad Mojo makes
sparing use of full-motion video, it is not
an "interactive movie." These video seg-

ments are completely unintrusive to the

gameplay, and usually take the form of
clues bestowed by other creatures or
memories triggered by certain objects.

This is a truly unique gaming expe-
rience, well-conceived and executed, and
never frustrating for very long. Like the

films of David Lynch, underneath Bad
Mojo’s arguably repellent exterior lies a

yearning story of love and redemption.
Still, like a David Lynch film, it's not the

sort of thing that will appeal to everyone;

you'll need a fairly strong constitution

and a thirst for the bizarre to enjoy Bad
Mojo to its fullest.

—Scott Wolf

FINAL VERDICT

Absolutely unique;

well-conceived and

executed; intense

and disturbing.

May be too intense & disturbing (and

possibly too easy) for some players.

Until they make a game but of

the movie Eraserhead, this is as weird as it gets.

February 1336



The Game
Where You are the Endangered

Species.

/

CONGO: THE MOVIE™ Descent into Zifij. The adventure

begins where the movie left off.

Get ready for this heart-stopping jungle adventure that drops you

head-long into the heart of the African Congo. On this all-new expedi-

tion, you'll battle mutant adversaries with your high-tech weapons and

solve mind-bending puzzles as you search for diamonds hidden deep

within the Lost City of Zinj: An experience so real, you'll be lost in

Communicate via satellite using the

innovative Travicom workstation

lurking

the jungle forever

First-person action-

adventure experience

Dazzling special

effects and

cinematic 3D _ ..

graphics. - * j -

High-action Immerse yourself

sequences and

a multitude of

adversaries.

m stunning 3D graphics

Immerse

yourself in over

100 puzzles and

100 locations.

For more information call (800) 469-2539

or visit your local software retailer.

Call (800) 771-3772 for

information on Game ratings.

Use futuristic high-tech weapons in your

search for the legendary diamonds

CONGOTHE MOVIE TM &© 1995 Paramount Pictures. All Rights w|
Reserved. Game design & software code © 1995 Viacom ^

International Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Product Information Number 178

Also Coming November '95

on Videocassette



SSI’s masterful Advanced

Simulator Series sails on!

GNB IV: Burning Steel
" 1

is an

enormous simulation that

covers all European theaters

ofwar from 1939-1942.

You’ll have access to the

Italian, French, Russian and

present in World War II!

A Random Battle Generator

lets you create unlimited

conflict— from small surface

engagements to full-blown

carrier task force battles!

Use the powerful Scenario

Editor to create your own

Sea or the Mediterranean.

For unprecedented control,

a sophisticated customizer

lets you alter various aspects

of the game routines.

An intuitive, easy to use

interface, Super-VGA graph-

ics and an astounding sound

British navies— all major battles or modify existing track put this simulation

European ships and aircraft ones in areas like the North right on target!

A MINDSCAPE® COMPANY ©1995 Strategic Simulations, Inc., A MINDSCAPE® Company. All rights reserved.

Product Information Number 162

IBM

256-COLOR

SVGA

DISPLAYS.
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PC GAMER Fedruarq 1996

Category: First-person Shooter

Developer: Raven Software

Publisher: id Software/GT Interactive, 16

East 40th St., New York,

NY 10016 (800)434-2637

id's and Raven's last go 'round with the Doom
engine has all the trademark action that puts

it at the head of the first-person crowd.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486DX/33; 8MB
RAM; 25MB hard-

drive space

486DX/66; 16MB
RAM; Supported

sound card;

Joystick

T

here's a blues player I listen to

named Lightnin' Hopkins. He
plays the Texas blues.

Problem with Lightnin' is, his

songs begin to sound ... well

... a lot alike after a while. You
pretty much know you're

gonna get some slide guitar,

some improvised lyrics, a bit

of boogie with Lightnin'—
and that's about it.

But that's okay, because
he does what he does better

than anybody, and there's

always some unique hook, some cool

riff, that keeps you coming back. And
while Lightnin' has his imitators, no one
pulls it off quite like he does.

Sort of like id. When they released

Doom, they hardly knew they were going

Similar to the Morph Ovum spell from

Heretic, the Porkelator turns all of Hexeris

diabolical baddies into harmless livestock.

It's the Bishop! A Dark Bishop meets a serpent's staff and reels

from a fatal dose of firepower.

to inspire an entire

industry of copies and
clones. They just did

what they do better than

anybody: they made a

fun and challenging

action game. With the

help of Raven, the peo-

ple behind Shadowcaster
and CyClones, they also

managed to turn their

Doom engine into Heretic, a

hot fantasy-action game that

took a different look at first-

person phenomenon.
Now id and Raven

have returned to the famil-

iar Heretic territory with

Hexen: Beyond Heretic.

While it's probably going to

be overshadowed as soon
as id's own Quake hits store shelves,

Hexen has enough going for it to make it

stand out in a crowded marketplace.

Set in Heretic's fantasy realm, Hexen
begins shortly after you have emerged
victorious over the forces of D'Sparil. Of
course, a new challenge has arisen, as

the two remaining Serpent Riders sow
the seeds of destruction in another

dimension known as Cronos.

But their evil plans are about to be
foiled. On the world of Hexen, humans
have learned to control their planet's

powerful magic by creating a strict order

of three major classes: the Legion (war-

riors), the Arcanum (magicians), and the

Church (magician-warriors). When Hexen
is assailed by the second Serpent Rider, it

falls to a member of one of these classes

to defeat him— which means that when
you start a new game, you can choose to

play as a fighter, mage, or cleric.

Each type of character has four

unique weapons he can
accumulate in the course

of the game. The fighter

has close-range weapons
as well as a throwing
hammer, meaning he's

best at toe-to-toe brawls.

The cleric has a combina-
tion of weapons, including

a mace, firestorm spells,

and the incredible Wraith-

verge, which unleashes

ravenous ghosts to tear

enemies apart. Mages
have entirely spell-based,

ranged weapons, such as

Frost Shards, which shoot

razor-sharp bolts of ice,

and the Bloodscourge,

A Dark Servant tries takes on one of the end-level bosses, but you’ll

need more than these magical beasts to win the fight.

The obligatory scene of impaled people. It sim-

ply wouldn't be an id game be without them.

which releases spheres that seek out and
destroy the enemy.

The option to play as different types

of characters adds a great deal to the

replayability and enjoyment of Hexen.

Gamers who like to wade hip-deep into

the enemy and smash and slice away will

want to play as fighters, while those who
like hanging back and dealing death

with ranged weapons will prefer the

magic of mages. The best to play is

probably the cleric, which lets you take

both approaches — something that

becomes important when those spell

recharges get scarce.

Just like Heretic, the world of Hexen
is beautifully executed, with stained-glass

windows and dark labyrinths filled with

twisted imagery. This is generally a more
foreboding environment than Heretic's,

filled with creeping mists and occasional

earthquakes, reminiscent at times of

Raven's super Shadowcaster. And this

time around, you can interact with your

environment with as much destructive

power as you can muster. All those

stained glass windows just beg to be

Nexen: Beuond Heretic



REVIEWS

JgGAMER FINAL VERDICT
jJJU, Beautifully

executed, with a

wide variety of

weapons and non-

stop action. Many

novel twists.

IOWJ'j ; Gameplay is limited to the same mindless

slaughter found in previous shooters. Not many

secrets or puzzles.

•iO.1 fO i'jJ
1

: A solid action game with terrific

fantasy trappings, but ultimately familiar gameplay.

M| A green chaos serpent gets up-close and personal to take a bite out of our hero.

A Dark Servant turns on his maker.

smashed, and it's a pretty

good policy to break 'em all,

since artifacts and even hid-

den passageways are often

found behind the glass.

The monsters this time
out are also more intimidat-

ing. The ubiquitous Ettin is

pretty easy pickin's, but the

spell-wielding Heresiarch
and ice-slinging Wendigo
make for formidable foes.

Altogether, there are about
a dozen different monsters
and bosses, and they tend to

be a lot tougher and more
plentiful than those found in

Heretic. Fortunately, you
have quite a few ways of

keeping on top of them.
Aside from the

weapons you collect along

the way, there are countless

artifacts and items to help

you out. Of course, there are

the usual range of power-
ups, armor, and health

elixirs, but you also get such
items as Dragonskin Bracers

(adds four points to your
armor). Boots of Speed
(temporary burst of speed).

Wings of Wraith (flight),

and Disc of Repulsion

(which deflects everything in

a certain radius). Flechettes

are found in abundance, and
these little green vials work
differently for each class: for

mages, they act like bombs;
for fighters, they're hand

grenades; and for

clerics, they

unleash clouds of
poison gas.

One of the

best power-ups is

The Dark Servant,

which conjures up
a nasty Minotaur
(just like the end-
level baddie in

Heretic's first

episode) who ruth-

lessly attacks any-

thing in its path

for thirty seconds.

And for rendering
nasties harmless, nothing beats the

Porkelator, which turns monsters into

cute little pigs.

There's enough variety in the special

items, critters and action to keep Hexen
interesting even though gameplay is, ulti-

mately, very familiar. Sure, you can look

up and down, fly, and turn people into

ham, but it's still just another first-person

shooter, albeit a very well-executed one.

It would have been refreshing to see
Raven create something closer to

Shadowcaster with this technology: more
story, more puzzles, more surprises. As it

is, we get a good action game with lots of

atmosphere and plenty of fast-moving

death-dealing. What more could a Doom-
obsessed world ask for?

Well, maybe one thing: as Lightnin'

sang, "Oh, bring me my shotgun / And
boy, you can bring me quite a few shells."

That would show those Dark
Bishops who's boss.

— T. Liam McDonald

O PC GRMER February 1996
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The Pinball Masters at 21st Century are giving you first class tickets for a globe

spanning action-adventure, unlike anything you’ve ever experienced! Visit exotic

locales from the rich jungles of the Amazon to the mystical Far East. Spend some
time in Hollywood, or take a trip to London. Oh, and don’t forget to bring your passport!

• 20 unique table designs with multi-directional scrolling

• Mind bending sub-games as you navigate between each country
• Maneuver around devious traps as you solve each challenging table

•A jam-packed CD Soundtrack!

• Taking Pinball simulation to a whole new level of excitement! Webster, NY 14580

Tel: (716) 872-1200

AVAILABLE ON PC-CDROM Fax: <7ie) 872-1675
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Stoneheep
Category: Roleplaying

Interplay

Publisher: Interplay, 17922 Fitch Ave.,

Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 553-6678

Stonekeep proves that no matter how
much time is spent in development, it's all

for naught if the fun's not there.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

386/40; 4MB RAM;
VGA; Mouse

486/50; 8MB RAM;
Supported sound
card

H

fter nearly seven years of
product development, design

changes, and platform shifts.

Interplay's roleplaying

adventure, Stonekeep, is

finally out. And while it's a

decent offering for roleplay-

ing novices, it's far from the

magnum opus you'd expect
in a project that's been so

long in coming.
The game puts you into

the role of Drake, a former
citizen of the renowned

citadel of Stonekeep. It opens with an
idyllic movie portraying the contented
population of the keep — but before
long, the peaceful lassitude is broken by
the appearance of a shadowy giant,

heralded by a wave a darkness that

strips flesh from bone as it spreads over
the land. Drake is mysteriously spirited

away before he can be overtaken by the
dark power, and the keep crumbles into

the earth.

Ten years later, an adult Drake
returns to his ancestral home and is vis-

ited by the fairy-like goddess Thera. She
tells him he must shed his mortal shell to

enter the realm of Stonekeep, retrieve the

nine orbs of power, battle the dark god
Khull-Khuum, and set the castle free.

Wahooka supposedly is the King of the

Faeries. He’s a greedy little guy, so give

him some treasure, and he'll give you some
useful information.

While the story is pretty stan-

dard fare, this opening is enough to

get you revved up for a great adven
ture, and Interplay did an excellent

job of creating an easy and intuitive

interface that lets you get into the

action right from the start.

The arrow keys control

movement, and the mouse
does the rest: click on a mir
ror icon, and you can arm

yourself or administer the appro
priate potions and foods; and
a magical scroll gives you
access to an unlimited

inventory of objects.

A handy journal

keeps track of the

story of Drake and
the friends he'll meet
on the way (he can
travel with as many
as three compan-
ions) as well as any
items or magical
runes he discovers.

And an efficient

and easy-to-use

automap lets you
make even more
notes as you
travel.

The magic

system in Stonekeep is also simple, but it

has enough variety to keep it from being
dull. Magical runes are found on scrolls,

and if you have a rune stick charged with

enough magical energy (called mana, as

in practically every other RPG on the

market), you can use it to cast a

W wide variety of spells.

W The interface is very well

I done, but advanced roleplayers may
f
be disappointed by the lack of a few

roleplaying conventions.

You can't create your
own character, for exam-
ple. And interaction with
Non-Player Characters
(NPCs) is minimal.

Although this can be
seen as a pleasant

relief from endless

branching dialogue

trees, more direct

interaction would
have been nice. The
characters that join

your party will help

you out when
things get rough,

and they'll chime in

with helpful quips

when appropriate,

but it's far from the

level of interaction

^
You'll need to free this dragon at some point in the game. She may be big, but she's quite polite.

PC GRMER FetarijM
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Stonekeep

From the very first level of Stonekeep,

you'll meet all kinds of interesting creatures.

Here’s some that you can expect to see as

you delve deep into the keep:

These snakes don't just have a big bite; they can be

poisonous as well. An axe does a good job of

making mincemeat of them.

•’ItBJIl h

The Throgs hold sway over the Shargas in the

underworld. Here's one of their shamans—
not a creature to be toyed with.

f

These tentacled creatures are straight out of night-

mare, and they're some of the toughest creatures at

this level. If you want to live long against these

guys, keep moving around as you attack.

4 IS

The infamous skeleton creature. One of the first mon-

sters created for the game, he's a tough one to beat.

HQGAMER
Fantastic

sound effects, nice

graphics, intuitive

and simple inter-

face.

FINAL VERDICT

LOW'S ; It's just not fun in the long term, and the

graphics and sound can't carry it.

BOTTORfi VI i

N
l It's certainly not the best RPG

out there, but if you're a roleplaying fanatic, it

might be worth your while.

[

Once you reach the Dwarven Realm, you’ll be able to relax a little with your stumpy friends.

you'd expect from a con-

temporary RPG.
The graphics, while

impressive at the start, seem to

drag a bit as you get deeper
into the game. The digitized

video and 3D-rendered dun-
geons are very pretty, but they

get boring in short order. It

takes a good bit of time to go
through a single level, and any
given spot on a level looks very

much like every other spot. The
only variation is the occasional

secret panel, a pile of debris, or

some piece of furniture, to

break the monotony.
Even worse, when you

finally advance to the next level

of the dungeon, excited and
expecting to see something different and
unique, you may very well find more of

the same.
On the other hand, the creatures

you encounter are fabulously done.

Some are actors, filmed in costumes
and makeup (which looks better than
it may sound), and others are com-
puter generated.

But Stonekeep fails to provide the

most important ingredient of any game
— especially a roleplaying game.
Considering that the average computer
RPG takes at least 60 hours of playing

time to complete— longer if you're care-

ful about finding every little secret— it

needs to be fun. After 40 hours, you'd
better be entertained if you're going to

keep at it until you reach the end.

Although Stonekeep is a new expe-

rience with its digitized video and stereo

sound, the fun fades after the first few
hours. You begin to notice how every-

thing looks and feels the same. The game
turns into a hack-and-slash dungeon
crawl, where your only job is to wander
a maze, pick things up, and get to the exit

of the level. Even the interesting parts of

the story are spread too thinly to keep

things exciting. In the case of Stonekeep,

it's simply not enough to keep you going.

—Mike Wolf

One of the sub-quests in the game is rescu-

ing this dwarf from imprisonment. He’ll fight

valiantly at your side if you free him.

When you get the journal, you'll have access to an invalu-

able automap. You’ll be referring to it often as you make
your way through the labyrinths of Stonekeep.

EJ1PC GAMER February 1996



Featuring Space Cadet

as seen in the Microsoft® Plus!

companion for Windows® 95

// THE HEFTY ONE
'{

ABOVE WILL GIVE YOU THE REAL

• ARCADE EXPERIENCE AT HOME—AND A QUICK TRIP

' TO THE CHIROPRACTOR. THE SLEEK, LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL BELOW—

FULL TILT! PINBALL—ALSO DELIVERS THE 3-D, MULTI-BALL PINBALL ACTION YOU

CRAVE, while saving your back (and a pocketful of quarters). With Full Tilt!, new

for Windows® 95, you're bringing home three different tables—all with real ball

movement, real sounds, and really cool zipper flippers. So pick up Full Tilt!, real,

tournament-style pinball made easy. (Weight belt not required.)

Available for Windows 95. Coming for Macintosh. © 1995 Maxis, Inc. All rights reserved. Full Tilt! is a trademark

and Maxis is a registered trademark of Maxis, Inc. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of

their respective owners. For product or ordering information, contact your local retailer or call 800-33-MAXIS. Visit

the Maxis Web Page at http://www.maxis.com.
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T

he year is 2045, and you're a

former cop, placed in a cryo-

genic capsule as punishment
for a crime you didn't com-
mit. When a deadly new
drug called Tek begins to

take hold of the populace,

you're thawed out and
offered one chance to clear

your name. Your mission:

capture seven Teklords and
stop their plans to distribute

Tek through a sophisticated

world-wide computer net-

work known as the Matrix.

That's the basic premise for

TekWar, which borrows its name and
settings from the TekWar novels and
TV series created by
William Shatner. TekWar
sounds like a terrific foun-

dation for an action game,
but you'll find that once the

shooting starts, anything
resembling a story fades

into the background.
Like countless other

Doom-clones, TekWar has

you running around, shoot-

ing the bad guys with a

variety of weapons, collect-

ing keycards, opening
doors, and trying to find

and then defeat each level's

Teklord. But instead of

shooting everything that

moves, TekWar tries to add
a bit of depth to its futuris-

tic cities by throwing a few
innocents into the mix;

there are police and civil-

ians wandering through
each level, and if you draw
your gun or start shooting,

civilians will cringe, and
the police will attack.

While this could

potentially offer some
much-needed intensity to

the usual kill-or-be-killed

scenario. Capstone didn't make the

most of the opportunity. There are

no real consequences for stepping

outside of the lines and mowing
down countless civilians, and the

police go merrily about their busi-

ness as soon as you put your
weapon away, as if there was
something horribly wrong with

their short-term

memory.
Once you've had

your fun shooting up
helpless bystanders

and taking potshots at

the cops, you'll begin

to work your way
through the mission at

hand. Unfortunately,

gameplay is unneces-
sarily frustrating and
vague. A good first-

person shooter has to

be a fast-paced, explo-

sive gunfight, and
TekWar is not. The
enemies aren't at all

intelligent; they sim-

don't even follow you.

Adding to the frustration is the

fact that these enemies can fire at you
from three blocks away without missing
— often before you can even see them,
let alone aim at them. You can't even
dodge effectively; all you can do is slog

toward them and hope you can kill

them before they kill you.

ply stand in their

assigned spots and
blast away, and they

TekWar puts you in a futuristic version of Los Angeles, filled with citizens,

police and tekgoons galore.

I This is one of the seven Teklords you must defeat. Beat him, and you can enter the Matrix.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/50; 8MB RAM;
50MB hard-drive

space

Pentium; 16MB
RAM; SVGA;
Supported sound

card; Joystick or

gamepad

Category: First-person Shooter

Developer: Capstone

Publisher. Capstone, 501 Brickell Key

Drive, 6th Floor, Miami,

FL 33131 (305)373-7700

Despite some innovative features and an

impressive game engine, TekWar Just doesn't

make it as an exciting shoot-'em-up.
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TekWar is a decent, playable first-

person shooter (especially if you have a

high-end machine and you don't mind
its slow pace). It's even enjoyable just to

walk through the city and admire the

graphics. Ultimately, though, you'll wish
there was better action and more vari-

ety, and less roaming in an eternal

quest for keys.

—Jason Bates

USGAMER
Sharp,

living game world

with moving vehi-

cles and innocent

civilians.

FINAL VERDICT

Unsophisticated combat, inaccurate

manual, tedious searches, and flat special

effects.

ii3©T f .0 It's a fun game to play on a

high-end machine — at least for a little while —
but it's no Doom-killer.

You can enter and play in the Matrix as well, after

defeating a Teklord and gaining a Matrix key.

This truck actually circles through the city

on a regular basis, and you can hop a ride if

you're lucky. But if you don't watch out, you

might get run over.

As for the goal of finding those

Teklords hidden somewhere in the city,

you're on your own. There are no clues

to lead you to them, no one to talk to or
interact with — even William Shatner
isn't telling (he appears in full-motion

video sequences between missions).

You'll only find them by meticulously

exploring every room and closet on the

level, long after you have gunned down
every other inhabitant.

And when you finally do stumble
across a Teklord, there isn't even a

sense of accomplishment. They never
speak; they don't even surrender —
instead, you shoot them and the level

ends with a whimper, not a bang. For

This powerglove lets you attack in the Matrix. Gather the red spheres for glove ammo; avoid the robots.

GETTING STARTED IN

^ The enemies in TekWar will snipe at you from rooftops and other hiding places in

the city, so keep your eyes open.

I

f you're having trouble finishing the first mis-

sion in TekWar, here's a brief walkthrough

that'll get you started. First, you'll need to

take the subway train and ride until you reach

its second stop. (Hint: if you're having a trou-

ble figuring out where the subway is going,

use TAB and turn on the automap. Zoom out a

little, and you'll see what stops the subway
actually visits in the current mission.)

Get off the train and walk toward the

center of the city until you see what looks like

a column of light shining from under a porch,

opposite the Conglomo building; there is a

drug lab down below. Kill all the chemists and

stock up on weapons: one of the chemists has

the blue key card.

Now go to the Conglomo building, shoot

out the window on the right, and jump in. The

female terrorist has the red key card.

all practical purposes, these Teklords
might as well be exit switches.

Much of the game seems to have
been rushed, with
features that seem
to be incomplete
or disabled. For
example, the man-
ual mentions
grenades among
the weapons you
can find and use —
but if you read the

text file included

with the game, you
find that the

grenades have
been "changed."
Perhaps that

explains the

strange blue

objects lying

around which you
can't pick up,

shoot, or activate

in any way.

Go through the Conglomo building and

out the back, and locate the pool hall. In the

pool room there is a red card lock on the wall

with no apparent door. Use the red key on this

lock, and a secret door will open, then take

the elevator down. You can shoot out the ceil-

ing laser, then activate the blue card lock,

which will take you into Marty Dollar's office.

Shatner will tell you you've done a

good job, and you'll be back at the screen with

the seven Teklords. From here, you can enter

the Matrix by hitting the up arrow and press-

ing enter.

Much of the Matrix is quite dark, so use

the automap to find the passages. Use the "8"

key to activate your glove, and pick up the red,

glowing spheres you'll find scattered around.

The jump and crouch keys allow you to levi-

tate up and down in cyberspace.
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The real thrill of flying today's most advanced aircraft is in

the incredible avionics and weapon systems. Black Knight

gives you the most realistic cockpit avionics you're allowed

to own! You get a full array of weapons systems, including

today's most advanced television-guided missiles and smart

bombs (as seen in Desert Storm).

State-of-the-art simulation technology gives you:
• advanced cockpit graphics and unmatched ground detail

• cockpit DDI's simulate actual F/A-18 weapon systems,

including television-guided smart weapons
• real-world fog and cloud effects enhance realism
• on-board flight instructor talks novice pilots through the

most difficult missions
• flight recorder with virtual camera and VCR controls lets

you replay the action
• smoothest flying action of any current simulator
• full navigational and ILS system (Instrument Landing

System)
• automatic missile view tracks smart weapons right into

the target - letting you live the moment of impact
• 3D stereo sound from real F/A-18s heighten excitement
• novel scoring system rates your skill

• over 50 complete combat missions you can fly in any
order, plus unlimited free flight

Black Knight allows you to experience a level of realism

only possible with the assistance of the U.S. Marines.

Immerse yourself in the latest advances in simulator

technology for your PC.

AIR COMBAT SIMULATOR
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"...the most realistic F/A-18 simulator you can

fly without enlisting!"

- Capt. Roger F.A. Arias

Form
INCORPORATED
7641 East Gray Road, Scottsdale, Arizona 85260

(602) 443-4109 -(800) 263-2390
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"Finally, ajam that's Worthy of the film license. Terminator-. Future 5hock willmake Dark Forces seem positively lame.
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"... the more iplay Future Shock the more itcontinues to amaze me. it’s really auite incredible. Tdexpectit to run very slowly consider-

ing the amountofgraphic detailandamountofon-screen polygons, butitscreams!" I/EV/TYFE (jftll/lllf
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For a free CD-ROM Demo ($2.50 S/H), Call 301 926-8300; Fax 301 926-8010;

Internet website: http://www.bethsoft.com/

The Ternfinator © 1984 Cinema ‘84. AlSreenberg Brothers Partnership. All Rights Reserved. The Terminator™ TM designates a trademark of Cinema ‘84. A Greenberg Brothers
Partnership. X Gine, Future Shock™ and Bethesd|j»oftworks are trademarks of Media Technology Limited. Copyright © 1995 Media Technology Limited. All Rights Reserved.
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Mission Critical
Category: Adventure Game

Developer: Legend Entertainment

Publisher: Legend Entertainment, P.O. Box
10810,14200 Park Meadow Dr.,

Chantilly, VA 22021 (703) 222-8500

Beautiful visuals and a thought-provoking

plot make this sci-fi graphic adventure stand

out from the crowd.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive;

486DX/33; 8MB
RAM; Sound
Blaster compatible

sound card; Mouse

16MB RAM; Quad-
speed CD-ROM
drive

T

he year is 2134 A.D. Sixty-

eight light years from Earth,

the Navy cruiser Lexington,

escorting a research ship

packed with high-tech gear

and scientists, assumes orbit

around the newly discovered

planet Persephone. The ship's

mission is so secret, only three

people aboard are supposed
to know its real purpose.

After a century of peace,

war has again broken out on
Earth and in space, between

the powerful United Nations coalition and
a rebel alliance dedicated to the free and
unhampered development of technology.

The Lexington is among those rebel

ships attempting to break the UN's hold

on the Earth. But the mission has been
betrayed by an on-board spy, and the

Lexington suddenly finds itself ambushed
by a superior UN force. Out-gunned and
forced to surrender, the captain of the

Lexington smuggles a nuclear warhead
on board one of the ship's shuttles and
detonates it just as the UN ship opens its

bays to receive its new prisoners. The
resulting detonation destroys the UN
warship and every member of the

Lexington's crew— except one.

Enter the player, who wakes up on
Deck 2 of the Lexington only to learn,

from last-minutes messages left for him,

that he alone must attempt to finish the

ship's mission. The outcome of the war
— perhaps the very fate of humanity

itself— depends on it.

This opening sequence, featuring

actor Michael Dorn as Captain Dayna
(more commonly seen these days in his

Klingon makeup as Worf,
on Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine) is one of the most
powerful and arresting

set-up scenes ever cre-

ated for a sci-fi

adventure game.
Dorn is on-

screen only

for about fifteen minutes, but he
makes a great deal out of a relatively

small part, as indeed do his col-

leagues — especially Patricia

Charbonneau, who portrays the

Lexington's executive officer.

Mission Critical is a fine addi-

tion to the short list of really

enthralling sci-fi games. Writer/

designer Mike Verdu (co-author of

an award-winning graphic adven-

ture based on Frederick Pohl's Gateway)

has crafted a taut, intelligent story in the

"hard" science fiction vein. He presents

some strong philosophical questions:

How will humanity react when humans
achieve the ability to create superior sen-

tient intelligence? What are the darker

ramifications of unchecked technological

progress? If what we think of as "mem-

1 Movie-like scenes of intense combat both open

ory” is the primary component of con-

sciousness, do we die when it vanishes,

or can self-awareness be artificially

manipulated?
From the start, the player faces

high odds and dangerous challenges: the

ship is without communications, the

computers are off-line, battle damage to

the hull is sucking the air out into space,

the nuclear powerplant is near melt-

down, and all the weapons systems are

down. It's a sure bet that the UN has

already dispatched warships to find out

what happened out there near

Persephone, and how can one man hope
to defeat them?

As you explore the deserted corri-

dors and begin to put together bits and
pieces of the puzzle, you'll eventually dis-

cover what the critical mission of the

title is, who the trai-

tor was, and what
you need to do to get

to the surface of

Persephone.

First things first,

however (as the jan-

gling alarm bells and
sirens keep remind-

ing you): you must
locate the site of the

hull-breach and
repair it, figure out

how to get some
coolant into the reac-

and close the game.
, ,,

tor before it reaches

The Engineering section of the Lexington: before ascending that ladder, you might want to check for useful

items in the unlabeled storage bin on the right.

Februarq 1996Michael Dorn, best known as Star Trek's Worf, delivers a powerful performance.
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DOWNS

au'll spend a lot of

time using the

Lexington's elevator system,

and in a game of this size,

it’s easy to lose track of

exactly where you've been

or where you want to go

next. To save you time and

some possible frustration,

here's a sequential list of

elevator destinations, from

the start of the game to the

point where you leave the

ship and descend to the

planet's surface:

The game begins on

Deck 2. Read the captain's

note, turn on the first com-

puter terminal you see, ask

all the listed questions, and

you'll get information on

where to find a hull-patch-

ing kit (the glue, by the way,

goes on the patch, not on

the bulkhead). Once you've

explored the wardroom,

storage room, and captain's

quarters, and have success-

fully patched the hull

breach, your tour of duty on

the elevators begins. To

avoid wasting time or taking

an action out of sequence,

you'll want to visit the other

decks in this order:

Deck 3

Deck 2

Deck 5

Reactor Spaces

Deck 6

Deck 2

Deck 5

Deck 6

Deck 2

Bridge

Weapons Bay

Bridge

Deck 6 (Shuttle Bay)

From there on, the action

moves to the endgame on

Persephone.

I critical mass, and
make a dangerous
walk out on the hull

|

to fix a damaged
I antenna.

Once you've
done that and estab-

lished contact with

the Navy (through a

complex series of

down-links that

forms another one of

the game's tougher
puzzles), you'll learn

about a potent pro-

totype weapon, one
that establishes a

neural link between
the human brain and
the ship's battle-

drones. Using that

system will give you
a fighting chance
against the UN fleet,

but there is one
minor drawback—
anybody who uses it

will eventually die, as

the micro-circuitry-

laden serum gradu-
ally dismantles his

brain cells.

If you survive

the UN counterat-

tack and can figure

out how to summon
a landing ship to the

Lexington’s shuttle

bay, the climax of

your adventure takes

place on the surface

of Persephone.
There, you must
explore a vast, eerie,

alien structure;

decode the proce-

dure needed to gen-
erate a race of sen-

tient electro-

mechanical beings;

and finally, pass
through a kind of

"stargate" built by
the critters, for a

heavy-duty con-

frontation with alien

life-forms.

I suspect the

climactic segment of

Mission Critical may
engender some con-

troversy: it is very

wordy and philo-

sophical, and
gamers who demand
lots of slam-bang
action as a pay-off

The "stargate" on Persephone: step right through to

meet interesting, if long-winded, aliens, and experi-

ence one of the weirdest puzzles in the history of

adventure-gaming.

That wrecked tank might still have enough juice in its batteries to punch a hole clean through that

otherwise-impenetrable wall....

Some players may be disappointed that the climactic battle against the UN
fleet is rendered in this style, but at least it's very well done for what it is.

may feel short-

changed. Personally,

I found the dialogue

with the aliens to be
good, mature,

thought-provoking
sci-fi, wordy or not.

And the closing seg-

ment of the game,
assuming you buy
into the proposition

the aliens make you,

is movingly elegiac.

Mission Critical

is a classically linear

adventure, with
short-term goals that

ensure your survival

and contribute to the

over-arching objec-

tive of finishing the

Persephone mission.

There's a lot of to-ing

and fro-ing down corridors, into rooms
and compartments, etc., but the game is

structured with a generous amount of
reinforcement, and once you learn the

basic challenges, it does not suddenly
throw you into no-way-out situations.

But it is easy to take wrong turns or per-

form tasks out of sequence, with frus-

trating consequences, so you'd better

follow the old adage: save your game
early and often.

The graphics are superior through-
out, from the gray utilitarian corridors of

the Lexington to the M.C. Escher-like

interior of the alien structure on
Persephone. Movie-like space combat
sequences at the start and finish of the

game are excellent, but some gamers
might be a little disappointed (as I was)
that the mid-game engagement with the

UN fleet is rendered only in terms of
blips and data on computer screens.

The online tutorial is more of a dis-

appointment, consisting mostly of

bland, generic advice ("Pick up anything
that's not nailed down" isn't exactly rev-

elatory news).

On the other hand. Legend has
designed a superb interface for this big,

big game, one that's as transparent as

spring water. Two-thirds of your screen
is given over to uncluttered first-person

views. If you click on something you
can take, open, look at, etc., a few sim-

ple verbs pop up in the upper left cor-

ner; you just choose and action and

click. Below the main view is a scrolling

inventory list. Unobtrusive drop-down
menus handle utility functions like sav-
ing, restoring, or adjusting the volume
of music and sound effects. The little

"map" icon is also extremely useful, as it

displays the whole deck you're on and
your position, even if you haven't vis-

ited every location.

Mission Critical is a big, sleek,

handsome science fiction adventure that

blends traditional adventure challenges

with a hard-science edge and some
provocative philosophical concepts.

Gamers who crave lots of zap-the-aliens

action have plenty of other games to

choose from, but for those who seek a

more thoughtful kind of adventure, it

delivers the goods.

—William R. Trotter

[SGAMER
HIGHS: Fine

graphics and sound,

silky interface,

good acting, excep-

tional script.

LOWS: Inadequate online help, a bit too much

corridor-prowling between the more intense

sequences, and an anti-climatic ending.

(BOTTOM LINS: A mature and thought-

provoking adventure that plays the way a good

science fiction novel reads.

FINAL VERDICT

PC GRMER Februarn 1396
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Nazrac invites you to enter his tournament arenas for an explosive, addictive challenge

to defeat deadly alien drones and vicious arena bosses. *

Cinematics and voiceover from the coin-op version

enhance this sharply detailed, futuristic combat 1 <*

simulator. You’ll battle it out in one of six different MEKs, each equipped with it’s own

individual maneuvering capabilities, battle defenses and powerful,

™||i£jjFarw merciless special weapons that absolutely destroy opponents. Fire

super-charged Shockbolts, metal-eating Acid Drones, white-

hot Plasma Throwers or two kinds of high-speed,

pilot-guided missiles. Up to two players can invade

the arena via PC parallel connection or modem to modem, and up to four players can

play using an IPX compatible Network connection. Defeat your challengers, destroy a

powerful boss, then face your final, deadly challenge— annihilate Nazrac himself and

tear down his wicked empire. It’s a loud, immersive, fight for survival

and supremacy! NAZRAC AWAITS YOU!

See your local retailer for more information!

T-MEK TM & © 1994 Atari Games Corporation. Licensed to Time Warner interactive. All rights reserved.

TIME WARNER
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BIGGER. BETTER.
TO ROLL!

If you were blown away by
Panzer General, you'll be blown
to bits by ALLIED GENERAL

!

P
ANZER GENERAL took the gaming world by

storm. It established an entirely new game
category, prompting Computer Gaming World

to call it, “...such fun that even non-wargumers

are likely tofind themselves hooked.
”

Now, prepare to become an ALLIED GENERAL.

Volume II in SSI’s premier 5-Star Series
'

has you in its

sights — and this time the battlefield is the state-of-

the-art Windows® 95 environment!

Like its award-winning predecessor, success

depends on your effectiveness as a leader. Play three

campaign games as an American. British or Russian General against

the German army. Or choose over 35 scenarios that let you play as either

the Allied or Axis side. Engage in a little conjecture: several what-if scenarios

include Churchill’s never-realized invasion of Norway — Operation Jupiter.

With so many choices, your abilities will be tested as never before!

Watch your forces grow with each victory. Use new troop types such as Finnish

ski troops. Engage in E-mail gaming with

streamlined file transfer and full VCR playback

of your remote opponent’s turn. All of this and

more await your challenge. Welcome to the next

generation of strategy gaming!
RUNS ON

WINDOWS 95
AND

WINDOWS 3,1ALLIED GENERAL.
The excellence continues.
To Order: call 1-800-601 PLAY with Visa/MC

(North America only).

ALLIED GENERAL and PANZER
GENERAL are trademarks of

Strategic Simulations. Inc. ^1995
Strategic Simulations, Inc. All rights

reserved. Windows is a registered

trademark of Microsoft Corp.

A MINDSCAPE COMPANY

Product Information Number 163
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Great Haval Battles Vol. IV
Category; Naval simulation

Developer: Strategic Simulations, Inc.

Publisher: SSI, 675 Almanor Ave, Suite 201

,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086-2901

(800) 601-7529

The Great IMaval Battles series now reaches

an apparent climax with an engrossing simu-

lation of battles that might have taken place.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/33; 4MB RAM;
14MB hard-drive

space; SVGA

Quad-speed
CD-ROM drive;

Pentium; 8MB RAM;
Mouse

F

ans of naval surface warfare

were the last sub-set of

gamers to reap the advan-

tages of the quantum jump in

PC game technology that

took place in the early 1990s. I

still remember the excitement

I felt when I peeled the

shrinkwrap from SSI's Great

Naval Battles of the North
Atlantic, back in the autumn
of 1992. At last, my prayers

were answered.
Well ... it was a start,

anyway. The first game was buggy,
crash-prone, and a bit tentative in design

— you could tell SSI was inching into

uncharted waters. Game patches and
expansion modules followed, including a

scenario builder that allowed you to

deploy "super ships" like the Nazi carrier

GrafZeppelin and the magnificent

British "Vanguard" class battleships.

In 1993 came GNB Vol. ft, a Pacific

Theater sim that was considerably big-

ger and more ambitious, involving car-

rier task forces, amphibious ops, and

The cruiser Maxim Gorgy sails out to defend the Motherland— no

other PC game lets you command the valiant but ragtag Soviet Navy.

island bases. It proved something of

a flop, due to an overly complicated

interface, more bugs, and some awk-
ward design compromises.

SSI persisted, though, and with

GNB III (perhaps the third time's the

charm?), they hit one out of the ball-

park. The interface, though still

complex, was logical and clean, and
the great Pacific campaigns were

brought vividly to life.

Now, in its fourth volume, subtitled

Burning Steel, the series returns to the

European Theater. To those who already

have the previous games, the obvious

question is "why bother?"

As any military history buff can tell

you, there were not a lot of big fleet

engagements in European waters, and
while it's nice to reprise the Bismarck/

Hood encounter or the River Plate saga

of the GrafSpee with much-improved
graphics, the question still remains, has

SSI been able to come up with enough
new and different scenarios to make this

game worth the money?
It is, if you like "alternate history"

scenarios, those enticing might-have-

beens that so fascinate military history

fans. SSI has shuffled the deck of histori-

cal possibilities and come up with a

number of plausible encounters that

make for exciting, big-scale naval action.

Suppose the French Navy had dis-

obeyed the Vichy government and
come out fighting from its

Mediterranean bases, taking on either

the Royal Navy or the Italian fleet (both

possibilities are included).

And for the first time in any PC
game, the Soviet Navy
makes an appearance in

two fascinating scenar-

ios: In the first, titled

"Black Sea," the Soviet

Black Sea Fleet, along

with remnants of the

British Mediterranean

Fleet, make a last ditch

stand against the com-
bined Italian/French

fleets in the summer of

1942; the second sce-

nario, "Leningrad, '41" is

based on the premise

that the Germans did not

suffer heavy naval losses

in the Norwegian cam-
paign and could muster

a powerful Baltic task

force against the numer-
ous but amazingly rag-

tag assortment of Red

Convoy protection is a major ingredient in many bat-

tles. You can refight the debacle of PQ-17, only this

time the Royal Navy doesn't lose its nerve.

Navy ships based in Riga and Leningrad.

Unfortunately, a few real-world

dilemmas do arrive to spoil some of the

fun, through a number of annoying
bugs. The screen goes black periodically,

and in the "Jutland 1940" scenario my
French aircraft carrier kept running the

"refueling" cycle over and over again,

despite the fact that the planes it was
ostensibly refueling were not aboard the

ship. In fact, they simply vanished from
the game— my entire complement of

dive bombers! The dreaded "North Sea
Triangle," perhaps?

Admittedly, this installment doesn't

have the built-in appeal of the big,

sweeping Pacific campaigns, but I found

it every bit as interesting. And the sce-

nario editor allows your imagination free

reign to design customized battles,

deploying up to 50 ships per side.

If you liked Vol. Ill, and have a fas-

cination for the whole "alternate history"

concept, you'll get your money's worth
with Burning Steel, but if you were
expecting a complete revamp of the

genre, you'll have to look elsewhere.

—William R. Trotter

GS GAMER FINAL VERDICT

Great

graphics, sound; a

fascinating range of

historical might-

have-beens.

It's still a very complicated sim, especially

if you haven't played the previous installments.

If you're really into the sub-

ject, you'll have a great time changing history.

79
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The Martian Chronicles
Category; Graphic Adventure

Developer: Byron Preiss Multimedia

Publisher; Simon & Schuster Interactive,

175 Fifth Ave, Suite 2122

NY, NY 10010 (970)339-7137

Required We Recommend

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486DX/25; 8MB
RAM; Supported

sound card; Mouse;
Windows 3.1

486/66; 16MB RAM

H

s computer gaming has
evolved from a cottage

industry into a much more
mainstream and accessible

form of entertainment a lot

of veteran gamers seem to

think the current generation
of games is suffering from a

lack of content when com-
pared to games of the past.

This is only partly true. There
is no shortage of content:

great writers and great sto-

ries are everywhere. The
problem is that many game developers
simply don't know what to do with qual-

ity material when they get it. Take, for

example, Byron Preiss Multimedia.
Preiss got access to some of the

richest source material in the history of

science fiction: Ray Bradbury's The
Martian Chronicles. How could anyone
turn such stories as "Usher II," "The
Million-Year Picnic," and "The Earth
Men" into anything but a game full of

wonder, invention, and adventure?
Preiss and associates seem to have

worked overtime to prove that, in fact,

someone can turn diamonds back into

coal. Their Ray Bradbury's The Martian
Chronicles Adventure Game is one of
the top stinkers of the year. If it were
just another adventure game, it would
only have warranted a contemptuous
glance. But anyone who blows such a

golden opportunity and squanders such
brilliant source material deserves an
extra dose of scorn.

The Martian Chronicles, for those

who haven't read it, is a series of short

stories and connecting passages that

form a 27-year history of humanity's
encounters with Mars. Like all good sci-

ence fiction, it's more about people than
gadgets and bug-eyed creatures: Sam
and his hot-dog stand, Stendahl and his

love of Poe, Ylla's visions.

But in the game, these touching and
disturbing tales of humanity and misery
take a back seat to a simplistic goal: Your

The Martian Chronicles may be based on a

classic of science fiction, but this is one
adventure that's strictly a grade-school primer.

The exploration of Mars is surprisingly bland and uneventful, courtesy of a few static bitmaps and
lackluster gameplay.

Unfortunately, the interviews with Ray

Bradbury are the only appealing element to

be found in The Martian Chronicles.

task is to get into the Martian Archives,

where there is information that will help

avert a nuclear war on Earth.

Unfortunately, the way you go about
doing so is immediately familiar and tire-

some. It seems the extent of work that

was done in creating the game was to

take a bunch of bitmaps and a few lean

QuickTime movies, then string them
together with Macromedia Director: a

software tool designed for building busi-

ness presentations.

You wander step-by-step through
the static screens of this Martian envi-

ronment, with a few tools (an automap, a

scanner, and a data recorder) to help
you unravel the mystery. This mostly
involves reading small type on signs for

clues and picking up things for use in

later puzzles. It's trying to be Myst on
Mars, but it's a far cry from that game.
The graphics are boring and sterile, the

puzzles crummy, and the engine clumsy
and unstable.

It's a damned shame. When you
think of what could have been done with
The Martian Chronicles, and what a lost

opportunity this is, it becomes all the

more aggravating. To make a lousy

game out of nothing is easy. But to make
a lousy game out of something truly bril-

liant takes a special kind of talent.—T. Liam McDonald

The Ray

Bradbury interviews

are interesting and

provide some

appeal.

Stunningly boring, cliched, lifeless,

and bland.

A tragic waste of brilliant

source material.
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"The Beat of
The OB, Yol • 1

"
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CD-ROM features

our editors’

favorite picks

for 1995, and it
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ulcers, 14 cases

of hives, and 146

migraine headaches
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and we ’ re

giving it to

you for hkbwH
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ou read PC Gamer and that means you're important

to us. We're committed to providing the best

customer service possible and have listed details

of how to reach us below.

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES
If you have a change of address, invoice or renewal

questions, or haven't received your PC Gamer by the first

day of the issue month, please contact us:

WRITE: PC Gamer

Customer Service Department

P.0. Box 51199

Boulder, CO 80322-1199

|
CALL: (303) 661-1856
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REVIEWS

Category: Flight Sim

Developer: Flying Legends

Publisher: SSI, 675 Almanor Ave, Suite 201,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086-2901

(800)601-7529

This could have been the next big name
in flight sims, but Su-27 comes dangerously

close to spiraling out of control.

o understand the dilemma
presented by Su-27, you have
to travel back in time a little,

back to 1991 when Spectrum
HoloByte released their

highly anticipated, ultra-real-

istic F-16 fighter simulator.

Falcon 3.0. It had been in

development for quite some
time with lots of hype, and
people were dying to get

their hands on it. Spectrum
HoloByte released it ... and
promptly got savaged for

publishing a flawed, bug-ridden game
that many considered unflyable.

Flash forward a few months:
Spectrum has performed the necessary
fixes to make Falcon 3.0 air-worthy, and
continues to tweak the game with regu-

lar patches. Everyone is united in their

opinion that Falcon is the finest combat
simulator ever.

Now we jump to late 1995, and the

long-awaited SSl/Flying Legends sim of
the formidable Russian Su-27 fighter is

released just in time for the Christmas
buying season. Like Falcon 3.0, it's a

deep, challenging sim with a great

design and a lot going for it. But also like

Falcon 3.0, it has some serious problems
that could have been avoided if the game
had not been released prematurely.

The Su-27 is, along with the MiG-
29, one of Russia's premier air superior-

ity fighters. Called "Flanker" by NATO
countries, the Su-27 was created by the

Sukhoi design bureau in the 1970s as an
answer to the U.S. Air Force's F-15

Eagle. Designed as an interceptor and
air superiority fighter, it has also been
adapted for ground-attack roles, much
like the Eagle.

Some of the Su-27's unique charac-

teristics include a complex fly-by-wire

system, a high degree of maneuverabil-
ity, "jam-proof' radar, helmet-mounted
target designator, and standoff, look-

down/shoot-down capabilities. Its

sophisticated and powerful engines keep

up thrust in even the most
extreme conditions and buffet-

ing. This allows for astounding
maneuvers like the show-stop-
ping Pugachev's Cobra, in which
the Su-27 achieves a rapid decel-

eration by pulling into a 100-

degree angle of attack, then lev-

eling off in a matter of seconds.

All of which is possible in

Su-27 Flanker, thanks in no small

part to a group of Russian aerospace
professionals and programmers
with intimate knowledge of the Su-
27. They have created what is

unquestionably— even with its

flaws — one of the most accurate

combat flight simulators ever.

Su-27 Flanker has rigidly

authentic modeling of such flight

dynamics as stalls and buffeting.

The game's designers have created

tough computer opponents who per-

form realistically in each mission, and
they've even thrown in little details like

animations of all control surfaces on the

airframe (flaps, ailerons, airbrakes, etc).

There's also a diverse mix of com-
plex missions (including dusk and night-

time missions), and an elaborate mis-

sion editor. In accuracy and complexity,

it surpasses Falcon in many areas, but
both in and out of the cockpit it fails to

live up to its potential, thanks to a num-

ber of oversights that should've been
given top priority.

The Windows 95-only design (there

is a DOS version in the works) means
compatibility and configuration problems
are, for the most part, alleviated, though I

found joystick support dodgy. Upon
startup, it's clear that the "no chrome"
approach has been taken to extremes:

not only is there no startup animation,

but the first thing you see is a rather con-
fusing file menu, which prompts you to

choose a scenario to play.

Required We Recommend

Windows 95;

Double-speed

CD-ROM drive;

486/66; 8MB RAM;
1MB SVGA card

Pentium; 16MB
RAM; Supported

sound card;

Joystick
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The file designations tend to be
confusing, and the mission descriptions

often run off the screen, requiring you to

scroll back and forth in order to read

them. Much of this confusion could have
been partly alleviated by using the long

file-name capabilities of Windows 95.

With all the experience SSI has in creat-

ing computer games, the user-unfriendly

nature of this interface is simply baffling.

As frustrating as it is (and it's damn
frustrating), once you figure out how to

get into Su-27, you'll be able to access

the core screen and get the first hint of

this game's power. The interface is

designed around a map of the mission

area: in this case, Crimea, a hot spot in

the Black Sea just below the Ukraine. It's

the only theater of battle, but it provides

a diverse enough environment to keep
missions interesting. The game map dis-

plays the current mission, with icons

representing every unit in the field.

At this level, you have absolute con-

trol over the composition of missions.

You can change force dispositions or

mission parameters, add or subtract air-

craft, or create entirely new missions by
placing friendly and enemy air, sea, and
land forces. It's very easy to use, with

simple icons and countless options for

tweaking missions by changing such
things as damage states, loadout, alti-

tude, and so on. This is the best mission

editor seen in any sim, bar none.

In flight, Su-27 is no less impres-

sive. The aircraft handles incredibly, and
while it doesn't look like U.S. Navy
Fighters or Flight Unlimited, the graphics

are mostly terrific (though the sun looks

awful and there are no clouds), and the

frame-rate is silky smooth. The strength

of this sim, however, is in how it flies

and in the detailed missions. Handling
and combat is ultra-realistic and totally

engaging, with smart enemies in both

the air and on the ground. Myriad views,

including head-swivelling, padlock
views, and extensive exterior views, are

offered, as well as a great mission

recorder. In short, it's a multi-featured,

elaborate, fun sim.

But even here the lack of extras

begins to take its toll, extinguishing much
of the potential of the game. While some
sound effects are good, most are decid-

edly not, and there are no digitized

voices at all. Wingman controls are very

limited, though wingmen tend to behave
correctly. There is no campaign mode,
and missions, though thematically linked,

don't form any kind of unified whole.

The main mission screen lets you edit countless

parameters for each mission, or create your own.

mg PC GAMER FehruafU 1996
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13 GAMER FINAL VERDICT
HIGI-fiS: Dynamic

flight model, excel-

lent missions and

mission builder,

challenging oppo-

nents, deep play.

Bugs, confusing interface, zero chrome.

If SSI does the proper

patches for it, Su-27 might just be the next clas-

sic air combat sim.

This is the same as the R27T, but it uses

inertial radio-corrected guidance and semi

active radar homing instead of infrared.

Close to the America s AMRAAM, uses radio guidance

and active radar homing for medium-range attacks.

I

All-aspect passive infrared homing missile. This is the

primary medium-range missile for air-to-air.

"V 1

to

Though head-to-head play was not

promised, this game cries out for it, and
people have come to expect it in high-

end sims. Its absence in a game devel-

oped for Win 95 (whose DirectPlay API
should make head-to-head support much
easier to put into games), is disappoint-

ing. Worst of all, Su-27's electronic coun-

termeasures don't seem to work, making
some missions almost impossible.

Despite the excellent way the game
flies, it's terribly hard to recommend to

all but the most dedicated flight fanatic.

Su-27 Flanker has an incomplete feel to

it, as though it was thrown out the door
to meet the holiday rush. I'm hoping
SSI won't abandon Su-27 Flanker, and
that they'll take a lesson from the

Falcon 3.0 story.

As you read this review, many of

Su-27’s problems may have already been
resolved. I expect them to be, and I'll

certainly revisit Su-27 in my Extended
Play column to track its progress. The
crack team at Flying Legends worked

hard and put a lot of talent into this pro-

ject, and it shows in many ways.
For now, though, the final word is

this: Su-27 will be required flying for

serious jet jocks, but it'll need some
patches before it's a contender for the

classic crown.
—T. Liam McDonald



NAVY STRIKE

You’re in command, are you prepared?

Take on the role of a Task Force Commander and immerse yourself in the world of high-tech naval warfare.

Experience the thrill of planning an entire aerial campaign and bringing your strategy to fruition.

Perform reconnaissance, escort, interception and strike duties against airfields,

cities, oil installations, industrial centres and enemy HQs.

With true 3D, image-mapped, SVGA graphics, you can view your aircraft, cockpit and missiles from any viewpoint.

Facing the most intelligent computer-controlled opponents ever seen in a combat flight simulator, you'll be glad of the

latest HUD technology, automated targeting systems and photo-realistic cockpits, all based on real military hardware.

With super-realistic sound effects and details such as sun-glare, blackouts, scientifically accurate flight dynamics

AND REAL MILITARY SCENARIOS, YOU’LL FIND IT HARD TO KEEP YOUR FEET ON THE GROUND.
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For information on y
nearest retailer or to

order direct call

THRUSTMASTER®

(503) 639-3200

1 1 tWrWM racing

sims by combining the

Formula T2 with great rac-

ing software from Spectrum

HoloByte, Papyrus, Virgin

and others

IiudyCar

Your rant Tearing up asphalt

at over 200 MPH in an alcohol

fueled, 800 horsepower road
rocket.

Your reality; Crawling in rush

hour traffic behind a Yugo. In the

left lane. With its blinker on. For

the last five miles.

Thrustmaster's Formula T2 driving

system puts you in the cockpit of a

dream racing machine.

Be aggressive T2's cushioned

steering wheel won't let your

hands slip while sliding through

the chicanes. Tame the trickiest

hairpins with T2's brake pedal

and gear shift. On the straights,

blow past the world's fastest cars

when you floor T2's gas pedal.

No bad drivers, no gridlock, no

speed limits. Grab a helmet and

live your racing dreams with the

Formula T2 driving system from

ThrustMaster.

OTHE! ifNTtCf-Ci LLERSBY THRUSTMASTER

* The Need for Speed, NASCAR
Virtual Karts and World Circuit

ptlJSTtVKASTEH.
'03)639-3200 http://www.thrustmoster.com
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Extended Play
ADD-ONS • SCENARIO DISKS • UPGRADES • RUG PATCHES

Where No Train Has Gone Before
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One of the

finest strategy

sims on the

market just got

a lot better.

Transport

Tycoon Deluxe

isn't just a

repackaging of

a game and its

add-on disc; it's

a thorough

overhaul of

MicroProse's

classic.

desert, with its long expanses
of prairie. Also included is a

totally goofy, brightly colored

"Toyland" terrain set, filled

with entirely new industries

like cola wells; bubble gener-

ators; toy, candy, and soda
factories; toy stores; cotton

candy forests; and so on.

Bring cola and bubble to the

soda factory, and you have
soda. Haul batteries and plas-

tic to the toy factory, and it

turns out little robots, which
you can bring to the toy

store. A pretty nifty set, but
one that is undermined by an
unfortunate checkerboard
terrain pattern that makes
scrolling hard on the eyes.

Other industries have
been added to TT Deluxe as

well: water needs to be
hauled to water towers and
diamonds to banks, while
rubber and fruit need to go
to the factory and food pro-

cessing plant. Some new
transport types have been
included, such as the Maglev
train (a 400 MPH wonder),
water cars for hauling water,

and other unique designs for

each terrain type. Ships and
planes can now be refitted to

carry different kinds of

cargo, which can radically

change gameplay. Each vehi-

cle can be given up to 40
orders instead of 15, and the

total number of stations has
been increased to 250.

Heliports built in cities and
airports have much better

takeoff/landing capabilities.

There is also now an
option to buy shares in other

PC G8HEH February 13!
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Transport
Tycoon
Deluxe
Now, reviewing "Deluxe"
products and CD-ROM ports

is a risky business. Usually

you're dealing with old

games that have been
repackaged with a few
enhancements to make them
seem new, so retailers will

give them valuable self

space. The question always
boils down to: if I have the

game already, do I get

enough in the "Deluxe" ver-

sion to make it worthwhile?
The answer is usually a quali-

fied "maybe." With Transport
Tycoon Deluxe, it's a (still

qualified) "yes."

The qualification comes
from the fact that, if you
already have this game and
love it, you'll really want
what's new in the deluxe edi-

the game at all ... what's
your problem?

TT Deluxe tweaks and
extends gameplay in a num-
ber of areas. First and fore-

most, the excellent scenario

editor of the expansion disk

has been included.

Fortunately, though, clearer

heads have prevailed, and
the inexplicable "Martian"

tile set has

been dumped.
Three new ter-

rain types

have been cre-

ated, however,
and the entire

look of the

game got a

nice polish.

Now you can
play in the

sub-arctic,

filled with

sometimes
impassable
snowy moun-
tains, and the

Hauling water can make for decent profits

in TT Deluxe's desert terrain set.

have a simple
I way to tell a clas-

I sic game: it's

I game that a

I reviewer plays

I long after he's

I turned in his

I review. Lately, for

me, this has

L included Steel

Panthers,

Crusader: No
L Remorse, and —

still going strong
— Transport

Tycoon. 1 had been so

busy lately that 1 had-
n't spent much time

:i

on TT, but then some-
thing marvelous

^51 crossed my desk that

reminded me why I love this

game so much.

tion. (This is doubly true if

you missed the somewhat
lackluster expansion pack for

TT.) If you have this game
and are so-so about it,

thought, you won't want to

bother. And if you don't have



Extended Play

RIVIERA COUNTRY CLUB
The new Links 386 Pro Riviera course features a multimedia history and an interactive guide to each hole.

RIVIERA COURSE MAP

’

• ^
* * ^

as we've grown to expect
from Access. But they've

added a little treat to this

CD-ROM: a multimedia tour

and history of Riviera. With a

rich history of celebrities and
great golfers, this makes for a

nice touch. Better yet are the

detailed examinations of each
hole, featuring multiple still

shots from various perspec-
tives and a video fly-over of

each, with narrated tips from
the experts. A class-A pro-

duction all around.

PCfi

companies, letting you even-
tually take them over if you
get enough shares. A boon to

players who found them-
selves low on industries to

service is the ability to fund
your own industry (at about
$1,000,000 per shot). A more
complex signaling system has
been created to allow for

one-way signal lights, which
allow trains to pass in one
direction. Gameplay is also

about 50% faster, but an
option to adjust the speed of

the game would still be wel-
come. The AI has also been
polished, and while it is

undoubtedly better, it still

does some stupid things at

times, and it cheats like

nobody's business.

New terrain, transport

types, industry, terrain edi-

tor, and even a few dozen
pre-generated "scenarios;"

not a bad package at all. If

you're a big fan of the origi-

nal Transport Tycoon, you'll

definitely want to check this

out, and MicroProse is offer-

ing it to registered users of

the original for about $30.

Riviera
Country Club
The bimonthly flow of Links

386 Pro and Microsoft Golf
add-on discs has fallen off to

a trickle, but that doesn't

mean the quality has. In fact,

if anything, it's improved.
The Riviera Country Club disc

from Access is a handsome

production in all respects.

First you have the

course itself, built by George
Thomas in the 1920s and fea-

turing some of the hardest
holes in the country. Though
it's a fairly long course at

around 7,000

yards, its chal-

lenges lie more
in a plethora of

hazards that

choke fairways

and crowd the

greens. From a

terraced first

hole to a green
with a sand trap smack in the

middle of it, there are more
unique and truly challenging

holes than in any course yet

done by Access.

All of the holes are, of

course, gorgeously rendered.

P
atches and cheat programs are available on the PC
Gamer CD-ROM in the NPATCHES subdirectory; from

online sources such as the Internet, CompuServe, and

America Online, and through game publishers. One
good source is The Games Domain web page on the

Internet at http://www.gamestlomain.co.uk/. But be

warned: it can be slow at times, since it gets a lot of

traffic from gamers.

Apache:
Addresses the problems with the preferences screen

and "invincible" mode (no modem fixes in this patch).

Cactus League
Professional Basketball:
For 1967-68. 1964-65. and 1954-55 team disks there are

separate patches to correct stats and other data.

Command & Conquer Cheats:
There are two new cheats for this popular game:

• COMMAND & CONQUER Editor vl.4 allows edit-

ing of weapon payloads for infantry, vehicles and

structures, infantry and vehicle costs, structure costs,

structure power requirements and power production,

structure and unit hit points, stealth capabilities of

vehicles, vehicle firepower, unit and structure owner-

ship, unit and structure technical levels.

• COMMAND & CONQUER Mission Selector lets

you select any mission for either side.

Flight Unlimited v.2.01:
Fixes non-recognition of joysticks and joystick calibra-

tion, calibrating the hat for the Thrustmaster joystick,

Matrox video card and Virtual i/0 i-glasses! problems,

and "Divide Overflow" error.

Heroes of Might and Magic v. 1.2:

Should fix some problems with modem connects and

some random crashes.

Mechwarrior 2 VFX1 Patch:
Fixes VFX1 headset support.

Mechwarrior 2
"Battlemaster Cheat" Fix:
This will fix the spelling error that prevents you from

using the Battlemaster with the "Enzo" cheat. Not an

Activision patch.

Ripley's Believe it or Not!
The Riddle of Master Lu Patch:
Removes the 100-room limitation that causes the "Fatal

Error" and "player__enters_scene()" errors near the end

of the game.

Tigers On the Prowl v.1.26:
Fixes known problems and improves some AI functions.

Ultimate Football '95:

Corrects the "CD NOT FOUND" problem.

Virtual Pool v.1.6.6:
Allows VPto use any IRO set to 10 or above.

Warlords II Deluxe v.2.2.4:
Latest general maintenance patch.
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Infiltrate the enemy
Comm Bunker.

crashed

on a strange

planet. You quickly become

friends with the local alien,

Gaan. Together, you'll go from

hauling butt through the forest

to blasting into a bomb-filled

mine shaft to fighting through

an armory to destroy a reactor.

It's Alien Odyssey — the PC CD-ROM

game with incredibly smooth character

animation and Argonaut's exclusive 3D

adventure game technology. It's total

annihilation. But in a friendly sort of way.

Use teamwork to solve

puzzles and outwit invaders.

\A R60NAUT PHILIPS
©1995 Philips Media, Inc. ©1995 Argonaut Software Limited. For more information call 1-800-340-7888. Visit our Web Site at http://www.philipsmedia.com/media/games
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and sounds surround your senses

EXPLORE
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Product Information Number 100

The Leaving

>, go deep underground, fly over subterranean temples, gather the symbols and

your power and unlock unseen treasures from the past, a cosmic first...

IV1ATT I I EW GREEN
DUCE VINES
I ISLE ENGLEWI I.C OMI TO H II- FUTURE- is brought to you by BL.UK SKY ENTERTAINMENT INC

/VVC/t\4ii http://www.loop.com/~bluesky 2X CDROM or faster WfN95 or 3.1 8 megs RAM hard drive

that Reflect THE MOON Aov-vr Ton Kvoto Trp/t Xoyivy loov Available NOW OMCM.X.C V Blue Sky Entertainment Inc.
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The Learning Game
THE LATEST TRENDS & DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Beating the Expiration Date

I

aken to its

extreme, every
software

package has
limited poten-

tial; that's the

nature of a

computer pro-

gram. One of

the challenges

of software

design is to

defy that limit,

to create the

illusion of infi-

nite possibili-

ties. Construc-
tion programs
like The Incred-

ible Machine or

Widget Work-
shop seem as open-ended as

a box of crayons and the

Great Wall of China. Multi-

layered programs like The
Lost Mind ofDoctor Brain

seem to go on forever.

Research tools, word proces-

sors, graphics packages, and
electronic storybooks all

have a long life expectancy.

These programs represent

one end of a spectrum.

Recently, I explored

some that represent the

other end, packages with a

short shelf-life. Programs
with a definite end or limited

usefulness have always baf-

fled me. Why would you buy
a program that you will

never use again once you've
finished it?

Score Builder
for the SAT
and PSAT
For an example of apparently
limited programs, look at

software that prepares stu-

dents for standardized tests.

Davidson offers Tour Per-

sonal Trainer for the ACT; the

Princeton Review produced a

practice test a year or two
ago; and The Learning Com-
pany recently released Score

Builder for the SAT and
PSAT. I spent a week or so

with The Learning Compa-
ny's program, wondering
what a family could do with

the package once the

Scholastic Aptitude Test

was over. It was like the

package had an expiration

date, so I came up with some
different ideas on how to add

life to the program.
After all, it was a fine

piece of software, for the

most part. Based on Dr. Gary
Gruber's system for improv-
ing test scores, the program
assesses students' strengths

and weaknesses, then pre-

scribes a study program
culled from a menu of elec-

tronic practice sessions.

Depending on how much
time a student can commit, a

few days could help anyone
improve his or her scores.

With a few weeks. National

Merit Scholars may emerge.
I am never impressed

with online personalities, and
Dr. Gruber and his assistants

are no exception, but other-

wise the program was pre-
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In Score Builder for the SAT and PSAT, math section reviews are delivered by elec-

tronic chalkboard, and verbal section reviews are scratched on digital notebook paper.

sented beautifully. The dry
facts were related clearly,

succinctly, and in a visually

attractive style. I did wish
there had been more exer-

cises, but they were quite

helpful, and the explanations

were even better.

Score Builder for the

SAT and PSAT has one
important advantage over
classroom reviews; this pro-

gram offers a relatively inex-

pensive, home-based plan.

Kids can work at their own
pace; they can succeed or

struggle in private without
the pressure of other kids

around them. They can work
when they want to — which
may be never, but that's

another problem entirely —
so they don't have to give up
a Saturday morning when
they might rather sleep in.

Parents may need to create

some sort of incentive pro-

gram to encourage kids to

Every piece

of software
has a fairly

limited life-

span, but a

little ingenuity

on your part

can help you
get extra

mileage out

of your

educational

programs.

use this program since no
one's taking attendance and
no one's waiting for them to

finish the tests, but the flexi-

bility may be well worth the

need for ingenuity.

So how can families

squeeze a few more hours of

value out of this program
after the SAT is done? Try
using it to remind grownups
of the trials and tribulations

of high school course work.
Next time a parent wants to

yell at a child about grades,

he or she should try Dr. Gru-
ber's assessment test. High
school math is particularly

opaque and Byzantine after

several years away from the

classroom, and balancing a

checkbook will not keep par-

ents in practice.

On the other hand, par-

ents can use the program to

help them help their kids with

homework. Launch Score
Builder, and you can cover

factoring equations in about
30 minutes. Not only does the

program offer a quick, clear

review, but it also offers the

language for explaining com-
plex math topics. This bonus
helps parents who can solve

math problems, but can't

generalize the principles or

explain how they did it.

In addition, what's sauce

for the goose is sauce for the

gosling. If a child is hav ing a

tough time with math or

vocabulary. Score Builder

may offer just the right

amount of extra practice the

child needs. It may also

explain a concept a little dif-
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Learning Game

GEOSRFHH

The Weather

©SAFARI WEATHER REPORT/

Questions in quiz: 12 Best times 0148879

Hiidl

GeoSafari uses sharp graphics, smooth narration, and a simple interface to guide players through its trivia game. The
program is packed with information, and the content is well-rounded.

To motivate players to learn its vast storehouse of

useful information, GeoSafari awards medals for each

category completed with a perfect score.

The History section quizzes

players on Native American
cultures, teaching the names
of nations and tribes, and
describing — in very short

blurbs — the culture of early

American groups.
To salvage the program,

you need to approach the

game as a team. A grownup
and a child can pool their

knowledge and teach each
other how they figure things

out, discuss how to think. For
example, in a history quiz on
great artists, when a the clue

says to find a Flemish artist

who painted a zebra in the

lower left corner of every
masterpiece, the team may
not know the answer. But
they may each have a clue

that would lead to a good

guess. Rule out
the Italian

sounding
names, for

example, elimi-

nating a third of

the choices.

One team mem-
ber may recall

that Fleugel the

Younger
painted tigers in

the center of all

of his paintings
— how that

team member
learned it may
not be impor-
tant, but that it

was available information is

most significant because
there, on the list of artists, is

Fleugel the Elder. Maybe the

Elder started a trend and
passed it on to the Younger,
the team speculates. And
they'd be correct — if the

Fleugels weren't figments of

my imagination. And, indeed,

children and adults would
have learned a lot about how
to think.

But thinking doesn't

seem to be the point of

GeoSafari. The point is to

memorize the immense body
of facts in the program
through repeated play. The
program designers have built

in various — and hackneyed
— motivational techniques: A
timer challenges players to

ferently, in a way that turns

on the light for a baffled

geometry student. Some-
times a short explanation

clears away a lot of confus-

ing debris and makes a

concept easier to grasp.

Don't be fooled by its

title— Score Builder for

the SAT and PSAT offers

value long after the SAT
has been completed. It

makes the high school cur-

riculum accessible to kids

and parents, and it

reminds families of what's
expected by society, what
we should all know or at

least be able to learn in

short order.

GeoSafari
For another example of

software with limited use,

consider GeoSafari, a pop-
ular stand-alone electronic

game that has been
adapted on CD-ROM for

Windows. This program
doesn't suffer from an
expiration date, but rather

an expired license.

I'm probably going
out on a limb here, all by
myself, with a bunch of

screaming, chainsaw-
wielding monkeys
clamoring about the tree

trunk, but the educational

design of GeoSafari lags

far, far behind the times.

The program is a trivia

game with some nice

record-keeping tools, a

mellow narrator, and some
high-tech illustrations.

Its simple-minded
design, however, seems to

suggest that knowing who
wrote Pride and Prejudice

is just as good as reading
it. The only people who
should be impressed with
GeoSafari are the people
who had to design the origi-

nal game within the confines

of the original electronics.

The program can be sal-

vaged, however, because the

raw materials are excellent.

The scope of this trivia game
explicitly covers science, his-

tory, and geography, but
within these categories are

quizzes about writers, fash-

ion, art, and many other top-

ics. GeoSafari is packed with
content, and the content is

well-rounded. The quiz on
great writers, for example,
includes questions about
African-American writer

Toni Morrison, as well as

Chilean writer Gabriela Mis-
tral. Artists also include

notable women, like Mary
Cassatt and Georgia O'Keefe.

answer quickly and beat their

times on subsequent
attempts; medals are

awarded for perfect scores;

and several players can com-
pete against each other.

Being a trivia fan, these

motivational strategies work
for me. Back in seventh
grade, though, no little com-
puter graphic of a medal
would have convinced me to

try to remember which presi-

dent won all the votes in the
Electoral College. On the

other hand, learning how to

beat trivia experts without
memorizing every bit of data
would have intrigued me.

With all of the student-

driven, exploratory software

out there, GeoSafari doesn't

rank highly as an educational

package. Its extensive content

earns points, but its presenta-

tion short-circuits the score-

board. If your family loves

trivia, or if you believe that

drill and practice is a good
way to learn about art, litera-

ture, science, and the rest of

the world, GeoSafari will

surely satisfy you. But add
some human insight to the

game, add some critical

thinking, ask questions. The
GeoSafari experience needs
more richness and depth if

it's going to truly teach kids

anything important.

Pltfi

O Smo8

Q Hurricane

Q Cirrostratus clouds

Q Nimbus clouds

Q Stratus clouds

fit Altostratus clouds

Q f°S

Q Cirrus clouds

o Cumulus clouds

Show the Answer

J
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Play in 30 Days, Guaranteed!

The extensive video coaching, interactive drills, and one-on-one instruction will

teach you to play chess in 30 days or your money back. (Details on product box)

rste/' the

w
of all

i z. ^ x

Strategy
Games

\vaur':e Ashley/

Teaches,

First, learn everything you
need to think and win like a

seasoned player...

5ue
...Now, practice and play

with incredible game features

and controls.

m-

aster the grandest strategy game of all through the innovative

coaching of one of the greatest International Master players of all

time. ESPN commentator and acclaimed chess coach Maurice Ashley uses

sports and other real-life analogies to bring the game of chess to a lively

new level. Learn to excel at every facet of the game, from basic moves to

advanced strategies, with this next-generation, multimedia teaching program.

"Sports Illustrated has called Maurice Ashley the

John Madden of chess, and now you’ll know why.”

- Bob Rice, Professional Chess Association

Maurice Ashley

FOR BEGINNING AND INTERMEDIATE PLAYERS
For more information call (800) 457-8357

Product Information Number 99

Windows CD-ROM
Windows 95 and Windows 3.1
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Lupine Online
SHAREWARE NEWS & THE ONLINE SCENE

Shareware With a Vengeance

time, the Bats have learned a

few new tricks.

Fortunately, so have you.

At your disposal are Zap and
Rotospike charges, attained

by collecting crystals. Zap will

always go for the nearest

enemy— some are destroyed,

some are repelled, some are

converted, and some are

frozen; while Rotospikes go
out and do damage to all

onscreen enemies and return

when the job is done.

Look for RETURN.ZIP on
AOL, at Pop Software's Web
site http://www.fungame.com
or call (800) 531-GAME.

Prairie Dog
Hunt PRO
After a short hiatus from the

shareware world, lan Firth

has decided that everyone
deserves another shot ... at

prairie dogs! Prairie Dog Hunt
PRO contains a 360-degree

viewable area, frame-

animated prairie dogs, a

zoomable gun sight, and
improved sound effects.

Due to the nature of the

animation in the game, a

powerful PC is recommended
for full enjoyment. And if your
video card does not support
image stretching, you'll be
notified, and the Scope Zoom
feature will be disabled.

PDH PRO contains two styles

of play: Timed and Open
Season. Timed games consist

of shooting as many prairie

dogs as possible during a set

amount of time. Open Season
is self-explanatory— get

some coffee, load up 30

rounds in the clip, and go
nuts! Options allow you to

select the amount of ammuni-
tion in your clips, the density

of prairie dogs, and their

speed. And if your system can

handle it, you can set your
sight's zoom factor to 1.5x,

2.0x or 4.0x. Prairie Dog Hunt
PRO can be registered online

with CompuServe. Just GO
SWREG and search for key-

words "Diversions," and
“Prairie Dog Hunt PRO." The
registration fee ($25) will be

added to your monthly

CompuServe bill.

And that's it for now. I

can hear all of that free drive

space calling to me.
PCB

Scott Wolf

Skunny
Remember Copysoft's

Skunny Squirrel — star of a

series of games named after

him, including the wacky
arcade racer Skunny Kart?

Well, the little guy's back in

Magic Touch's new 32-Bit

DOS-based game, simply

titled Skunny.

This time out, he's uncov-

ered an ancient treasure map
showing the locations of

incredible treasures scattered

throughout the world. The
shareware demo takes place

on a pirate ship on the high

seas of the Caribbean.

The game features lightning-

fast, six-level parallax scrolling,

16-bit stereo sound effects and
MIDI background music,

dozens of objects to interact

with, an integrated editor to

create levels, and a "world

manager" that lets you archive

worlds for distribution to

other gamers and install

Nature abhors

a vacuum, and
there's nothing

like a bunch of

new hard-drive

space to send

you looking for

new games to

install.

Fortunately,

there's some
terrific share-

ware waiting

online.

PC GRMER Februarq 1996

ell, the hol-

idays have
been good
to The
Wolf. I just

added
another

gig-and-a-

half hard
drive to

my system,

and I feel

like a

strung-out

junkie on
his first

dreamy hit

of China
White in

months.
Flmm —

that's probably not a very

good analogy to use here.

Forget I said that. Let's just

say that I feel like a guy who's
had several dozen boxes of

software sitting on his floor

because he didn't have
enough hard-drive space to

install anything new, and has

suddenly been throwing stuff

on like there's no tomorrow
(and if I had my way, there

wouldn't be). You name it
—

EF 2000, Crusader: No
Remorse, Trophy Bass,

Screamer, The Hive, Wetlands,

Pinball Illusions, Top Gun,
Total Distortion — they're all

new neighbors on my fresh E
and F partitions. Meanwhile,
the shareware arena has been
showcasing some outstanding

new contenders; here are the

ones that get the Pawprint of

Approval for February, 1996.

Black Knight:
Marine
Strike Fighter
With so many new high-end

flight sims on the market, how
do you decide which one to

pop for? Well, you could

spend an hour downloading a

demo that lets you fly for a

few minutes (Su-27's demo
gives you ten minutes. Fighter

Duel's gives you a whopping
three), or you could spend
that same time snagging a

demo that actually gives you
five full training missions and
five complete combat sorties.

Created with the full

cooperation of Miramar-
based Marine squadron
VMFA-314, who not only pro-

worlds created by others.

Look for SKUNNY.ZIP in

CompuServe's Action Games
Forum (GO ACTION), on AOL
(Keyword PCGAMES), Atomic
Entertainment's FTP site ftp.

atomic-ent.com or web page
www.atomic-entcom/webpage.

Return of
the Mutant
Space Bats

Pop Software finally

strikes back with the official

second installment of The
Mutant Space Bat Saga. Bats

2: Return of the Mutant Space
Bats ofDoom is a space

shooter that features the same
intense and maddening action

as its predecessor— only, this

vided history and realism

input, but beta-tested the sim

as well, FormGen's Black

Knight could well be the PC
successor to EA's Amiga clas-

sic, F/A-18 Interceptor.

Black Knight features a

smooth flight model, user-

friendly flight instruction,

Gouraud-shaded ground
detail and 3D stereo sound
digitized from real F/A-18s.

Look for it on AOL, Compu-
Serve and at the Happy Puppy
site on the World Wide Web
at http://www.happypuppy.com
in two parts, BKSE12A.ZIP and
BKSE12B.ZIP. The registered

version gives you 60 combat
missions, a functional flight

recorder, a talking flight instruc-

tor, and a whole lot more.



while playing modem games!
HeadOn is compatible for simultaneous voice/data remote play with Doom, Doom II, Heretic, Rise of the Triad, Tyrian, One

Must Fall, Terminal Velocity, VR Pool, Descent, Spectre VR, Wacky Wheels, Fighter Wing, Battledrome, Transport Tycoon, Dark

Legions, Machiavelli the Prince, Chessmaster, Grandmaster Championship Chess, Chessnet, Indy Car Racing, Nascar Racing,

Tank Commander, Warcraft, Iron Assault, Power - the Game, Hardball 4, Wing Commander, Metal Marines, Battle Chess,

Empire Deluxe, Flight Simulator 5.x, Commanche, Slip 5000, Werewolf, and Blood Bowl.

I O O % REAL FUN
Introducing the Eiger Labs HeadOn™ interactive game

modem with simultaneous voice for PC’s. You can now

talk to and hear your friends while playing your favorite

remote games over a single, standard telephone line.

Taunt each other while battling head-on or vocally

coordinate strategies for team playing. Breathe

personalities into game characters in your own voice and

words, lust imagine- no more boring, keyboard activated

pre-recorded messages. No more distracting chat

windows. Now you can truly interact with other players!

Doom deathmatches will never be the same!

With Eiger Labs' advanced DSVD (Digital Simultaneous

Voice and Data) features, the HeadOn modem offers

maximum real-time performance for true, fast-action

trigger-responsive voice/data game play.

HeadOn also includes standard

14.4Kbps data and fax modem

features, and it readily fits into

any standard PC ISA bus slot.

Easy-to-use software is provided for

plug-n-play installation, telephone dialing/answering, and

remote gaming with simultaneous voice.

Get the most realistic interactive remote gaming experience.

Get Eiger's new HeadOn modem. For more information,

call 1 -800-OK-EIGER or e-mail

headon@slip.net.

Includes deluxe CD-ROM with 1 0 popular shareware games!
HeadOn is available at major retail computer stores.

Jump to World Wide Web http://www.eigerlabs.com to find another HeadOn opponent in your area code or world.

©1995 Eiger Labs, Inc. The HeadOn and Eiger logos are registered trademarks of Eiger Labs, Inc. All others are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Deformed. Evil. Vindictive.

Got something against
Gotham City is sinking in evil...Two-Face and The Riddler are on the loose and laughing at you! So team
up as Batman and Robin and take back the night! 125 attacks! 80 lethal levels! BATMAN™ FOREVER — the
mother of all fighting games! It’s ultra-real combat that’ll blow your PC to bits! The legend continues...forever!

Over 125 awesome
moves, gadgets
and attacks!

Two-Face and The Riddler await! Over 80 unbelievable
stages!

B R T M R N "

FOREVER
Real digitized

characters and
backgrounds!

X H E G /\ IVl E

DOS Windows 95

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE ESRB RATING, OR TO COMMENT ABOUT THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE RATING, PLEASE CONTACT
THE ESRB AT 1 -800-771 -3772. ’BATMAN and all related elements are the property of DC Comics TM & © 1995. All rights reserved
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. © 1995 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division and
registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. © 1995 Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. All rights reserved.
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Alternate Lives

«

t's never easy to admit
when you've been
wrong, so I've put it

off for a while. But
better late than never,

right? A few months
ago, I sat down and
typed out a nice long
column about the

death of roleplaying,

citing watered-down
RPG online forums as

one of the first signs

of the apocalypse.

Well, like I said, I

was wrong. A few
days ago, I got a

chance to look at

Interplay's latest work
in their Advanced
Dungeons & Dragons

and GURPS lines. Far from
being harbingers of the
doom I predicted, this latest

batch of games has the

potential to not only please

existing RPG fans, but to

bring an entirely new group
into the fold.

One of the first AD&D
titles is called Blood and
Magic, and it follows in the

footsteps of strategy titles

like Warcraft and Master of
Magic. Unlike those other

games, though. Blood and
Magic also offers up the

familiar characters and
spells from the AD&D
Forgotten Realms universe.

The game features both a sin-

gle-mission mode with sce-

narios both serious and
humorous, and a campaign
mode in which the player

attempts to conquer the

entire land. As with many of
Interplay's new AD&D
games, this title contains
enough serious RPG ele-

ments to engross fanatics

while offering up an experi-

ence that is sufficiently

different from standard

RPGs to attract new players

to the genre.

Another break from the

traditional RPG format that's

sure to bring in new players

is Descent to Undermountain,
which combines the first-per-

son 3D graphics of the popu-
lar sci-fi action game Descent
with roleplaying elements,

creating a game that

promises to be a lot of fun.

The smooth graphic look of
the game continues to shape
up, and the addition of even

OK, so
roleplaying

isn't dead. In

fact, if the

new games
Interplay has
in the works
are any
indication,

the future of

roleplaying is

pretty healthy.

FANTASY AND ROLEPLAYING GAMES

To Err is Human

life on the computer screen.

Even at this early stage,

though, there's little doubt
that this game will be one of

the most innovative RPG
titles ever, and if it lives up to

the caliber of work being
done on the other AD&D
products, it could be one of

the most entertaining as well.

If you're into TSR's new
Dragon Dice game, you'll be
glad to know that progress
on the computer translation

of this one continues as well.

The artists on this title have
done a phenomenal job of

bringing the Dungeons &
Dragons world to life with
high-quality images of vari-

ous creatures from the TSR
universe. The finished prod-

uct is right around the cor-

ner, and as much as any of

the other titles, this game
seems poised to bring a com-
pletely new group of gamers
into the RPG world.

Some roleplaying purists

are bound to complain about
the break with tradition rep-

resented by some of the latest

RPGs. But as long as games
like Blood and Magic, Dragon
Dice, and Descent to

Undermountain prove prof-

itable, publishers will still be
able to justify development

;

costs on more traditional

games like the GURPS and
Planescape titles. It's always
nice to be part of an exclusive

|

group, but if RPGs are to sur-
;

vive, it will have to be by
expanding to encompass the

interests of many gamers,
and then introducing them
slowly to the addictive plea-

sures inherent in controlling

an intelligent alter-ego.

poet
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more secret passageways,
magic, and genuine AD&D
monsters is making this game
look like a real winner.

Although it's still a long
way from completion.

Interplay's translation of

Steve Jackson's GURPS sys-

tem continues, and it's start-

ing to look like a die-hard

roleplayer's dream. In addi-

tion to graphics that have to

be seen to be believed, the

company is designing a sys-

tem that will, perhaps for the

first time, allow characters

with very different skills to

tackle standard game puzzles

in ways that make the most
sense for them. For instance,

strong characters with plenty

of combat skills will be able

to muscle themselves out of

a bad spot, while smarter
characters will be able to

talk their way out of the
same situation, and charac-

ters with greater dexterity

may be able to use their

skills to simply slip away.
In addition to the laud-

able new system, the GURPS
programmers are also creat-

ing some truly remarkable
graphic and artificial intelli-

gence routines that will let

the Interplay storytellers cre-

ate non-player characters

that are more than just a dis-

embodied voice attached to

a few frames of animation.

The total package is really

starting to shape up, but the

programmers are still play-

ing coy when it comes to

giving out details.

Another tight-lipped

group is the team working
on the Interplay's first title

set in the AD&D Planescape
world, currently slated for

release much
later this year.

Although
there's still

not much
more than a

set of written

plans at this

point, the

development
team has been
lucky enough
to add David
"Zeb" Cook to

their ranks,

one of the

original

designers of the Planescape
pen-and-paper product. As I

write this, the team is looking

for the most effective ways to

bring this immense world to



The Desktop General
GAMES • HISTORIC & MILITARY SIMULATIONS • TACTICAL COMBAT

Raising Hell in a Verg Small Place

BtTil
afl'l
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n last month's issue of

PCG, 1 expressed seri-

ous disappointment
with the wargame
construction system
in Empire II. Yes, it

allowed you to create

battles from any his-

torical era, and yes, it

allowed the sort of

micro-quantification

that some hardcore
fanatics revel in, but

the damned thing was
so complicated —
and so poorly

explained in the man-
ual — that I found it

far more trouble than
it was worth.

For all its anal-

retentive obsession with

minutiae, the whole package
had a curiously "mushy" feel

to it, and the actual battles —
when and if you could figure

out how to design one that

was actually playable —
struck me as lethargic, pon-
derous affairs, sadly lacking

in drama. One seldom expe-

rienced the sudden rush of

spotting a tactical opportu-

nity and going for it with

desperate urgency.

Now, in response to a

tsunami of consumer
requests, QQP has finally

published a construction-

set/scenario editor for The
Perfect General II, and it

delivers all the fun, excite-

ment, and flexibility you
could ask for.

The system is clean, ele-

gant, and controlled by a

sweetheart of an interface. If

you're a veteran TPG2 player,

you'll have little trouble figur-

ing out how to set up battles

of any size, or even link bat-

tles into campaigns. When
you've completed your initial

design, just click on "verify,"

and the computer will tell you
exactly what, if anything, you
need to do to render the sce-

nario playable.

Once you've got a veri-

fied scenario, you can save it

under any category of battle

found in the original game.
In order to test drive the

program, I decided to set up
a simulation of Dien Bien Phu
(the epic 1954 siege in which
the Communist Viet Minh —
brilliantly led by an ex-school

teacher named Nguyen Giap
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— broke the back of French
power in Indochina). I've

always wanted to see a PC
simulation of this battle —
now, thanks to QQP, I could

design my own.
Guided by maps from

Bernard Fall's classic account
of the siege. Hell in a Very

Small Place, I recreated the

terrain right down to the rice

paddies and jungle-covered

hills where Giap hid his

artillery, and I fortified the

French positions with lots of

bunkers and mines. After a

mere forty minutes, I had cre-

ated a beautiful replica of the

actual battlefield.

Next step: Setting up
victory locations and assign-

ing point values. Each French

William Ft. Trotter

home-grown scenario played

out with startling historical

realism. Hordes of red-

flagged Viet Minh infantry

doggedly pressed forward
on all sides, while my light

tanks, machine guns, and
fortified bazookas slew them
by the (symbolic, at least)

thousands. Meanwhile,
Giap's artillery, dug in on
jungle-covered slopes all

around the garrison, slowly

pounded my fortifications to

pieces and silenced my guns,

one by one.

There were two airstrips

inside the fortress, and I

fudged a little — for the sake

of playability — by letting the

French base up to six planes

on them. At first, these

fortress was assigned its own
|

value, and I used three "city"

hexes to simulate French
general de Castries' head-
quarters (worth 2500 points).

Next step: designating "rein-

forcement regions" — small

ones inside the perimeter,

since most French replace-

ments were air-dropped;

huge ones in the jungle, to

replicate the intricate web of

Viet Minh supply trails.

Then came the composi-
|

tion of forces: artillery and
infantry only for the Reds,

but big numbers of buy-

points. To symbolize the

French advantage in air

power, I used "off-shore

artillery" points.

Once I had fine-tuned

things and gotten the green-

light from the "verification"

scan, I swapped discs and
played the French defender

against the computer on its

highest setting.

To my delight, this

What do you
do when you
can't find a

simulation of

an historical

battle you'd

love to fight?

Grab the

Perfect

General II

scenario

editor and
build it

yourself.

proved invaluable in knock-

ing out Giap's artillery, but

then — again, to my delight
— the computer enemy did

exactly what Giap did in

1954: it surrounded the

artillery with numerous anti-

aircraft guns and started

shooting down my planes

faster than I could afford to

replace them.
My first Dien Bien Phu

scenario played out remark-
ably like the real battle: an
abattoir of slaughter marked
by fanatical determination on
the Communist side and
incredible defensive heroism
on the part of the paras and
Foreign Legion garrison. So I

fashioned another, alternate-

history scenario based on the

(very real, for a while) possi-

bility of massive U.S. air

power intervention. A very

different battle indeed, result-

ing in a draw. Fascinating!

After this impressive

test-drive, I started letting my
imagination run wild, design-

ing Stalingrad-type urban
battles, islands-only battles,

"riverworld" battles — and
tinkering with the various

replacement options, some-
times allowing the computer
to randomize things, in order
to guarantee some surprises,

both pleasant and dire.

One small quibble: the

title "Scenario Editor" leads

you to assume that you can,

in fact, edit the original sce-

narios that come with TPG2.
Unfortunately, you can't. But
by recreating the maps (not

so hard, once you get the

hang of it), you can experi-

ment with ways to beat

those vexatious battles you
never quite won the first

time around.

And I would be remiss
— after all the carping I've

done in the past — if I did

not mention that the manual
for this new program shows
signs of having been
professionally written and
proofread.

In short, QQP has given

Perfect General fans a sce-

nario-builder that is every-

thing they could want. Now
we can all stop bitching

about the lack of one in the

original game — and proceed

to happily run amok.
pen



Seen a good Civil War game late!y?...We have!

nlm

Volume II

PCD
ROM

MULTIMEDIA ENHANCED

Introducing Volume II of the ground breaking
“Battleground™ series of Historical Strategy
Games! Featuring the innovative “Battleview™
combat system, “Battleground: Gettysburg covers
the three most crucial days of the American Civil

War. Take control of Lee’s Army of Northern
Virginia and whip the Yankees back to Maine
or command Meade’s Army of the Potomac and
repulse the RLebel invasion.

• Unparalled Historical accuracy
• Stunningly detailed battlefield

• Regimental-level units

• Elegant, easy to use “Battleview™ interface

• Play the 1st. 2nd or 3rd day or the whole
three day campaign

• Scenarios include: Culp’s Hill, Devil’s Den,
Little RLound Top, Pickett’s Charge and more!

• Variable command control

• Modem to modem and null modem play

• Extensive combat sound and video clips

The Battle of Gettysburg, July 1 -3, 1 863

piEJBPWtW
Clear 0

j

Elevation 470;

Objective 0!

Ammo 1 049/742 i

Eile Ehase Units Mglee fieinforce Status Bisplay A/j Modem Options Help]

4:00PM July 1 1863 Rebel Movement Phase (Day)

Actual Screens may vary

Available from: Egghead, Electronics Boutique, Waldensoft, Comp USA, Borders Books, Best Buy, Micro Center,

Media Play and other fine software dealers.

To order direct call 1-800-211-6504 (orders only please)
Give us a call at 410-821-7282 or contact us online at: CompuServe: GO GAMEPUB C • CIS: 75162,373

• INTERNET: 75162,373@compuserve.com • AOL: Talonsoftl • TalonSoft P.O. BOX 632 Forest Hill MD 21050-0632
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Sim Column
DRIVING • FLYING • FIGHTING • BUILDING • ETC.

Dispatches from Las Vegas

omdex, the

way-too-big
computer
show in Las
Vegas, is still a

serious, busi-

ness-oriented

show. But
computer
entertainment

is no longer
an oddity

there, and I

saw more than

a few things

that should
come as good
news to sim
fans.

Dust off

your virtual

golf clubs and take those
funny-looking clothes to the

cleaner, because the next
generation of Links is well

underway and set for release

next spring. Access isn't

talking much, but here are a

few tidbits:

First of all, there will be
modem and network options

for multiple players. It's

about time; golf seems to be
a natural for modem play,

but nobody's done it yet. I

can't wait to taunt my oppo-
nent with those now-immor-
tal words: "Looks like you hit

the tree, Jim."

Weather conditions

will include more than just

the wind. How about mist or
fog to change the scenery?
Also look for a vastly differ-

ent chipping interface. And
there will be several features

that computer hackers have
been begging for all along,

including computer oppo-
nents, tournament play, and a

skins game.
Getting to the next hole

promises to be entertaining,

too. You won't just pop up at

the next tee; you'll move
there — by cart, I guess — so

you can enjoy the scenery

along the way. Older courses

will work in the new game,
just like the original Links

courses did in Links 386 Pro.

Hawaii's Kapalua looks like

the first new course for Links

Pentium, or whatever Access
ends up calling it.

And if you haven't made
the switch to Windows 95,

this might just be the reason
to take the plunge: the new

Links will be a native

Windows 95 program.
Dynamix, Sierra's sim

division, has been pretty quiet

this year, but you can look for

that to change in a big way in

1996. Red Baron II promises to

be a sensational follow-up to

the original, an antique of a

flight sim that remains a fav-

orite of many computer pilots.

Here's a surprise for

you: Dynamix is working on
Front Page Sports: Baseball
'96. As I've said before. Front
Page is the only baseball sim
that manages to re-create the

physics of baseball on the

field. Sure, the game was
flawed statistically, but noth-

ing else comes close to

delivering the look and feel

of baseball. I thought

the next big thing in

gaming graphics,

but we're not there

yet. Hold on to your
money until this

new bit of technol-

ogy settles out
some.

Here's some-
thing else to look

forward to: full-

duplex, voice-capa-

ble modems. Pretty

soon we'll be wear-
ing headsets with
microphones, talk-

ing live and in real-

time to our modem
opponents. Imagine closing

in on your buddy in a race at

Talladega — while you're

taunting him on the phone.
Or sneaking up on your

Doom rival and saying hello,

before you blow him away.
Modem gaming is about to

get a lot more entertaining.

There's only one prob-
lem with Las Vegas: the city

preys on the weak and the

less fortunate. With any luck,

you'll see plenty of reviews
by me in the next few issues;

I'll need the work to help pay
off my losses at the blackjack

tables. That's OK. I'll win it all

back next year.

Correction
Have you ever stepped in

between two combatants to

stop a fight, and come away
with a bloody nose? That's

how I feel after I wrote about
the split between Domark
and Interactive Creations
over Confirmed Kill, the

multi-player, online air-

combat sim. Apparently, I

screwed up, so let's set the

record straight: Interactive

Creations developed
Confirmed Kill, and con-

tracted with Domark to use

that company's Flight Sim
Toolkit graphics engine.

Interactive Creations decided
to go with a different graph-
ics engine and backed out of

the deal with Domark,
according to ICC's Robert
Salinas. And that's the end of

that story. Perhaps the most
important result of the

Confirmed Kill split is that we
now have two new online air-

combat sims to look forward
to — Domark still plans to

put out Confirmed Kill, and
Salinas and company are

nearly finished with their

own project as I write this.

PEG
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Do enough
exploring at

Comdex, the

business-
oriented

computer
show in Las

Vegas, and
you'll find

signs of the

gaming
industry's

growing
importance.

Dynamix had abandoned the

game, but the company
hopes to release it next
spring. Bring it on!

Retailers shopping for

the latest processors and
storage devices found plenty

of fun on the show floor, too.

NASCAR Racing seemed to

be the favorite game to

show off high-powered sys-

tems, and business suits

were lining up to race one
another on a network set up
in the Dell space. Several

fights broke out in the

Diamond Multimedia space,

where well-groomed busi-

ness types were duking it

out on the PC version of

Sega's Virtua Fighter.

Diamond and Creative

Labs are also at war, as they
look to get your business in

the 3D accelerator market.

These new graphics boards,

and others like them, will be



Tim's Tech Shop
HARDWARE • PERIPHERALS • TECHNOLOGIES

Readii. Hilling and Stable
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t might sound
strange to say this,

but PC technology

has been surpris-

ingly stable for the

past few years. Of
course, you might
wish that PC tech-

nology had moved
more slowly if you
have a two-year-old

PC that struggles

under the weight of

the latest games, but

while individual

components have
gotten cheaper,

faster and better, the

basic design of our

systems hasn't

changed that much.
The standard game PC of

the early 1990s looks some-
thing like this: a 32-bit Intel-

compatible processor chip, a

local-bus SVGA video card,

and a Sound Blaster sound
card or one of its 16-bit suc-

cessors. Some of the details

might be different— more or

less RAM and hard-drive

space, a Pentium CPU instead

of a 486, PCI slots instead of

VL-Bus — and CD-ROM dri-

ves have opened the door to

bigger games with rich

soundtracks, digitized speech
and full-motion video. But the

basic architecture has stayed

the same, and the systems all

run the same games.
Developers spend a lot of

time fighting against this plat-

form's limitations, no doubt
about it. It's been a headache
dealing with a 16-bit operat-

ing system — namely, MS-
DOS — that runs on a 32-bit

computer. The system is also

built around a "dumb periph-

eral" model — the interfaces

don't do much processing, so

one CPU chip has to do
almost all the work. And the

primitive analog joystick

interface has, with a few
exceptions, pretty well ruled

out multiplayer games on a

single PC (network/modem
games are a different story).

But because the system
has been around so long, pro-

grammers have had time to

learn most of its quirks and
nuances. Once you've mastered

the instruction set of the Intel

386 CPU, a few DOS tricks and
some fairly simple program-
ming models for each periph-

ftlfSsS /iff
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eral device, you can spend
your time writing games and
building worlds, instead of

having to learn a new feature

set and a new API for each
new piece of hardware. Most
likely, having such a stable

platform has helped the

growth of PC games more
than it has hurt. Still, some big

changes may be on the way.

Multimedia processor

chips could change PC gam-
ing more than any other tech-

nology. Designs like

Chromatic Research's Mpact,

Nvidia's NV1 and Philips'

TriMedia combine circuitry

for handling audio synthesis,

video decoding and network
communications, all on a sin-

better controller interface

than the joystick port that's

part of the standard game PC.

The Edge 3D card includes

two ports for hooking up
Sega Saturn controllers, and
games written specially for

the Edge 3D will be able to

read those devices directly.

Other games can read these

controllers if they use the

Windows 95 Directlnput API,

part of Microsoft's game sub-

system for Win 95.

Directlnput is a general

interface layer between games
and their controller devices,

and it could lead to other

innovations besides allowing

for more controllers and more
players. For one thing, the

gle piece of silicon. Intel and
Cyrix are also reported to be
working on multimedia
processors, and a lot of other

semiconductor companies
probably have something
similar in the works.

The first practical appli-

cation of a multimedia proces-

sor chip is in a PC add-in card.

Diamond Multimedia's Edge
3D card, based on the Nvidia

NV1 chip, functions as both a

wavetable audio card and as

an accelerated video card with

advanced 3D rendering, and it

comes with enhanced versions

of Virtua Fighter, Descent, and
NASCAR Racing, all cus-

tomized to use the card's

acceleration hardware. Sega
has also announced plans to

create PC versions of many
Saturn games, which will

require an Nvidia-based accel-

erator card like the Edge 3D.

To play a head-to-head

game like Virtua Fighter on a

single machine, you need a

New hardware
technology is

poised to

change the

face of

gaming for

the better —
but it may be
software that

helps the

PC remain a

unified, stable

system.

standard analog joystick port

has always been a processing

cycle hog — just reading one
joystick can burn as much as

12% of the CPU's processing

power, so there's an immedi-
ate gain by switching to a

new type of digital interface,

which Directlnput allows.

The first joystick

designed specifically for

Directlnput is Microsoft's own
Sidewinder 3D Pro. Besides

using a digital interface, it also

features extra buttons, a throt-

tle, and an additional axis of

motion. Advanced Gravis's

GrIP MultiPort system is

another advanced interface

with Plug-n-Play support
under Win 95, supporting up
to four of its own controllers.

However, as a way of hedging
its bets until Win 95 reaches

the saturation point. Advanced
Gravis is also helping game
developers write code to

directly access the GrIP inter-

face ports in DOS games.
It's simple enough: when

new technology is there,

someone in the PC business

will figure out how to use it.

With all the great new 32-bit

video game systems around
now, there's a lot of pressure

on the PC games market to

incorporate the same kinds of

whiz-bang sound and graphics

hardware. But if there are

three or four incompatible

new accelerator systems bat-

tling it out, PC game software

will become fragmented— it

won't just be a question of

whether or not your PC is fast

enough to run a particular

game anymore, but of whether
or not you bought the right

type of accelerator card.

Whether you're a fan of

Microsoft or not, Windows 95

seems to be our best hope for

keeping the PC gaming world
together. If Win 95 becomes
popular enough, and if its

game APIs are rich and gen-

eral enough to put a wrapper
around every accelerator,

multimedia processor and
interface that shows up on the

streets, then the standard

game PC of the late 1990s will

be based on software rather

than hardware. It'll be a dif-

ferent system from the one
this business grew up with,

but it'll be a single, unified

system nonetheless. PCG
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They say the last thing

you see before you die is a

blinding flash of light.

MMimi
ShellShock and U.S. proED—Playstatl

irn are trademarks'

are trademarks ofTgky Computr

You've joined Da Wardenz . Big-time, highly trained armed forces specialists saving

the world from injustice, corruption and global terrorism with the help of one

very bad boy: a fully armored, sophisticated M-13 Predator Battletank. Sure, war

is hell . But at least your ^ ; i i , kickin' to the awesome

hip-hop soundtrack of San , fT £ Francisco 49er football

star and rapper William - — L — — I "Bar None" Floyd.
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SOLUTIONS • TECHNIQUES • QUICK TIPS

fter surviving

the holidays

and ushering

in the New Year, you'd

think those every-day

gaming problems would
start to get a little easier.

But here you are, pulling

your hair out over the

latest frustrating mission

in that new flight sim, or

finding yourself stuck in a

tough-as-nails action

game. Never fear; the

Strategy Central crew is

here to get you rolling.

Write to us at:

GAMER
1350 Old Bayshore Hwy.,

Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA 94010

or E-mail:

peeceegee@aol.com
74431.3433@compuserve.com

Mortal Hombat 3
Blow your mind and kill your friends! It's the Mortal Kombat 3 cheat sheet!

Like previous Mortal Kombat games, the

third installment in the classic MK lineup

features more of the spine-breaking car-

nage we've all come to know and love.

But unless you're a die-hard arcade

junkie, it's a pretty safe bet you're having

a hard time figuring out all of those

deadly special moves that let you unleash

unspeakable fury on your opponents or

reduce them to helpless infants. So to

help you get the most out of this kill-or-

be-killed experience, here are the codes

to issue those fatalities, babalities, and
more.

Legend
F = Forward (toward opponent)

B = Back (away from opponent)

D = Down
U = Up
LP = Low Punch
HP = High Punch
RP = Release Punch
BK = Block

HK = High Kick

LK = Low Kick

R = Run

Liu Kang
Fatality — R, BK, BK, LK
Animality — D, D, D, U
Babality — D, D, D, HK
Friendship — D+R, D+R, D+R

StiEEVff wins

Kano
PRESS PUtKH

Sf?££VA I

After serving up Cyrax a heaping helping of whup-ass, Sheeva

shows her hidden talents by balancing these plates in an act

of friendship.

Fatality— Hold BL,

U, U, B, LK
Animality — Hold

HP, BL, BL,

BL, release,

HP (at close

range)

Babality — F, F, D, D,

LK
Friendship — LK, R,

R, HK

Kung Lao
Fatality— D, D, F, F, LK
Animality — R, R, R,

R, BK
Babality— D, F, F,HP

Friendship — R, LP,

R, LK

IMightwolf
Fatality — R, R, R, BL
Animality — F, F, D, D
Babality— F, B, F, B, LP

Friendship— D+R, D+R, D+R

Sektor
Fatality — D+R, D+R, D+R

(at close range)

Animality — F, F, D, U
Babality — B, D, D, D, HK
Friendship — D+R, D+R, D+R

Shang Tsung
Fatality — Hold LP, D, F, F,

Jax
Fatality—• D, F, D, LP
Animality— Hold LP, F, F, D, F,

Release LP

Babality— D, D, D, LK
Friendship — LK, R, R, LK

Kabal
Fatality— BL, BL, BL, HK
Animality— Hold HP, F, F, D, F,

Release HP
Babality— R, R, LK
Friendship— R, LK, R, R, Up

wins- 02 WINS! oo
$&G-Z£&G~\

sottyfi wins

I T T t

We re not sure if it's due to her looks or because she's got that maternal

instinct, but Sonya can reduce any opponent to a helpless baby.

PC GAMER Februaru 1996 m



STRATEGY

Whether she's up close and personal, or on the other side of the screen, Sheeva is full of deadly surprises, like

this damaging fireball attack delivered from long range.

Sub-Zero
Fatality— B, B, D, B, R, D, F, B, HK
Animality — F, U, U, U, U, U
Babality — D, B, B, HK
Friendship — LK, LK, R, R

Cyrax
Fatality— R, BK, R
Animality — Hold BK, U, U, D, D
Babality — F, F, B, HP
Friendship — R, R, R, U

Smoke
Fatality — U, U, F, D
Animality — U, F, F, BK
Babality — D, D, B, B, HK
Friendship — R, R, R, HK

D, Release LP, Hold LP, D, F,

D, FP, Release LP
Animality— Hold HP, R, R, R,

Release HP
Babality— R, R, R, LK
Friendship — LK, LK, R, R

Sheeva
Fatality— F, F, D, D, F, LP
Animality— R, BK, BK, BK, BK, HP
Babality— D, D, D, B, HK
Friendship — F, F, D, F, HK

Sindel
Fatality— R, BK, BK, R+BK
Animality — F, F, U, HP, F, F, HP
Babality— R, R, R, U
Friendship — R, R, R, R, R, U

Sonya
Fatality— B, F, D, D, R,

D, D, D, F, LK
Animality — Hold LP, B,

F, D, F, Release

LP
Babality — D, D, F, LK
Friendship— B, F, B, D, R

Stryker
Fatality— D, F, D, F, BK,

D, F, D, F, BK
Animality— R, R, R, BK,

Sweep, R, R, R,

BK, Sweep
Babality— D, F, F, B,

HP
Friendship— LP, R, R, LP



STRATEGY

Star Rangers
Create intergalactic mayhem with cheats that are out of this world!

The folks at Interactive Magic cheerfully

admit they borrowed a page from the

classic Atari 2600 game Star Raiders

when they designed their sci-fi simulation

Star Rangers— but their game is a far

cry from the simple arcade shoot-'em-up
of years gone by. Each mission takes

careful planning and a steady hand to see

you through wave after wave of enemy
fighters. If you can't seem to get your
bearings, or you find yourself stuck on
one particularly tough scenario, we've
got a few cheats that can get you blasting

with the best of them. To activate the

cheat codes, simply type them at any
point in the game.

JAVA
SHAZAM
CAMEO
VITAMINZ

SCOTTY
ISEEU

ZOOMERZ

— Enable cheats
— Toggle invincibility

— Toggle autopilot for

the Warp Tunnel
— Toggle full fuel and
ammo

— Infinite Warp
— View all enemies on

the Map
— Time acceleration

BOGONS

SHIFT+F12

VOIZIS

VOIZIF

— Displays the Star

Rangers design team
— Switch to low-resolu-

tion mode
— Force mission com-

pletion

— Force mission failure
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If you’d like to add a little flavor to the dark and dreary

reaches of space, try using the BOGONS cheat to enable

these pictures of the Star Rangers design team.

You can also jump to any
mission in the game using

these codes:

C T $ P L ft 5 N ft CUHS
S

5

H HErtT SEEKER 1 ft

VOIZI1
VOIZI2
VOIZI3
VOIZI4
VOIZI5
VOIZI6
VOIZI7
VOIZI8
VOIZI9
VOIZIO
VOIZI!
VOIZI@
VOIZI#
voizis
VOIZI%
VOIZI''
VOIZI&

— Mission 1

— Mission 2
— Mission 3— Mission 4
— Mission 5
— Mission 6
— Mission 7
— Mission 8
— Mission 9
— Mission 10
— Mission 11

— Mission 12
— Mission 13
— Mission 14
— Mission 15
— Mission 16
— Mission 17

V I j*
;

flUTO ...

U- + - :>

“ft ' ft”
i -i

“Wi •#

I II ( « ) II =

With the invincibility and ammo cheats, you'll be blasting those bad guys

with no worries.

What ymi fear, you will covet.

What you loalfae, you will worship

What you rava^kvou will rule.

What you are, you wfa abandon.

The first net-capati^pgi^alactic, PC CD-ROM game of ultimate strategy.

You've been warned.
Product information Number 147



USED IBM GAMES
COMPLETES, VIRUS FREE;

WITH THE ORIGINAL BOX,

DOCUMENTATIONAND
DISKS

1942 PACIFIC AIR; WAR
688 ATTACK SUB

A320 AIRBUS
'

ACES OF THE DEEP,

ACES OF THE PACIFIC

ACES OVER EUROPE’

AIRBORNE RANGER

ALIEN LEGACY

ALTERED DESTINY

AMAZON
ARACHNOPHOBIA

ARCHON ULTRA

ARMORED FIST

BARD’S TALE 1

BARD’S TALE 2

BATTLE BUGS

BATTLE CHESS 4000

BLOODNET

BLOODSTONE

BLUE AND GRAY

BODY BLOWS
BRIDGE OLYMPIAD

CAMPAIGN 2

CARRIER STRIKE

CASTLES

CASTLES 2

CD -1942 PACIFIC AIR GOLD

CD - 7TH GUEST

CD -ACES OF THE DEEP

CD -AEGIS GUARDIAN FLEET

CD - AL-QADIM GENIE’S CURSE

CD -ALIEN LOGIC

CD -ALIEN VIRUS

CD - ALONE IN THE DARK 2

CD - ALONE IN THE DARK 3

CD - ARENA

CD - BATTLE ISLE 2200

CD - BENEATH A STEEL SKY

CD - BIO FORGE

CD - BLACKTHORNE

CD - BLOWN AWAY
CD - BLUE AND GRAY
CD - BLUE FORCE

CD - HIGH SEAS TRADER

CD -HORDE

CD -INDY JONES FATE ATLAN

CD -INFERNO

CD -INTERPLAY’S 10 YR ANTH

CD - IRON ASSAULT

CD - IRON HELIX

CD -JEWELS OF THE ORACLE

CD - JOURNEYMAN PRO-8 MEG
CD - JUMP RAVEN

CD -KING’S QUEST 5

CD -KING’S QUEST 6

CD - MICROCOSM

CD -MILLENNIUM AUCTION

CD - MONKEY ISLAND

CD - MORPHMAN
CD - MYST

CD - NASCAR RACING

CD - NHL HOCKEY ’95

CD - NOCTROPOLIS

CD - NOMAD
CD - NOVASTORM

CD - OPERATION BODY CNT

CD - ORION CONSPIRACY

CD - X-COM UFO DEFENSE 29 INDY CAR RACING 22 RAPTOR
( REG VERSION) 15

CD - X-WING COLLECTOR’S ED 34 INDY JONES FATE ATLANTIS 18 RED BARON VGA 15

CD - ZEPHYR 28 INDY JONES LAST CRUSADE 10 RETURN OF THE PHANTOM 9

CD -ZEPPELIN 14 IRON CROSS 15 RETURN TO ZORK 19

CD - ZORRO 19 ISLE OF THE DEAD 9 RISE OF THE DRAGON -VGA 9

CHESS MANIAC 5 BILLION &1 15 JEOPARDY SPORTS EDITION 14 RISE OF THE TRIAD 25

CIVILIZATION 26 KGB 7 ROAD TO THE FINAL FOUR 27

CLASH OF STEEL 24 KING’S QUEST 2 11 ROBINSON’S REQUIEM 15

CLUE MASTER DETECTIVE 9 KING’S QUEST 4 10 ROCKETEER 12

COMPANION OF XANTH 15 KING’S QUEST 5 10 RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 19

CONTINUUM 9 KING’S QUEST 6 15 SAM & MAX: HIT THE ROAD 19

CORRIDOR 7 17 KINGMAKER 25 SEAL TEAM 14

CREEPERS 19 LANDS OF LORE 15 SEARCH FOR THE KING 7

D-DAY BEGINNING OF END 19 LASER SQUAD 5 SECRET WEAPONS LUFTWAF 12

DARK CENTURY 12 LEGACY: REALM OF TERROR 15 SHADOW CASTER 10

DARK LEGIONS 19 LEGEND OF KYRANDIA 12 SIERRA AWARD WINNERS 19

19 DAY OF THE TENTACLE 25 LEGIONS -WIN 28 SILPHEED 4

32 DAY OF THE VIPER 5 LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1 13 SILVERBALL 12

14 DEJAVU 1&2- WINDOWS 12 LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2 13 SIM CITY 17

17 DELTA V 24 LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 15 SIMON THE SORCERER 13

33 DOOM 2 27 LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5 15 SPACE QUEST 1 - VGA 10

34 DRACULA - BRAM STOKER 10 LEATHEL TENDER 9 SPACE QUEST 2 - EGA 10

28 DUNGEON HACK 15 LINKS 386 PRO 19 SPACE QUEST 4 -VGA 12

31 EMPIRE SOCCER 94 12 LINKS AD-ON COURSE DSKS CALL SPACE QUEST 5 - VGA 17

19 ETERNAM 12 LOOM 9 SPACE SIM ( MICROSOFT) 25

25 FALCON 3.0 19 LORDS OF THE REALM 28 SPACEWARD HO! 17

15 FALCON 3.0 ADD-ONS CALL LOST FILES SHERLOCK HOLM 17 SPECTRE 14

32 FANATSY EMPIRES 22 MAGNETIC SCROLLS BUNDLE 9 SPECTRE VR 19

HINT 800K$

§4ondUL

GAMER'SGOtD
WtPAYCASH FOR USB)GAMES

We want your current used games

1 -800-377-8578
In Canada, call 605-339-2060

call for authorization before shipping or

ISX list for current quotes to 605-334-8766

(include your return address & FAX no.)

WE SEtl USED GAMES
All games are tested & IBM disks virus checked

gomes ore in original box with original documentation

Call for current title availibility

WE ACCEPT ONLY

VISA/MasterCard/Discover \e

k Money Orders/Cashiers Check

'Call for title availibility before sending M.O.*
^V\/yy\-V“

Most items shipped some day. $5 UPS/S9 2nd Day Air

coll for information on Canadian shipments

GAMER'S GOLD • 1008 W. 41 sf Street • Sioux Falls • South Dakota • 57105

Got Something To Sell?
Follow these Easy Steps

1. Prepare a list of the games you are selling. Call, fax, or

mail your list to GAMER'S GOLD.

2 . GAMER'S GOLD will quote the current buying

prices & issue an authorization number for your shipment.

Games will not be accepted without an authorization no.

Price quotes are good for 1 4 days.

3. Pack games in box. Write authorization no. clearly on

outside of box. Mail to GAMER'S GOLD Save your

authorization no. We can't answer questions about your

shipment without your number!

4. If you would like to use your money or credit to purchase

games, include a "wish list" of titles you are interested in.

5. Your check will usually be mailed within 10-14 working

days of receiving your games. Some "wish list" game
credits may take slightly longer to fill.

Games will be checked for viruses & completeness.

Games must be complete with all disks, printed materials,

& in original box. Incomplete games will be returned at

your expense.

CD - BUREAU 13 17

CD - CHAOS CONTINUUM 15 CD -KING’S QUEST 7 32

CD - CLUB DEAD (M-TV) 31 CD - KING’S QUEST COLLECT 31

CD - CORRIDOR 7 18 CD - L-ZONE 15

CD - CREATURE SHOCK 26 CD -LABYRINTH OF TIME 19

CD - CRITICAL PATH 17 CD - LANDS OF LORE 24

CD - CURSE OF ENCHANTIA 14 CD - LAST DINOSAUR EGG 22

CD - CYBERIA 22 CD - LAWNMOWER MAN 19

CD - CYBERRACE 19 CD - LEGEND OF KYRANDIA 17

CD - CYBERWAR 31 CD - LINKS 386 25

CD - CYCLONES 29 CD - LIVE ACTION FOOTBALL 23

CD - DIZONE FOR DOOM 24 CD - LOOM 15

CD - DAEDALUS ENCOUNTER 36 CD -LORDS OF THE REALM 29

CD - DAEMONSGATE 19

CD - DARK FORCES 32

SPELLCASTING 101

SPELLCASTING 201

SPELLCASTING 301

STAR CRUSADER

STAR TREK 25TH ANNIV

STAR WARS CHESS

STARSHIP: COMMAND ADV

STELLAR 7

STREET FIGHTER 2

STRIKE COMMANDER
STRIKE SQUAD

STRONGHOLD

SUMMONING
SWORD QUEST

SYSTEM SHOCK
TAKE-A-BREAK PINBALL

TERMINATOR

TERMINATOR 2029

TERMINATOR 2029: OPERAT

TFX

THE PROPHECY

THEATRE OF DEATH

THEME PARK

THEXDER

THEXDER

2

TIE FIGHTER

TORNADO

TRISTAN PINBALL

ULTIMA 8

ULTIMA UNDERWORLD 2

ULTIMATE DOMAIN

ULTRABOTS

VAXINE

VIKINGS 2

WALLS OF ROME
WAR IN RUSSIA

WARLORDS 2

WELLTRIS

WING COMMANDER AD-ONS

WOLF

CD - DARK LEGIONS

CD - DARK SEED

CD -DAY OF THE TENTACLE

CD - DISCW0RLD

CD - DOOM 2

CD - DOOM COMPANION ED

CD - DRACULA UNLEASHED

CD - DRAGON LORE

CD - DREAMWEB

CD -DUNE

CD - EMPIRE DELUXE MASTER

CD -ERIC THE UNREADY

CD - FALCON GOLD

CD - FANTASY EMPIRES

CD - FIFTH FLEET

CD - FLASH TRAFFIC

CD - FLEET DEFENDER GOLD

CD - FORTRESS OF DR RADI

CD - FREDDY PHARKAS

FREE GAME OFFER

On orders over $75

Choose from list below

• Kings Quest 5

• Jet Fighter 2.0

• Wing Commander 1

• Patriot

• ATAC

• Conquest of Camelot

• Corporation

• Subwar 2050

• Space Quest 4

• Front Page Football

• The Prophecy

Subject to availability
- we reserve

the right to otter substituhons.

CD - FRONT PAGE BASEBALL 25 CD - LOST EDEN 24

CD - FULL THROTTLE 31 CD-LUNICUS 18

CD - GABRIEL KNIGHT 23 CD - MAABUS 27

CD - GADGET 32 CD - MACHIAVELLI: PRINCE 31

CD - GATEWAY 2 24 CD - MAELSTROM 14

CD - GAZILLIONAIRE 19 CD - MANHOLE 18

CD - GOBLIIINS 2 13 CD - MANTIS 14

CD - GRANDEST FLEET 22 CD - MASTER OF MAGIC 31

CD - GREAT NAVAL BATTLS 2 19 CD - MAXIMUM OVERKILL 26

CD -HAMMER OF THE GODS 24 CD - MEGARACE 21

CD - HARPOON CLASSICS 14 CD - MENZOBERRANZAN 27

CD - HELL: CYBERPUNK 22 CD - METALTECH: EARTH SGE 29

CD - OUTPOST

CD - PAGEMASTER

CD - PANZER GENERAL

CD -PIZZA TYCOON

CD - PSYCHOTRON

CD - PURE WARGAME
CD - QUANTUM GATE-WIN

CD - QUARANTINE

CD - RAVENLOFT 2: STONE PR

CD - REBEL ASSAULT

CD - RELENTLESS:TWINSEN

CD - RENEGADE

CD - RETURN OF PHANTOM
CD - RETURN TO ZORK

CD -RISE OF THE ROBOTS

CD -RISE OF THE TRIAD

CD - SAM & MAX: HIT ROAD

CD - SHADOW CASTER

CD - SHADOW OF COMET

CD -SPACE QUEST

4

CD - SPACE SHUTTLE

CD - SPEAR OF DESTINY

CD - STAR CRUSADER

CD - STAR REACH

CD - STAR TRAIL

CD - STAR TREK 25TH ANNIV

CD - STAR TREK: NEXT GENE

CD - STELLAR 7

CD - SYSTEM SHOCK

CD -TFX

CD - TONY LARUSSA 2 ’94

CD -TONY LARUSSA BB 3

CD -TRANSPORT TYCOON

CD - ULTIMATE DOMAIN

CD - ULTIMATE FOOTBALL

CD -UNDER A KILLING MOON
CD - UNNECESSARY ROUGH 95

CD - US NAVY FIGHTERS

CD - USS TICONDEROGA

CD -VIRTUAL VEGAS

CD - WING COM ARMADA
CD -WING COMMANDER 3

CD - WOLF

CD - WOLFPACK

CD - WRATH OF GODS

9

15

24

19

12

19

11

6

14

15

15

12

7

11

22

12

7

12

16

25

28

12

10

21

19

15

14

7

29

18

25

25

9

CALL

15

FIELDS OF GLORY 19 MARTIAN MEMORANDUM 9 WOLFPACK ii

FIFTH FLEET 28 MASTER OF MAGIC 25 WONDERLAND 8

FLEET DEFENDER 19 MASTER OF ORION 25 WORDTRIS 15

FLIGHT SIM 4 OR 5 AD-ONS CALL MEAN STREETS 5 WW2:AIR FORCE COMMAND 10

FLIGHT SIM 4.0 (MICROSOFT) 18 MERCHANT PRINCE 24 X-COM UFO DEFENSE 26

FLIGHT SIM 5.0 (MICROSOFT) 25 METAL & LACE 23 X-WING 17

FREE DC 5 MIGHTS MAGIC 5: DARKSIDE 15

FRONT LINES 24 MORTAL KOMBAT 15

FRONT PAGE BASEBALL 19 NFL COACHES CLUB 13

FRONT PAGE FOOTBALL PRO 15 NHL HOCKEY 17 prices & avaiiaouity subject

TO GET OUR
NEW UPDATED
PRICE SHEET

Call 800-377-8578
In Canada, call 605-339-2060

We'll mail or FAX our
latest price sheet with all

our current titles!

FRONTIER ELITE 2

FUTURE WARS
GABRIEL KNIGHT

GATEWAY

GATEWAY 2: HOMEWORLD
GEEKWAD

GOBLINS QUEST 3

GOLD OF THE AZTECS

GRANDEST FLEET

GREAT NAVAL BATTLES

GREAT NAVAL BATTLES 2

GREAT WAR
HARPOON 2

HEART OF CHINA - VGA

HIGH COMMAND
HUMANS

INCA

INCA 2

22

5

14

9

15

11

14

9

19

19

19

16

21

9

15

9

10

12

NOMAD
OPERATION CRUSADER
OUPOST

OUT OF THIS WORLD
PANZER GENERAL

PERFECT GENERAL

PLANET SOCCER

POLICE QUEST 1 - VGA

POLICE QUEST 3 -VGA

POWERHITS: MOVIES

POWERHITS: BA7TLETECH

PRINCE OF PERSIA

PRINCE OF PERSIA 2

PRIVATEER

PRIVATEER SPEECH PACK

PRO LEAGUE BB ’94

PUNISHER

QUARANTINE

7

25

19

12

26

15

17

9

12

12

19

15

23

19

5

16

5

24

to change. Call Toll Free for

current titles and those not

listed-we’ve got lots more!

All Used Games are

complete & virus free with

original box, documentation

& disks. System

compatibility is not

guaranteed. All sales are

final-defective games

replaced with same title.

Free shipping (Regular

Ground) in the continental

USA on orders over $150.

Product Information Number 121



t's true, we admit it

— we can never

get enough of your

thought-provoking,

rib-tickling, and

just-plain-weird letters.

Keep 'em coming, and

give some thought to our

latest topic for discussion:

What's the oldest PC
game you still find yourself

playing, and what keeps

you coming back to it? In

other words, what quali-

ties do you think a

computer game needs to

have before it qualifies as

an enduring classic?

Let's Hear From You!

Write to:

PC Gamer Letters

1350 Old Bayshore Hwy.,

Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA 94010

or E-mail to:

peeceegee@aol.com

74431 ,3433@compuserve.com

Wrath of the Gods from Luminaria may be just the ticket if you want to do some exploring in ancient times.

Dear PC Gamer,
I would like to congratulate you
guys and gals on an excellent

magazine. I have bought almost
every issue since the beginning
of last year, and still refer to

them all today.

Anyway, I would like to tell

you that you should not put so

much faith in the PC roleplaying

genre. Not only has it gone spi-

raling downward, it has been
trampled by a little company
named SquareSoft. Although I

still play the PC, the last two or

three months my time and
money has been directed to my
dust-gathering Super Nintendo.

They have done something
pretty amazing. They brought
me back to RPGs, something I

swore I would never touch
again. With a little thought, an
excellent interface, a good plot,

some 32MBs, and a pinch of
salt, they made an almost revolutionary

Final Fantasy III. This brought me to

think that if SquareSoft made PC
games, specifically RPGs, they would
rule supreme. Any how, with this new
life for RPGs, I scanned the stores for

some good computer RPGs. To be hon-
est, none have yet come up as good as

the Super NES RPGs. Please tell me that

something better is coming, because
with the look of things, I may not need
that processor upgrade after all!

Keep up the good mag,
Mark Trella

Chicago, 1L

We've found that whether or not you're excited

about roleplaying games on the PC depends on

what kind ofRPG you like, Mark. There's no

question that the PC, with its more powerful

processor and huge storage capacity, is capa-

ble of playing host to much deeper, more

sophisticated RPGs than a cartridge-based

machine like the Super Nintendo (and you

should keep in mind that when a videogame

cartridge is hyped as having "32 megs," they're

referring to megabits, not megabytes. Since a

megabit is a great deal smaller than a megabyte,

even the biggest SNES games are considerably

smaller than the average PC game!. Still, we get

a significant number of letters from people who
like the simpler, more fast-paced roleplaying

they find on videogame machines and wish they

could find more of the same for their PCs. Don't

give up on your PC yet; as more and more

videogame publishers hop on the PC band-

wagon, you're bound to see more of what you're

looking for.

Ancient Adventures

Dear PC Gamer,
This letter is in response to John deBoer
in your Letters column (November 1995

issue), who is looking for a great game
located on Earth in antiquity. 1 recom-
mend Wrath of the Gods from
Luminaria. It takes place in ancient

Greece, with the gamer visiting famous
historical sites and running into charac-

ters from history and Greek mythology.

The graphics and video sequences are

excellent, the challenges fun (e.g. navi-

gating the Argo through the crashing

rocks), and the dialogue witty (Hercules

advising us to eat our "veggies").

Although knowledge of ancient Greece
makes the game move faster, the hints

from the Oracle provide a banquet of

information, making the game also a

terrific learning adventure.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wood
Riverside, CA

Gomes For Sole or Rent

Dear PC Gamer,
I walked into my local video store a few
days ago and my heart skipped a beat.

There was an entire shelf filled with

computer software for rent! It seems to

me that with computers becoming more
frequently used at home, more video

stores will be renting out PC games.

SNES Supporter

PC GAMED Februarij 199G



Accepted

Star Rangers

by Interactive Magic<

Aiutetic space gs

with mOfBf3te.i3itt.cuHy-

Comedians

by Twentieth Century,^

Explore this exclusive. -

Beyond the Wall

by Twentieth Centumjm,

Take,t vivid 3-Djpujjtey

to thef^SiwB, Veteran's

Braindead 13

byReadysoft

A'bjrarre come

action%xsni

Who is Oscar Lake ?

0) Lang,,ngePib lcata'^

Olympic Gold

by Discovery Channel

Beer Hunter

by Discovery Channel
.

,

w.

Watch how a multitude

brewed, listen to e.pee

cornfftaFy and' much

my Take 2 Interactive,.,.^

Jaddstoct 1 m aoSjUgji*

v-fetkiiiei state the

[fiiean;^eetsWlew Yol

land fMrtshes. Track him

[811 Dark Seed II

«, t. iisti by MGM/UA

War Lords II Deluxe

j

by Strategic Studies Group.,,.

|

Strip Poker Pro Vol 2

\byArtworx

Play
>t̂ p pok«*j|fiosl

four g^etp tfdtien,

Complete Carnets at War

by Strategic Studies Gropg

I

V For Victory

\by Intracorp Inc.

Last Blitzkrieg

by Strategic Studies Gragg

ftecrege the Batllgjtyhe

Bulge,iWsbs IpSSte-

derate chancer victory

Power Dolls

by Megatech Software

Expect No Mercy

by Microforum Mfg.

>ellin}«5'”Anime”

iijstyte animated

Cyber JudasChronomaster

by Intracorp Inc.

Harvester

by Merit Software StudiQiL

Harvester is a grgptjcgly- :

violent

J

IXp«jenci
;

#Ler-

icn earth.

Ice & Fire

by GT Interactive

Chatawe youhtjj

I
well arf&tyript

Ife sYou arlpijq

Locus

byGT Interactive

ffe.fee vehiclestaJ

tubes aritrytqdrqj)

version

i
Judge Dredd

\ by Acclaim

. He’sjudge and <

er!

i tortured past

BE¥ONDIML

ilt WE NO MOUTH.

AND I MUST SCREAM
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LETTERS

Will the PC gamer finally be able to try

before they buy, like videogamers have
done for so long? Or will this trend pass

like so many others?

"Natsirt the Great”

via AOL

Actually, the software-rental trend came and

went a few years ago— it didn't survive

because so many games came on just a few

floppy disks, making them far too easy a target

for piracy. But since almost all of today's games
come on one or more CD-ROMs containing hun-

dreds of megabytes of data— and since

recordable CD drives still cost an arm and a leg

— piracy's not likely to be a big factor. That's

why PC software rentals are on their way back.

As you can tell from our monthly CD, we're big

believers in the try-before-you-buy principle, so

we think it's a healthy trend.

Upgrade Blues

Dear PC Gamer,
I am becoming very frustrated with the

outrageous system specs that are

demanded from the games on the mar-
ket. A computer I bought the Christmas
of 1994 is almost out of date. I didn't

think I'd need to upgrade as much as I

did just to be able to play the latest

games. Games can be made without
requiring the system specs of a NASA
computer. The 7th Guest and X-Wing
CD are prime examples. When The 7th

Guest came out, they had to spend a lot

of time to figure out a way to get the

system specs down, and look at the end
result. It seems as if companies are get-

ting lazy and unrealistic.

Sincerely,

Pete Gerharz
Lombard, IL

The upgrade race is frustrating. Game
publishers constantly have to balance

the latest, hottest technology with the

need to make sure their new games
will work on real-world systems like

yours land ours; some of us at PCG
still have relatively slow 486s at

home)— and every once in a

while, they get a little carried

away. But most new games
are pretty good about letting

you turn off some features

to make them more

playable on slower

machines— and, frankly,

we're willing to put up

with that if it

means the

game looks

incredible

on a state-

of-the-

art sys-

tem.

Still Looking

Giving Hope to Rebels
Everywhere,

Adam K. Brown
via AOL

Dear PC Gamer,
I totally agree with James Gibson in his

letter entitled "Looking for Clues,” pub-
lished in your November issue. Game
companies just lose my business when
they make even the lowest levels of

their games ridiculously difficult. I just

stop playing, and will not rush into buy-

ing their games again.

I personally get dissatisfied with

the silly little quirks that some game
producers just expect you to work out. I

consider myself intelligent and in pos-

session of an abundance of common
sense — I want to be able to follow a

game that unfolds logically, and not just

on the whim of the game designer. So
come on, game companies: make the

games more logical, and include a hint

section! Sierra has done so with

Phantasmagoria, so let's hope others

follow suit.

Sincerely,

Ken Allan

Vancouver, Canada

Funny you should use Phantasmagoria as an

example, Ken; a lot of die-hard adventure fans

found that one of the game's few flaws is that

it's too easy. But you're right— far too many
graphic adventures have puzzles thatjust don't

follow any kind of logic. You've already hit on

the solution to the problem, though: you vote

with your dollars, making sure the well-

designed games are rewarded, and the illogical

ones wind up in the bargain bin.

Hulfi-Player Forces?

Dear PCG,
I recently ran across a great cheat for

Dark Forces. You type in ASUPER-
CALIFRAGILISTICEXPIALIDO-

. CIOUS and then you have
k access to a hidden multi-player

B network feature!

Honestly, Adam; you should've

saved this one for our April 1st

issue; either you're pulling our

leg, or someone's been pulling

yours. Unfortunately, rumors of

multi-player support ''hid-

den" in Dark Forces

are strictly

untrue.

pcb s i B ,i m i s ©
STEREOGRAPHICS
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Coming.

The world’s first

MAGAZINE AND PLAYABLE

DEMO DISC PACKAGE FOR
VIDEO GAMERS.

From the makers
OF THE WORLD’S FINEST

VIDEO GAME MAGAZINE.
Sega Rally
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CONTEST

Sponsored by:

he sank six Japanese ships and dam-

aged four more in the Pacific theater of

World War Two, and she rescued 73 Allied

prisoners of war. Her name is Pampanito, she's

a Balao-class submarine, and she's waiting on

the beautiful San Francisco Bay for a visit from

you and a friend— if you win our contest.

There's no question that SSI's new com-

bat sim, Silent Hunter, is the next best thing to

being on an honest-to-goodness WWII subma-

rine, but we're joining forces with SSI to put a

couple of lucky gamers in the control room of

the real thing. Here's what you'll get if you win:

The grand prize winner will receive a 4 day/3

night long weekend in San Francisco for two;

including round-trip airfare; deluxe accommo-
dations at the world-famous Fairmont Hotel; a

complimentary tour of the U.S.S. Pampanito

submarine (a national landmark) berthed at

Silent Hunter is SSI's graphically beautiful and

historically accurate simulation of submarine

warfare in World War Two.

Fisherman’s Wharf; round-trip transportation

between the Fairmont Hotel and the airport;

S250 spending money; and two Silent Hunter

sweatshirts.

Gift certificate for one free SSI game

Silent Hunter Sweatshirt

If spending a few nights in one of the world's

most prestigious hotels and getting a first-hand

look at a WWII submarine sounds like a good

time to you, all you have to do is jot your name
and address on a postcard and send it to:

We ll accept your entries until March 1, 1996

(just one entry per person, please), then we'll

dive into them and draw the winners' names at

random. The U.S.S. Pampanito is waiting for

you, so enter today!

No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. One entry per person. Some restrictions apply to the grand prize: Winners must stay a Saturday night; must book flight two weeks in advance; no first class; no room service;

must take trip within three months of notification. For a complete set of rules, write your name, address, age, and telephone number on a 3"x5" card and mail it to: PC Gamer Silent Hunter Contest, P.0. Box 4468, Burlingame, CA
94011-9849. All entries must be received by March 1, 1996. The first randomly selected entry will win the Grand Prize; the next 25 will win First Prize; and the next 25 will win Second Prize. The editors' decisions are final.
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If you’re a graphic designer/animator: 3D,

SGI, sound designer, sound programmer: C, C++,

graphic/animation programmer: C, C++ assembly,

make the a leap to Konami Compu
'“'•ago Inc. you’ll feel therush ol

dom can do for your career.

We re aggressively building

American R&D arm of Konami Com
give you the kind of leading edge <

the n a -holds-barred freedom you

m
Konami is an equal opportiffrity employer, Konami

j

I.T V. 'f! '

•

' .

•rrow's hit games. Along with

'qmputer Entertainment

ush of what real creative

reer.

Hiilding this new
ni Company Ltd. Weil

edge equipment plus

myou i to creafe

the rewards of a terrific pay and benefits package.

We’re looking for the most outrageously tal-

ented people to come create in our state-of-the-art

facilityjust outside Chicago. So send your resume
and salary history to: Konami
Computer Entertainment Chicago

Human Resources Dept: (code), 900
Deerfield Parkway, Buffalo Grove, IL.

*

60089-451 0, Tel: 708/21 5-51 no e*. V
242, or fax: 708/215-52* KONAMI,

.
-

mt
of Konami Co. limited,. © 1995 Konami (America), Inc. Product Information Number 129



MARKETPLACE

SSI' S IBM CD-ROM WARGAME CLASSICS
This unbelievable CD-ROM bundle is ONLY $33 and includes 22 games plus over 50 additional!

scenarios. Panzer General, WCS2: TANKS!, Battles of Napoleon, Sword of Aragon, Western Front,

Carrier Strike, Pacific War, War in Russia, Clash of Steel, Conflict: Korea, Conflict: Middle East,

Warlords, American Civil War I-III, Panzer Battles, Reach for the Stars, Global Domination, DDay,
When Two Worlds War, Conquest ofJapan, Gold ofthe Americas.

$39 Steel Panthers

$41 Advanced Civilization

$15 Battles ofNapoleon

$15 Battle of Antietam

$15 Typhoon of Steel

$15 Conflict: Middle East

$15 Shiloh: Grant's Trial

$15 Storm Across Europe

$42 Panthers-Shadows

$32 Custers Last Command
$14 Market Garden: V-Vict.

$42 Warlords II Deluxe

$39 WCS3: Rifles

$D-Day America Inv.

$15 Gettysburg

$15 Rebel Charge

$15 Kampfgruppe

$15 Mech Brigade

$15 Second Front

$15 Western Front

$42 Tigers on Prowl

$20 Defend the Alamo

$14 Utah: V-Victory

$42 Warlords II

$42 Allied General

$48 SU-27 Flanker

$15 Warship

$15 Conflict: Korea

$15 President Elect

$15 Stellar Crusade

$15 Sword Aragon

$15 Sons ofLiberty

$30 Road-Sumpter

$44 Op. Crusader

$14 Gold: V: Victory

$40 Carriers at War II

$45 Silent Hunter

$34 USS Ticonder.

$15 Waterloo

$10 Clash of Steel

$10 Pacific War
$10 War in Russia

$10 Carrier Strike

$10 Great War
$46 Aide de Camp
$44 Stalingrad

$14 Velikiye: V-Vict

$28 Rommel N. Aff.

$15 Disk 1

$15 Disk 3

$15 Disk 5

$15 Disk 7:

$15 Disk 11

$15 Disk 15

$15 Disk 19

$25 Disk 21

Wargame Construction Set H: Tanks Scenario Disks:

Eastern Front WWTI Battles $ 1 5 Disk 2

Utah and Omaha Variants $15 Disk 4

St. Vith/KG Peiper $ 1 5 Disk 6

Sicily/Kasserine Pass $ 1 5 Disk 8

:

Battles for France $ 1 5 Disk 1

2

Vietnam Battles $25 Disk 16

Korea 1 950's $ 1 5 Disk 20

1st US Arm Cav Modem Database $15 Disk 23

France 1940 Battles

Gold, Juno, Sword, Caen

Desert Storm Battles

Bulge: Bastogne Dec. 1944

Arab/Israeli 1973 Battles 1

Korea 1990's Modem Database

Anzio, Cassino, Salerno

Famous Last Stands

Steel Panthers Scenario Disks:

$25 Disk 1

$25 Disk 3

$25 Disk 5

$25 Disk 9

Dnepr River Crossing

Battle for Okinawa

Guadalcanal/Tarawa/New Guinea

Marshalls/Marianas/Philippines

$25 Disk 1 1 : North African Campaign

$25 Disk 2: British in Normandy

$25 Disk 4: Patton in North Africa

$25 Disk 6: Stalingrad Campaign

$25 Disk 10 Invasion ofMalta

$35 Disk 20: Barbarossa Campaign (25 seen.)

$20 Battlefield Tactics of the 20th Century Manual: Tactical 3-Ring Binder 80-90 page manual.

Updates with historical OB, commentary, doctrine coming later in 1995-96.

A
$25 Great Naval Battles I plus 3 Scenario Disks $ 1 5 Pacific War Editor with v. 1 .22

$10 TANKS! Modem Database v.1,30 $15 TANKS! Ultra Modem Database v, 1.30+scenarios

$10 Mo' Slo Disk allows you to slow down fast computers to play older games.

We also carry Scenario Disks for Battles of Napoleon, Empire H (Modern/Napoleon/Civil)

All ofthe games above are in IBM format. Ask us about our special offers and discounts.

Add $4.50 Shipping. CA add 7.25% tax. NOVASTAR GAME CO.
Hours: 8:00 am to 5:30 pm PST Mon.-Sat. PO Box 1813, Rocklin CA 95677
Accept Visa, M/C, Checks, Money Orders (916) 624-7113 • Fax (916) 630-1009

GAMES
10064 101 Best Games #3

10107 3D Ultra Pinball-retail box
10048 Aces of the Deep
10078 Apache-retailbox

10124 Ascendancy-retail box

10109 Caesar n-retail box
10100 Daemons Gate-retail box
10023 Dragons Lair

10069 Earth Siege/Metal Tt

10117 EF 2000-retail

10119 Fade To Black-

10058 Full Throttle

10025 Gabriel Knight

10120 Hardball 5-retail

10027 Hell - A Cyberpunk

10093 Heretic 2/ Hexen-retail box
10046 Kings Quest 1-6 collection

10047 Kings Quest 7

10033 Lode Runner

10089 MechWarrior 2-retail box
10072 Mega Pak #3 - 12 CD’s

10049 Monty Python - Waste of Time

10038 MYST-retail box

10039 NASCAR
1009 1 Need for Speed-retail box
10051 NHL Hockey 96’-retail box
10040 Outpost

10037 Panzer General

10076 Phantasmagoria

10110 Police Quest Collection

10032 Ravenloft

10024 Rise of the Triad

10022 Sim City 2000
10079 Star Trek/Final Unity-retail box
10111 Stonekeep-retail box
10067 Terminal Velocity-retail box
10118 'rye Fighter Collection CD-retail

10016 US Navy Fighter Gold-retail box
10113 Wing Commander 4-retail box

10098 Witcn Haven-retail box

50001 American Heritage T "
„

50029 Bible Lands & Bible Stories

50025 Compton Interactive Encyclopedia 3.0

50006 Family Education Collection

s only a— lity change
Si 2.00 for 2-D:

13 » 50010 Groliers 95’ 20

42
*

50012 Hackers Chronicles n 33

24 , 50019 MS Bookshelf 95’ 38

42 * 50021 MS Bundle - Encarta, works, money, ent pk 78

48 50016 Parenting 19

48 50033 Precision Mapping-retail box

World Adas 5.0

CHILDREN

59

22

25

« 50020 20

40
40

23
48

19

44

35
26
19

45

39
28

44
28
40
44
23

19
45

47
18

25
27
47

47
27
48

49
49
44
24
24
24
26

Pricing &

40014 Alladin Activity Center

40000 Arthurs Teacher Troubles

40002 Berenstein Bears learning at home
40005 Cool School - Oregon Trail-retail box

40009 Kids Can Read series - each

40018 Lion King Story Book
40020 Little Monster at School

4003 1 Pocahontas Animated Story Book
40003 Putt Putt & Fatly Bear-retail box

40033 Putt Putt Save the Zoo
40015 Top 201 Learning Games
40016 Top 53 Thinking Games
40026 Winnie The Pooh Storybook-retail box

REFERENCE
3001 1 70 Million Residence Phonebook

30012 American Business Phonebook

30009 CardShop+
30010 Clip Art Extravaganza - 2 disk w/book

30015 Internet Access

30013 Print Shop Deluxe - ensemble 2

30016 Windows 95’ Upgrade

ADULT

20024 Beaverly Hillbillies

20020 California Beauties

20001 Come Play with Me
20002 Doors of Passion #2v
20006 Hot Peppers

20011 Poker Party

20042 Pomo Poker

20010 Seymour Butts 2
-

20036 Southern Beauties

20007 Space Sirens 2

20041 Virtual Sex Shoot

20017 Virtual Valerie 2

20004 Virtual Vixens

y. Call Now for a FREE Catalog!

35

19

18

29
13

38
36
42

29

35

15

15

42

22

17

18

28

19

49
79

This Is only a partial list of items that we carry. C
Availability change daily • No refund ^Exchange only on relumed or defective items • Shipping & Handling $6.00 for U.S. 01

. ..00 for Next Day • COD charges $7.00 • Sales in California subject to a 8.25% sa

for shipping charges to Mexico or Canada • Special orders upon request
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YOUR
CARE E R I N

COMPUTER HNIHHTION
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN - ANIMATION TECHNOLOGY - ELECTRONIC IMAGING

Two-year comprehensive program

Housing

Employment assistance

Financial aid to those who qualify

Call for information or to arrange your visit

Inquire about video, commercial art and other career preparation

CLASSES START NOW

1 (800 ) 273-2470
if THE ART INSTITUTE OF PITTSBURGH 0

LXL 526 PENN AVENUE. PITTSBURGH. PH 1S222-3BG9

Product Information Number 94
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THE DOG IS DIGGING UP NEW DEALS &
EW PRICES TO CELEBRATE 1 996N:

ONLY NF.W

ACER 5x speed CD-ROM
DRIVE 1 80ms only

$149.77
'

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG no used.ever.'
$19 REBEL ASS \ I T 2 $47

$53 destruction derby $39

$19 US NAVY gold $45

RAM r?o

4 MB 72pin 70ns $147.77

8 MB 72pin 70ns $289.77

HARD DRIVES
850 MB CONNER 12ms $199.77

1.2 GIG CONNER 12ms $269.77

7TH GUEST
11th HOUR
RAVENLOFT
PHANTASMGR $48 WING COMDR 4 $55

NASCAR $25 REBEL ASSAULT$22
FX FIGHTER $35 JOHNNY MNEM $27

ACESoftheDEEP$22 BEAST WITHIN $47

DAGGERFALL $46
MORE~
SS 2-DAY SMI
S7 OVERNITES

MOTHER BOARDS
PCI PENTIUM w\256k

burst cache

m
:edia
OMA

Win CD-ROMS, DEMOS, <t GET _

WITHOUR ON-LINE CATALOG http://www.moondog-'multimedia.com
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technology

S
tudy at The Art Institutes International and develop

your talent in the fields of graphic design, computer

animation, video production and multimedia.

Learn the foundations of drawing, perspective, color

and composition under professional

instruction. Explore typography,

design, computer graphics and

2- and 3-D animation. Financial

aid is available for those

who qualify. Nine locations

to choose from: Atlanta, Dallas,

Denver, Fort Lauderdale, Houston,

Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, and Seattle.

AS The Art Institutes International

300 SIXTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH, PA 15222

1 (800 ) 592-0700

5THE ART INSTITUTES INTERNATIONAL®, INC., 1995 PCGAM

Product Information Number 112

KCI P.O.Box 22097 San Francisco, CA.94122

Tel : <800) 811-1181 Fax : <415) 664-0883

11 th Hour Call Jagged Alliance $44.98 Pitfall - Mayan Adventure - $44.98

Alien Logic $14.98 Johnny Mnemonic $39.98 Panzer General $14.98

Apache $39.98 Jammit $11.98 Pinball Mania $32.98

Attack Games $39.98 King’s Quest 7 $19.98 Rise of the Robots $18.98

BioForge $38.98 Kingdom the Far Reaches $36.98 Rebel Assault II $39.98

Bloodwings $39.98 Last Bounty Hunter $24.98 Renegade : Jacob Star $19.98

Bodyworks $14.98 Little Divil $19.98 Star Trail Realms of Arkania $38.98

Battle Beast $39.98 Lucas Archives Vol. 1 $26.98 Space Quest 6 $41.98

Combat Air Patrol $38.98 Lost Eden $37.98 SuperStreetFighter II Turbo $32.98

Command & Conquer $39.98 Lords of the Midnight $48.98 Savage Warrior $29.98

Crystal Caliburn $14.98 Lemmings Chronicles $19.98 Slipstream 5000 $29.98

C.E.O. $44.98 Last Dynasty $27.98 Star Trek - Final Unity $38.98

Crusader No Remorse $47.98 Linux ( 4CD’s

)

$17.98 Space Ace CD-ROM $19.98

Dawn Patrol $19.98 Mad Dog McCree $14.98 SuperKarts $29.98

Daedalus Encounter $44.98 Magic Carpet Plus $39.98 SimTower $38.98

Dark Forces $44.98 Mech Warrior 11 $44.98 Sam & Max $19.98

Dig $39.98 Mirage $39.98 Seawolf $22.98

Dream Web $19.98 Marine Fighters $28.98 TieFighter $38.98

Full Throttle $44.98 Magic Carpet 2 $39.98 Top Gun $38.98

Frankenstein $38.98 Need for Speed $39.98 Terror from the Deep $39.98

FX Fighter $28.98 NHL Hockey 96 $39.98 Unnecessary Roughness ‘96 Call

Flight Unlimited $44.98 NBA Live 95 $38.98 US Navy Fighter $39.98

FiFa Soccer 96 $29.98 PGA Golf 1996 $37.98 Ultimate Seven ( 7 CD’s ) $29.98

Hive $39.98 Phantasmagoria $41.98 Virtual Vegas $19.98

Hi-Octane $44.98 Perfect General II $37.98 Wing Commander III $38.98

Iron Assault $42.98 Pinball - Take a Break $24.98 Wing Commander IV Call

Indy Car Racing II CaU Pinball Fantasies Deluxe $29.98 And More ...

- Multimedia - Multimedia - Multimedia - Multimedia -

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster 16 Basic* $69.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster 16 IDE* $74.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster 16 MCD* $74.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster 16 MCD with ASP* $89.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster 16 SCSI* $106.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster AWE 32 Value MCD* $149.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster AWE 32 Value IDE* $149.98

Creative Labs® SoundBlaster AWE 32 with ASP $249.98

Turtle Beach® Monte Carlo 16Bit $69.98

*When purchase with Software

486®DX4-100 Motherboards with CPU / 256K Cache

Pentium™ P-100 Mhz Intel® Triton Chipset / 256K Cache

Asus Pentium Mb P-100 with 256K Pipeline Burst Cache

All other Pentiums also available !

NEC® 4X CDR-511 SCSI

NEC® 6X CDR-512 SCSI

SONY® 4X CD-77E IDE

Panasonic® 4X CD-574 IDE

Toshiba® 5301 4X SCSI

Toshiba® 5302 4X IDE
Toshiba® 3601 4.4X SCSI

Toshiba® 6X SCSI

Teac® 4X CD-ROM
Teac® 6X CD-ROM

$199.91

$319.91

$139.91

$144.91

$199.91

$129.91

$249.91

$319.9;

$139.9;

Mitsumi® / SONY® 3.5” Floppy Drive i

Conner® / Maxtor® / Western Digital® / Quantum®

Hard Drives available

CD Caddies

All otherHardware also available at reaaonableprlcea, pleaae call

!

Accept VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Checks and Money Orders CA. residents add sales tax

Hours : 9:30-7:00 PST Monday - Friday, 1 1 :00-6:00 PST Saturday. Add $ 5 shipping & handling
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Finally! Beautiful, rich sound from your PC
at a very affordable price.

Makes DOOM

“The AKS Bass Pump " powered subwoofer

gives your PC the bass it’s been missing.”

• Enhances your existing multimedia PC speakers

• Powerful - 30 Watt RMS discrete amplifier

• Flexible - Can be placed anywhere in room

• Simple - Installs in seconds on PCs and Macs

• Safe - Shielded for use near monitors and disks

• Top Quality - Made in the USA
• Works great with portable stereos, too!

Save by ordering directfrom thefactory. Only $149.

30-Day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

Our speakers are “bassed” on quality.

To Order Call:

1*800*213»5119
Visa / MasterCard

AKS Acoustics, Ltd., 365 Forest Road, Wilton. NH 03086, Phone: 603*654*5388

Product Information Number 92

AFFORDABLE CD-ROM SELECTIONS

ORDER NOW!

actsoft!
1 -800-560-6234

Over 300 ADULT
NEW TITLES ARRIVE EVERY WEEK! HQT

7TTi Guest 18
FX Figther 29
Rise of the Triad 19
Terminal Velocity—24
Stonekeep 44
Slipstream 5000 27
NHL 96 39
Wing Cmndr 3 39
Virtual Pool 38
Navy Figter Gold—43

TITLES IN STOCK!!!

SELLERS
^ree Available

Fatal Racing 34
Under a Killing Moon 39
Magic Carpet II 38
Crusader No Remorse 42
Fade to Black 39
Voyeur 30
Frankenstein 41
F--14 Fleet Defender 19

Aces Over Pacific 17

Atari 2600 Pack 20
Secret Subjects 17

8-15 Dene Ct.

Belle Mead, NJ 08502
.

Fax (908)3594)833 We accept Ma«ercaid/Visa/AX/Discover/Checks. 2day and n<

Shipping& Handling are extrra. Prices & availablity ; e subject to change without notice.

delivery is available for extra cost.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Playing in 3D atBrainspeed

I

n the real world, moving around

in, reaching out for, or moving

things is accomplished with

relative ease. When we move

through our home or office, we don’t

bump into walls or have difficulty

quickly getting from here to there.

We instinctively round corners, locate

our destination and freely move toward

our goal, instantly adjusting our speed

and rhythm in immediate reaction

to our surroundings, other people

and obstacles.

Isn’t this the way we should play

and interact with our favorite 3D

games? In 3D games, we should be able

to move easier, fly farther, see more,

react faster, have more fun and “get

into the game,” without having to

think too much. Period.

Game developers have done an

outstanding job in giving us better,

more realistic 3D games like DOOM" II,

Dark Forces” and MechWarrior®2.

We also have an incredible array of

improved computer technology

- faster PCs, accelerated graphics, and

hi-res displays with more colors.

We have even made forays into the wilds

of surround sound and VR headgear.

All in the name of achieving better,

more realistic game play.

But what
about Interaction?

What abounhe ability to intuitively

move in those 3D worlds... just like

you do in the real world? Natural 3D

interaction is the key to a truly

awe-inspiring, realistic 3D gaming

experience and is the one area the

computer industry has ignored.

Mice, keyboards and joysticks are

great 2D devices but they don’t allow this

kind of natural interaction to be fully

“I was almost

booted from a local

DOOM II tournament

for using it. I went

from competing to

completely blowing

away the other

players!”

realized in today’s 3D games

because they don't have the

inherent capability to move in 3D.

Advanced

3D Interaction

Now there is a way for gamers

to get unbelievably realistic 3D

interaction in their games -

Advanced 3D Interaction (Advanced

3D-I"). With simultaneous 3, 4, 5 or

even 6-axis control and independent

“true digital” control for each axis,

Advanced 3D-I" technology allows

gamers to move in 3D games

-just as they move in real life.

With Advanced 3D-I, gamers can now

instinctively round comers, freely look

up and down, dodge fire, control 3D

objects as though they were holding them

Avenger delivers all the^^^^
pinpoint control, continuous motion

and instantaneous reaction that gamers

crave in their favorite 3D games. With a

“I love it. It truly is like playing the game
at BRAINSPEED. It is so natural I can’t even

tell you now how I do the moves.

It would be like trying to explain

walking, I just do it.”

in their hand, and instantly micro-adjust

speed and direction in reaction to their

surroundings, enemies, and obstacles.

Your favorite mouse and joystick,

with their 2-axis limitations, are

completely unable to give you the

mind-blowing impact ofAdvanced 3D-I
”

capabilities in 3D games. And the

number of keys you have to deal with

on a keyboard in 3D game play just

ties your fingers up in some twisted

pretzel logic parody.

With Advanced 3D-I at your

fingertips, the days of conscious

forethought about every move and

action are finally gone, and you can

sit back, relax and just react as the

3D action unfolds in front ofyou

on the screen.

The Spaceball®Avenger

The hand-held Spaceball®Avenger is

the firstand onlyAdvanced 3D-I"game

controller for use with today’s 3D PC

games. With simultaneous 6-axis

directional control and 8-bits of digital

precision for each axis, the Spaceball

Now there is a way
for gamers to to

get unbelievably

realistic 3D
interaction in their

games - Advanced

3D Interaction.

With simultaneous

3, 4, 5 or even

6-axis control

and independent

“true digital” con-

trol for each axis,

Advanced

3D Interaction

technology allows

gamers to move
in 3D worlds

- just as they

move in real life.

level of realism, ease and speed never

before possible, gamers can now play at

brainspeed- the ultimate in instant

reaction, unconscious game play.

Better Gaming

GUARANTEED
Spacetec IMC guarantees that the

Spaceball Avenger will give you a

better gaming experience and more

natural interaction with your 3D games,

or we will refund your money.

If the Spaceball Avenger doesn’t

introduce you to new levels of

interaction in your game play, send it

back to Spacetec IMC within 30 days of

purchase and we will refund your

money. Advanced 3D Interactive Motion

Control will change the way you play

your 3D games... we guarantee it.

For more information

on where to purchase

the SpaceballAvenger

call Spacetec IMC at 1 800

JUKN JIVE (1 8005856548).

COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR
FAVORITE 30 PC ACTION GAMES...

DARK FORCES

"

DESCENT"

DOOM"
DOOM II

"

FORY3
(WINDOWS® 95)

HAV0K (WINDOWS® 95)

HERETIC"

HEXEN"

MECHWARRI0R2
RISE OF THE TRIAD

"

TEKWAR"
W0LFENSTEIN 30

"

X-WING"

and Many More!

Now Supported in

Windows® 95 via Directlnput r

REQUIRES 386/33 DX OR ABOVE, MS-DOS 5.0

OR HIGHER, AVAILABLE RS-232C 9 OR 25 PIN

SERIAL PORT.
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ADULT

Dream Machine

Hot Slots

Sey More Butts II

Mind Teazze 1,2

Neuro Dancer

Night Watch 2

Pleasure Zone

Private Prison

Scissors N Stones

Space Sirens

Space Sirens 2

Tokio Night Life

ormtst:
i 800 S««^ S!

Product Information Number 87

Return policy: We will only accept and refund
unopened items. Returned items are subject to 15%
restocking fee. Shipping charges are not refundable.

We will replace any defective item with no charge within

30 days ofpurchase.

Order Information: Minimum shipping & handling
is $4.50 for I’PS Ground. Other rates apply for next day

delivery. Add additional $6.00 for C.O.D. orders.

C.O.D. orders must be paid by certified check or money
order. There is no Surcharge on Credit Card orders.

Personal check orders, will be shipped after the check
is cleared. The price and availability are subject to

change without notice

Some of ilic software listed i- OF.M bundled OEM or.U sold with new hirdware
;

interactivemiCLEARANCE SAL

Reach total satisfaction with VCA's newest
xxxplicit adult interactive! CDCJELy? 013©

a
%9
S39

$29

$35
$39
$39

$29

DXsJCg® 3

re of the hottest interactives available
today - a must-see! 013©

Virtual Valerie II

Seymore Butts II

Oriental Action

Virgins III

Virtual Sex Shoot
Samurai Pervert

Future Kink
C-Shot Spectacular $25
Freaks of Nature $25
Virtual Vixens $25
Strip PokeLPro $39

Asian Models Wet and Wild, Pixis

Interactive Sampler, Oriental

Fantasy, Oriental Babes, Girls of the

Rising Sun, Oriental Hot Night I or II,

A Taste of Erotica, Steamy Sex,

Biker Babes, Sexual Encounters,

Cream Dreams, Pleasure Palace,

Fun with T*ts, Baby's Got Butt,

Massive Melons, Asian Palate,

Legends of Porn II, Hot Spot
Fantasy Tour, Danish Fantasy Tour

Six Disc Sex Pack $39
Fantasy 2000 $19
All Night Long $19

Asian Pearls (Explicit) $19
Giffy Gold l-lll

Asia X
Sweet Cheeks
Celebrity Nudes
Adult Photo Library 3
Keyhole Fantasy I

$29
$25
$25
$29
$19
$29

Ebony & Asian Fantasy $29

TITLE) IN iTOCK
wrmC P.O. Box 10756, San Bernardino CA 92423

1.800.513.3789 All orders shipped 2nd day for $8 You must state 21 toorder!

Open24Hrs EmpireSoft Online 909,799.3912 Call for directions to our store

Product Information Number 114

a. WE WILL BEAT
Virtual Vixens^ Hot Slots

Seymore Butts 2

Man Parts

Seymore Buts I

Neurodancer

Nightwatch 2

fH Pleasure Zone

Private Prison
- - Penthouse I -4

Scissors N Stones

Space Sirens

Space Sirens 2

Vampires Kiss

ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
$29 HUNDREDS OF
$39 Movies and 'Photo CD's
$45 Seymore Buts Bundle £73
$32 Seymore I and 2 for only

S32 ADULT CARTOONS
$32 L’EUSIR DAMORE $23
$32 DEMON SCHOOL $23
$39 BLACKBOARD JUNQLE $23
$39 UROTSUKIDOJI $23
$28 UROTSUKIDOjl 3CD SET $39
$38 NEW MACHINE SIX PACK $39
$45 Digital Dancing, Legend 4, Biker Babes

$37 Legend of Porn 2, Insatiable. Taste of Erotica

7012 LARGEST
PHILADELPHIA PA 19149

Knowledgeable Staff

Dealers Inquire Welcome

OVER 21 PLEASE
VISA & MC. WELCOME

1 -800-560-5449
Product Information Number 164

ACTION SOFTWARE
Cleveland, OH. OVER 500 TITLES Belle Mead, NJ.

AVAILABLEWE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
Interactive

Dirty Debutantes
Dream Machine
Hot Slots

Seymore Butts 2

Man Parts

Mind Teazzer 1, 2

Neuro Dancer
Nightwatch 2
Pleasure Zone
Private Prison

Samurai Pervert

(216) 942-8555
Dealers Inquire

$29

$39
$39

$45

$32

$32

$32

$32

$32

$39

$45

Scissors N Stones
Space Sirens

Space Sirens 2
Tokyo Nightlife

Virtual Vixens

CD-ROM

Movies and Photo CD'S
So Many We Can't List Them All.

Knowledgeable Staff

With All Of Our Titles and Prices.

1-800-883-3494
1 -800-883-3494 (908)359-1788

VISA & MC. WELCOME OVER 21 PLEASE

ive
TEXAS TABLE DANCE
LUST CONNECTION
MS. METAVERSE
VENUS PLAYHOUSE
SEYMORE BUTT 2

VAMPIRES KISS

VIRTUAL VALERIE 2

DIRTY DEBUTANTS 1

DANGEROUS BLONDES
ADULT 6 PACK VOL. 2

SECRETS
COLLEGE GIRLS 1

COLLEGE GIRLS 2

PRINCESS OF PERSIA

$ 27 DIRTY DEBUTANTS 2 ASIAN INVASION $ 39

$ 28 CYBERSTRIP POKER $ 34

$ 38 CYBERSTRIP BLACKJACK $ 34

$ 34 HOLLYWOOD BODY DOUBLE $ 46

$ 45 SPACE SIRENS 2 AJIA $ 45

$ 38 SUPERSTARS OF JAPANESE PORN 2 $ 44

$ 38 TOKYO NIGHTLIFE $ 35

$ 29 SEXY SPORTS TRIVIA $ 35

Movies
$ 28 ASIAN HEAT

$ 45 L.A. STRIPPERS

$ 29 EUROPEAN EROTICA

$ 29 EXCHANGE STUDENT
$ 33 TRACY LOVES YOU
$ 31 AMERICAN SWEETHEART

TO ORDER 1- 717-6243
FAX ORDER 310-493-1760

Sorry No Refunds
Over 21 Only Please

Shipping $7 Overnight (Most Areas)

Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex ® JjjjgE

Money Orders, Checks (Checks Held 4 Weeks) gg ,,

Price & Availability Subject To Change
Fax & Mail Orders: Please Include Phone Number, CA Sales Add 8.25% Sales Tax.

$7 Shipping Continental U.S. Other Areas Please Call For Shipping Price.

CAT CD-ROM • 11140 Los Alamitos Blvd. • Suite 205 • Los Alamitos, CA 90720
<3 , tv ‘ r siw^rfh'r? <" ansi m 1 -

Product Information Number 102

KCI P.O.Box 22097 San Francisco, CA.94122
Tel : (800) 811-1181 Fax : (415) 664-0883

Interactive CD’s Movies CD’s Asian CD’s
Adventures of Seymore Butts $29.98 3-D Darlings $11.98 Adult Clips $19.98
Adventures of Seymore Butts 2 $34.98 Babes Illustrated $19.98 Asia X - NEW $19.98
Club Cyberlesque $34.98 Bad Girls $19.98 Abnormal Lady $19.98
Cyberstrip Poker $34.98 Channel Blonde $19.98 Amorous Asian Girls $19.98
Dream Machine $29.98 College Girls 2 $19.98 Black Board Jungle ( Cartoon )

$16.98
HOT Slots

(
Game

)
$29.98 Designer Bodies $19.98 Demon School

(
Cartoon

) $16.98
Intimate Possibilities NEW $34.98 Dark Tunnels $19.98

,
Fascination $19.98

Mind Teazzer $29.98 Morphin Babes 2 $24.98 Fair Lady $19.98
Private Prison $34.98 Nasty Neighbor Girls $19.98 L’Elisir D’Amore ( Cartoon ) $16.98
Penthouse Virtual Photo Shoot $49.98 Penthouse Select A Pet $29.98 Interview $19.98
Spy Club $34.98 Penthouse Select A Pet 2 $29.98 Puderty Girl $19.98
Samurai Pervert $34.98 Poison $19.98 Sake Hudani $19.98
Space Sirens $34.98 S*xy Nurses $24.98 Superstars of Japanese P*m 2 $24.98
Space Sirens 2 $34.98 Supermodel $19.98 Summer Passion $19.98
Venus’ Playhouse $34.98 Stiletto $19.98 Straight A’s $24.98
Virtual Vixen $29.98 Suite 18 $19.98 Steal Love $19.98
Virtually Yours $34.98 Taboo 12 $19.98 Tokyo Glamour Girls $29.98
Virtual S*X Shoot $34.98 Takin’ It Off $19.98 Tokyo Nightlife $34.98
Virtual Valerie 2 $34.98 Voices in my Bed $19.98 Urotsukidoji

(
3 CD Cartoon

) $39.98
Vampire’s Kiss $34.98 Women of Playboy $29.98 Wild Jungle $19.98

Call for titles not listed ..

Accept VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Checks and Money Orders CA. residents add sales tax
Hours : 9:30-7:00 PST Monday - Friday, 1 1 :00-6:00 PST Saturday. Add $ 5 shipping & handling

Adults Only - Must be 18 or over to purchase
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Call Emily Wilson at

[415] 596-1688

Ext. 163
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Next Time

Just like the CIA, we have a staff of

psychics on the job 24 hours a day,

trying to predict what we'll do next.

03GAMER 1
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Here are their best guesses for March...

Ihe

Second Annual

(tads
We see all the games, good and bad, and

when the year has hit us with everything it

has to offer, we sit down to pick the best

ones. After some spirited arguments and

one or two good-natured fist-fights, we set-

tle on the cream of the crop in every gaming

genre. Be here for the laughter, the tears,

and the pageantry of the PC Gamer Awards.

CONTRIAOTING EDITORS:

Heidi Aycock, Charles Brannon,

Lee Buchanan, Steve Poole,

T. Liam McDonald, Tim Victor,

Trent Ward, Scott Wolf
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You smack a little ball with a stick, walk until

you catch up with it, then smack it again. It

sounds so crazy, it must be a sport. So why are

golf sims among the top-selling games for the

PC? We'll answer that question and look at the

hottest new golf games next month.

Warcraft II

Lion

EF2000

Wing Commander

WipeOut

FPS: Football Pro '96

Destruction Derby

.and more!

Destruction Derby

Reviews

More news, previews, hints, tips, and cheat

codes than you can shake a joystick at.

CIRCULATION ANALYST, Doug Haynie

Please send all advertising

materials to Ken Brandow,
Production Coordinator,

PC Gamer, 1350 Old Bayshore
Hwy., Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA 94010.

IMAGINE PUBLISHING. INC. - CORPORATE

PRESIDENT.

Chris Anderson

Tom Valentino

The battle in the desert raged on, as Stearns

dropped the terrorist guards, one by one.

Meanwhile, back at Company Headquarters,

in a secret sublevel accessible only with a special

cheat code. Colonel Gaskins and the mysterious

agent known only as "the Coconut Monkey"
observed the epic struggle transmitted through

Stearns' handy wristlink.

Projected onto a giant wall screen, Stearns'

every move was analyzed and dissected by the

Company computers, preserved for prosperity

and future training videos.

"Well, Gaskins," said the Monkey, as the

fourth guard collapsed under Stearns' ruthless

onslaught, "Do you think we'll be able to find the

plans to the Jihad's new weapons satellite?"

"Well," said the Colonel, "if he doesn't, we’ll

have one heckuva time fending off those aliens

from Zargon-Nine.

"

"Non-sequitur," said the Monkey.
"Garnash. Hey look, he’s going to use the

Spoon. This should be good."

Both spymasters turned their eyes to the

1 PC GAMER Februarq 1936
TO BE CONTINUED...



They Came.

They Saw.

They Kicked Some Butt

™e Rise Rule

COMING
SOON

For more information call 1-800-757-7707 or visit our website at http://www.sierra.com

Ancient Empires

SIERRA Product Information Number 149

© 1995 Sierra On-Line, Inc., Bellevue, WA. All Rights Reserved. IBM PC screenshots may vary.



US News and World R<

fQlnbouj

- Computer Gaming World

9R

imm \i
- Strategy Plus

Product Information Number 173

imrpigi As agents for the Galactic Federation, you and your partner, Ginger,

|
had been given an assignment to infiltrate IMoirDyne, a sinister

|
i

. W m \
corporation which has reactivated a once abandoned

IwwSI
bioweapons production facility: The Hive, a Something went

terribly wrong... your cover is blown and now the chase is on.

a With the help of Ginger's brief data loads, you must battle your way through

scores of enemy fighters, ferocious ground troops, menacing robot weapons,

and the deadly alien Hivasects. a Designed exclusively for Windows® 95...true 32 y
bit autoplay. Awesome action/arcade game play and killer

graphics that will blow you away! *16 bit stereo sound. RTTSSTTSTTn
• 20 pulse-pounding interactive levels. • Two game play UllaiJaMLI

styles... gut-wrenching action sequences combined with

never-before-seen Panoractive -game play that puts you in the middle of the Xjj

action, a Download our free demo from http://www.trimarkint.com A
or from Trimark's folder on CompuServe's Game Publishers Forum "B".

TRIMARK'

The Hive is a trademark of Trimadr Interact;?! ©1995 Trimark Interactive. All rights reserved. Microsoft, Windows, and the Windows Logo are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.


